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PREFACE
I£ we look at general education in its broader aspects, we shall
|£ind that it exists everywhere. It may come £rom £amily associations,
I
|£riends, churches, or schools. The problem considered in this study
j
covers only a small part o£ the total range, namely, general education ai:
I the college level. It is £urther limited to an emphasis on science in 
general education at the six Oklahoma State Colleges as seen by those who 
are directly responsible for the program. Only by narrowing the scope of 
the problem can greater depth be attained.
j Restriction to the college level brings £urther limitation be­
cause general education in the colleges.o£ today differs in goals from 
other forms of education. One of the most distinctive aims is that it 
shall be concerned with the quality of experience developed within each
j
jstudent. This is an experience upon which he may base his life's activi- 
jties and decisions. It is about this meaning that the major concern of 
the study revolves.
The problem under consideration is limited to the selected group 
of colleges mentioned, and looks to the addition of a scientific, criti­
cal analysis of the movement as it has developed and is functioning in 
these institutions.
In order to develop the study, the presidents, deans, departmental 
chairmen and teachers of science in general education were questioned at
iv
length concerning their theories and practice# in general education^ 
Views on general education as a movement were discussed to serve as an 
orientation and background to the more detailed study o£ the sciences in 
the program. It is in this last part that we can hope to find methods 
and materials, philosophies and aims, problems and successes that have 
proved themselves of value or have failed in the Oklahoma schools.
Only as a program is examined and evaluated can there be calcu­
lated, intelligent change. Only as general education meets the demands 
of democracy and society is it worthy of the faith which has been placed 
in it. This study can serve as one link in a chain leading to improve­
ment. Answers to the questions used are presented in such a manner that 
they may prove of value in other studies of science in the general educa­
tion program. As they relate to our peculiar problems in Oklahoma col- 
Ileges, they may serve as reference material for committees and study 
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SCIENCE IN GENERAL EDUCATION AT THE CKIAHOKA STATE COLLEGES
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
One o£ the most extensive changes to take place recently at the 
lower division level of undergraduate education is incorporated in **gen­
eral education.** The recent history of the progress of general education 
been sonewbot analogous to a prairie fire which, beginning as an un­
ispectacular flame, is suddenly driven by the wind over the dry grasses in 
its path to flare out on a wide front; or, in smaller areas, it may come 
to a near standstill. Where there is fuel to feed içon, only a fresh 
breeze is needed to drive the blaze forward.
The influence of leaders in the general education movement is not 
unlike that of driving winds on a prairie fire pushing it forward. Our 
educational institutions in which programs are being developed provide 
materials to feed the fire. The movement has spread, drawing nationwide 
attention of educators to its activity.
' I
Here the analogy breaks down, for the prairie fire is destructive, 
à destroyer of the products of growth. General education, limited only 
by the student*s capacity, seeks to further individual growth and the de­
velopment of knowledge and desirable attitudes for all citizens of a
: { 
    !
2It is a segment of this movement of general education as it has 
developed in the six Oklahoma State Colleges in the area of science that 
has been the major concern of this dissertation. The colleges selected 
for study are an administrative unit under the Board of Regents of Okla­
homa Colleges. Included are Central at Edmond, East Central at Ada, North­
eastern at Tahlequah, Northwestern at Alva, Southeastern at Durant, and 
Southwestern at Weatherford. Teachers of general education in science at 
these colleges, as well as administrators, provided the information used 
for analysis.
The following sections of this chapter will set forth briefly the 
need for a study such as this, the specific problem of the dissertation, 
the method by which the data were compiled, and the organization of the 
material.
Need for the Study
Background of the Program
The official beginning of the general education program at the six 
Oklahoma State Colleges was the school year 1951-52. Much preliminary 
work was done by the Intercollege Curriculum Committee before this begin­
ning. Harvey Faust, registrar at East Central, was chairman of this group. 
Though it was originally charged with a restudy of the total curriculum, 
the program of general education became its major project.
After extensive study by the group with the assistance of repre­
sentatives from the different schools, recommendations were made to the 
Council of Presidents of the colleges. This Council approved the recom­
mendations and submitted them to the State Board of Regents of Oklahoma
3Colleges. Next» the findings went to Che Oklahoma State Regents for 
Higher Education, who gave constructive criticism concerning the broad 
pattern of the final report. The last report, written in the form of a 
resolution, was passed by the Council of Presidents and the governing 
board of the colleges.^ The State Regents for Higher Education approved 
the resolution only in its broad form, believing that approval of Che de­
tailed contents might at a later date be interpreted as restrictive.
Thus was b o m  the program of general education in the six Oklahoma 
State Colleges.
Timeliness of the Study
As the program of general education in the six Oklahoma State 
Colleges neared its fifth year, it was deemed mature enough to justify 
investigation and evaluation. The official beginning of the program in 
1951-52 followed over three years of planning and study. It is the period 
from 1951 through 1956 which is of chief concern here. The interviews 
for gathering the data were made in the q>ring of 1956. To check on any 
major changes which may have taken place during the writing, a follow-up 
questionnaire was sent to representative individuals selected from those 
interviewed at each institution. This was done in the fall of 1957.
This movement at the colleges included in the study had grown out 
of a need to prepare the increasing number of students at college level 
with a broader background against which they could stage their personal, 
political, economic, and social lives. The program to meet these needs
^See Appendix III, Resolution Establishing the Program of General 
Education.
4was established» but only as the educational efforts in this direction 
are studied and evaluated can there be any measure of success or failure 
or basis for suggested improvement.
Selection of an Area 
It is obvious to anyone familiar with general education that the 
total program has tremendous breadth and depth, making it difficult if 
not impossible in a single study to probe deeply enough for concrete evi­
dence on which to base an evaluation. On the other hand, if one major 
area were selected, some practical good might come of the effort.
There are several reasons why th». program of science in general 
education was selected. First, the writer is presently engaged in teach­
ing these general science courses. The question of whether or not the 
courses were accomplishing the purposes for which they were established 
was constantly presenting itself in personal experiences, conversations 
with contemporaries, findings of study groips, and reading from profes­
sional literature.
Further, science is and has been a topic of concern to laymen in 
recent years. Few decades, if any, have seen as many new developments as 
has that just past. The scientific and technological changes are so nu­
merous and rapid that the average citizen can scarcely esqiect to keep in­
formed. Yet never has there been a time when so many need to know the 
basic fundamentals of science. This is that they may participate as in­
telligent voters, consumers, military strategists, elected officials, or 
even as passive persons able to make a rational acceptance or rejection 
of propaganda associated with science.
Clearly, science in general education has become an area o£ great 
importance in the lives of many. This, coif led with the fact, that many 
college students will acquire their total knowledge of science through 
Ithe general courses, makes the area worthy of extensive study.
I  The Problem
i  - - - - - - - - -
The problem of this dissertation is to make a survey of the gen­
eral education program in science at the six Oklahoma State Colleges dur­
ing the first five years of its existence. An analysis of the problem 
itself brought forth several questions: How has the program of science in 
general education developed at the six Oklahoma colleges? How well were 
lits principles understood by those most directly concerned? What attitude
[was held toward the movement by those directing or teaching in the pro- i
i !
I
jgram? What status was held by general education? What were the practices
: I
relative to curriculum, instruction, and the student? What does the future
hold in store for the program in these schools?
The problem becomes, then, one of finding answers to these ques­
tions through direct response from interviews with selected persons in 
these Oklahoma colleges and by comparison of these with what has been done 
or should be done, as set forth by professional writers in the field.
Method Used for the Study
I
The Interview Guide i
I
I
The pattern for the interview was developed from questions which 
have arisen concerning general education and the place of science in thej
i I
programs. These questions and problems were selected from those «fpeering
6in currwâTlcâracur*, (rom personal knowlcdgt oi tht prôbl«m, #nj (rom 
convarsation with thoM «ho hawm pareicipatad in tho aovamant at tha six 
Oklahoma Stata Collagas. As background, the «ritar has the benafit o£ 
axtansiva raading from profassional literatura on general education, the 
chairmanship of the general education committee at the institution where 
he teaches, and teaching e3q>erience in both the general physical and bio­
logical sciences.
The tentative form of the guide proposed for the interview was
!
too lengthy and perhaps awkward in sequence. The writer's graduate com- 
jmittee gave valuable assistance in refining this form. Colleagues also 
were generous in this reject, giving their time and advice and granting 
trial interviews. Better transitional organization was gained on the im­
proved, final form. Many of the questions were anticipated by those in­
terviewed and several commented favorably on the completeness of the 
coverage. A total of 141 questions appear on the interview guide, a cop) 
of which may be found in Appendix I.
Persons Interviewed 
I Not all of the questions were asked of any one individus! but
|they were divided according to the interviewee's responsibilities in the 
program. Of these 57 were directed to the presidents of the colleges, 89 
to the deans, 107 to the teachers, and 50 to the departmental chairmen.
If the chairman also taught in general education, 74 questions from those 
asked of the teachers were added to his list. Separate forms to each group 
interviewed would have required the writing and reproduction of 377 ques­
tions. By placing these in one unit and coding them with "P'’ for presi- 
ient. " y  for dean. " C  for chairman, and "1" for teacher, the length of
7the interview guide wes greatly shortened and duplication o£ questions on 
separate sheets eliminated.
Method of Collecting Data 
The primary information for this study was obtained by direct in­
terview with administrators and teachers connected with the program. This 
took place on the caaq>uses of the schools included. A copy of the "Guide 
for Interview was mailed to each of those to be questioned prior to the 
interview, giving an opportunity to become familiar with the questions to 
be asked of him and others. All institutions visited either arranged a 
tentative schedule of interviews through the administrative offices or 
designated someone to cooperate in doing this. In two instances depart­
mental meetings had been called at which plans were made to facilitate 
the procedure. Because of this consideration it was possible to make as 
many as six interviews in one day. Two days was the most time required 
at any one institution. No one could have received greater cooperation 
and consideration than the writer did during these visits.
The questions asked and the answers of the interviewees were re­
corded with a magnetic tape recording machine. This is a method which 
facilitated the interview and extended the usefulness of the data gathered.
Advantages and Disadvantages of this Type of Research 
Although the pattern was set by the guide, the oral responses per­
mitted a flexibility not attainable with the standard write-in question­
naire. If the individual seemed at a loss in answering a question, a lim­
ited amount of explanation was possible during the interview. This might 
have had its dangers because of the ease with which the interviewer could
8ask questions or make statements which would be leading. The writer was 
aware of this, however, and an effort was made not to influence the nature 
of the discussion. The respondent was at liberty to organize his own 
statements and extend them to include as many points as he saw fit.
Some problems were encountered in this method of obtaining data. 
The exten^oraneous nature of the answers, if considered in one respect, 
was a disadvantage because the replies were not so well stated with re­
spect to semantics as written answers would have been. There was also a 
chance for omission of points which the individual might otherwise have 
stated. Failure to include the basic concepts which are almost univer­
sally accepted was the most common, they being treated as though self- 
evident.
Treatment of Data 
The information gathered on the tape recorder during the inter­
views was transcribed verbatim by a typist and grouped according to the 
position of the interviewee. This transcription was studied and impor­
tant points and key ideas underlined. The second typing included only 
the marked phrases.
The responses were further classified by topic and those basically 
the same were retyped onto cards with the proper heading. The abbreviated 
cards, arranged according to major thought, proved useful in writing the 
report; however, they were repeatedly checked against the original sheets 
as a precaution against any deviation due to brevity and to refresh the 
memory relative to shades of meaning. In some cases the taped** answers 
were replayed to re-establish some of the impressions which were gained
9because of the mantier in which the interviewee re^onded*
Organization of the Report
With the exception of the first, second, and final chapters, the 
sections of the report will follow a regular pattern. Each begins with 
an introduction to the area with quotations from writers in the field. 
Against this background of information, the answers from the interviewees 
are presented for analysis and comparison. Chapter II gives basic infor­
mation needed for understanding of the movement.
Though the interview guide followed a sequence that seemed nat­
ural for the interviews, the questions had to be regrouped to fit into 
the order of analysis indicated by the chapter titles. In each case, 
however, the number of the question is plainly set forth and can be found 
in original context and order in the **Guide for Interview as it appears 
in Appendix I.
Chapters II through V are primarily concerned with the total pro­
gram of general education in the six Oklahoma State Colleges. This proved 
necessary to provide enough background for the more specific study of the 
science area. The analysis of primary data begins with Chapter III. The 
interviewees were questioned as to their understanding of the program, 
the meaning and objectives of general education, and their philosophy re­
garding it. •
After the interviewees were questioned concerning their attitudes 
and opinions of the total program, they were next questioned on their 
views of the role and objectives of science courses in general education. 
This is included in Chapter VI. Chapters VII through X carrjr the study
10
into the problems encountered in carrying on the program; an appraisal of 
the teachers; curriculum; methods of instruction; and evaluation. Student 
needs are the topic of Chapter XI. Chapter XII varies from the pattern 
and is reserved for a summary, evaluation, and proposals that grew out of 
the analysis.
CHAPTER II
i BACKGROUND FOR THE STUDY
I
i ,
j Chapter II has as its purpose the establishment' of a generalized |
! I
lunderstanding of the terms which are needed for the eiqplanation of general
;
[education, the background which brought about its development, and a surr
: i
vey of areas of learning usually included in general education programs.:
llhel  discussion eaq>ands on these in this order.
j
I The Goal and Definition of Education
' A statement which is sometimes heard or read is that the aim of
I
education is to develop the individual to the utmost of his capacity. 
Society is composed of individuals with widely varying abilities, but 
ieach has many potentials which may be developed.
These potentials may take any direction. Often these potentials 
are in diametrical opposition. Any release of human effort may be good
or bad, constructive or destructive, intelligent or ignorant, stable or
!
emotional. Educators are charged with directing the release of these in 
jthe proper direction.
I
i This leads to the question of what is the right direction? For-
I
{tunately there are guideposts to which one may look as he observes the 
past and profits from experience.— It is possible-to observe the trends
11
12
that reoccur through the history o£ mankind and from these to predict 
some of the probable future needs of man.
Both leadership and knowledge are needed to develop the potentials 
of a democratic society. The leadership should come from individuals hav­
ing the breadth and depth of knowledge necessary to direct them unerring: 
to the goals which have value.
The purpose of education, then, is to direct the release of the 
iindividual's potentials in the direction that rational thinking, based j
! I
jupon knowledge and experience, has designated as the right direction. |
I I
Kinds of Education
I ' ij The kinds of education take their name from the principal aims to
I be accon^lished. Liberal education was in its earliest form an education
I  I
{for free man but has come to mean an education which is not directly con« 
i ■  i
jcemed with acquiring knowledge and skills needed for earning an income, j
! ! 
It is often called the education which every man should have.
! j
For many specialized education means the kind of education which 
has as its ultimate goal the preparation of the individual for **eaming 
'a living." There are some, however, to whom specialization means the 
{pursuit of intensive study in a limited area. This may be academic, pro]>
I
fessional, or vocational.
General education is that which is concerned with outcomes written
in terms both of the student and of his place in society. A full descrip-
i
tive definition of liberal education compared to general education will |
j
not reveal many great differences. Two things do appear to separate them.
13
however. General education requires a greater breadth of knowledge than I 
could readily be obtained under the system of liberal education which hai 
developed prior to the present movement, and general education looks more 
to changes of attitude and ways of thinking than to the knowledge of spe<> 
cific subject matter.
The definition of general education is discussed in detail in 
Chapter III. In the following section consideration is given to the rea 
sons for the growth of the movement.
From a logical viewpoint it is possible to assune that the first
learning was a form of general education which encompassed both liberal
. I
and general aspects. Primitive man, in all probability, not only taught ; 
jhis children the tricks of survival (vocational) but also those things { 
that could make life more pleasurable and meaningful. Some time in the 
early history of man an awareness developed of the need for those things 
jwhich lead to peaceful and compatible coexistence and the means leading 
; toward this end became a part of the education of the individual. This
i
was an acquisition of knowledge determined by the forces which influence
i
land transform society itself. Occasionally, especially in recent times, 
there appear some indications that this pattern may be reversed and that 
the kind of schooling may determine the form of society which we have;
ibut war, crime, and intolerance continue to persist in spite of present
!
|efforts in education. j
I The situation which demands an education and dictates the kind I
I I
iof learning has not, in terms of basic needs, changed too greatly. One ;
I I
may still find, for example, those things which, under one circumstance, I 
knight be a part of general knowledge becoming useful for making a living
14
or merely contributing to a more satisfying iite. General eüucacion has 
existed in all learning and exists in life itself. Every experience» 
every observation, becomes a part of Che individual. It is said that 
"general education occurs at any point in the student's experience as a 
result of which he progresses toward the achievement of one or more goal^ 
of general education."^
The Beginning of the Present Movement
The development of a program of instruction, and consequently of 
general education, has been influenced by factors which are relatively 
easy to identify. They are the change in the nimber of those ^to attend 
college, the change in emphasis on the purpose of learning, the develop­
ment of a culture heavily influenced by science and technology, the de­
manding need for specific skills, a rapid increase in the extent of 
knowledge, and a withdrawal from the influence of the educational patten^ 
or cultures of other countries to one which is more appropriate to our 
American democracy. Each of these carries with it related problems.
Though general education is not new in itself, the beginning of 
the present movement is recent. The recognition that a change was neede<l 
and the attempts to arrive at a solution go back a little farther. The 
first of these was the establishment of Che free elective system for whidh 
Harvard, under the leadership of Eliot, provided the best known and most 
influential program. This might have been a satisfactory solution had 
the extent of knowledge and subject matter offerings not esq>anded so rap­
idly concurrent with the inauguration and growth of this system.
^B. Lamar Johnson, General Education in Action (Washington, D.C.: 
American Council on Education, 1952), p. 40.
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The second major reorganization o£ Che educational system aimed it 
alleviation of the increasing problems was the organization of the school 
into divisions or departments and the major-minor system. Both of these 
were aimed at the elimination of a hodgepodge of freely elected subjects 
which, for many, resulted in a college degree with no depth of knowledge 
in any area.
There was still a lack of integration of subject matter, a condij
I
jtion which was aggravated by an increasing tendency within departments to
j
teach as though the only purpose of undergraduate education was to prepare
I  j
Ithe student for graduate study. The next major transition to be found was
!
aimed primarily at this condition. i
Educators reasoned that courses which sampled the different | 
branches of science would be the solution. In the early 1920*s "survey j
courses^ were tried, but it soon became apparent that they were psycho- j
!
i  1
logically and educationally inçractical. So many topics were covered soj
I
rapidly that no depth of knowledge could be attained, and students were |
I ;
discouraged by having to leave a given area just as they began to gain 
jenough familiarity with its concepts to enjoy their study and profit froji 
lit. There was also a tendency to teach these courses as isolated cells | 
df knowledge rather than as integrated parts of a whole, 
j Simultaneously with the development of the survey courses came
jthe work of some farsighted educators who were seeking means of giving 
jail students a general and integrated core of knowledge. Columbia Uni­
versity is quite generally given credit for the first successful atteopt| 
in this direction with their course or program called "Contemporary Civ-j 
il^  -wi.s first taught, in 1919.— Other colleges followed witl
16
programs which, although they differed in organization and sometimes in 
basic philosophy of education, were aimed at giving all students a well 
rounded, integrated form of schooling.
Criticisms of Education which Have Led 
toward General Education
Our schools are the cynosure of the public eye! The moment thin{;s
begin to function at less than perfection in our society, the schools ari
certain to be called on for assistance. Or, conversely, there may arise
a rabble of castigation of the entire educational system. Education, ex
isting under this barrage of cooq) 1 imentary and adverse criticism, brings
those idio are concerned with the program to an acute awareness of its
problems. Probably no other institution is so quick to study its own
conduct and so diligent in policing the methods of its system. It is by
and from this self-study, self-analysis, and esq>erience in improvement
that the movement of general education has risen.
One needs but to read the newspapers and magazines or attend a
professional meeting of teachers to hear of the dissatisfaction with our
present educational system. This is in spite of widespread support of
and faith in education as the foundation of our society. This criticism
could be roughly classified according to the interest and background of
the critic. Lippmann makes a charge which is representative. He says:
During the past forty or fifty years those who are responsible f«^ r 
education have progessively removed from the curriculum of studies 
the western culture which produced the modern democratic state; . . 
the schools and colleges have, therefore, been sending out into the 
world men who no longer understand the creative principle of society 
in which they must live. . . .2
^Walter Lippmann, "The State of Education in This Troubled World,' 
Vital Speeches of the Day, VII (January, 1941), 200-201,
17
More and more one hears the criticism springing from foreign proÿa- 
ganda which says, in effect, that the American system is not educating ii:s 
students because it produces no depth of knowledge* A statement typical! 
of this is **1 have been increasingly sure how alarming is that which passes
3
for education in twentieth-century America."
Other criticisms, especially of liberal education, are found in
such descriptive phrases as "coaq^artmentalisnf or "separate packages," I
I
’disorganized’’ or "not integrated into a consistent whole," or "unrelated
fragments^ and "lack of a sense of unity and meaning." All are in pro- |
I
test against the free elective system that fails to provide a hard core J
!
of common knowledge and which lacks the intellectual unity to form a basis 
of understanding among educated men the world over.
From this point of view one may make the full swing to those who 
say that in a modem, complex, technological society only specialization]
j
can provide the answer. It is true that because of the functions of busi-
!
Iness and industry today an immediate monetary premium is often given the!
I  servi ces of the specialist. £e can step directly into a highly paid po-j 
isition in most areas of ^ecialization, but because his scope of useful-1 
jness is limited by his narrow training to this position, advancements are 
hot likely. It is the person who knows something of many areas who col- 
Jlects the rewards of leadership promotions. The specialists who fail to 
{broaden their knowledge are not always leaders of peqple.
Another type of criticism relates to values. It is frequently 
charged that too much stress is placed on hours, grade points, and passing
I  3 I
j Bernard Iddings Bell, Crisis in Education (New York: McGraw-Hill
iBook Company, Inc., 1949ù^ p. vLL. :------------------------------------ 1
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ëxâmiiuitionisé Vliether the struggle for grades is self-iaçosed or instl- 
tutionally encouraged, it tends to distract from the true goals of educa 
tion which are concerned with attitudes and the way of thinking as well 
as with factual knowledge.
Scientists have developed great machines, nuclear energy, and syif> 
Ithetic fibers, yet the knowledge of how to control the economic and social 
jproblems inherent in these discoveries is not forthcoming from these spej
I
cialists. Nor have sociologists and economists advanced rapidly enough { 
to be able to seize the reins and bring the situation under control.
No one would advise that conçlete uniformity of ideas be demanded,
I I
whether they be political, religious, or other; yet, when the teaching 
{profession leans too far from a firm expression of opinion, the student j 
is left without proper guides and must look to some other source than this 
schooling for direction. The «hole problem reverts to the question of
j
jwhether we shall educate for living a well-rounded life, or we shall edu- 
jcate the student in specific ideas and areas and those alone.
General Education: An Answer to Criticism 
General education is an offensive. It is an offensive mounted b^ 
the liberal arts schools to combat criticism directed against the abused 
free elective system, the limiting specialization program, and the lack
I
jof aims or directions given graduates of these schools. But more than 
just an offensive, the change in the educational pattern is an indicatioiji 
of transition to cover the needs of a dynamic society.
I Our idiole way of life has changed. Before the turn of the cen­
tury most people lived sinply and austerely, according to our standards.
19
Society was not so coo^lex nor were the demands on the individual so greait. 
H college education was not necessary; it was a luxury tor the privilege<l 
few. A farmer with a few simple tools and a strong back could» with a 
little knowledge and long hours» siq)port his family. In many cases the 
job of «taking a living required the work of whole families and more than 
double the time now necessary. There was no time to **wast^ on a college 
education.
But things have changed. Population has increased» industriali­
sation has eaqpanded» and the hours of work required to earn a living have 
been reduced. These changes and others have released children from long
i
hours on the farm. Labor laws have changed, and more children remain in| 
school for a longer period, creating in many cases a desire for more knond- 
edge. During the depression years of the 1930*s the college became an ef­
fective means to keep the young people out of a crowded labor market. And,
!
more recently, the stepped-up technological advances of World War II and 
the following years have brought tremendous demands for trained people.
The social and political problems growing out of this have focused atten-»
( i
jtion on the need for a deeper understanding of international affairs by |
; !' !
|the American people, whose nation has been thrust into a position of world
!
{leadership* Add to this the flood of veterans crowding the institutions 
by taking advantage of the G. I. Bill, and the resulting picture is a sp: 
raling demand for higher education all across the nation.
Education today has become education for the masses, a prepara­
tion for life in a democracy which must provide much of the leadership in 
a world conflict of ideologies. This brings us again face to face with 
the question of the aims and purposes_of a college education.-
20
be the answer to the growing army of students with hungry minds who come 
seeking knowledge? Will they be invited in to help themselves to what­
ever subjects suit their tastes with no preparation or guidance to aid 
them in choosing a balanced diet? Will they be fed on one thing alone, 
not being shown the other things available nor having an explanation of 
the values of extensive knowledge for living a full and contented life? j 
For the answer one must look to the general education program and 
its aims* To do this a brief summary of the areas most commonly included 
in the general education program will be surveyed.
Areas of Learning Included in General Education
Communi cat ions
The area of communications is comparatively new in its modem coji-
cept. As usually taught today it attempts to integrate the four linguis-
! ! 
{tic aspects: reading, writing, speaking and listening. Communication isi
I I
necessary for transmission of knowledge and for thinking. Without this j
! I
{there could be no education. As such it represents a tool of learning; ' 
therefore, it is common to all disciplines. Leyden defines communications 
as ’’the study of the ways in which people try, primarily through languag^, 
to get their ideas across to others, and, in turn, try to understand the! 
{meaning and significance of what others are trying to say to them, whethœ 
jthe avenues used are reading, writing, speaking or listening.**^
Communications in general education has developed as a synthesis
4&alph C. Leyden, "General Education Communication," Current Is-1 
sues in Higher Education, 1956: Resources for Higher Education, ed. G.
Kerry Smith (Washington, D.C.: Association for Higher Education, 1956),
______________________________________________________________
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ô"f~the previous separate courses in speech aad composition. It Included 
the newly recognized receiving ejects» listening and reading, as well a : 
mass communications. A fifth a^ect, that of viewing, is added by some. 
This includes such varied media as television, movies, film recordings, 
and Che illustrated newspapers and magazines.
Still suffering from rapid growth and immaturity, the attempted |
programs in this field are troubled by lack of trained teachers and by >
confusion as to objectives, the need for a better testing system, and ab­
sence of enough research to provide answers. A question has been raised, 
as to ♦’whether any communication program today can justify itself unless
I
it recognizes . . .  student needs . . .  and hence includes stress upon j
critical evaluation of the mass mediums of communications.”  ^ j
This area has many problems and more critics, but it is moving j
1
steadily forward to solutions and answers. The program of communications 
I in general education at the Oklahoma State Colleges is organized on an |
I
! adaptation of courses which were beginning liberal arts courses. Each I
i i
j student is required to take two gramnar and cooposition courses for a toj-
i !
tal of six hours. They complete an eight-college-hour requirement with a
course of the student's selection. Advisors often urge them to take these
^additional hours in speech.
Humanities
I
I One of the most difficult fields in which to identify specific j
objectives and course content is that of the humanities. However, study!
i ' _________________________________________________________
i' j
^Harold B. Allen, ” Communications,” General Education in Transi- j 
tion— A Look Ahead, ed. H. T. Morse (Minneapolis: The University of Min- 
hëaata_PE&sÆ,_li5l), p. 160..-------------------------------------------
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in this «reâ probably~coaes nearer bringing together all facets of knowlr 
edge needed by the individual than does any other. The humanities ac­
quaint the student with the values and great writings found in our demo­
cratic tradition, and may develop an appreciation and understanding of 
the arts. In this respect they negate some of the criticism of our tweny 
tieth-century education. j
As our modem technological society advances and fewer work hourë 
are required to make a living, we find a growing need for education benef
i
ficial to lei sure-time activities. The humanities fill that need by de-| 
jveloping an aesthetic appreciation of that which is beautiful and har­
monious in the arts, and a rejection of the poor and shoddy.
A practical extension of the aesthetic quality is the development 
of a critical awareness that will lead to enlightened judgment and evalua­
tion. This can be acccm^lished by studying what great men of the past 
have thought good, wise, or beautiful and applying this to the basic is- j 
Isues of the present. In this age of rapid communications, this critical i 
iawareness should encourage attempts on the part of individuals to get bef 
neath mere propaganda through analysis of statements, rather than to as-; 
jsume a hypnotic state of mind brought about by the form of jargon often 
substituted for thought.
In order to lead the student toward these goals, the Oklahoma State
I
|Colleges have, as a part of the pattern of general education, agreed up- 
jon the program in which the students are required to complete five to six
i
[hours in the humanities. These may be chosen from the two survey courses 
jin general humanities, or from the other humanities courses which cover 
Literature, art, music, psychology, or philosophy-.---------------------
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Fine Arcs
The field of fine arts in the general education curriculum nor­
mally includes visual arts, music, and sometimes literature. Although 
often included within the broad scope of the humanities, these aspects 
are occasionally separated into a branch of their own to promote greater 
aesthetic appreciation. |
Inherent in the program of fine arts are questions concerning thé 
relationships of theory to practice, the advisability of general subject| 
matter rather than separate specialized courses in the various arts, and!
I
the problem of whether to enq>hasize great art of all ages or to begin with
1
appreciation of contemporary art. Any attempt to include the fine arts ! 
in the general education program by survey courses cooprising all the arts 
will have the additional problem of the separate technical vocabularies j
that must be presented. j
I
I Stephens College centers its objectives in fine arts around "ap- !
I  i
predation of the beautiful.** After a student has been exposed to a par-
I  !
I  :
jticular work of art long enough, she is supposed to form her own opinion! 
lof what is good and to be able to answer such questions as: **(1) What is I
I  '
jit about? (2) What is it for? (3) What is it made of? (4) How is it put |
together? (5) What is the style? (6) How good is it? (7) What has my ex-;
posure to it done to me?**^
!
I The study of fine arts is included in the required five to six
hours, of humanities in the general education program of the Oklahoma State
B. Lamar Johnson and W. S. Litterick, **Stephens College: Func­
tional General Education for Women,** Organization and Administration of 





Ironical as it may seem in a world that grows smaller every year 
"it is still unusual to find a general course in language of any sort in 
eluded as a required part of a program of higher liberal education."?
Most colleges, however, offer foreign languages that may be elected as a 
part of the general education requirements or studied as a major.
Two notable exceptions to this trend might be cited. Basing his 
statement on the opinion that "no one is fully educated who knows only 
his mother tongue,"^ Cunningham suggests that at least a reading ability 
in one foreign language should be acquired before a student enters the 
upper two years of college. St. John's College includes as a part of it: 
required effort toward a rigid intellectual program, studies of Greek, 
Latin, French, and German.
Foreign language in the Oklahoma State Colleges is purely elec­
tive, but it may be counted as general education hours. Each institution 
is allowed to set up its own program in this field, counting five credit 
hours toward the general education total.
Social Studies
The place of the social studies in general education can best be 
expressed by citing the goals of the program. One of the most widely
^James A. Babcock, "A General Course in Language," The Idea and 
Practice of General Education, ed. F. Champion Ward (Chicago: The Univer- 
sity of Chicago Press, 1950), ?. 214.
g
William F. Cunningham, General Education and the Liberal Colleg^ 
(St. Louie: B . Herder Book Co., 1953), pZ-25.
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ÿüited and accepted sets o£ goals for this area is that by Levi* He lis^s 
five aims as follows:
1. To provide a genuine understanding of the society within whose 
frame we live*
2. To exhibit those conflicts of value which underlie all political 
and economic decisions.
3. To provide the social knowledge which is a prerequisite to wise | 
decisions of social policy. {
i
4. To enlarge social sensitivity in those areas in which institu- | 
tional change is desirable.
I
5. To prepare and encourage the individual toward intelligent social 
action.^
Since the social studies involve the whole social universe of the
student, the more recent efforts are toward courses which use material |
i !
from all branches of the field. Levi points out that the objective is to
give "an integrated and comprehensive picture of the nature of modem so|
ciety," and the task for instructors of social studies is "not merely the
i I
jinculcation of new ideas; it is equally the eradication of bad previous I
Education." j
!
The plan for studying the social sciences in general education at 
The University of Chicago is divided into three parts. In essence, the ' 
first of these acquaints the student with the history of the country; anè, 
in the words of Singer, the second points to "what social science can 
Contribute to an understanding of man and society." He adds that the third
I
course introduces him "to the habit of deliberating rationally on probler^
I  Q
j ^Albert William Levi, General Education in the Social Studies
jCWashington, D.C.: American Council on Education, 1948), p. 3.
I lOlbid.. p. 21.
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public pel icy Other colleges use a plan for integrated scudy tHSt: 
includes history» contençorary problems» and areas of sociology.
The required courses for the general education program in the se­
lected Oklahoma colleges are government» three hours; American history»
three hours; and electives to complete a total of nine hours. The elec-
!
tive courses may be selected from the areas of economics» history» geog-j 
raphy» government» or sociology. j
Morals and Ethics {
Because most colleges take for their major goal the development j 
iof intellectual disciplines rather than ethical and moral virtues» one | 
{seldom finds courses in which a student can enroll» saying» **Here is where
I I
|l can leam morals and ethics.** It is improbable that a student could be 
{taught moral virtues in the same manner he is taught history or grammar, j
I !
Then» just where is he to leam these qualities that are so important to j 
the development of the "good** life for the **wholeT man? They cannot be | 
jcompletely ignored in a program of general education.
Although the teaching of moral and ethical virtues is not to be 
found in direct classroom instruction, these are secondary values in many 
courses or activities on the campus. Their nature is such that only by i 
understanding», followed by habitual oractice» can they be deeply instilléd
! i
jin an individual. Basic beliefs of the entire college personnel will re-» 
fleet in students* attitudes toward such things as cheating on examina- I 
{tions, fair play in sports» overcoming fear» and the values of prudence |
I  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
Tiilton B. Singer» **The Social Sciences»** The Idea and Practice i 
lof General Education, ed. F. Chanpion ^ ard (Chicago: The University of 
ChicagO-J*xess»_JL25ûi,_p.-JL3JL._________________________________________
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and"EorCitudël So we need not feel that the students in our state col- 
leges have no opportunity to develop this phase of their personalities 
even though no course makes a direct approach to this end.
Health and Physical Education 
Health and physical education requirements for general education 
{are probably more nearly universal than those in any other areas. Some 
schools place instruction in health under the physical education depart-!
coent*s jurisdiction while others include it as a part of personal adjust-
I  i
bent, biology, or home economics courses. But, wherever it may be taught,
some form of health education along with physical education training is ,
considered desirable in any program of general education. j
I
So much importance is attached to the matter of health educationj 
in California that it is required by state law for junior college gradual 
tion. This is prompted by the basic belief that a student would be unable 
to reach the other goals without good health habits to sustain him. |
The objectives for health and physical education as set up by thé 
State University of Iowa are a typical exanple of the aims. They are:
(1) To develop an adequate level of endurance, agility, and skill 
in body mechanics; (2) to develop sufficient skill in at least one in­
dividual sport or activity to use it for recreational purposes and for 
maintenance of good physical condition; (3) to provide e:q>erience inj 
participation in at least one team sport or group activity in order | 
to use it for recreational purposes and as an aid to social adjust- I 
ment; (4) to develop some knowledge of sports and recreational active 
ities for enjoyment as spectator or participant. 12
Other sets of objectives may lean toward physical education as a
^ e w e y  B. Stuit, General Education at the State University of 
Iowa,” Organization and Administration of General Education, ed. W. Hugh] 
Stickler (Dubuque: Un. C. Brown Co., 19Sl!), p. 129. j
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pârt^^f the social development» toward building poise/ establishing selfj- 
confidence* developing habits of fair play, and the will to win.
Two hours of health education and four hours of physical education 
as an activity are required in the selected Oklahoma colleges. There is 
within this program a broad choice in the type of activity the student 




The field of the practical arts may be broken down into the broad 
areas of industrial arts, home economics, business, and agricultural eduf- 
Ication. The distinguishing quality of such courses is that they are de-j 
signed specifically to aid the student in doing some of those things whiph 
require some manual skill and are related to the work by xdiich men make | 
their living. This does not, however, mean that the extent of their bcnk-
i  i
{fit stops here. Each course has within its grasp the means to contribute 
I toward the goals of the entire general education program. Each of these:
I  I
areas also sets vp generalized criteria which look to the integration of] 
iknowledge and the development of the total personality.
As liynne has said, ’’The subject matter of the practical arts is \ 
as indispensable in the total program of general education as are the sub- 
I ject matter of science and the subject matter of the fine arts."^^
I In the general education programs of the Oklahoma State Colleges,
j
I the practical arts are entirely elective, but may be £q>plied as a part of 
jthe total required hours.
I---------------------------------------------------------------------
I ^^John P. Wynne, General Education in Theory and Practice (New




Because Che emphasis of this dissertation is on sciences in gen­
eral education, the discussion of these extends to later chapters and will 
M  developed here only to the extent needed to complete the picture of tie 
Eields included in the movement.
It is not the purpose of general education to start the training 
of professional scientists. Conversely, experience and studies have in- 
jdicated that traditional courses do not meet the needs of those who are j
jnot to be specialists in the field. General courses in both the physical
land biological sciences have been organized and represent the most common
! i
approach to teaching the sciences in general education. The colleges rep­
resented in this study require four college hours of general biology and
I
if our hours of general physical science or approved alternatives to satisfy 
jrequirements of the program.
i
I Conclusion
! Though the patterns for general education vary from the entirely
i Î
prescribed curriculum at St. John’s College to the almost free elective
system at Bennington and Sarah Lawrence, the end to which all colleges l<^k
is the preparation of American youth for dealing with personal, social,
iand political problems which confront all men in a democratic society.
General education is a continuation of the training received before the
student arrives at college and the tie which increases the knowledge basic
to the needs of citizen^ip in a democracy.
If the goals of general education are reached, the student will
go forth with a better understanding of social and political matters, a
30
capacity to enjoy and appreciate the aesthetic qualities in his world» axifi 





THE MEANING OF GENERAL EDUCATION
Definitions and Their Analyses 
A study of general education in the science areas appears to be a
I
jclear-cut and relatively single problem, yet as the investigation pro-
I
!
grasses, con^laxities develop. It seemed in the beginning that the mean­
ing of the term general education would be concise and well established, 
and that the responses of those interviewed for the study would yield a 
near consensus which would be serviceable as a comoaon guide in our study 
and analysis. Such sinq>licity did not develop; even the definition of 
the term was involved because of divergent opinions. An interviewee 
states that the greatest problem of general education is that no common 
lassent exists on the definition.
The Source of Information 
The first question asked of the respondents was, **In your own
{words, how do you define general education?** These responses and the 
definitions of authors writing in the field of general education consti-
j
jtute the basic material for Chapter III. The answers of the interviewees 
are analytically coc^ared to those of the writers in the field. No two 
of the respondents* answers were coinpletely the same except in the case
31
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ôI~those who referred to published or locally duplicated definitions.
(Ifter classifying the responses under separate points of emphasis, it van 
found that among science teachers and administrators in the Oklahoma Stale 
Colleges there were over two dozen different definitions of general edu­
cation. This is not to say that there were that many different concepts, 
but there were distinct variations in points of emphasis. A similar 
breakdown of definitions given by professional writers was made with the 




The above statements relative to differences in ways of defining 
eneral education indicate one of the needs for clarification of meaning. 
|Ln most major studies used, definition receives great emphasis. The op­
posite point of view, however, is expressed by one respondent who feels ! 
{that too much time is spent in trying to arrive at definitions and too
I
jlittle is given to carrying on. the program.
Concerning the Pattern of Discussion i
■ i
I An attempt has been made to arrange the definitions given by au- |
ithors writing on the subject of education according to thought and fre­
quency of réponse followed by the persons interviewed. Some success has
been attained in this respect, indicating a relation^ip between the defi
I
nitions of respondents from the Oklahoma State Colleges and the defini- 
Itions of professional writers. This will become more apparent and sig­
nificant as the discussion develops.
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Some Characteristics of the Interviewees 
which Affect Reqx>nses
The group surveyed» with few exceptions» had not studied the priii- 
ciples and concepts of the general education movement. They were science t 
teachers assigned to do a job of instruction in this area. This assign­
ment has been received with all gradations of cooperation from expressed | 
antagonism to enthusiasm. In the institutions studied there have been 
extensive individual and group studies made in attenq>ts to further under­
standing and appreciation of the philosophy of general education as well 
as efforts aimed at a better understanding of the methods of teaching thé 
classes in the manner suggested by the proponents of general education.
The administrators generally displayed a high level of knowledge of the 
program» its needs and problems. Does this broad over-all view of general 
education held by the administrators» compared with the view embracing 
only one area as held by general science teachers» account for the dif­
ferences in their answers? It seems that it might» yet the previously 
mentioned breakdown of professional writing in the field shows about the
I
same amount and kind of disagreement among these writers as we find be- j 
tween Oklahoma teachers of science and the administrative personnel.
The Definitions Obtained during the Interviews 
I It is coopletely impossible to characterize all the definitions. |
The extemporaneous answers resulted in some vagueness» an occasional con-| 
flict in the statements of a given individual» and some rambling such as I 
results when one thinks aloud. To offset this» each gave a sincere state­
ment on his concept of the meaning of general education. There did de- 
velop from these a signifIcjtnt pattern of agrpempnt- Any definition will
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be influenced by the interest and coacem of the person giving icJ 5ï 
general» those familiar with the program will be ^preaching the defini­
tion from one or more viewpoints. They may think in terms of liberal ar^ i 
or kinds of knowledge. The teacher may define in terms of materials and 
instruction. A few people will define general education as a system for 
passing on our cultural heritage. However, all will be concerned with 
outcomes in terms of the student and the needs of society. These factors 
will be observed in the following sections of this discussion.
General Education as Knowledge 
I Both the respondents and authors of references cited were in agrée-
ment relative to the attainment of knowledge as a primary condition of gén­
éral education. As these definitions were analyzed, the similarity as wnll 
as the divergence in thought due to language usage will become apparent. 
k few excerpts from definitions in current writings contaihingreferences 
to knowledge have been collected. **General Education is that part of edn-
I
jcation \diich is concerned with the common knowledge, skills and attitudes
iI e
jneeded by each individual. . . .* Since common knowledge, by the very 
{nature of man*s learning, is without definable limits, the idea of **en-
I
iconçassing the common knowledge provides a flexible term for describing
!
jthe breadth of information to be disseminated as general education.
!
Another writer recognizes that it is beyond the ability of any 
one person to keep pace with modem knowledge. He says, "The courses must 
be selected because knowledge has become so extensive that it is literal]
Hs. Lamar Johnson, General Education in Action (Washington, D.C.: 
American Council on Education, 1952), p. 20.
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in^sslble to present all of it."2 He further points out that this is 
not necessary because much of cultural heritage is conveyed to society by 
social transmission. There will also be much knowledge passed on through 
society, the home, friends, the community, the church, and other efforts 
toward personal development. We cannot overemphasize in peaking of the 
breadth of knowledge that life itself, is a part of general education and 
that the schools are but agents in the transmission of things known.
Knowledge is either good or bad, valuable or worthless. The cri­
teria of values established by adult society dictate that instruction must 
be given in areas of learning which are traditionally recognized to be 
valuable or which currently are ic^rtant to our society and culture.
All of this consideration of the kind of knowledge is brought into 
focus by Meyer with the statement, "General education is intended to pro­
vide a rich academic background in organized knowledge and human activi­
ties." 2 Careful consideration of the full meaning of this statement will 
show that breadth, kind, selection, and quality of knowledge have been 
considered. As has been seen, then, general education consists of broad 
common knowledge which deals with matters which are of general concern to 
the community and iog>ortant to the development of the individual in his 
preparation for citizen^ip.
"Knowledge^ was also by far the most frequently %rc«ed e3q>ression 
found in the definitions given by respondents. Knowledge is fundamental
William F. Cunningham, General Education and the Liberal College 
(St. Louis: B. Herder Book Co., 1953^, p. 6.
^Adolph E. Meyer, The Development of Education in the Twentieth 
Century (New York: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1949), p. 407.
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as an outcome of education* Under consideration here was an area of edu ­
cation; therefore, it is to be eaqpected that a definition of general edu­
cation may be built i^on the definition of education itself*
There were sixteen s^arate uses of the idea of knowledge in the 
definitions given by the interviewees, some of which follow in abbreviattsd 
and paraphrased form with comments on significant parts of them* One ad­
ministrator states that a wide knowledge of facts is an essential part of 
general education* Knowledge in terms of facts is the kind of expression 
we would es^ect from a classroom teacher of science, yet the term **fact^' 
is not met with again in definitions given by the teachers as often as | 
would be anticipated in view of their background of scientific training* ! 
Except as it appears as a criterion of learning, the word in most cases 
is inplied*
Illustrative of the manner in which knowledge and its extent is 
brought into the definition are such statements and phrases as, "to gain 
a wide knowledge of facts," "to introduce students to a broad field of 
knowledge," "to develop storehouses of information needed through life," 
Vto provide a greater range of knwledge," "to build basic concepts of all
! I
fields of knowledge," "to broaden the scope of knowledge," and "to trans­
mit a body of knowledge every educated person should have."
i
The kind of knowledge is indicated by those who see general edu­
cation as "knowledge needed by all regardless of vocation, profession, ox 
interest," "knowledge of things essential to leading a successful life," 
Jthat which encadrasses knowledge, skills, and attitudes needed by each 
individual to be an effective person," "knowledge you would expect an edt- 
ted person to__have*ü_!Ltb_irLgs (knowledge) a person would need in geiyralL
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everyday life»" and "knowledge which is the ri^t and obligation £or evei|y 
student to acquire.** Besides the discussion of knowledge in terms of it:; 
breadth and kind, there are some who think of knowledge in terms of its 
source. Such a definition would include **knowledge from previous experi­
ence.** Others think of knowledge in terms of the aims or goals of general 
education, asserting that general education is that which seeks **common 
goals of knowledge.**
One may note with satisfaction the reference to the breadth of 
knowledge as a conditioning factor in so many of the statements. This 
takes the form of such modifiers as **wide,** **essential,** **greater range,* 
**ezq)eriences of the past,** **wel 1-rounded,** **common goals,** **concepts of 
all fields,** **broadening of scope,** **body of knowledge,** and other expres­
sions. Only one individual limited the breadth of knowledge to an appre­
ciable degree, restricting it to the sciences and closely related areas. 
There is, in this case, the chance that the question was misunderstood.
General Education as Areas of Learning or Common Experiences 
There was less tendency of the writers surveyed to define general 
education in terms of subject matter than there was among Oklahoma teach­
ers. Although not indicated in the quotations which follow, those write:s 
who did define general education in terms of subjects exhibited a tendency 
to stress some given area. This is a reflection of individual interest. 
Ihe representatives of most church schools, for example, would not con­
sider a program of general education conqplete which excluded religion and 
ethics as an area of study.
An occasional writer will include in his definitions the stipula 
tion that general education is **a basic understanding of sciences, social
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science and humanities. • « «"4 It is probable that many writers feel a 
detailed listing of subjects clutters tbeir definitions, whereas, in the 
oral responses this statement of subject areas was used to assure clarity 
and exq)basis. There were also generalized statements relative to areas of 
learning which by traditional standards are held to be valuable and state­
ments in terms of the student and his ability to recognize the principal 
areas of knowledge.
Common areas of learning lead to a common experience. It includes 
. . learning \diich should be the common e3q>erience of all educated men 
and womerP^ or, as Levi states it, **It is the education that all persons 
ought to have within the limits of their capacity to receive it.**^  Few 
will question the place of general education as a common experience for 
all citizens or that it should occur simultaneously with all learning, 
contributing to individual development.
The general education which is obtained in the schools is but one 
facet which can be controlled to the end that ideals and living standards 
may be upheld and in the end elevated. Schools are the agents by which 
the efficiency and universality of our education may be increased and 
perpetuated.
In frequency, the answers of interviewees giving their definitions 
in terms of subject areas were second only to those who built a part, or
^Cunningham, op. cit., p. 10.
^President's Commission on Higher Education, Higher Education for 
American Democracy, Vol. I: Establishing the Goals (New York: Harper and 
Brothers, 1948), p. 49.
^Albert William Levi, General Education in the Social Studies 
(Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education, 1948!), p. 6.
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ÂlT, o£~thelr définition aroundHcnowledge to be gained. This is uader- 
stsxidsble since «e find so msoy references to science, socisl stodies, end 
huBsnities as the big triumvirate of general education and since the sub? 
Ject areas themselves do point to the knowledge desired. Encouragingly 
enough, as seen in the following selections from definitions, many regar^ 
general education as much broader than the three major areas. The most 
limited of the specific listings called for communications, natural sci-| 
ence, hmnanities, and social studies as the basic areas. One starts to 
list English, history, and science, then, departing from the list, con­
cludes with the generalization —  "a broad thing,** Another reverses the 
approach and says that **general education is acquiring knowledge from j 
broad areas of human e:q>erience such as science, social studies, humani- | 
ties, and language arts,** Still others are even less specific than the 
first of these just cited, stating such conditions as **an attempt to edu­
cate in several areas of knowledge,** "wide varied fields,** **an introduc­
tion to various major fields of learning,** and **draws from as many divi­
sions of the college as possible,**
In one instance the person interviewed gave a very restricted view
i I
of the scope of general education, limiting it to **a body of information j
j
!, . . of a scientific nature , , , most likely to be used by non-technical 
students.** This statement comes from one who eaq>ressed far greater than 
average enthusiasm for the general education program, yet examination of 
this and other of his responses indicates a strong bias to the sciences, 
rhere is some chance that interest in an area of endeavor has produced a 
tendency on the part of this respondent to interpret all questions, al- 
ithough they may refer to the movement as a whole, in
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Another expression which occurred frequently in the respondents* 
definitions was that of a **common e^^erience.** This is closely related 
to, and to a certain extent covers, both general education as knowledge 
general education as study in selected areas. The reader will notice 
that the ideas listed under the several headings cannot in all cases be 
clearly classified under that division and in some instances will fall in­
to more than one of the suggested headings. There were found e^qpressions 
on general education as a coomon experience such as: **knowledge,** "sub­
ject areas,** and other closely related words or phrases. This should not 
distract from the analysis but rather point to the unity of thought pre­
vailing although eagressed in diverse ways. As the study continues, there 
is gained from this variance a body of words and phrases idiich will be in­
corporated into a coaq>osite definition.
In a program, which looks to the accon^lisfament of as many goals 
as does education, no one aim can be established as holding first place 
in the definition; yet, the idea of a common e:q>erience seems to be stated 
or iiq>lied in each of the answers to the question. The synthesis of the 
definitions which follow will illustrate this point as well as the manner 
in which different respondents use the condition of a common eaqperience in 
the definitions. Inq)lying this commonalty of general education, teachers 
give such answers as, **It is general background information which is val­
uable in any field, in fact fundamental in all fields,** or **General edu­
cation is that which becomes a part of a person's background that he can 
use in all professions.** Further variation of language develops as some 
of the respondents attempt to clarify the idea of common ea^erience. Typi­
cal of these are, **General education is non-specialized, non-vocational
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Learning which leads to a common ezqperience," or "It is that type of edu* 
cation i^ich covers the fields efaich should be of interest to everyone."
In addition to these are found the more common and» in general, more bridf 
statements such as, "General education is that which will give the studeit 
a grasp of fundamentals," and "General education is knowing a little about 
a great number of subjects."
General Education as a Means of Developing a Way of Thinking 
Included in numerous definitions is the idea that general education 
provides for the development of ability to think critically, analytically 
or rationally. In terms of the developmental qualities, one finds it helps 
develop "thoughtful citizens acquainted with the great questions which con­
front thinking men."^ Wynne notes that "a careful analysis of current lit­
erature in the field of general education reveals considerable unanimity j
I  «  !as to the in^ortance of responsible reflective thinking."* Eckert says I
I :
jgeneral education is that ^ ich aids the student "to think in terms of { 
{living in a democracy."^ j
I  !
The idea of developing a background of knowledge for analytical
! I
{reasoning and intelligent critical interpretation as a condition of gen- j
! I
jeral education will not be discussed at length; but science teachers as a
j Leighton H. Johnson, Fostering Gener^ Education in the Community
College, Professional Series Bulletin No. 14 (East Lansing: Michigan State 
jOniversity, 1956), p. 3.
I ®John P. Wynne, General Education in Theory and Practice (New York
{Bookman Associates, 1952), p. 43.
I 9 Ruth E. Eckert, Outcomes of General Education— An Appraisal of 
the General College Program (Minneapolis; The University of Minnesota 
{Press, 1943^, p. 9.
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whole, because of cbe nature of their training, are very conscious of the 
needs for analytical and critical thinking. This thought is developed far­
ther in Chapter IV and is mentioned at this point because in informal coi - 
versation so many ea^ressed the belief that development of analytical and 
critical thought are prime characteristics of general education. Those 
including this in their definitions eaqpressed the idea that more important 
than anything else is the analytical approach to knowledge.
Gctneral education is that which develops insights through which 
the student may expand his ccmcepts and improve his way of thinking. **In­
telligent and purposeful behavior must be undergirded by a de ^  and broad
I i
insight into human motivations and achievement.**^^ As insights are de­
veloped understanding will grow. The use of understanding within the deJ^ i* 
nition is found in the statement, **General education . . .  is concerned 
with giving all students, regardless of the later area of specialization j 
a basic understanding, . . .** or, expanding this idea, **The end of general 
education is integrated understanding.**^^
I Two of the definitions obtained in the interview had understand-
ing and insight as a part. A president used the ejq>ression **realization I 
of the breadth and depth of life.** The dean of the same school says that 
{general education is that which leads to **broad insight into life, its
i
{areas and objectives.** If one may presume that intelligent communication 
depends upon understanding, it may be assumed that the idea of one who 
states that **general education is a basis for intelligent communications
I
jwith each othez** is also based tpon the quality, thoughtful understanding.
10
)
Ibid.. p. 9. ^Cunningham, op. cit.. pp. 10-11.
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General Education as a Means of Oevcl^ing 
Certain Qualities in the Student
Many definitions or parts of them are stated in terms of changes 
expected within the student. This is true both in the definitions of au­
thors and of our respondents. One writer says that "general education 
determines the personality and character of a p e o p l e . "  12 Some will ob­
serve that this quotation speaks of "a people," but the character of a 
pec^le is a cooqposite of its individuals; therefore, we may reason that 
general education is something which can influence both the character and 
personality of the person.
There are many writers who look to diange in the student as a 
characteristic of general education. Johnson says:
General education . . .  refers to education which helps develop 
thoughtful, rational, informed individuals. . . .  General education 
is a means of developing a well-rounded individual— one who recog­
nizes the principal areas of hunan knowledge, who sees interrelation­
ships in htznan caq>eriences, who ^preciates various methods of find­
ing truth, who is acquainted with the great questions which confront 
thinking man, and who is ready to participate as a responsible citi­
zen in the progress of a free society. 13
Some differences may be found in the approach to the develo^ent
of the individual as a part of the definition of general education. An
example which comes from one writing concerning liberal education says,
"General education has two aspects, social transmission and individual
development."!^ Another looks upon general education as "preparation of
youth to deal with the personal and social problems. . • ."15
^^Wynne, op. cit.» p. 7. 13Leighton H. Johnson, op. cit.» p. 3. 
l^unningbam, op. cit., p. 8.
l^Clarence H. Faust, "The Problem of General Education," The Ide«. 
and Practice of General Education, ed. F. Chasqpion Ward (Chicago: The 
University of Chicago Press, 1950), p. 6.
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Livingstone holds a philosophy of education which is concerned 
with the individual and is higjhly cotqpatible with that of general educa­
tion. He says, "The real benefit of school life • • • is its effect on 
character. It is not a question of uhat the ordinary girl or boy knows 
or does idien they leave school, it is a question of the interests and 
tastes they carry with them into life."^®
The idea of values is stated or itqplied in a h i ^  percentage of 
definitions of general education. The generally educated person studies 
or has a knowledge of those things which have broad huaan values. A pre­
vious quotation stipulated that general education should be in areas of 
learning which are by tradition recognized as valuable.
Personal adjustments made by the students and qualities developed 
in them are approached in a more pacific way by a nuhber of writers and 
respondents. The respondents speak of social assurance while Corey writ^, 
"Unless formal education makes a big difference in the success with whicl; 
. . .  men and women are able to make the adjustments . . . in an era of 
change, the education is not worth very much."^^
Six of the interviewees used the expressions "the whole mart* and 
"a better life" in their definitions. They considered general education 
as ubiquitous in the total life activity of man. The number who have in­
cluded qualities of development of the idiole student was not as great as 
was esqsected by the writer, yet the reason may not lie in the rejection
Sir Richard William Livingstone, On Education: The Future in 
Education and Education for a World Adrift (Cambridge, England: Cambridge 
University Press, 1954), p. ix.
^^Stephen M, Corey, Action Research to Improve School Practices 
(New York: Bureau of Publications, Columbia University, Teachers College, 
1953), p. vii._______________________________________________________
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of a student •centered program. There is a natural tendency on the part 
of many to avoid overused eaqpressions. Some of these such as "student- 
centered," "the whole man," and "a better lifef* have, in the minds of a 
nuad>er, become trite. In addition, they lack the specificity which some 
seek in formulating their definitions.
Representative of the idea and manner in which different respond­
ents es»ressed their concept of general education as being of the whole 
person are these statements: "Educate the whole man to take his place in 
society," and, "General education makes provision for education of thé 
individual as a whole." Two other statements refer to the kind of life 
or the kind of person we wish to develop as a result of our general edu­
cation program. They are "education that tends to make a person a better 
person," and "to educate so that the educated may live more abundantly."
General education was defined by one college president as that 
which produces "appreciation of the entire scope of living." It is a 
short statement, yet as one dwells on the full meaning of appreciation and 
joins that with the all-inclusiveness of the entire scope of living, he 
finds it terse but rich, dealing both with personal ends sought and the 
educational scope of the movement.
There is much in professional publications concerning general edu­
cation as a means of passing on our cultural heritage; however, only three 
interviewees included this idea in their answer to the question. The per­
sons stating this characteristic in their definitions were not from the 
same school, but they were consistent in the expression of their concepts, 
indicating that the definition was influenced by their reading. They used 
such statements as, "that which contributes to general culture," "the
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tranamission of cultural heritage," and "the attainment of knowledge of 
the culture of the past."
General education as a develc^er of social assurance is a worthy 
objective and one which can be attained to a significant degree; but, sw^- 
prisingly enough, only two included it in their definitions. One said. 
General education is a phase of education designed to help the individu* 1 
feel at home with people of other interests," and another, "General educa­
tion is designed to prepare the student to hold his head in just aboul^
any kind of endeavor."
Interspersed in many statements will be found the idea of educa­
tion for enjoyment, pleasure, and leisure time with various fields stress­
ing different phases of general education. Industrial arts, for exaug»le, 
includes as one of its goals the capacity to use profitably and enjoyably 
a person* s leisure time, while the fine arts stress enjoyment and appre-
I
ciation of that which is beautiful. I
General Education as a Preparation for Life in a Democracy I
i  '
j The Dewey influence, as we may have observed, is discernible in
a ntzdser of the definitions for general education. This appears when we I 
I j
! speak in terms of change within the student and, as we shall see in the
following definitions, in terms of a preparation for life or citizenship, 
Probably the best known definition comes from the Harvard Report 
which says in part that general education is "that part of a student*s 
whole education which looks first of all to his life as a re^onsible hu­
man being and c i t i z e n . " A  number of definitions which vary in semantics
^harvard Committee, General Education in a Free Society; Report 
of tte Harvard Committee (Cantoidge: Harvard University Press, 1945),
^  &1.   ...............................................
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more than in en^hasia are modeled about this. One says that generel edu­
cation is designed to produce a "well-rounded individual • • • who is ready 
to participate as a responsible citizen in the progress of a free soci­
ety Another says, "General Education is that which pr^ares young 
people for their common activities as a citizen in a free society."
Adding variety to definitions rather than changing actual meaning, others 
use such terms as "democratic society," "free society," and "American 
society."
The criterion of general education as that which prepares for a 
common end is by far the most frequent definition expressed or iiq>lied by 
writers in the field of general education. The definitions cover the use 
of knowledge as needed in responsibilities, privileges, citizenship and 
other things. A condition which will have wide acceptance by proponents 
of general education is that we wish to give people a universal core of 
learning. The whole idea of a conmon end is so closely intermingled with 
that of education for citizenship and for life that the major portion of 
the quotations relative to this goal have appeared in previous sections.
The interviewees may have assumed that, since the study is in the 
general education of American students, it would be understood that the 
education is for citizenship in a democracy. However, some statements in­
cluded this idea of democracy and citizenship in phrases such as "life in 
a democracy," "looks to life as a citizen," "looks to life as a respon­
sible human being and citizen," "this knowledge which will make of us a 
better citizen," "that education required of all citizens of a society,"
19Leighton H. Johnson, op. cit., p. 3.
^^arl J. McGrath (ed.). Science in General Education (Dubuque: 
tftn. C. Brown Co., 1948), p. v.
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and "to educate people as free citizens in our American Democracy^
Two of the Individuals simply referred to the definition contain sd 
in the Harvard R^ort, while another referred to the local school catalos* 
Since the Harvard Rqport looks to the development of the individual as a 
responsible being and citizen, we can place these two with those vbo de-
I
fine general education in terms of citizenship.
General Education as a Method of Instruction and Learning 
Some will hold that essentially general education is not somethi^ 
new but primarily a change in methods of instruction. It is a protest, | 
**. . . not so much of the traditional objectives of liberal arts, as thei
91 itraditional methods for achieving their o b j e c t i v e s . " |  
In discussing general education as a movement, attention was di-j 
rected toward learning which immediately leads our thoughts to methods ojf 
learning and instruction. Wynne says, "General education is primarily a| 
function of method."Others say in effect that it is different from j 
other forms of education in emphasis and approach and that this differenj:e 
may be simply the way students are treated during their study.
Another viewpoint which is worthy of our consideration is that of
I
general education as a method of improving learning. One approach to this 
is through curriculum development. Corey^^ holds that better learning is 
the central purpose of all curriculum development. Continuous through the
Ivan Ifykstra, "Special Problems of Smaller Colleges," Curren 
Issues in Higher Education, 1956: Resources for Higher Education, ed. G. 
Kerry Smith (Washington, D.C.: Association for Higher Education, 1956), 
p. 244.
^^Wynne, op. cit., p. 26. ^^Corey, op. Cit.. p. viii.
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définitions o£ general education is the pattern o£ development and chaSgQ 
of curriculum built about methods of instruction and faqproved learning.
Most conversations with the teachers interviewed soon turned to 
methods of instructions, so it seems peculiar that instructional methods 
were not given as a characteristics of general education at this point of 
the interview. Such, however, is the case, indicating that general edu­
cation as a method of instruction or a way of learning has not been con­
sidered by these people as a part of the definition. The exceptions to 
this lie in the use of specific phrases such as **rationalization,** **criti. 
cal analysis,** **the scientific method,** and **an analytical ^proach to 
knowledge.** Reference has been made to these previously. An interviewee 
says that courses should not be taught as though each student might be- | 
come a specialist in physics or chemistry or other areas.
A very significant contrast to be observed from this part of the 
discussion is that authors writing concerning general education are very
I
conscious that the methods used in instruction point to a characteristic 
I of the movement.
General Education in Terms of Curriculum 
and Integration of Knowledge
; There is some similarity between this section and that of general
education as knowledge or information from selected s\d>ject areas. But,
j
because curriculum and integration are involved in the success of the pro­
gram, it is isqportant that the degree to which the authors and interviewees 
include these in their definitions be discussed.
II
Writers on general education do not often turn to curriculum alo^ 
as a way of defining general education; however, they may use the idea o^
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integraced study for this purpose* A few direct references point to this 
fact. Judson Butler says, "The means of general education is integrated 
knowledge and understanding."^^ Other references refer to unity and inter­
relationships as features of integration. The generally educated person 
is that one "who sees the interrelationships in human experience. . . 
is the view of one, while another says, " . . .  the student is stimulated 
and encouraged in many ways to develop a frame of reference into which 
ideas or events will fit in their proper r e l a t i o n s . " A  like idea taken 
from another quotation shows the earmarks of a biologist, it states that 
"general education yields a sense of life and of education as a living 
unified organism, functional, and not made up of individual blocks of dead 
matter."
The implications inherent in an integrated curriculum are much 
broader than one built on subject areas alone. One teacher says the iden­
tifying characteristic of general education lies in its curriculum. An­
other states that general education is a form designed to enrich curricu­
lum. A third esq>resses the same idea \dien he says, "It gives students the 
information they would miss in an ordinary course." A statement that gen­
eral education is something that "draws from as many divisions of the col­
lege as possible," also suggests that general education is a curriculum
24Judson R. Butler, "The Integration of General Education," Issues 
in Integration; The National Workshop of the Foundation for Integrated 
Education, ed. Judson R. Butler (New York; The Foundation of Integrated 
Education, Inc., 1948), p. 12.
^^Leighton H. Johnson, op. cit., p. 3. ^^ckert, op. cit., p. 6.
27
Malcolm S. Maclean, "A College of 1934," Journal of Higher Edu­
cation, XIII (June, 1934), 241.
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within the currieulums of the college*
Those who demonstrated great enthusiasm for the program or have 
studied rather extensively were almost unanimous in acknowledging the need 
for greater integration. In one case **an integrating eaqperienccP* was des­
ignated as a characteristic of general education» and another said that 
general education must be **an integrated education.** Other statements 
were less specific but indicated the same trend of thought. "The right 
relationships between ^ecial training and transfer of cultural heritage»**
**giving him an over-all picture of education»** and **to find more about his 
own total aspects of life»** all refer to the desirable interrelationships. 
The exact meaning which was to be conveyed by the statement **to find more 
of his total aspects of lif^ may be a little vague or may singly refer to 
the breadth desired in general educat ion» but has been interpreted here as 
inq)lying learning more from the various fields and their relationships.
Miscellaneous Ideas on the Meaning of General Education 
There are some who would define general education in terms of out­
comes. If one recognizes this as the proper approach, the goals should 
be established» then the definitions could be written in terms of aims. 
Dykstra is one who would concur in this procedure. He says that its ob­
jectives should be **defined in terms of behaviors which are desired in the 
college graduates in their nonprofessional contexts. . . ."28 g, ijtmar- 
Johnson says, **General education may then be tentatively defined as a proc­
ess of achieving goals. . . .**^  ^ In this one work» or at conferences on 
general education where the Johnson influence is present» it may be seen
^^Dykstra» op. cit.» p. 245. 29g, Lamar Johnson, op. cit.» p. 22.
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that the approach Co the problem is through goals.
A coanon approach to the definition of general education is to 
compare it to liberal arts, vocational education, or specialization. An| 
other approach is to state that which it is not. "General education . . 
is the antithesis of academic isolationism of separation, of narrow spe­
cialization, and of educational atomism generally.**^ On the other hand^ 
the President's Commission reports, "General education is the term that 
has come to be accq>ted for those phases of nonspecialized and nonvoca- 
tional learning which would be the common e3q>erience of all educated men 
and w o m e n . " I n  this connection an obvious fact stands; general educa- 
t i m  may be found in all educational endeavors. It is nonvocational, yet
I
it exists in all vocational experience.
Authors are anxious that the relationship between general educa­
tion and vocational education or specialization shall be understood. B. 
Lamar Johnson says, "General education is coo^lementary to but different
in enq>hasis and iQ>proach from, special training for a job, for a prof es- j
!
Sion, or for scholarship in a particular field of knowledge."32 Eckert |
jis making the same point when she says, " . . .  general education is by no
i I
means antithetic to vocational education, it is distinguished primarily |
|by the fact that it represents a preparation for the more common responsl-
bilities and privileges. . . ." Leighton Johnson has this to say:
General education is a promising remedy for those 1*0 are troubled
30Butler, op. cit.» p. 22.
^President's Commission, op. cit., p. 49.
32b. Lamar Johnson, op. cit.. p. 2. 33Eckert, op. cit.. p. 9.
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by the fact that too many graduates o£ our colleges» universities an^ 
professional schools are highly trained in ^ecialised fields» bat 
lack understanding of the total reality and the common problems of
mankind.34
This quotation recognizes that specialization is not a sufficient: 
education in our society and that general education is designed to comple­
ment other forms of education*
There are a number of ideas» some limiting and others broadening 
the scope of that which we call general education* One interviewee re­
stricts it to "any type of formal learning*" Another called it "what yob 
can do after you have forgotten everything the professor has said*" A 
second definition, which leans to the practical outcomes, is found in the 
statement that general education "broadens the scope of skill*"
The statement, "General education is that which you would espect 
an educated man to hav^ seems a good one, but unlike the definition of 
the previous paragraph, it loses strength as we attempt an analysis of it*
In contrast with this is another statement which places a definite charge
i
and obligation by saying that it is that education "for which society has
|a right and obligation to insist upon the student gathering*" Some may |
! j
class this as dictatorial, therefore, not suited to a democracy* This is
I '
not the place for a full discussion of that point, but any democracy can| 
continue to exist only if its citizenship is well informed* Society has » 
then, both the right and obligation to impose those things necessary for 
its preservation*
A number of authors, in order to assure their readers that general 
education is not something new to the schools, e^ecially to the colleges
34
Leighton H. Johnson, op* cit*. o. 3.
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3f our nation» have started their definitions with the statement, ^Generil 
education is a movement.** This idea is probably stressed more by author* 
tracing the history of the program than by those developing concise defi* 
tiitions. McConnell states, **General education is a movement which began 
es a re-examination of the nature and purposes of liberal education and 
which is leading to a revitalization, • • • and perhaps to a complete re­
consideration of the nature of the learning process.** Leighton Johnson 
nay have been referring to this definition when he wrote, **General educai 
tion has been characterized as a movement which endeavors to reconsider
and revitalize traditional liberal education with the demands of a modenji
36 Idemocratic society in mind.**
i
There were two definitions by respondents which mentioned the guid­
ance potential of general education. They stated that general education! 
is in part **information on which to make choices of specializatiorf* and j
I
**a way to make an intelligent selection of life*s work.** Education and 
guidance are inseparable. Many of the science teachers interviewed pointed 
to the number of students who have gone on to ^ecialize in some field of 
science after cong)leting the general courses. This would indicate that 
igencral education is an important factor in guidance, especially in voca- 
Itiooal choice.
i
j Definitions Lacking a Positive ^ proach
j Four of those interviewed took one form or another of the **don*t
R. McConnell, **General Education: An Analysis,** The Fifty- 
first Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education, Part Is
General Education, ed. Nelson B. Henry (Chicago: The University of Chicago 
Press, 1952), p . 1.
------ -^Leighton H. Johnson, op, cit*, p« 3#------------------------
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knoV* attitude. One said» **1 never tried to define general éducation.**
He later gave an excellent definition. Another said» **1 xs hard to tru! 
define.** Still another replied sinq>ly» **I don't know.** The last of the 
responses grovqped in this paragraph was» "Ue tried to define it in teach­
ers* meetings. There were no conclusions. Everybody thought differently^** 
There was a minimum of negative attitude toward the question. A 
reply was to the effect that too much time is spent in defining and not 
enough in doing. One defined general education as courses for those who 
do not have the aptitude for success in conventional liberal arts courses .
A limited number of the people interviewed had no statement rela­
tive to what constitutes general education. It was suggested that the 
extemporaneous nature of the replies may have accounted for this» yet on* 
finds several writers in the field who attempt no definition. They base 
these omissions on the fact that there is no clear-cut definition, that 
there are as many concepts of general education as there are ways of lifd, 
or that there is no definite ideology» only an awareness of the need. It 
is not an easy thing to arrive at an elementary concept of general educa­
tion» making definition one of the greatest current problems. Barmeier» 
speaking to educators in behalf of industry» says, **Those of us in busi­
ness . . .  are impressed by the variations in points of view among educa­
tors on the subject of general education.** 37
A Composite Definition 
From a synthesis of the definitions given by the interviewees anc
E. Barmeier» **An Analyst's Statement,** Current Issues in 
Higher Education, 1955,ed. G. Kerry Smith (Washington, D.C.: Association 
for Higher Education, 1955), p. 287.__________________________!________
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those studied, one thing stands out; namely* there is no simple defini­
tion, and any complete statement must consider the movement as it concerns 
the student, as it relates to the subject matter, as it concerns the meth­
od of presentation or teaching, as it concerns the learning process, as 
it concerns society, and finally, as it prevails in all education and life 
activities in general.
Someone has said that there could be as many definitions of gen­
eral education as there are individuals. This ing>lies that, although we 
are seeking a common core of knowledge, the outcomes for each student will 
vary. And certainly, exact conformity of each person is not to be desired 
even though we are educating for a common end. No definition can be com­
plete for all situations and all persons.
In terms of the student, general education is for all, however, 
in this study the concern was with the lower division of the college. Gen­
eral education is that which will result in a well-rounded individual who 
possesses a great breadth of knowledge. He will be a unified person able 
to see relationships, to think critically, reason analytically, and make 
intelligent decisions and choices. He will in the process have developed 
a high degree of understanding and insight, and he will be able to commu­
nicate with those in all walks of life. This results in social assurance. 
All of these lead to the truly cultured and aesthetically appreciative 
person who has been prepared for the common ends of life, both work and 
leisure, in the society under consideration.
It has been seen that the materials of general education promote 
breadth of knowledge and information through the utilization of broad areas 
of subject matter which are by tradition recognized as valuable. In this
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r^pect it considers the principal areas of human knowledge and requires 
a basic understanding in several of these. These areas are usually com­
munications, humanities, social studies, physical and biological sciences, 
mathematics, health, languages, and the practical arts. One other, and 
very lng>ortant, criterion for effective general education subject matter 
remains to be related; namely, that knowledge must be integrated both with­
in areas and between areas of learning if it is to make a lasting isq>rint 
on the life of the student.
Frequently in professional literattxce and in conversation we read 
or hear the comment that the principal characteristic of general education 
lies not in the subject matter or the organization of the program, but in 
the methods of presentation. We know that appreciation of poetry seldom 
comes from memorizing excerpts of poems and the name of the author, or an 
understanding of the scientific method through memorization of isolated 
facts. General education to some is a method of teaching which develops 
appreciation, understanding, critical thinking, and other aims commonly 
held desirable. Knowledge of vocabulary and of facts as taught in more 
specialized courses is, of course, not insignificant, but many of the other 
outcomes are products of the way of teaching. The manner in which general 
education differs in the learning process from older concepts of education 
is indicated here. In brief, the learning will have shifted from emphasis 
on facts to association and recognition of interrelationships.
General education is for the society in which it is functioning.
It is, then, a kind of education which has as its goal successful living 
in a democratic society. This requires an understanding of the problems 
and participation in their solution. It requires that a person develop
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in his ability to serve» preserve, conserve, and promote the facets of 
life which make our society*
If all of these enter into general education, it becomes obvious 
that it has value for all and exists in all.e3q>eriences* The methods used 
in teaching and learning, as well as the edacity of the individual to re­
ceive it, will largely determine the extent and kind of education each i^-
I
dividual will have gained. j
Moving from this synthesis of all definitions considered to those 
of the interviewees only, their statements shall be drawn together into a 
common pattern for the purpose of writing a coo^osite definition. The I  
discussion to this point has placed eiqphasis vqpon words and phrases de- | 
sirable to make a conprehensive e3q>lanatir;but at the same time there 
has emerged the fact that a cco^lete definition must be in terms of the 
student, the subject matter, the teacher, the aims, otb»r factors.
From the conq»osite definition one finds that the general education 
of a person is the learning or knowledge gained in integrated subject ar^s 
iwhich are fundamentally nonvocational and nontechnical. These lead to {
I !
{common experiences that produce a better life for the whole man. It per­
meates every activity and through the development of understanding, in- j
I  ’  i
{sight, and the ability to think critically and communicate intelligently^
i
is preparation for citizenship in a democracy.
This statement does not presume to include all of the conditions 
given in the answers, but does cover well the characteristics of general 
{education upon which there is some agreement. The concept of general edu-
• j
I  cation held by those interviewed is on the whole quite sound. Only one |
ersQaJLagked-jmyJkngKledse-jf. ■genegal_edMcat-ioa.jand_LtjsLMeaalng. IbJLs_i
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is not to be interpreted as meaning that the best informed ware not frTiiid- 
ly to the movement. The contrary was true» although in many cases their 
beliefs were shaded by the attitudes developed during specialization. Tlie 
introduction to the interview and the preliminary conversation seem to 
have left a few thinking only in terms of the sciences in general educa­
tion» thus coloring their definitions, and causing them to limit their
I
j
thoughts and statements to the science area.
A broad view of the general education movement against which to i
I
consider the science program in general education is further devalued i^ 
the next ch£q>ter in ^ ich the over-all objectives of general education are 
the topic. I
CHAPTER IV
THE (BJECTIVES OF GENERAL EDXATION
The objectives of general education, the discussion of which is 
the purpose of this chapter, are so closely tied to the definition and the 
philosophy of the movement that no real line of demarcation can be estab­
lished between them. Indeed, one would not wish a separation into com­
partments; but for the purpose of analysis and discussion, it is neces­
sary to establish an order of approach which is consistent with logical 
development. Consideration of the general philosophy which one holds 
toward a program is usually considered the best beginning. But, because 
at the first use of the term philosophy many have their minds diverted to
i
jthe more complex connotations of the word, interviewees were asked for j
idefinitions and aims before they were questioned concerning their personal 
! j
^liefs concerning general education. |
The material utilized in this chapter came from several sources.| 
|The first is that taken from publications which deal with the objectives 
of general education. They furnish the authoritative references against 
which to make comparative and critical analysis of interviewees* re­
sponses. Stq>plementing these are the objectives of the college as found 
in their bulletins and an occasional set of objectives which had been 
advanced by faculty study grotq>s working in the field of general educati(^.
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The main source of material was, of course, the many aims stated by the 
interviewees.
The second question, as it «^pears in the interview form is, "Wi 
you state the objectives which you consider most significant?** This had 
been preceded by the request to state a definition of general education. 
From the ea^lanation given in the introduction and from the wording of 
the previous question, the respondent understood that the objectives 
should be for the entire program. This sequence of questions asked had 
some influence upon the statement of objectives, and to that extent, the| 
question was a leading one.
j
The interviewees* interpretations of the question suggests another 
factor influencing the answers obtained. Nearly all of those answering j 
were science majors. In discussing general education their thoughts naty 
urally turned to the science area. Discovering this tendency, the inter! 
viewer stressed that the objectives desired were those belonging to the | 
whole movement of general education, not to any specific phase of it; how­
ever, a few still stated their aims in terms of their teaching fields. | 
The difference between aims and definitions being largely one of I 
emphasis, it may appear at times that duplication of discussion between |
; I
jch^ters exists. However, an examination of the setting of the discussion 
will reveal that there is a different approach rather than repetition.
Such terms as objectives, aims, goals, and expected outcomes have been 
used synonymously in this dissertation. They carry a common meaning and 
equal eophasis.
Formal Lists of Objectives 
------ Two lists of objectives which are widely-
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referred to are those of B. Lamar Johnson and the California workshop
groiç, with which he served as adviser, and those of the President's Con*
mission. They are copied here so that the reader may be orientated with
reject to the kind and extent of objectives commonly established and h a ^
a ready reference in cooçaring the aims given by those interviewed. Tho^e
of the California group state:^
The general education program aims to help each student increase 
his coaq>etence in
1. Exercising the privileges and responsibilities of democratic 
citizenship.
2. Developing a set of sound moral and spiritual values by which 
he guides his life.
3. E:q>ressing his thoughts clearly in speaking and writing and iil 
reading and listening and understanding. j
4. Using the basic mathematical and mechanical skills necessary I 
in everyday life. j
5. Using methods of critical thinking for the solution of prob- I 
lems and for discrimination among values.
6. Understanding his cultural heritage so that he may gain a per­
spective of his time and place in the world. I
j
7. Understanding his interaction with his biological and physical 
environment so that he may adjust to and in^rove that environ-! 
ment. I
I
8. Maintaining good mental and physical health for himself, for ! 
his family, and his community.
9. Developing a balanced personal and social development.
10. Sharing the development of a satisfactory home and family life.
11. Achieving a satisfactory vocational adjustment.
12. Taking part in some form of satisfying creative activity and 
in appreciating the creative activities of others.
I ^B. Lamar Johnson, Gener^ Education in Action (Washington, D.C.:
American Council on Education,—1952j-ÿ-pp. 21»22v—  ------------------
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From the President's CooimissioR we have the o b j e c t
1. To develop for the regulation of one*s personal and civic life 
a code of behavior based on ethical principles consistent witl^  
democratic ideals.
2. To participate actively as an informed and re^onsible citizen 
in solving the social, economic, and political problems of 
one*s community, state, and nation.
3. To recognize the interdependence of the different peoples of 
the world and one's personal responsibility for fostering in­
ternational understanding and peace.
4. To understand the common phenomena in one's physical environ­
ment, to apply habits of scientific thought to both personal 
and civic problems, and to appreciate the inplications of sci­
entific discoveries for human welfare.
1
5. To understand the ideas of others and to express one's own ef­
fectively. 1
!
6. To attain a satisfactory emotional and social adjustment. |
7. To maintain and inprove his own health anH to cooperate ac- |
tively and intelligently in solving community health problems^
8. To understand and enjoy literature, art, music and other cul- t 
tural activities as expressions of personal and social experi-* 
ence, and to participate to some extent in some foxm of crea- | 
tive activity. I
9. To acquire the knowledge and attitudes basic to a satisfying j 
family life. |
10. To choose a socially useful and personally satisfying vocation
that will permit one to use to the full his particular interests
and abilities.
11. To acquire and use the skills and habits involved in critical ; 
and constructive thinking. |
Approaches in Formulating Criteria |
Materials, Methods, and Subject Matter I
Since education cannot cake place without subject matter and |
U  ^President's Commission on Higher Education, Higher Education for ican Democracy. Vol. I; Establishing the Goals (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1946), pp. 50-57.--------------------------------------------
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>é^w— ~t«ach«r«~h«ve had y— r» of contact with the lmowl#dg# Wüch com^ 
>risaa thalr field of apecialization, it ia natural that objective# will 
frequently be stated in terms of the materials to be taught. While some 
recognize subject matter as the tools of learning, others will seemingly 
>uild their entire set of goals about it, giving as their sole aim the 
attaining of knowledge of certain subject materials.
Frequently one reads or hears the comment that the principal chax 
acteristic of general education lies, not in the subject matter or organij* 
^tion of the program, but in the methods used in presentation. However,
I
many still hold that general education is liberal arts under a new name 
and that the courses which were accepted as a part of the liberal arts 
curriculum are also good for general education. Unfortunately, unless 
:hey have already been following a pattern of subject organization and of 
teaching methods which is very like that whidi has developed for general 
education, such persons will, in all probability, still be teaching a lib|- 
eral arts course under the name of general education.
I There was much agreement concerning the need for selecting the |
i I
courses of general education from broad areas of subject matter which havje 
been found by tradition and by adult society to be a valuable part of the
t I
knowledge of each individual. Two of the teachers interviewed said that 
the subject matter should be that which has traditionally shown itself to
1>e of value to all students. A dean eaqpressed almost the same idea, say­
ing, in substance, that the materials of general education should be made 
|q> of those things which adult society has found to be desirable.
I The areas or divisions most frequently included in a program pat-i
iortw»d on «uhj«»nt maCtAV are communirAt ian*, «Qelal studifea, mafchnnwtlffs
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and science» humanities* health and physical education, practical arts» 
and subjects which develop the moral and ethical qualities in the indi­
vidual. The groiqping proposed by the curriculum committee of the Oklahoiba 
State Colleges^ and used by all of them with only slight modifications o;: 
variations will appear again in Chapter IX under the discussion of course 
of study and curriculum.
Conflicting attitudes noted in the coaq>arison of subject matter 
of liberal arts and general education did not ^pear frequently in stater 
ments of the interviewees. However, a departmental chairman made a com­
ment representative of the dissident when he said, **If by general educa­
tion you mean first courses in chemistry, botany, physics, or other areas, 
then I agree that general education is a good thing.** He would throw oui: 
the courses which have been organized to meet the needs of modem educa­
tion for all.
The points of emphasis. In considering the subject matter for j
I I
general education, two differences stand out from that of either liberal|
i I
jor special education. The first of these is that the student shall have |
i i
|an understanding of the ideas and principal concepts found in the body of
I i
{knowledge and the other is the emphasis upon the integration and inter- ;
! ■ I
jrelationship of knowledge. The method of general education instruction | 
enphasizes the development of appreciation, understanding, and critical 
thinking along with the attainment of subject matter. Knowledge of vo- 
jcabulary and of facts is, of course, a part of these aims. The contrast,
Intercollege Curriculum Committee, A Resolution Regulating the 
Curricula at the Six State Colleges (Ada, Oklahoma: lithographed, 1952). 
Copies in the Libraries at East Central State College, Ada, Oklahoma, an* 
Central State College. Edmond. Oklahoma.______________________________
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however» lies in the fact that general education will have shifted from 
emphasis on factual learning to learning by association and recognition 
of interrelationships. There are general education advocates who build 
their entire program around this method of presentation.
Subject matter and methods have their important place in the aim^ 
of general education, yet many see beyond them to the ultimate goal in 
terms of changes within individuals. These often built their statements 
of objectives around the expected outcomes in terms of the student. Botl^  
instruction and learning become ancillary to the attainment of the final
I
product.
An Analysis of the Objectives
The Development of Knowledge as a Goal of General Education 
Some difficulty could be encountered at this point if an attempt 
were made to consider all of the implications involved in the interpre­
tation of knowledge, learning, and information as used by the authors 
ited and those interviewed. Fortunately this is not necessary since
elaboration and refinement will develop as further objectives are con- I
: I; Î
■sidered. A study of the references to knowledge as a goal indicates that
'  I
t I
knowledge, learning, and information are treated as near equivalents in
j
meaning. An appreciable consistency with respect to vocabulary exists 
between the interviewees and authors writing in this field. Such dif­
ferences as may appear will develop in the discussion %Aich follows.
Knowledge defined. Knowledge has no limits. This point stands 
so firmly in the minds of all that it does not need to be stated, yet the 
récognition of the fact leads to statements designed to limit the extent
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of knowledge as it applies to general education. Another characteristic 
of knowledge is that it exists in all goals of education. It is the too 
of general education and, as such, becomes an inseparable part of all 
statements of aims, whether directly stated or implied. The writers 
recognize as self-evident this interaction of knowledge or information a^ 
an integral part of education; therefore, they present fewer lists of
aims which involve the gaining of knowledge as one of the goals of general
i
education. The interviewees used the idea that knowledge had to be at- !
tained as a beginning point for their discussion and were more inclined |
I
to supplement their statement of goals with details. This leads to a i
I
broader discussion of things learned than would have otherwise been | 
justified. |
Scope of knowledge. The knowledge needed for general education 
has several characteristics. The most frequently noted by writers and 
interviewees is that it shall be broad knowledge. An example in terms of 
subject areas is that of Leighton H. Johnson, who says, **General educa-
I
tion . . .  involves knowledge of three kinds: knowledge of the universe j
1
in which we live— the natural sciences; knowledge of the behavior of menj
I
in social organizations— the social sciences; and knowledge of human at-!
I
titudes, hopes, and aspirations— the humanities.**^
Breadth of knowledge. References which do not identify the sub­
ject areas are more typical of those writers who show their concern for 
the breadth of knowledge to be found in the general education curriculim
^Leighton H. Johnson, Fostering General Education in the Community 
College. Professional Series Bulletin No. 14 (East Lansing: Michigan State
[University, 1956), p. 4.
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"BeLïêvii«~that ~the subject matter is so extensive and the time element i|i 
the acquisition of information so limited that all learning cannot be acr 
coaq>li8hed in the time available in the general education phase of a col > 
lege student's life, the writers would limit its breadth. The Chicago 
grotq> reports that "the end of general education can be achieved best by 
helping students to master the leading ideas and significant facts in 
the principal fields of knowledge. . . ."5 Pooley also recognizes that ! 
jthe program of general education cannot become indiscriminately involved|
tin attenq>ting to cover all knowledge. He sees rather that "it is the |
I j
[purpose of the program to sift from the vast array of knowledge the ma- 1
, !
terials which are pertinent to our general knowledge."® The things which 
are common and central to our culture must be selected and made the foun­
dation of our general education curriculum.
Reaching the obvious conclusion that knowledge is not unique to 
general education and knowing that any well educated person will have a 
broad knowledge, many writers would eliminate this as a specifically 
Stated goal. On the other hand, those interviewed felt the need to sup- 
pleraent their statement with descriptive detail. This leads to more com­
plete listing of the subject areas than would be ei^ected from those who 
could have time available to word and edit carefully their statements of 
|e:q>ecced outcomes. Also, in studying the replies of those interviewed.
It was found that several objectives were often included in the same
I Reuben Frodin, "Very Simple, but Thoroughgoing," The Idea and
Practice of General Education, ed. F. Chançion Ward (Chicago: The Univer- 
hity of Chicago Press, 1950), p. 59.
! Robert C. Pooley, "General Education and tbe Cultural Heritage,"
College and University Bulletin. VII- (November. 1954). p. 3.__________
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irôEOTcëTI It is only by dividing these many scacemencs and reassembling 
them tinder common headings that one can bring order and arrive at a sys­
tematic pattern of aims. However, to be certain that by lifting from 
context, the thought has not been changed, the discussion of any given 
point may at times include ideas which will be considered at greater 
length under another heading.
A summary of statements of interviewees shows that the most com- 
Bon stipulation relative to knowledge was that it be broad knowledge. As 
with the authors writing on the goals of general education, the idea of 
broad knowledge ranged from the implied, to the very general, to the spe­
cific, to some description of breadth in terms of subject areas. A dean 
stated that, as he saw general education, its aim was to introduce the 
student to a broad field of knowledge. Two teachers held similar ideas.
3ne felt that general education is to broaden a person's knowledge while 
the other added some limitation by suggesting a broadening of knowledge 
through the use of subjects not included in the student's major. On the 
)ther hand, it was not an uncommon belief that students will gain the 
leeded general education in their major field through the beginning courses 
eading toward specialization. One of the college presidents saw the pur » 
hose of general education as an attempt to give the student a wide knowl­
edge which will lead to an appreciation of the scope of living. "Wid^ 
fas used here in the same sense that others have used "broad."
Not all statements of objectives which looked to a broad knowl­
edge have this as the primary thought. Some eiqiressed a belief that the 
goal of general education is to acquaint the nontechnical student with as 
argg a body of uaoful information a» peasihle. The need of breadth of
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Icnowledge is recognized here, although the grotg» has been limited to non­
technical students. Two teachers, although eaqpressing their aims in ternjs 
of curriculum, also included the extent of knowledge. They thought the 
aim of general education was to enrich the curriculum or to provide a genj- 
eral enrichment leading to a greater range of knowledge. One of these 
was more specific in the statement of outcomes held desirable for the stu­
dent, believing that the purpose of general education is *’to help the stu­
dent, through a broad curricultn, to find his interests.**
Areas of knowledge. A dean, a department chairman, and three 
teachers referred to areas in which knowledge should be gained. In only 
one were these areas named. The dean would acquaint the student with the 
najor areas of learning which are the common denominators of educated per­
sons in a free society. This objective was also used by two teachers from
I
the same institution. At this school a faculty committee had set up a 
list of objectives which were adopted by the faculty. The influence of 
such a study was readily discernible as the interview progressed. Anothejr 
teacher would be certain that the student be provided education in several 
areas, that he may know more about the total aspects of life.
Functional knowledge. The discussion of the breadth of knowledge 
used such modifiers as **broad,** **wide,** **basic,** **general,** **essential,**
*a large body of,** **an acctsmilation of,** **a sufficient amount of,** and 
*'the major areas of** knowledge, tiowever, these are descriptive terms 
which give little insight into the functional aspects of the information, 
in terms of change within the pupil, the use of knowledge is more impor- 
:ant than is the range of learning.
_______With no attempt to evaluate importance, several of these functional
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qualities in the development ot knowledge will be discussed. That whicE' 
is of common concern to all is very closely allied to areas of learning 
but in turn suggests a useful knowledge; therefore» it serves here as a 
transition to more functional objectives.
Our interviewees recognized this need for a core of knowledge 
which is of concern to all. One said that the student should acquire a 
body of information essential for successful living. Another stated that 
be should study from areas which serve as the common denominators of edu­
cated persons in a free society. In various ways, other replies indicated 
a recognition of the need for universal knowledge. It is the material up­
on which general education operates.
Understanding. The least complex of the statements which set 
understanding as an objective of general education is that from the Fresi 
dent*s Commission. One of their objectives is for the student **to under­
stand the ideas of others and express one's own ideas effectively.**^ Thi 
Last part mi^t be considered as cocnnini cat ions, such as is taught in the 
Language arts, or it could refer to sufficient understanding of vocabulary 
and subject matter in the various areas to permit intelligent listening 
and conversation.
B. Lamar Johnson lists two objectives which look to the degree of 
understanding of the knowledge acquired by the student. One of these aimjs 
coward the student's "understanding his cultural heritage so that he may 
;ain a perspective of his time and place in the world." Another calls 
:or "understanding his biological and physical environment that he may
^President's Commission, op. cit.» p. 52.
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>etter adjust to and improve that environment."* "
Faust also stresses outcomes of knowledge with respect to under­
standing as follows:
Without a broad base of analyzed e:q>erience with particular works 
of literature, music, and art, • . • historical information which ma> 
be conveyed to students about these matters is hardly intelligible, 
certainly is not real knowledge, and, above all, provides students 
with little preparation for proper understanding.
Even those facts, moreover, which maintain their scientific statts 
cannot be truly grasped and really understood as mere items of infor­
mation retained in memory. They come to be intelligible, come to be 
truly known and significant, only through understanding the methods 
by which they have been established.9
Integration of knowledge. Another characteristic of the knowl­
edge which is acquired in general education is that it brings together 
ideas. It is an integrating force, both within areas of learning and be 
tween these areas. This matter of knowledge for the development of inteij 
relationships was expressed well by Faust when he wrote, "The college 
recognizes its obligation to equip the student with the knowledge and in­
tellectual disciplines necessary for the integration of the different 
fields of knowledge."One respondent came more directly to the point 
when he said that the student should be made acquainted with the interre­
lationships of the subdivisions of knowledge. This integrated knowledge 
suitable for general education is, then, a thing to be desired because sc 
ciety has found it to be true, because it brings appreciation and under­
standing of life, and because it has practical value in fitting the needs 
of society.
% .  Lamar Johnson, op. cit., p. 26.
^Clarence H. Faust, "The Problem of General Education," The Idea 
and Practice of General Education, ed. F. Champion Ward (Chicago: The 
University of Chicago Press, 1950), pp. 22-23.
lQlbid.,-p. -2^
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Does it make a difference what kind of knowledge is acquired in 
general education? The authors to whom reference was made and the inter ­
viewees agree that it does. A common core of knowledge is needed by all 
individuals who are to function as citizens. Also, the knowledge acquirtid 
in general education will lead to other values. Wise discussion will be 
founded on this fund of information and, if one acc^ts that any transfer 
of learning takes place, it should do so through an integration of 
knowledge.
Education for Citizenship in a Democracy 
One of the goals of general education is, not only to impart 
something to the student in the way of facts and skills, but also to 
bring about a change within the individual which will affect his conduct 
and attitudes. The many ways in which different individuals approach this 
goal make it nearly as coQ^>lex as the statements relative to knowledge aji 
an aim.
Education for citizenship or for living is a common objective
’ i
given both by the general education enthusiast and those who tolerate the
I I
movement as a necessary delay along the road to specialization. Citizen^
I !
iship is a broad term which implies many things not suggested by the word
f
living**; however, some who set education for living as a goal are pos-
I
sibly thinking of the same objective.
Education for a good life. In education for citizenship one seeks 
{to know, first, what kind of citizen is desired. "Education for a good 
lif^ is an e3q>ression which is often read or heard in educational circlqs. 
This is typical of the statements on which almost universal agreement is
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obtainable» yet vfaen analyzed they are found to have little specific meai^- 
ing. A check of several lists of published objectives did not disclose 
the use of the development of a good life as an aim of general education, 
but three of our respondents did use it, one placing this as the first 
objective. TUo others, using almost identical statements, would guide 
the individual in developing a personal philosophy which leads to happi­
ness and a good life. All of these aims were from administrators, the 
two very similar aims having come from members of the same institutional 
staff.
j Education as a guide to moral and ethical standards. The goal oi
I
developing high moral and ethical standards is more closely related to the 
good life than the others, but it remains an integral part of citizenship. 
One of the student-centered goals given in the California study is the 
^developing of a set of sound moral and spiritual values by which he guides 
is life.**^ The President*s Commission on Higjher Education gives the |
jaim, **. . . to develop for the regulation of one*s personal and civic life
I !
la code of behavior based on ethical principles consistent with democratic
12 iideals.** Hutchins, on the other hand, specifically eliminates the de-|
: I
velopment of character in the individual as an aim. He says, **Ue have ex­
cluded . . .  character building.**
! The interviewees made no direct reference to the moral and ethical
I
development, except as it may have been implied in reference to the good
Lamar Johnson, op. cit., p. 21.
^^resident*s Commission, op. cit., p. 50.
^Robert Maynard Hutchins, The Hi^er Learning in America (New 
Gbysn&_%ale_URiyersity Press, 1936), p. 71.__________________________
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life. The reason for this probably lies in the basic assumption that 
there should be a divorcement of religion from the state schools» and thf|t 
the development of the moral and ethical side of the individual is pre­
eminently the responsibility of the church and the home. None would den; 
kowever, the in^ortance of this phase in the development of each person. 
Nearly all church schools, which have retained strong departments of re­
ligion, give priority to the development of the moral and spiritual side 
of the individual. It can be hoped that it is not neglected in our state 
colleges, but that it may come as an indirect development of general edu­
cation, largely the humanities. It can, however, be integrated with all 
learning. For those who wish to direct the progress of the student into 
stronger moral and ethical concepts, almost any subject has possibilities 
Eor insights into a higher plane of life ideals
Development of responsible citizenship. General education should 
lead to responsible and successful citizenship, as a survey of objectives 
fill indicate. Here again a contrast appears when cocq>aring the objec­
tives found in literature with those of the Oklahoma group interviewed, 
the writers placing more en^hasis on this aim than did the interviewees.
One of the aims taken from the President's Commission is "to par­
ticipate actively as an informed and responsible citizen in solving the 
. . . problems of one's community. State, and N a t i o n . " g, Lamar Johnson, 
recognizes this outcome in the objective which looks to student cooçetence 
in "exercising the . . .  responsibilities of democratic citizenship." 15
^President's Commission, op. cit., p. 51.
15b . Lamar Johnson, op. cit., p. 21.
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Faust takes a very serious view of the re^onsibility for citizenship as 
an objective. He says, "It is, therefore, one of the important functions 
of general education to prepare people to exercise wisely the power which 
will be thrust upon them as citizens of a democracy." Syracuse Univer­
sity offers a course, "Responsible Citizenship," indicating the esteem in 
which this aim of general education is held by them.
Five respondents gave re^>onsible citizenship, or statements 
which can be interpreted as meaning this, as one of their aims. Only one 
of these was given by a classroom teacher, and he said that it should pro­
vide the basis necessary for citizenship, not specifically stating that 
he looked to responsible citizenship as a goal. The interpretation must 
come from another part of his discussion in which the development of a 
"better man" was mentioned. Will not a "better man" be a more responsible 
citizen? "To develop responsible citizenship in a democracy," and "to 
prepare the student for responsible citizenship in the coonrunity and na­
tion and worldT were other expressions of this aim.
Training for intelligent citizenship. The goals of citizenship 
also hold that the student should be intelligent and enlightened. Intel­
ligence does not refer in this case to that with which we are endowed, 
but rather to our awareness and skills.
An objective which enphasizes this point and spells out the quali­
ties desired was formulated by a faculty committee at Syracuse University. 
It states that the student is to be prepared to:
take his place in society as an informed, responsible, and active
^^Faust, op. cit.. p. 6.
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cicism» believing in the velue of individuel end r^resentetive per- 
ticipetion in public effeire; heving ineight into the neture end role 
of dcfflocretic government; devoted to the besic principles of freedom 
end equelity; end eor Id-minded in his understending end epprcciation 
of the universel seerch for peece.17
Another set of committee objectives would have the* individual 
**do his pert as an active end intelligent citizen in dealing with inter­
related» social» economic and political problems of American life. . •
In listing responsibilities of citizenship as a goal of general 
education» relatively few included the analytical approach to A e  prob­
lems. This is an instance in which the false assumption is made that if 
the principles of democratic citizenship are known and the individual is 
a participant» he will also think critically on his problems. There are» 
however» objectives which approach the conditions of analytical partici­
pation and knowledge of principles in citizenship directly» such as that 
of Stickler in the previous quotatibn» or of McGrath who says the good 
citizen **nnist understand his relationship with the members of the body 
politic."
Several of the respondents showed awareness of this need for an 
analytical approach to citizenship and an understanding of the democratic 
principles. A teacher said we need to teach the student to take an ana­
lytical approach to problems as well as to accumulate knowledge. Because
Robert Pace» "Organization and Administration of General Edu­
cation: An Introduction»" Organization and Administration of General Edu­
cation. ed. W. Hugh Stickler (Dubuque: %n. C. Brown Co.» 1951)» p. 6.
^Dorothy Leemon McGrath (ed.)» A Design for General Education- 
Reports of Committees and Conferences. (Washington» D.C.: American Council 
on Education» 1944)» p. 14.
^^Earl J. McGrath et al.» Toward General Education* (New York:
The-Macmillan CoRq>any> 1948)» p. 47.
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lintelligence is a word of extensive mewing, the person who included in 
;his goals the idea that the student should be politically intelligent un­
doubtedly had in mind an ^proach to the problems of citizenship as well 
as a knowledge of the factors involved in citizenship* Some of the re­
spondents looked to the understanding of governmental principles in a 
democracy, but did not continue or indicate the use to be made of this 
: information.
Only one of the respondents gave an objective using the term ** in­
telligent citizenship.** However, because it was strongly implied in other 
statements of aims, it is possible the others considered it self-evident.
Education for the Student*s Role in Society
Personal and social adjustment. That the citizen we seek should 
be socially conpetent and well adjusted is an aim given prominence by 
many writers on general education. The American Council on Education ac­
cepts that general education should lead the student **to attain a sound 
emotional and social adjustment through the enployment of a wide range 
of social relationships and experience of working cooperatively with 
others.*’^ '' The Syracuse grotp would have the student "prepare himself 
for satisfactory . . .  social relationships."Two succinct statements 
of the aims are to prepare the student "to attain a satisfactory emotional 
and social adjustment,"^ and to aid him in developing a balanced "personal 
and social adjustment." ^
^^Dorothy Leemon McGrath, op. cit., p. 14.
^^Pace, (g>. cit., p. 6. ^President’s Commission, op. cit., p. 53. 
23  Lmaar Johnson, op. cit., p. 27.
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Here» again» the respondents were very indefinite on Ais point. 
One spoke of the development of **certain intangible qualities which lead 
to control of conduct.** A second would have us "educate the whole man to 
take his place in society." A third would "instill in the students the 
knowledge» skills» and attitudes which will enable them to take their 
place as fine members of society." This last statement covers the aim of 
social ccB^etence and the adjusted person very well.
Economic efficiency. En^hasis is changed now from the develop­
ment of the personal qualities of the student to a consideration of him 
as a participant in society. In this respect the major portion of his 
activities and re^onsibilities is going to be economic» beginning with 
the ability to produce. This involves a prior condition of having made 
an intelligent selection of a vocation followed by planning and prepara­
tion to attain skill and caaq^etence. "Achieving a satisfactory vocational 
adjustmentsis the first step in achieving this goal. B. Lamar Johnson 
elaborates by saying: "The inçortance of vocational adjustment is further 
heightened by recognition of the fact that through work for an appropriate 
vocation each citizen can make his major contribution to the development 
of his community» state» and nation." 25
Turning to the objectives established by the President's Commis­
sion» one finds less attention given to the economic phase as part of vo­
cation except as in^lied in the qualification of "socially useful»" as 
stated in the tenth objective.The objectives of the American Council
24ibid.. p. 28. 25ibid.
^President's Commission» op. cit.. p. 56.
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Include much of both the social and economic factors* They suggMt that 
general education leads the student to choose 'a vocation that will make 
the optimum use of his talents.2? Maclean gives one of the most elaborate 
discussions of job choice by tying in knowledge of self, interest, abili­
ties, and aptitudes as prerequisites to selecting a career which will make 
him economically productive*Also, many generalized references for re­
sponsible citizenship include the selection and planning for economic 
productivity.
An aim given by one of the interviewees was **to give the equipment 
needed by all individuals to take their places as productive citizens eco­
nomically." Two respondents went no further than suggesting that infor­
mation be inserted which will lead to a choice of life's work* Another 
person would have us be certain that those things necessary to develop a 
well-rounded individual in his field of 'ccaq>etency be given* That would 
lead to more successful productivity* The same concept of "rounding out 
the individual" exists in nearly all goals. It iaq>lies much, is accept­
able to nearly everyone, yet is as vague as the direction "over yonder." 
Others have recognized this goal through inclusion of such conditions as 
"economic efficiency" and "intelligent citizenship economically," or, as 
one says, "A good general education helps them understand their vocation."
Family obligations. In the selection of a career by idiich a per­
son will be a productive member of society, two other steps follow* The
27
Dorothy Leemon McGrath, op. cit., p. 15.
^^ialcolm S. MacLean, "Conflicting Theories of General Education," 
The American College, ed. P. F* Valentine (New York: The Philosophical 
Library, Inc., 1949), p. 110.
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citizen en obligation to support his fsmily, but holding e job and 
having an earning capacity does not necessarily mean that he will do so.
An interviewee included with his aim of economic efficiency the develop­
ment of successful home participation, which, without a doubt, would in­
clude family support. The second of these steps is that he should be able 
to manage this income. The amount of income does not limit the extent to 
which the person can grow in knowledge and moral stability, but it does 
limit the degree to which he can prepare for financial emergencies. It 
is the obligation of our schools not only to lead the student to an aware­
ness of the riches inherent in himself, but also to teach the economic 
principles by which he can best manage the material things which accrue 
to him. It may be that the respondent \dxo made the allusion to the de­
velopment of certain intangible qualities was chinking somewhat along 
this line for this is the kind of knowledge essential to successful 
living.
Community participation. In our society the intelligent citizen 
will understand the economic problems of society well enough, not only to 
govern his own life, but also to extend his influence to the problems of 
his community. In this respect the kind of citizen desired is one who 
can see that rehabilitation of the physically handicapped results in a 
two-way return; namely, society will benefit and the individual will en­
joy greater ind^endence. The same qualities will lead the person to 
vote for bond issues which will bring wealth to the community or to sup­
port other worthwhile endeavors.
Character building and personality growth. The personal develop­
ment of the individual and the building of values plus the life adjustments
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founded on these values represent with some groups and schools a major 
goal of general education. There are schools which provide courses having 
as their major function the personal adjustment of the individual. These 
courses are often in connection with health education. Neel, reporting 
on Health and Personal Adjustment in the program at Florida State Univer­
sity, gives a comprehensive description of such a program.29
The character of an individual is always in the process of devel<p- 
ment, and general education can assist in this. Character is such a broad 
term that the discussion is restricted to those phases mentioned by inter­
viewees. They include development of the personality, social adjustment, 
family and home relationships, use of leisure time, a wholesome philos­
ophy, freedom from fear and superstition, the achievement of intellectual, 
aesthetic, and spiritual foundations, and the development of sound physi­
cal and mental health.
The development of personality is a goal recognized by some in 
its entirety and by others only in terms of some of the qualities which 
make for a desirable personality. Boron considers attitudes contributing 
to personality adjustments when he sets the objective "to develop an ob­
jective self-image, a wholesome attitude of self acceptance, and a con­
structive, problem-solving attitude toward frustration. . . .**30 ^ goal 
often quoted is that of self realization. It is through this knowledge
29
Samuel R. Neel, "Health and Personal Adjustment," General Edu­
cation; A University Program in Action, eds. H. Hugh Stickler, James Paul 
Stoakes and Louis Shores (Dubuque: %ar C. Brown Co., 1950), pp. 106-111.
^^Henry Boron et al.» "The Personal Adjustment Area," General 
Education in Transition— A Look Ahead*ed. H. T. Morse (Minneapolis: The 
University of Minnesota Press, 1951), p. 205.
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of self that much of our personality development comes* One of the goals 
of the Florida group is *^ to strive for self realization consistent with 
social fulfillment.**^^ Other writers also give personality development a 
major place among aims, but only a few of the interviewees, all of whom 
were in the administrative phase of the program, mentioned this aspect. 
The essence of their stated goals was to help the student to develop the 
potentialities of his personality.
The psychologist often attributes many personality problems to 
poor family and home relationships. Awareness of this may account for 
this phase of personal development being included in stated aims. MacLean 
has one of the more complete statements on this. He says, **The assump­
tion is that a healthy and maturing individual can be taught to carry on 
healthy and maturing relationships with family and friends, and that such 
individuals, so taught, make more conpetent workers . . .  and better 
citizens.**
Writings concerning general education abound with the discussion 
of the value of family life and the improvement of home relationships as 
a goal. One of the objectives of the President*s Commission is **to ac­
quire the knowledge and attitudes basic to satisfactory family life.**33
Hugh Stickler and James Paul Stoakes, **General Education: 
Answer to a Challenge,** General Education: A University Program in Action, 
eds. W. Hugh Stickler, James Paul Stoalces, and Louis Shores (Dubuque:
Mm. C. Brown Co., 1950), p. 69.
^^iacLean, op. cit.. p. 38.
^%arl J. McGrath, **General Education and the Report of the Presi­
dent* s Commission on Higher Education,** General Education: A University 
Program in Action, eds. W. Hugh Stickler, James Paul Stoakes, and Louis 
Shores (Dubuque7”Wm. C. Brown Co., 1950), p. 38.
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None of the objectives listed in the catalog of the participating 
schools related directly to improved family and home adjustments, and only 
two respondents had anything to contribute on this point. One would teach 
the student how to establish a home, and the other seeks to establish suc­
cessful home participation.
EnrirHm%nt of leisure time activities. The wise use of leisure 
time is becoming an increasing problem and opportunity in this country. 
General education is in a position to do a great deal about this. Behind
each statement relative to broad knowledge and skills probably lies the
awareness of the functional aspects of these with respect to use of lei­
sure time. The discussion on this could be quite lengthy, pointing out 
that this aim of general education represents either a **blind spot** in 
the deliberations of various grovps or a door at which they arrive but do
not enter. One can, by inference, point to aims both in published mate­
rials and from interviewees which relate to the use of leisure time, but 
the only direct statement found was given by an interviewee who said, **Ue 
need to teach the individual how to live on his day off.**
Conclusion
Those interviewed and the references of authors utilized in making 
the study approach the goals of general education from several different 
directions. Some expressed their objectives in terms of knowledge desired 
or of subject matter to be covered. Another way of beginning is to build 
the aims around people, their activities, and the responsibilities which 
they will normally encounter. A different but related approach to stated 
aims is through espected outcomes. This may be in terms of the student
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as general education seeks to gain for him the mastery of subject matter, 
or development of the kind of citizen desired. Other groups built their 
aims of general education on the method of instruction. General educa­
tion, by its nature, demands that all of these be considered in establish­
ing goals. Most of those interviewed have esq>ressed their aims in such a 
manner as to bring in more than one of these approaches.
Taken quantitatively the statements of objectives coming from the 
college presidents and deans were about double those of the teachers, al­
though there were nearly three times as many teachers. The quality and 
strength of the aims given by the administrative group were also sv^erior 
to those of the teachers. This is a reflection of the greater amount of 
time which the presidents and deans have given to the study of the program 
as a whole and of their more frequent privilege of attending conferences 
at which the problems of general education are discussed.
More variation was found in answers of those classed as dq>art- 
mental chairmen than in those of the other groups questioned. Taken as a 
group, they advanced weaker objectives and leaned more toward attitudes 
which do not strongly support the program. From these came such state­
ments as **I am just not a general education fan**; or, General education 
is for those who show no degree of intelligence.** Some of these persons 
had no teaching duties in general science. Having no direct contact with 
the work, there was no pressing need for acquainting themselves with the 
philosophy and aims of the program. By contrast, two of the people who 
showed greatest knowledge of the program and had the most clear-cut state­
ment of objectives were of the group classed as chairmen.
There were negative attitudes and obscure statements of goals on
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the part o£ some teachers; but, as observed elsewhere, those \dio knew 
most concerning the program were. In general, its strongest supporters.
As will be seen in the next chapter, clear philosophical premises 
upon which to build objectives have not been established by most teachers. 
The objectives, while many of them are sound and good, reflect to some ex­
tent the lack of guiding beliefs.
CHAPTER V
THE PHILOSOPHY OF GENERAL EDUCATim
Philosophy has come to meaa different things to different people. 
Some may consider it a method of thinking, of reflecting on weighty mat­
ters. Others may define it as queries on such abstract things as truth, 
beauty, justice, or God. Many consider theories of the great philosophers 
in history as true philosophy. In its broader sense, however, philosophy 
can mean the attitudes, beliefs, and convictions of an individual toward 
any part of life or the universe. As Home terms it, "^Philosophy is the 
mind of man wrestling with the universe.**^ It is this latter concept as 
it relates directly to general education that is of concern here.
The Need for a Philosophy 
Every person, whether be recognizes it or not, has a philosophy.
It may have evolved through family beliefs or social contacts, with no 
conscious effort involved. On the other hand, maturity may bring forth 
well-thought-out, critical, and reasonable beliefs that serve as guides 
through life. It is from these basic ideals, from philosophy, that di­
rected action springs.
^Herman H. Home, "An Idealistic Philosophy of Education," The 
Forty-first Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education. 
Part I: Philosophies of Education, ed. Nelson B. Henry (Bloomington: Pub| 
lie School Publishing Cooqpany, 1942), p. 139.
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With the foregoing concept in mind» can there be any questioning 
the fact that general education will require a different philosophy from 
that of the older, liberal education from which it has emerged? The shift' 
in enq>hasis from subject matter to the student is immediately apparent.
As French expressed it, **In general education we bend the subject matter 
to the needs of the student; in departmental courses we bend the students 
to the needs of subject matter.**^
No one is likely to atten^t to establish a rigid pattern of just
what a teacher*s philosophy of general education must be. **Uowever, every­
one who assumes responsibility for general education is under obligation 
to decide what qualities he should seek just as he is under obligation to 
determine what specific things be should teach or the subject matter that 
he expects to use."^ Unless these decisions are resolved in the teacher's 
mind, the journey of learning on which he takes his students will be lit­
tle better tlian it would be should he attempt to select subject matter at 
random.
Philosophy evolves; it emerges. Â fixed philosophy, either for 
an individual or a movement, comes with maturity. Because general educa­
tion is a relatively new movement, must it not also be apparent that the 
guiding principles upon which it is founded are still in a state of flux? 
However, if general education is to unite the disparate ends of liberal 
education, standards must be established on which educators may select 
the materials of the curriculum, establish the criteria for values, decide
2
Sidney J. French (ed.), Accent on Teaching— Experiments in Gen­
eral Education (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1954), p. 15.
John P. Wynne, General Education in Theory and Practice (New 
York: ^ ootanan Associates, 1952), p. 97.
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what forms of knowledge are worthwhile, and understand what basic ideas 
should develop as a result of the program of general education* Certainly 
no one school of thought will be adequate to these ends, but there must 
be a drawing from and utilization of guiding principles coming from dif­
ferent philosophies*
i
Question three of the interview form was, "Going farther than I 
definitions, will you attempt to give a brief statement concerning your 
philosophy of general education?" It should be noted that the question 
did not necessarily call for a statement of philosophical theory, but 
rather one concerning the respondent*s personal philosophy* Even with 
this permissive type of question, r^tien the term "philosophy" was broached, 
there was hesitancy on the part of many* In some cases mild pronq>ting, 
such as suggesting that the statement of definition and objectives might 
reveal something of their philosophy, was all that was needed to overcomé 
the reluctance to discuss this essential part of the program.
The first reaction to the replies might well be that men and wom^ 
ias learned as those interviewed have managed to come a long way without II I
jany guiding principles. A quick reconsideration and analysis will indi- !
i i
jcate the unjustness of such siçposition. The hesitance was more often
Idue to a conflict between the concqpt of the more coo^lex philosophical
{theories and philosophy of education as a guide and directive for action.
ks stated in the previous paragraph, the philosophy of general education
not matured* Many are still encumbered by old ideas and are in theI
process of emerging to view with understanding some new thoughts concern*
I
|ing general education. This was especially true with those whose major
Lorirk had been In the pure sciences.
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Basic Philosophical Theories and General Education
The philosophies which are most often associated with general edu­
cation vary greatly among the different programs and the leading people 
behind them. Taylor^ atten^ts to identify the philosophical principles 
underlying the programs of general education. They are, according to him, 
the philosophy of rationalism, neo-humanism or eclecticism, and the phi­
losophy of naturalism, or, more specifically, instrumentalism. In pre­
paring an abstract of philosophies which are most often considered by the 
proponents of general education, the philosophies of idealism, pragmatism, 
rationalism, realism, and humanism are discussed. Scholasticism, although 
it represents the fundamental philosophy behind some schools which have 
extensively publicized their general education programs, is not included 
in this discussion because all of the institutions are State owned. They 
are, therefore, not directly influenced by this philosophy. The analysis 
of the interviewees* responses will be in ccoq>arison with these.
There is some variation among writers as to which philosophy under­
lies certain programs. For example, Taylor, in the paragrg^ph just cited, 
says that the St. John*s program, as advocated by Hutchins, is basically 
rationalistic. Other writers place this program either to the left or 
right of this position. This is indicative of the tendency of advocates 
of various philosophies to make some transition or conpromise. The steps 
by which this takes place are so indeterminate that it is often difficult, 
if not impossible, to ascribe any given philosophy to the program. The
^"Harold Taylor, **The Philosophical Foundations of General Educa­
tion,** The Fifty-first Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of 
Education, Part I; General Education, ed. Nelson B. Henry (Chicago: The 
University of Chicago Press, 1952%, p. 26.
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problem of semantics is also present as evidenced in the use of "eclecti- 
cisof for "neo-humanisnf — a usage uhidi is not common in philosophical 
writings. The discussion which follows will hi^light the basic points 
of some of the philosophical theories which are the most common to dif­
ferent movements toward general education, and point to a philosophy for 
program itself. As noted earlier, this will require a different phi­
losophy. It will be eclectic in the true sense of the word, drawing from 
the various philos^hies as needed in order to attain the foundation for 
establishing goals.
Idealism
There are two common concepts of idealism which are not a part of 
the philosophy which bears this name. The first relates to the high moral 
and ethical standards of the individual. The second considers the person 
who plans a better way of doing for a better tomorrow to be an idealist. 
Only as these are products of the minds of men do they have any connection 
with idealistic philosophy. Hocking points out that the philosophy is 
more nearly one of ideas than of ideals. This he calls **ideaisnu**^  This 
concq>tion of the idealist as a visionary is not entirely unwarranted and 
does influence the «^plication of the philosophy to education.
Though idealism as a term is of relatively recent origin, the idea 
goes back to Plato. In one or more of its various forms it e^pears as an 
influence in many schools of philosophy, especially as it concerns the 
development of the good qualities of man. The many forms which idealism
5
William E. Hocking, Types of Philosophy (1st ed. rev.; New York: 
Charles Scribner and Sons, 1938y, p. 248.
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has asswed under different leaders makes it impossible to discuss the 
entire philosophy. However, there are some common concepts. Idealism 
stresses mind and relegates matter to the position of a by-product. Basic 
reality is of the mind, thought» or the inner self. Butler says of 
idealism:
The common attitude on iAich idealism builds is the rather un­
conscious disposition most of us feel that in some way we ourselves 
are real existent beings» not transitory illusions, not dreams» nor 
fancies. . . .  Although it may not be this particular phrasing of it 
for most idealists, it is this motif common in human life which is 
refined and brought into full bloom intellectually by idealism. . . .
He adds that, by and large, idealists hold that mind or spirit, 
as each man experiences it in himself, is fundamentally real and that the 
totality of the universe is somehow mind or spirit in its essence."^ 
Bearing this out is Home, who says:
Idealism is the conclusion that the universe is an expression of 
intelligence and will, that the enduring substance of the world is of 
the nature of mind, that the material is e^qplained by the mental. 
Idealism as a philosophy stands in contrast with all those systems of 
thought that center in nature (naturalism) or in man (humanism).^
Idealism applied to education considers the student as an individ­
ual who is in the process of developing his mental capacities. Butler 
further adds that idealist-inspired education "is not wholly child- 
centered, subject-matter-centered, nor society-centered; it is ideal-
9
centered." Though this concept is readily recognized as one of the 
strongholds of the old formaJLized education, as it applies to the develop­
ment of understanding between individuals through common knowledge, it
^J. Donald Butler, Four Philosophies amd Their Practice in Educa­
tion and Religion (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1951), p. 163.
^Ibid. ®Home, op. cit., p. 139.
%utler, op. cit.» p. 224.
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has come to play a part in the philosophy of general education*
Obviously it is a dangerous undertaking to atteuq»t to bead one 
man's philosophy of life to fit the label attached to the beliefs of an­
other; however» many of the interviewees answered the question concerning 
the philosophy of general education with various pbrasings of the common 
core of knowledge held desirable by the idealist. One teacher termed it 
a "common background," another believed general education should give all 
students a "similar experience*" Going a bit further, another said the 
philosophy behind general education is "to make it possible for everyone 
to have the same fundamental knowledge so they can work together and live 
in harmony."
A view of idealism that is even more inclusive of the philosc^hy 
of general education is given by Home when he looks to the desired re­
sults in the individual. He states:
. . .the really important thing is that the subject studied should 
contribute to the growth of the personal spirit of the student . . .  
mainly he should develop his personality— his real self— in a uni­
verse that is personal. He takes an interest, he sets himself to 
leam, he is self-active, he wins his sense of adjustment to his 
world, he feels himself growing, he appreciates the great possibili­
ties of the ages, he leams to respect others as himself, and he feels 
at home in his w o r l d .  10
An Oklahoma interviewee who included many of these principles in 
his philosophy said, "General education should contribute to the dignity 
of man and his responsibilities and participation in his role in society." 
Leaning closer to the spiritual concept of the idealist, another Oklahoma 
teacher said, "The student must have something to stand on so he can find 
himself." Another said general education is "the first step toward
^®Home, op. cit., p. 164.
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intellectual and ^iritual £reedarf* on the part of the student* Real 
growth and learning take place when the student assunes the initiative*
The idealist gives an important place to the teacher. In a very 
real sense he is the ideal model for the student* It is his job to cre­
ate the educational environment and in^ire the student to high attainment.
In terms of curriculum the idealist and many of our teachers of 
general science agree rather closely. The idealist insists on a body of 
facts which will challenge the mental capacity of the student, but they 
also go beyond the books, especially in the use of esqperimental evidence* 
Idealism, to the extent to which it subscribes to the theory of 
coherence, fills the need of the general educationalist in science* This 
theory, that a judgment is true if it is consistent with other judgments 
or has by e3q>erience been found to be true, is is^ortant to analysis, 
critical thinking, and scientific method.
Pragmatism, Instrumentalism, and Experimental ism 
Pragmatism as a philosophy is one by which modern Americans to a 
very great extent live, even though they imagine they are committed to an­
other system of thought. We are, or attes^t to be, ’^ practical" people.
The utilitarian test is a subconscious criterion. "What good is it?**
"How can you use it?", "What does it get us?" These and kindred questions 
voice this search for a functional guide*
Even with reject to truth, the test is of utility, workability, 
or that which leads to a satisfactory consequence. There is no such thing 
as an absolute truth; it is emergent. There are different ways by which 
this truth is established. If the thing satisfies the desires and
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aspirations of man., it is true* Most scientists are at least partially 
pragmatic because their theory holds that, if es^rimental verification 
is possible, truth has been established* The position taken by Jasses is 
that **pragmatism is an attitudeP*^^ which looks to results and facts rather 
than to first principles and categories*
If we look at pragmatism from the writings of James, excluding 
the older concepts out of which it grew, many of the Oklahoma inter­
viewees* stated philosophies of general education closely reseneble this 
view* A teacher stated, **I believe all materials put into general educa­
tion should be of some practical value*** He would relegate cultural as­
pects to a minor position* Mentioning practical learning, another said,
**General education should enable the student to handle better his every­
day living***
Other facets closely akin to pragmatism mentioned by the inter­
viewees ar^ **the ability to converse with anyone,** **the training and sub­
ject matter of most general use to all,** **the knowledge to live life to 
the fullest and to realize life*s ambitions,** and **the background to make 
life more enjoyable***
The term instrumentalison has been given to Dewey*s philosophy as 
it grew out of pragmatism* Although for many years this philosophy has 
greatly influenced American elementary education, colleges have tended to 
remain under the influence of the Eurc^ean pattern of educational thought* 
It is only with the advent of general education that instrumentalism hag 
come to the fore in higher education* A writer bears this out when he
^Hfilliam James, Pragmatism (New York: Longmans, Green and Co*, 
Inc* , 1907) , p* 54.
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says» **General education today is developing as an instrumentalist 
program.**
To the instrumentalist, truth is teoq>oral. The emphasis shifts 
from the absolute to one of change based on. eaq>erience» inquiry» and sci­
entific methods. John Dewey is generally credited with the begimüng of 
the movement known as "Progressive Education.** Learning is by doing» with 
en^hasis on the projects and activities of the individual. Discussing 
Dewey*s contribution to educational philosophy» Brubacher says:
Knowledge» he D>ewey3 claimed» is the outcome of action. Con­
fronted with a problem» an adult or child constructs in imagination a 
theory or hypothesis of how it might be solved. The truth or falsity 
of the proposed solution develops from whether or not the consequences 
of acting on the hypothesis corroborate it.13
None of the Oklahoma educators mentioned Dewey or his philosophy 
in connection with general education. However» according to the interpre­
tation just quoted by Brubacher, many would agree. One teacher said» **We 
must have more respect for the scientific method. Our whole life» the 
social» the economic» and all other aspects are affected by critical 
thinking.** Another said, singly, **The process of scientific thinking is 
the most important thing in general education.** Two others called it the 
"critical applicatiorf* of knowledge.
In a revolt against the over-used labels of pragmatism and instru­
mentalism, some writers prefer to use the term experimentalism. Geiger 
takes this stand. In his discussion of knowledge he says, "An e:q>eri-
^^French, op. cit.» p. 19.
13John S. Brubacher, "The Challenge to Philosophize about Educa­
tion," The Fifty-fourth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of 
Education, Part I: Modem Philosophies and Education, ed. Nelson B. Henry 
(ChicagoT The University of Chica^ Press, 1955), p. 12,
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me&talist interprétation of knowledge is instead a description of the way 
problems are actually solved» above all by scientific method. . . If
we accept this explanation as it applies to education.» there need be no 
further discussion in this study as to other points of difference.
Rationalism
Rationalism is greatly concerned with epistemology. This is es­
pecially true as it deals with the education of man» for rationalism holds 
that reason is the most inportant instrument of knowledge and that we 
know only those things which we have reasoned out.
Rationalism has evolved to the point that a difference is dis­
cernible between the older concepts and the new. The earlier rationalists 
believed certainty to be attainable through mental processes only and that 
absolute values do exist. Bigelow in writing of those that follow this 
viewpoint» says, "The rationalists believe that certainty is attainable; 
that absolute values do exist; that cultivation of reason is the sole 
function of general education. . .
Those building their curriculum around this philosophy contend 
that, if the development of reason is successful» it follows that correct 
behaviour will be a natural result. This is not to say that educational 
results will be uniform. Those who hold this concept also recognize the 
variability of students which controls Che amount to which they» by ra-
^^George R. Geiger, "An Experimentalist i^proach to Education," 
ibid., p. 140.
^^Karl W. Bigelow, "The Preparation of College Teachers in Gen­
eral Education," The Fifty-first Yearbook of the National Society for the 
Study of Education, Part I: General Education, ed. Nelson B. Henry (Chi- 
cago: The University of Chicago Press, 1952) » p. 303.
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tional processes* will transfer their knowledge from one situation to 
another.
There are certain basic principles of the world which one recog­
nizes through deductive reasoning as true. Of these basic principles* 
Patrick says* **. . . there are certain basic principles of the world idiich 
are recognized as true by reason of man and from these we can acquire a 
rigorous deductive knowledge of the world." To contrast the new ration­
alism with the earlier concepts* Patrick also says* "The new Rationalism 
ençhasizes not merely the objective reality of logical relations* but also 
the itq>ortance of constructive and creative power of the mind in acquisi­
tion of knowledge."
For many the distinction between rationalism as it first developed 
and that form of rationalism which has evolved today is in the acceptance 
or rejection of sense perception. The modem rationalist has not rejected 
the idea that "the highest kind of knowledge consists in the universally 
valid judgments that are consistent with one another." He does say that 
the sensations or experiences must be interpreted by the mind and organized 
into a system which has meaning before they can become a part of our body 
of knowledge. The rationalist, then, will stress laws, concepts, and
ê s t
principles as a foundation on which new knowledge may come by reason 
rather than by observation, eaqperimentation, and sensation.
^^George Thomas Patrick* Introduction to Philosophy (revised 
edition; New York: Houghton-Mifflin Company* 1935) * p. 333.
l?Ibid.. p. 342.
^^larold H. Titus* Living Issues in Philosophy (2nd ed. revised*
New York: American Book Cooçany* 1953)* p.; 195.
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Here, again, it may seem that the answers of the interviewees are 
bent to fit the views of a philosophical theory. To a greater degree than 
found in the discussion of other philosophical principles, this may be 
true in relation to rationalism. However, many of those who stressed a 
good background or development of a well-rounded individual began in the 
direction a rationalist would take, only falling short of a philosophy 
because they failed to add a reason for this development.
A college president said, **General education should provide all 
students with a basic understanding of our way of life.** **A good general 
knowledge** was given by three teachers as their answer on philosophy.
**To give students a good view of the whole field,** **to educate the whole 
man,** **to turn out well-rounded students,** and **to engender a broad basic 
concept** are other eaqiressions used by those interviewed. From these 
answers it is obvious that the interviewees failed to change their state­
ments from the objectives of general education to a philosophy. If one 
assumes the liberty of taking that final step for them, however, many of 
these seemed to wish to cultivate that ability to reason that Bigelow has 
called **the sole function of general education.**
One teacher referred to education as it leads the student **to de­
velop a philosophy of his own through rational methods.** This last state­
ment probably comes nearer the standards of the philosophy of rationalism 
than any other.
Realism
Realism as a philosophical theory has been widely accepted 
throughout history in spite of its complex manifestations. As it coneems
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us in the twentieth century, it is a part of the pendulum's swing away 
from the mnphasis on man and mind which became strong in the previous cen­
tury. The one persistent concept that is common to all realists, however, 
is that the external world exists quite independent of man's mind to per­
ceive it. According to Breed, the philosophy of realism can be determined 
by answering two questions:
Does one attribute to intellectual activity an impression or pre­
hension of the preexistent? If so, he is a realist. Does one attri­
bute to this activity the creation of the existent? If so, he is not 
a realist.19
The realist places more importance on pure theory or knowledge as 
an end result than do many of the other philosophers. He further claims 
a closer relationship with science by attempting to furnish objectivity 
amH facts that will lead to an interpretation of life and the universe.
By being objective he hopes to force the unpredictable qualities of man's 
personality to the background as he searches for truth in external rela­
tions. In the words of Wild realism, as it relates to the aims of educa­
tion, is fourfold in that it seeks:
. . .to discern the truth about things as they really are and to ex­
tend and integrate such truth as is known; to gain such practical 
knowledge of life in general and of professional functions in particu­
lar as can be theoretically grounded and justified; and, finally, to 
transnit this in a coherent and convincing way both to young and old 
throughout the human community.20
^^redrick S. Breed, "Education and the Realistic Outlook," The 
Forty-first Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education, 
Part I: Philosophies of Education, ed. Nelson B. Henry (Bloomington: 
Public School Publishing Coopany, 1942), p. 94.
John Wild, "Education and Human Society: A Realistic View," The 
Fifty-fourth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Mucation, 
Part I: Modem Philosophies and Education, ed. Nelson B. Henry (Chicago: 
The University of Chicago Press, 1955), p. 31.
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Throughout the study of the philosophy of general education as it 
was conceived by the educators in the Oklahoma colleges, we have met with 
repetition of the stated objectives in the philosophy. However, in at- 
teoçting to discover the extent of realism among these people, the task 
would be simpler if more of these objectives were repeated. It will be 
remembered that most of the interviewees began their stated objectives 
with a reference to the acquisition of knowledge, then specified what was 
to be done with this information. Though this typically scientific view
that would seek truth from the objective study of external relations apm
peered many times in discussion with the Oklahoma educators, it was found 
only in partial statements in their philosophy of general education. One
said, "All students should have an opportunity to explore some new areas."
Another would invoke a "broader basic concept of knowledge," while a third 
looked to "general knowledge." A fourth that might apply to several theo­
ries of philosophy yet relate also to realism was the statement, "General 
education should develop an analytical approach to knowledge."
Humanism
Humanism, like all other systems of philosophy, is a "many splen- 
dored thing." In every case, however, enyhasis has been placed on human 
interests. The view of education that stresses the transmission of the 
cultural heritage of human experience from one generation to the next is 
sometimes called "neo-humanism." "Scientific humanisoT is a term applied 
to the belief in man*s control over his destiny by the institutions of 
government and social affairs. Pooley in writing of the philosophies of 
general education says:
Humanism as an educational philosophy means the continuous trans-
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mission from generation Co generation of «hat man has learned and dis­
covered in his business of surviving, of editing himself to his sur­
roundings, and in striving to change these surroundings in the light 
of what at the moment he considers bet ter.
This sioq>li£ied interpretation of humanism %as echoed by many of 
those interviewed in the (Nclahoma colleges. A teacher would **pass on the 
general cultural contributions that the past has to make to the present 
generation as it prepares for the future." Another included an "appre­
ciation of Che literature, music, and other cultural subject^ as a part 
of his philosophy. Presumably he meant the study of the past as well as 
the present. A president would engender "perception of the past and faith 
in the future."
Two other teachers specified cultural development as an icçortant 
part of general education. Another went further, saying, "Everyone should 
have certain appreciations of his past background and historical heritage 
in order to have the best life possible." A dean said much the same 
thing, yet qualified his answer. He stated, "Students need knowledge of 
the past and how it can be used to guide their future; however, I wouldn*t 
go so far as Hutchins and his 100 great books!"
If it seems that more of the interviewees met the standards of 
humanism than any other theory of philosophy, it should be pointed out 
again that the statements of Pooley have been used rather than the many 
more complicated explanations. It is entirely possible that because 
Pooley is himself an educator he might speak in terms more nearly like 
those of the interviewees than would a "pur^ philosopher.
Adverse Opinions
There was very little outright antagonism to general education
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indicated by responses to the question concerning philosophy. Nearly 
everyone saw value in it. Three did express antagonism to the program.
One had no philosophy of the program because of this, another expressed 
himself as just antagonistic, and the third felt that everything taught 
should have some practical value. It was implied that no such value exists 
in general education. A statement which at best was not a conqpliment to 
the program was that it is for students of little ability.
Unfortunately there was more of this attitude among science teach­
ers than was indicated by direct replies to this question. This was 
brought out in noting the many ways that a student may avoid taking gen­
eral education science, those courses in science which have been developed 
to meet the needs of general education, and in other statements concern­
ing advisement of students. Some discouraged the student*s taking the 
courses set xxp for general education. Drawing from information which will 
be developed fully in Chapter VIII, it may be observed that it was a de­
partmental head who stated that only those subjects of practical value 
should be taught, and a chairman who said, **If you mean by general educa­
tion those beginning subjects in the different areas, then I am for it.” 
This attitude is a point of some concern, because it came from three who 
were in positions of some leadership and influence. Though the chairmen 
were not teachers of general education subjects, it would appear that, 
since it is a part of the program of the school, they should have been 
leading in its development. On the positive side of this picture there 
were a number who had not yet established their principles of general edu­




Reference has been made to the apparent immaturity of the philos­
ophy, of the interviewees* inability to formulate on the spur of the moment 
a concise statement or inion; yet, when the statements are evaluated en 
masse, it becomes apparent that the material for the formulation of the 
philosophy is present. Were these people able to study the problem as a 
group or through selected representatives, they could write a set of philo­
sophical principles which would command respect and hasten the growth of 
the general education movement throughout the state.
Institutional Philosophies
Asked of all persons interviewed was, **Has your school or any de­
partment therein established and put into record a philosophy of general 
education other than that indicated in the catalog of the school?** Com­
plementary to this question was the one which asked, **What is this philos­
ophy, or where may a copy be obtained?** These were questions four and 
five.
The ansifers to these questions were almost wholly in the negative, 
yet in five of the six schools, one or more teachers were aware of an ef­
fort toward the establishment of a philosophy of general education. This 
difference in response was almost directly related to teacher participa­
tion on faculty study groups which had the program of general education 
as a major concern. As might have been eiq>ected, deans and presidents 
were more generally aware of individual and groi^ efforts toward the study 
and establishment of a philosophy which would guide in development of the 
program than were teachers. This is not to say that teachers were less
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aware of the need for guiding principles, but they were not in position 
to know as much as the administrators about what other teachers and other 
grotq>s were doing.
One of the colleges, through a study committee, had written a re­
port covering general education. Philosophy and guiding principles were 
included as a part of this report, the whole having been ^proved and 
adopted by the faculty. For their philosophy they had borrowed from the 
definition of general education in the report of the Harvard Committee 
relative to the education of the student as a **responsible hunan being 
and citizen,"and further, from the report of the President’s Commis­
sion on Higher Education, which says, "Colleges must find the right re­
lationship between specialized training on the one hand, aiming at a 
thousand different careers, and the transmission of a common cultural 
heritage toward a common citizenship on the other."23
Committee reports were received from two other colleges. One of 
these had a fairly lengthy discussion of current philosophies, which led 
to no specific local opinion. The third of these reports also accepted 
the definition given by the Harvard Committee and followed it with five 
notes preliminary to their stated objectives. These points seemed to 
represent the combined philosophy of the groiq), and one or more of them 
were referred to by the interviewees of this institution when asked con-
^^Harvard Committee, General Education in a Free Society: Report 
of the Harvard Committee (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1945), 
p. 49.
23president*s Commission on Higher Education, Higher Education 
for American Democracy, Vol. I: Establishing the Goals (New York: Ha^er 
and Brothers, 1948), p. 49.
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earning cheir philosophy of general education* In their five notes an at- 
tençt vas made to make concession to all prevailing philosophical trends 
as advocated by the supporters of various general education programs.
A  probable reason for this non-selectiveness came from the re­
sponse of one who said, **After a study of about twenty programs of general 
education throughout the United States, we adopted the general philosophy 
which is given in our progress report of 1949." This school had a new
committee charged with the restudy of the program.
All other institutions had had active for one or more years a
faculty study grotq> concerned with general education, but copies of re­
ports from these were not available. A number of interviewees referred 
to the catalog of their school rather than stating a philosophy of their 
own. Almost without exception the philosophy was obtainable from the 
catalogs only by interpretation of stated definitions and objectives.
Stability of the Philosophy 
The last questions directly related to philosophy concerned 
change or contemplated change within the school. In this connection the 
sixth question was, "Is this philosophy of the school] considered a fixed 
guide, or is it emergent and conditioned by the practical aspects of es­
tablishing a curriculum?" The seventh question was, "If such a change in 
stated philosophy developed, how did it come about?"
The answers to the question concerning whether or not the estab­
lished philosophy was fixed or emergent, if considered in the light of the 
number of responses, were not conclusive, over half declining to answer or 
having no answer. On the other hand, those who did reply to this question
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were largely from the administrative group and appeared to be adequately 
informed. The answers fell into three classifications; namely, the 
schools have (1) a fixed philosophy, (2) a fixed basic philosophy, or 
(3) an emergent, or flexible, philosophy.
Â dean said, **Our philosophy of general education is flexible. A 
realization has developed among the faculty members that our general edu­
cation program ought to be reviewed in accordance with recent experience 
of the faculty and to more nearly conform with the concept of general edu­
cation as it is emerging in the literature of the area." Two other deans 
referred to their study groins. One spoke of a continuing committee which 
gives attention to this problem and presents suggestions for modifications. 
The other said theirs was a more or less fixed guide, but that an insti­
tutional studies committee did keep the matter under advisement. A presi­
dent said their philosophy was subject to change with approval of the 
faculty. Nothing is to be gained by giving all of the statements, so the 
responses are groined under the classifications noted. Eleven classed it 
as a chcinging, emerging, developing, progressive or evolutionary philos­
ophy, while five saw their philosophy as more or less fixed with respect 
to basic concepts but subject to modifications. Four considered the phi­
losophy of the program at their school to be fixed, or as one said, "pri­
marily fixed since there is no design for continuous change or evaluation."
Change in Stated Philosophy
A point which has not been made and which probably indicates 
where some additional study might be profitable is the frequent reference 
to the catalog of the school by all groups interviewed. In response to
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the question on \^ether or not a change in stated philosophy was antici­
pated and others of this group on philosophy, the statements that a new 
catalog would soon be published were made. One person avoided answers tc 
the first seven questions with the statement, **Let the dean answer that.** 
If we knew with certainty who writes the definitions, objectives, and 
philosophy for the various catalogs, we might have more information con­
cerning the origin of change in stated philosophy and objectives, and 
whether or not they are, as implied, handed down from one source. Infor- 
[nation concerning study grovq>s seemed to refute this.
Only twelve responded to this question in such a manner as to adc 
to the responses given previously. A dean reported that there were di­
vergent philosophies and purposes among the faculty and staff members 
which led to a faculty-initiated study group which, in turn, carried its 
report to the faculty. A departmental chairman from another school 
stated, **We found the philosophy confused.** He noted that even the ex­
perts cannot measure objectives unless there is a philosophy on which to 
establish evaluative instruments.
Eight of the twelve responding to this question concerning change 
in philosophy referred to the work of voluntary or appointed faculty study 
groups. Two of these study groups were continuing comnittees capable of 
planning and analyzing through the years. A teacher referred to one of 
the practical aspects which had forced a great change upon the program.
Lt was that of increased enrollment without proportionate increase in 
staff and facilities. The basic philosophy may not have changed, but 
nethods of instruction not compatible with that philosophy were forced 
iipon the teachers because of heavy enrollment._________________________ ]
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Conclusion
The philosophy of general education at the Oklahoma State Colleges 
is in a developBiental stage, evolving as experience shows the way. Lack 
of maturity was evident and to some degree was to be e:q>ected. A program 
such as this cannot develop overnight, nor is it possible to take the 
program of another institution or group and make it fit local conditions.
In spite of the frequent references to faculty study groups, a 
need is seen for more staff study within the school. Not enough teachers 
are familiar with the program, and few have formulated a clear statement 
of philosophy. In some cases the general education study groips included 
members who were not teachers in the general education program. Too many 
of the general education staff had never served on such a committee. It 
is suggested in this connection that a state-wide study would also be 
profitable.
A few of those interviewed had carefully thought through the pro­
gram and arrived at basic beliefs to guide them. Two examples are:
General education, as I see it, should be cultural education. It 
should consist of facts, principles, understandings, and appreciations 
which a person will need to use, and be able to use, as various prob­
lems come up. Further, it should leave the student with a philosophy 
of his own, and a natural tendency to use rational methods. It should 
add to the maturity of the student.
The educated man should be able to live a life full of «apprecia­
tion for the world into which he has come, to meet with intelligent, 
critical analysis the everyday routine and events of life involved, 
and to conduct himself in a praiseworthy manner in normal times or 
in times of crisis. General education is the principal device for 
leading each man toward this goal.
Another very brief statement which, upon analysis, leads to ex­
tensive thought is, "We believe that general education is a step toward 
intellectual and spiritual freedom."
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A conqparisoa of the re^xnues and attitude of the presidents of 
the institutions, compared with those of the teachers, is revealing» in 
that the attitudes of the teachers seemed to be greatly influenced by 
those of the presidents. There were fewer concrete answers from a school 
in which the president eadiibited something less than enthusiasm. However, 
the president and the dean, regardless of their enthusiasm, cannot or­
ganize a successful program without the staff's working in cooperation.
Even as a person matures in philosophy, just so must the program 
mature; and, although it cannot be said that any one school at the time 
of the study was united behind certain beliefs, they had all come a long 
way in this direction. The general theme of the analysis is that, con­
sidered in terms of individuals, the philosophy behind the general edu­
cation movement at the Oklahoma State Colleges left much to be dèsired, 
but a few have established sound guides.
Given a nucleus of people in each college who believe in the pro­
gram of general education and who have come to a sound philosophy, their 
influence should grow. This icq>etus for growth appears the brightest 
prospect for the movement in the Oklahoma State Colleges if more effec­
tive means of acceleration and strengthening are devised.
This growth has been too slow for a program which is moving as 
rapidly as that of general education. The teachers of general education 
science must have a strong personal philosophy which is at least compatible 
with that of general education. This philosophy must come from the teach­
er's own study and efforts to understand the program. A review of the 
stated philosophy and objectives as they appear in the institutional cata­
log is not enough. Those who have no basic philosophy of general education
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and are not willing to develop in this respect constitute the greatest 
single threat to the program.
CHAPTER VI
THE ROIZ AND MAJOR OBJECTIVES OF SCIENCE IN ŒNERAL EDUCATION
Science in our Modern World 
The student of education is aware that our American educational 
program is in a period of change, or transition, bringing with it uncer­
tainty and concern. Is the education which we are giving our young people 
the best for our time? Where does the greatest emphasis lie? We are con­
fident that the rapid growth and development of science and technology 
have had, and are having, a great influence in the determination of the 
kind of schooling needed for modem man in conteoq>orary society; however, 
we cannot st(%> with the present. We must endeavor to educate for life in 
a changing world, a world of changes which we cannot clearly foresee.
Science has developed farther and has revealed more in the twen­
tieth century than it did during all of recorded history to that time.
What place does this give to science? It has attained a position of power, 
appearing infallible to some people. It may even be that there are those 
who have given it a godlike place. There are others who fear science; on 
the other hand, to many it is but an unfathomable mystery not to be ap­
proached by the ordinary man or the uninitiated. However, most scientists 
desire that the layman shall recognize science as a friend and benefactor 
of mankind in order that their work may be carried on without being handi-
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capped by the vast di^lay of ignorance and prejudice which has often 
greeted them in the past.
No person in our social and economic order can esc^>e the effects 
and influences of science and the associated developments with it. Knowl­
edge of science and of the way of science has come to be a responsibility
of citizenship, not only for the individual’s better regulation of his
own life but for his more intelligent participation as a voter for those 
who represent him in the formation of governmental policy relating to con­
trol of scientific development.
Johnson eaqpressed all of this very well and extends the discussion 
to show some of the impact on education:
In very recent years, as we compare events in time, science has
risen to a great power. In fact it has come to be worshipped for its 
power as much as for its revelations. The direct ^plication of sci­
ence to society, presumably in the objective interests of mankind and 
his prosperity, the manifest advances in our control over nature have 
given to science and technology a position in the sociology of knowl­
edge that on the surface, at least, would seem to challenge disturb­
ingly the ancient virtues of the humanities. 1
Science as a Part of General Education
The marked changes that have occurred in the scZsnce classes for 
non-science students in American colleges during about three decades came 
about as a result of dissatisfaction with study which required memorizing 
details and learning the techniques needed by science majors. Many at- 
teng)ts were made in the transition, including ”novel methods of presenting 
lectures and conducting laboratories, survey courses covering several sci­
ences, watered-down versions of the orthodox science courses, and, a little
^Charles S. Johnson, ”Knowledge and Human Responsibility," The 
Educational Forum, XX (May, 1956), 389.
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later» courses which selected a £ew blocks of subject natter for rlgoroui 
treatment .**2
In view of the iq>surge of general education programs in the col­
leges of today and the increasing en^hasis on science and technology as a 
part of the everyday life of ordinary Americans, is it surprising to find 
that some form of science is being taught in nearly every general educa­
tion program in the country?
Question fourteen of the series of questions asked of the inter­
viewees consists of three closely related queries concerning Üie role of 
science in general education. It asks, "What do you see the role of sci­
ence in general education to be?** **Is it more in^ortant than other sub­
ject matter areas?** **Because of our technological age, does it have 
greater significance than other branches of learning?** Question fifteen 
asks, **What do you consider the most significant objective of general sci 
ence education?** The presidents were not asked to respond to these. Be­
cause these questions represent different approaches toward the same gen­
eral idea, the discussion will cover all of these points as developed 
from the writers of textbooks, the teachers* answers, and the literature 
in the field, culminating with an analysis of the one objective considerejd 
most inq>ortant by the Oklahoma respondents.
The logical approach to a study of this magnitude would begin witih 
a broad view of the role of science in the general education program, fol 
lowed by the aims and objectives by which this role should be filled, 
dowever, because in the minds of many of the teachers and writers role arjd
Conrad B« Krauskopf, ? Science in General Education at Mid- 
Zentury,** Journal of Higher Education. XXII (February. 1951), 59»______
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objectives have become synonymous, it is often impossible to separate the 
two. Some will begin with a statement directed toward the role, ending 
with the objectives. Others will reverse the procedure. In fact, one of 
the most enlightening ejects of this part of the study is the fact that 
so many attempted to e^^lain where they are going by describing the means 
by which they will get there.
It should also be pointed out here that much of the philosophy of 
the entire general education program will pertain to the role of science. 
The purpose of this section becomes, then, an attendit to define the rela­
tionship of the general sciences to the idiole movement.
The Role of Science as Defined by Textbook Authors
Because textbooks continue to play an important part in science as 
it is presented to the student of general education, we should begin with 
an analytical study of the role and objectives of science as indicated by 
the authors of current texts in the physical and biological sciences. Â 
survey will show that no common agreement exists. The authors range from 
antipathy to enthusiasm, with some esq>ressing no concept of general edu­
cation. Others ignore any definition and purpose beyond the facts of 
science.
One author, aware or not of general education objectives, did not 
mention them or give any suggestion of his philosophy and objectives. His 
text was written as a survey course with only an indication of a broader 
concept in the statement, **The text . . .  endeavors to maintain a close 
liaison between subject matter and everyday experience and knowledge.**^
^Dwight E. Gray, Man and His Physical Universe (New York: D. Van 
Nostrand Company, Inc., 1942!), p. viii.
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A unique view is that of Conant,^ ^ o  recognizes the need for gen­
eral education but proposes a cco^letely different approach toward the at­
tainment of goals. He would introduce and teach science throuÿi close 
study of a few relatively single case histories. He feels that it is not 
necessarily more knowledge about science which is needed, but more under» 
standing of science.
In a college-level biology text by Weisz, the **cosmos is the set­
ting,* and the principles and concepts are the * beacons of discussion,*^ 
indicating that he is aware of the scope of subject matter involved and 
the guideposts which lead to a cooçrehensive, worthwhile discussion. He 
feels that a book in general biology should be extensive enough in each 
part to promote an appreciation of the whole, and should reflect something 
of the * inner dynamisnf — the constant change within the cell of living 
substance. Also, rather than stressing facts as an objective, Weisz would 
develop an awareness of the possibilities of organization among the com­
ponents of the subject, of the manifold relationships, in order to ap­
proach our end. He says, *For facts substitute relationships and con­
cepts; for memory substitute understanding.*6
The physical science text written by Jean, Harrah, and others ex­
hibits a wholesome attitude by expressing the role of science as the means 
for developing scientific knowledge and developing the ever increasing
4
James B. Conant, On Understanding Science; An Historical Approach 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1947), pp. 1-18.




social concepts* In cutting across many sciences* they propose to help 
the student **locate himself in the universe; that will free him from su­
perstition and prejudices* • • The generalization made calls for the
developing of an understanding of science in such a way as to influence 
the beliefs* philosophy* behavior, and attitudes of future citizens of a 
democracy.
A biology textbook which* according to the authors* has an organi­
zational approach through evolution not used by any other writer* sets up 
three guideposts that aim to develop scientific methods and critical 
thinking:
Whenever possible* the genesis of a fact or idea should be given 
rather than the mere fact or idea alone. The student should be en­
couraged to peer behind the scenes* to see for himself how facts are 
obtained* so that he may judge their validity* thus sharpening his 
own initial sense* and at the same time gain the feeling that he is. 
participating in the genesis of the idea he is studying.8
The second guidepost is **the attracting and stimulating of the 
student while taking a middle course between the too easy popularization 
and the undue stress on sources of facts.**^ The third and last guidepost 
probably is deeply rooted in this author’s philosophy. He speaks for all 
biologists in saying* "Biologists unanimously agree that the one unifying 
principle which underlies the whole field is that of evolution.**This 
principle becomes the theme and the pattern of organization for his text.
^ By far the best general approach to biology as stated in preface
^Frank C. Jean et al.. Man and His Physical Universe (Boston: Ginn 
and Company* 1949)* p. iii.
^Wolfgang F. Pauli* The World of Life, A General Biology (Boston: 
Houghton-Mifflin Co., 1949)* p. vi.
^Ibid. lOlbid.. p. vii.
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and foreword is Chat of Gerard. The purpose of science is **to bring to 
the intelligent layman some appreciation of the nature and status of bi­
ology, especially its analytic rather than descriptive aspects."This 
is to be done so that scientists can "help recruit men in other walks of
life to the use of the method and attitude of science in dealing with
12problems of state and society."
"We have been guided by a desire to furnish adequate foundations 
for continuing studies and to present the most significant data of that 
science," is a typical statement of those whose primary aim is teaching 
the facts of biology. The same authors continue to show their lack of re­
sponse to the demands of general education when they say their writing is 
"influenced by personal tastes and . . .  predilections."^^ The culminat­
ing blow comes to the general education enthusiast when these same authors 
say, "Much has been written recently about an eo^hasis iq>on man and about 
teaching biology as one of the humanities. In this book man figures as 
the chief, but not the only illustrative organism."For their defini­
tion of humanities they have taken that of human beings collectively, 
which is not the proper use when speaking in general education terms.
The last of these authors whom we shall quote also has the ap­
proach of the pure scientist when he states the purpose underlying his




^Thomas S. Hall and Florence Moog, Life Science (New York: Harper 
and Brothers, 1940), p. v.
14ibid. ISibid.
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text is **to state singly and clearly the main facts and principles on
which a sound and teachable course in biology can be based***This au­
thor goes some further than others by placing emphasis on the scientific 
tnethod as the mode of presentation and stressing logical thinking as a 
desired outcome of this method.
Science as It Contributes to Personal Needs 
Following a study of the role and objectives of science in general 
education as set forth by the authors of textbooks» we look to the view­
point of the teacher who is the direct link between these, publications aijd 
the student. Again» as we compare statements from the teachers in the 
Oklahoma State Colleges with the writers in the field» we find not so mudh 
disagreement» but differences in the depth of thought given to the mattes 
at hand and in the placing of enq>hasis. Because their study has no doubt 
been extensive» the writers give greater breadth and depth to the discus­
sion of science in the general education program than do those interviewee 
Ihey are also more specific concerning the goals we should attain. As 
night be expected» we find some overlapping and much deviation. Emphasis­
ing many of the ideas advanced in the interviews» Krauskopf gives a con­
cise listing of the purposes of the general sciences. These also appear 
in many of the writings on the subject. For the student who questions 
the importance of science to his general education» he points out:
. . .  throughout his life he will be hearing about new inventions and 
new theories; that as a voter and tsoqpayer be will help to decide such 
currently important questions as whether research should be govern­
ment supported and whether some kinds of research should be shrouded
^^James Watt Mavor» General Biology (4th ed.; New York: The Mac- 
nillan Conpany» 1952)» p. vii
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in secrecy; chat as a business man or public official be may be called 
upon to allocate funds for research, to recommend for or against hiring 
a scientist, or to discuss problems with a scientist; that he will find 
his thinking in economics, politics, philosophy, and religion subtly 
but powerfully influenced by science; and that he will hear much about 
possible applications of the scientific method to economic and social 
questions. Because science will influence his life in so many diverse 
ways, he needs to know something of its methods, its goals, its capa­
bilities, and its limitations. In brief he should have an intelligent 
appreciation of science, much as he needs an appreciation of nature or
art or statesmanship.”17
The teachers interviewed are also aware that science is important 
to everyone. One made a characteristic statement when he said, **The cul­
tural development of civilization is dominated by science; therefore, 
everyone should be aware of his scientific environment in order to better 
appreciate his culture.” A dean pointed out that a part of the role of 
science in general education is to show the importance and the significance 
of science in modem society. These are typical of the responses which 
will be correlated with the opinions of professional writers into two broad 
areas— personal development and training for citizenship.
Facts and Vocabulary
Characteristically, the writers rarely mention facts and vocabu­
lary in defining the broader role of science in general education. When 
they do, it is qualified to mean an understanding or an appreciation rather 
than specific facts alone. Some go so far as to point out the fallacy of 
teaching facts in the expectation that they will be transferred to every­
day life. One says:
It is not inportant that the average citizen should be able to name 
the bones of the inner ear or locate the pineal gland, but it is highly 
important that he understand the psychological forces which play tpon
^7Rrauskopf, op. cit.» p. 62.
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and shape human personality» that produce a normal» mentally healthy 
human being capable of living a full and rich life» or which create a 
mentally sick» frustrated» neurotic» and ineffective personality who 
is a burden to himself and a problem to his associates.18
Other writers who point out the necessity of facts and vocabulary 
usually are looking toward the broader goal of communication. However» 
they often consider communications inherent in their deeper aims of under­
standing» appreciation» and the ability to use scientific knowledge in 
everyday living. As one states it:
We want to learn the names of as many things as possible» so we may 
recognize them and call them by name as we would an old friend. But 
the naming is not too necessary . . . it is the awakening that we are 
after» the awareness of what is there to be had « . .19
Of the interviewees» nine included acquisition of facts or vocabu­
lary in their answer, possibly due to the activity in which they are im­
mediately engaged. All but one» however» enlarged their statements to in­
clude the use of these toward broader goals. **To develop a set of tools 
for young people . . .  so they can read intelligently" was the statement 
of one. Others carried the idea further to include communication and 
understanding of scientific material.
Implied also in these answers was the transfer of factual learning 
to real life situations where an individual would use this knowledge to 
keep VÇ with advances in the scientific world. Typical statements bearing 
this out are those which say that "the individual should be able to talk 
about and have some understanding of what is going on in the world of
^®Earl J. McGrath et al.» Toward General Education (New York: The 
Macmillan Company» 1948) » p. 102.
Lamar Johnson» General Education in Action (Washington, D.C.: 
American Council on Education, 1952), p. 211.
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science»** chat he should **be able to read and understand new material • • • 
and things that are to come»** and **be able to acquire that vocabulary 
which will enable him to read scientific matter.**
Physical and Mental Development
As a part of the education for a more satisfactory personal life» 
the basic fundamentals of the physiological processes should be included 
in order that they mi^t» as one source states it» **• • • serve to con­
vince a person that there are better solutions for physical and mental 
ills than the highly publicized nostrums of the quacks.**20 This is not 
to suggest that the layman» through a general education course» will be 
able to diagnose and treat his own ills. It is, rather» pointed toward 
the development of a better understanding of the functions of the body 
that the student may be able to practice preventive hygiene and effectively 
evaluate the benefits of professional treatment. He who knows his body 
and its functions is less likely to be a hypochondriac.
One teacher expands this to include an understanding of man*s be­
havior. He would develop **an understanding of man himself so he may re­
alize on his own why he behaves as he does . . .  and to appreciate other 
people and why they behave as they do.** Another might have had this same 
thing in mind when he proposed to teach the student to ** cooperate with the 
laws of nature.** Possibly because the study of health and psychology is 
usually found in fields other than the sciences» writers and redondants 
alike made little mention of these factors in relation to the role of 
science.
^^cGrath et al.» op. cit., p. 91.
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Scientific Methods
One of the objectives for the sciences that we most often hear is 
training in the scientific or analytical method, yet it is the most contro­
versial* Because values, judgments, and critical thinking are all a part 
of the aims of general education, it seems the sciences should be able to 
shoulder their part of the load* Ideally the student would have an oppor­
tunity, through practice, to form habits of evaluating data or information 
on the basis of an impartial analysis of facts* Conant states:
What is necessary is the thorough knowledge of some small grotq> of 
facts, the recognition of their relationship to each other, and of the 
formulae or laws which express scientifically their sequences* It is 
in. this manner that the mind becomes imbued with the scientific method 
and freed from individual bias in the formation of its judgment. * . *21
On the other hand, some people would disagree about the effectiveness of
such a program* One writer, saying that habit comes only with practice,
questions "whether students themselves have an opportunity to practice
such chinking as a part of instruction," or "whether the instructors are
doing the thinking and the reasoning for t h e m * "  22 One questions that even
a scientist, conditioned in the analytical processes of problem solving,
will be able to transfer this method to his outside world* "In his own
field the scientist is no doubt rigidly objective: * * * but, outside his
subject and where his emotions are involved, he is no more objective or
less liable to prejudice than the rest of u s * " 23
21Conant, op. cit*, p* 6.
^^Louis M. Heil, "General Education: Natural Sciences," Current 
Issues in Higher Education, 1956: Resources for Higher Education, ed* G* 
Kerry Smith (Washington, D.C* : Association for Higher Education, 1956), 
p* 213*
23sir Richard William Livingstone, Education and the Spirit of the 
Age (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1952), pp* 73-74.
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Another writer maintains tibiat» in svdxnerging the student into the 
"groupé as is done in general education programs, any instruction for crit­
ical thinking is next to in^ossible. He states that textbook writers and 
teachers alike seem to presuppose that a student will have this ability:
The assumption seems to be that, if the student is reasonably fortu­
nate, he is from the start endowed with adequate critical powers. It 
is not a question of developing his powers to think critically, but 
merely of challenging him to use those powers. It is not an uncommon 
belief among educators at all levels that students either "have it" 
or "don’t have it."24
More of the respondents gave the development of the scientific 
method as the role of science than any other single objective, many re­
peating it as an answer to what they considered the most inportant objec­
tive. They would develop in the student the "habit of careful, rational 
thought before attempting to answer a question," "the ability to do some 
critical thinking," "the analytical approach," and the ability to "think 
logically from a set of data to a conclusion."
Others say much the same thing concerning scientific thinking.
They use such phrases as: "to enable people to look at things in a more 
scientific way," "to use objective thought . . .  in any problem they come 
across," and "to test before making conclusions."
Such replies to the stated questions would make it appear that 
Oklahoma teachers believe their courses will instill the scientific ap­
proach in their students. However, in informal conversation following the 
interviews, almost every educator questioned the possibility of reaching 
this goal. Many felt that the best they could hope for from the general
^^Harvey M. Gelder, "Instructional Practices Which Promote Criti­
cal Thinking," Effective Practices in a Progrm of General Education, ed. 
Lucy Kangley (Dubuque: Wta. C. Brown Co., 1954), pp. 1^19.
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courses is an understanding of the "scientific way," or the way of sci­
ence. Others agreed with the findings in publications to which reference 
has been made. They say that some students are able to grasp the logical 
method of thinking, but that probably they were able to do this before 
entering the general education program.
Knowledge and Understanding of Science 
A study of the responses from the interviewees yields enough con­
cerning the development of knowledge as the role of science to merit a 
discussion of that area alone. However, a closer look at the answer of 
each respondent, along with his replies to other parts of the question, 
shows that they use the word knowledge in its broader implications to in­
clude principles and concepts leading to understanding with the acquisi­
tion of knowledge implied as a prerequisite.
One author feels that it is the responsibility of general science 
courses to teach the understanding that is necessary to "increase the com­
forts and conveniences of life." He also adds that, in our modem age 
where the individual is surrounded by the products of science, ". . .if 
he is to derive maximum benefit from them he must have some understanding 
of their basic principles." 5^
Using the development of knowledge and an understanding of science 
as basic functions leading to integration with the entire general educa­
tion program, Hie University of Chicago would present the materials of 
science while taking "cognizance of work which is going on serially or 
simultaneously upon related matters in the course of history, in the course
25
McGrath et al., op. cit., p. 92.
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in the interrelations of the fields of knowledge, and in the programs of 
the humanities and social sciences.**In this particular part of their 
program it would seem that the role of science is the dissemination of 
knowledge.
B. Lamar Johnson would connect understanding of science with daily 
living, saying that ignorance has made "tens of millions of men and women 
victims of unscrupulous charlatans who appear to operate under the name 
of s c i e n c e H e  points to the tremendous sale of patent medicine, the 
gullibility of the public toward quack medical practices, and the in­
security, uncertainty, and fear that result from this lack of knowledge 
concerning the workings of science.
Krauskopf would teach a knowledge of science to dispel the mis­
taken ideas of the public toward the powers and limitations of science.
In summing up his views regarding the matter, he says, "To regard science 
as a manifestation of evil; to regard it as an oracle to which all ques­
tions, both objective and subjective, may be appealed for an answer; to 
regard it as a near-deity or a criterion for moral law: these are the 
dangerous results of too little k n o w l e d g e . " ^8
Turning to the statements of the interviewees who would point to 
knowledge and understanding as the role of science in general education, 
one finds many of these same ideas, even though they may not be as clearly
26
Joseph J. Schwab, "The Natural Sciences," The Idea and Practice 
of General Education, ed. F. Chançion Ward (Chicago: The University of 
Chicago Press, 1950), p. 149.
27 ■
B. Lamar Johnson, op. cit.» p. 211.
^®Krauskopf, op. cit.. p. 59.
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defined. One teacher covered a broad area when he said, "The role of the 
sciencea is to provide the student a view of the general principles with 
respect to their fundamentals» to be used as a background for other kinds 
of learning."
Another would prescribe knowledge of science as a means for the 
student to "force back the clouds of ignorance and . . .  look at things 
in a more scientific way." Applying the use of knowledge to dispel fears 
resulting from scientific advances» one respondent would educate the stu­
dent to "be able to evaluate such headlines as those which tend to incite 
a germ warfare scare." Still another made the broad statement that the 
role of general science is "rounding out a body of useful information for 
the nontechnical student."
Parallel to some of the ideas of Krauskopf» one teacher would use 
scientific knowledge to dispel the wrong impression many people have in 
thinking "scientists are superhuman." He believes that "the more any stu­
dent 1 earns about science, the more he will become aware that anyone can 
ccc^rehend the things of science if he will spend time with them." An­
other would have science lead to better social adjustment. He says» "Sci­
ence is not the answer to all problems. If we just leam to live with 
each other, using knowledge of science to this end . . .  the courses will 
have been worthwhile."
Aesthetic Appreciation
In this overwhelming age of nuclear energy and man-made satellites, 
science as a means to aesthetic appreciation may be lost in the smoke of 
progress. Some writers conqiletely omit the aesthetic values in science.
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leaving a widening gap between science and Che humanities. Killian» look­
ing at it from scientist's point of view, states that "poets, historians 
and men of affairs are proud that they do not leam anything about science. 
• • He feels also that for far too long the liberal arts have been
given complete credit for carrying "the true gospel of man."
Cn the other hand, there are those who believe that only through 
a deep understanding of science can the freedom from fear and superstition 
that comes with truth be reached. One writer cites a quotation from Emer­
son, who believed that the objectives of science should be "an extension 
of man, on all sides, into nature, till his hands should touch the stars, 
his eyes see through the earth, his ears understand the language of beast 
and bird, and the sense of the wind; and, through his syn^athy, heaven 
and earth should talk to him." 3®
The respondents, too, gave little en^hasis to the possibility of 
developing an aesthetic appreciation as an objective in the role of sci­
ence. Only two made replies that could be construed as tending toward 
the development of this area. One included this in a list of things that 
would require scientific knowledge for an individual to be an intelligent 
consumer. He felt that science was in^ortant because "we are going to be 
consumers, aesthetically, socially, and every other way." The other only 
iuq>lied aesthetic values in science when he said, "The role of the general 
sciences for the student is to see that everything has a purpose and a 
regular system behind it— a proof of God."
29James R. Killian, "Science Understanding," Science News Letter, 
LXIX (January, 1956), 18.
^^cGrath et al., op. cit., p. 93.
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Uaclassifled Answers 
Â few of the answers were so vague or general as to defy classifi­
cation; others pointed to specific areas not included by writers or other 
interviewees* One would educate **practical scientists^ to operate the 
many gadgets of modem life; another felt science was just **one of the 
facets of education*" Possibly in^lying many things without making a con­
crete statement, one thought the role of science was to "study things that 
affect daily life." Although some included more than one factor in their 
statement on the role of science, ten gave no answer, one of these saying 
he had not thought about it*
Although this lack of answers from so many respondents would point 
a finger of accusation at their purpose in teaching the sciences, this did 
not prove true* Their replies to other questions and informal conversa­
tion indicate an understanding of the broader outline of the role of sci­
ence, although they seemed reluctant to express it as such* It requires 
some time to sift ideas concerning role, definition, objectives, and phi­
losophy* Some had not yet, in their thinking, made a distinction between 
these*
The Development of Citizenship as a Role of Science 
In looking over the material collected for this section we find a 
great discrepancy between those interviewed and the writers on general edu­
cation* The authors, in general, give the learning of subject matter more 
emphasis* Many concur in the belief that the general education program 
of colleges may provide the only background of science for "that body of 
educated men whose judgment must largely temper the public attitude toward
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science."31- None would question the growing need for a citizenry better 
informed on the inqplications of science in our complex technological soci­
ety. Conant expresses this same thought» "We need a widespread under­
standing of science in this country, for only thus can science be assimi­
lated unto our secular cultural pattern." 32
As was pointed out earlier in the chapter, many of the decisions 
that will affect the futture of science in America must come from the lay­
man. The voter who has a part in governmental policies, the businessmen 
who may or may not sponsor scientific research, the men of the armed forces 
whose decision may affect the lives of thousands, must all at one time or 
another look to scientific knowledge as a basis for decision.
Communications
Using the term citizenship in its broadest sense— to include man's 
relationship to government and the social order of which he is a part, 
whether it be local, national, or international, we find communication men­
tioned again and again as one of the big objectives leading to better qual­
ified citizens in our technological society. To refer again to Krauskopf:
If science is to be used to best advantage for the welfare of our 
country and of mankind, it is essential that general science courses 
teach future army officers, business men, politicians, journalists, 
and housewives enough about the subject so that they can talk intel­
ligently with scientists and have some idea of their capabilities.33
Another author would stress scientific communication in order to 
give the student "some ability to distinguish between truth and supersti-
31
Julius A. Stratton, "Science and the Educated Man," The Wylie 
Bulletin. XXIX (Spring, 1956), p. 7.
^^Conant, op. cit.» p. 3. ^"^Krauskopf, op. cit., p. 65.
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tion; some basis for Judgment with respect to radiation effects, and other 
scientific problems an average citizen must consider.**^
Carrying communications further to mean understanding that which 
we hear and read, another writer feels that science is important in order 
that we may get a **clear picture of our political, social, and economic 
environment.** He adds that **unless we as citizens understand the possi­
bilities as well as the limitations in science we shall find ourselves in 
constant danger of misinterpreting our total environment.**35
One source emphasized the ability to read science articles so 
strongly as to devote an entire section to the matter, pointing out that 
for many students their only exposure to science is through general edu­
cation courses. These writers would prepare the student to keep informed 
on scientific developments by reading news articles and p^ular writing 
throughout his life. The individual who acquires enough knowledge and 
interest to continue his reading is "able to function more intelligently 
as a citizen in the ever-eaq>anding sphere of interaction of science and 
other disciplines.**^^
Some writers are found who in various ways deplore the inability 
of the public to understand the workings of the scientist. One of these
34Hope Hibbard, "Natural Sciences," Current Issues in Higher Edu­
cation» 1956: Resources for Higher Education, ed. G. Kerry Smith CWashing- 
ton, D.C.: Association for Higher Education, 1956), p. 223.
35
Sidney French and Merrill P. Rassweiler, "The Physical Sciences," 
General Education in Transition— A Look Ahead, ed. H. T. Morse (Minneap- 
olis: The Ikiiversity of Minnesota Press, 1951), p. 174.
^^aul L. Dressel and Lewis B. Mayhew, Directors, General Educa­
tion: Explorations in Evaluations (Washington, D.C.: American Council on 
Education, 1954Ï,pp. 104-105.
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recognizes that "the mixture of awe» suspicion» and even fear with which 
the layman looks on our work is equally a clear indication of our failure 
to interpret science to him e f f e c t i v e l y . "  37
Looking now to the interviewees for an indication of the importance 
of communication in the role of science» we find this area was considered 
by most to benefit personal needs rather than to develop citizenship.
These statements were included earlier in the chapter in the section on 
facts and vocabulary.
Several replies, however, might inply concern with communications 
as a means toward civic responsibility. One said the role of the general 
sciences is "to prepare lay people to talk with those in science." Others 
used such phrases as, "to acquaint people with the atomic era," "to train 
the student to be able to read and understand things that are to come," and 
"to enable them to read and understand what is going on in the world of 
science." Another enthusiastically says, "Science has a wonderful role to 
play because there is so much written today that people will be reading."
Management of Scientific Problems 
Recognizing that the responsibility for promotion or control of 
scientific discoveries will fall more and more on the shoulders of Mr. 
Average American Citizen, one can see that general education is faced with 
the problem of providing the background for intelligent decisions by the 
layman. This is pointed out by Fuller, who states:
The healthy development of our body politic depends upon the present
37Edward G. Fuller, "Education for Citizenship in a Technical 
Civilization," General Education in Science, eds. I. Bernard Cohen and 
Fletcher G. Watson (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1952), p. 154.
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thought and action of some hundred million of our fellow adults and 
the future wisdom of thirty million youngsters now at various stages 
in their schooling, not to mention the twenty million of preschool 
age. The less than one per cent of us who are scientists have a hea^ 
responsibility to see to it that the millions know enough about us 
and our work to maximize its benefits and minimize its m i s u s e . 38
Generally accepted by writers is the fact that only through a bet­
ter understanding of science can come intelligent handling of the civic 
problems rising out of the scientific discoveries. One writer says, **It 
is the task of the social sciences to train the student to meet these so­
cial and political problems, but it is the business of the physical sci­
ences to provide the background. • . .”39
Others would educate the layman in matters of science in order that 
scientists of the future shall not be required to ”fight through thicket!: 
of erroneous observations, misleading generalizations, inadequate formu­
lations, and unconscious prejudice . . .  as did so many in the p a s t . ” 40 
/Adding to this, another would ”prepare the citizen . . .  to be ready for 
change, to adapt himself to a new, and let us hope, a better w o r l d . ” 4 1
One writer has suggested that students should prepare for citizen­
ship by becoming informed ”on where and how research goes on in univer­
sity, industrial, and governmental centers; the role of foundations in 
supporting research; the Unesco programs; our government* s Point Four 
program; and so o n . ” 42
S^ibid.» p. 155. 39McGrath et al.» op. cit.. p. 92.
40conant, op. cit., p. 15.
4lRene J. Dubos, ”Science and the Layman,” General Education in 
Science, eds. I. Bernard Cohen and Fletcher G. Watson (Cambridge: Harvëûrc
University Press, 1952), p. 15.
42Robert H. Carleton, ”Science Teaching and Educational Aims 
today,” -The Phi Delta Kappan XXXIII (October, 1951), 104,-----------
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The interviewees, as we fomd in other instances, are aware of the 
need for educating the citizen for intelligent choices on matters concern­
ing science, but again they speak in general terms. Even these are often 
buried in broader statements. Some of the phrases are, "to bring students 
to see the meaning and usefulness of science . . .  to their country," "to 
prepare the student for participation in different aspects of community 
living that entails knowledge of scientific principles," and "to aid him 
in his role of good citizenship."
Possibly because the responsibility of citizens in shaping public 
policies on the control of scientific development is so recent, none of 
those interviewed specifically mentioned this as the role of the sciences 
in general education. Another reason for this omission could be the fact 
that such momentous decisions are so far removed from general education 
courses that any attempt toward this end in the general sciences would 
seem formidable. However, in the mind of this writer, the development of 
informed, responsible citizens who at a future date will vote on many of 
the crucial issues must not be omitted from the role of science. Add to 
this the probability that many of the political leaders of the future will 
receive their total formal learning of science through general education 
courses, and it becomes a matter of critical importance.
Science Compared with other General Education Courses
Administrators and teachers alike were almost unanimous in the be­
lief that more science should be taught in the present age than has been 
taught in the past because of the technological advances which make it 
more important in everyday life. All believed it had a definite place in
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the general education program for the non-science student.
It was interesting to note, however, that the teachers of the gen­
eral sciences interviewed were almost evenly divided on the question of 
the inertance of the sciences compared to other subjects. In every case, 
the answer was qualified to point out the importance of science along with 
the other courses, usually the social sciences or the humanities being 
mentioned. One felt that "science without the arts and faunanities is 
worthless."
Seemingly, those who answered "yesf and those who answered "nof* 
on whether science is more inq>ortant than other subjects, would be at op­
posite poles. Such is not the case, however, as further study of their 
qualifications will show. One who thought science the most inçortant 
would give it prominence because science is a "study of things that affect 
daily life." Another gave it first place because "so much of our philos­
ophy in this age is interpreted in terms of scientific technology." Others 
said, "We are in dire need of scientists," and "science is more important 
than humanities." Further discussion brought out other qualifieations in 
statements, such as, "Actually all areas are inportant," "cultural values 
are inçortant too," and "science is. not the whole answer."
The general feeling of those who thought science is not the most 
in^ortant was that no one area could top the list in educating the student. 
Science, to them, was only a part of "rounding out a body of useful infor­
mation." Many added that more should be taught than has been in the past 
because of our expanding technology. One expressed a strong belief that 
it should not be given a disproportionate place because of these advances. 
Another felt that it is dangerous to place too much emphasis on science
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because **we have already created things that we have not learned to live 
with.**
As one might expect, none would suggest omitting science from the 
general education program. An analysis of their statements shows that 
they believe each field has its place; none could stand alone. By way of 
emphasis one notes that in other sections it is brought out that almost 
none of those questioned felt that the amount of science now required is 
adequate.
The Most Significant Objective of the General Sciences 
Hoping to get a concise, clear-cut answer on the single most sig­
nificant objective of science in the general education program in the opin­
ion of each teacher interviewed, the writer included a question to elicit 
-this information. Because these answers grew out of the discussion con­
cerning the role and objectives of the sciences, this is actually a sum­
mation of those views.
Scientific Method 
Holding the number-one position in the minds of more teachers than 
any other objective, is that of attempting to train the student to think 
scientifically. As was pointed out earlier in this chapter, many agreed 
as to the difficulty of such training. Nevertheless, some of these same 
teachers continued to hold scientific thinking as the most significant aim 
in their teaching. The phrases they used are the same as those given 
previously. Typical of these are "critical thinking,** **scientific method,** 
and **scientific approach.**
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Knowledge, Understanding, and ^ predation 
Again we find that the respondents tend to think first of knowledge 
or facts of science, then often broaden this objective by adding how this 
knowledge will be used. Some, however, let the statement stand alone, as 
the teacher who said the objective he considered most significant was the 
acquisition "of knowledge of genetics and science." Another said much the 
same, merely adding a designation of the person whom he would teach. He 
would "acquaint the average layman in the field of science." Again using 
knowledge as a goal, one commenter felt the most in^ortant objective is 
to give the student "a little knowledge about all phases of science."
Giving the student an understanding of his environment was the 
objective of several, though they phrased it in various ways. Covering 
a wide field, one would "familiarize the layman with the living things and 
let him understand general theories and lat^ s connected with life." An­
other would educate the student to "live more effectively in his environ­
ment." Six others specified the same general objective, that of teaching 
the student an understanding of the physical world about him.
Other Objectives 
Three of those interviewed felt that the most important single 
objective of the general sciences is to teach a scientific vocabulary that 
would enable the student to communicate on matters concerning science.
This is one step toward equipping the individual for future learning in 
scientific areas.
Three persons gave single objectives not mentioned by anyone else. 
The first supposedly would teach for "terminal type experience," the second
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seeks to present **the basis of evolution»** and the third would include 
science in the general education program to provide a **well integrated 
curriculum.**
Summary
All of the material covered in this chapter» both from the profes­
sional writers and from Oklahoma teachers, indicates that the general sci­
ences wear many aspects in the minds of those most concerned. No two seem 
to be in con^lete agreement on the role or objectives of the sciences» no 
single objective stands clear and free as the most significant. The simple 
learning of facts and vocabulary was held to be the most important aim of 
ten interviewees. One encouraging insight, however» is the fact that each 
seems aware of the growing need for citizens that are better informed in 
matters of science, a science that can bring forth benefits to mankind of 
which he has never dared dream, or a science that can bring destruction 
to the whole human race.
Almost as many gave as the principal goal that intangible, the 
development of scientific thinking. If there is an underlying unity to 
be found in these many and varied answers, it involves the desired change 
within the student from these courses. Looking at outcomes in terms of 
the student, one finds a consciousness concerning the worthiness of turn­
ing out an individual who understands and is better prepared to control 
his personal life and face his civic responsibility as a citizen in our 
technological, democratic society. This, then, might be considered the 
role of the general sciences in the general education program.
CHAPTER VII
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN CARRYING ON, ADMINISTERING,
AND SUPERVISING THE PROGRAM
Introduction
The study moves from an analysis of the role and objectives o£ 
science in general education to the consideration of the problems that ac- 
cocçany the program. The next logical step is to survey the workability 
of such courses as they now exist, and to look for problems that may be 
hindering the meeting of objectives. After a discussion of the problems, 
there follows in natural sequence an explanation of attempts to alleviate 
the situation and to determine the success with which these atten^ts are 
being met. Questions were formulated to bring these things to the surface 
for analysis and evaluation. This chapter will point out the major prob­
lems facing teachers and administrators of general education. These as­
pects, then, will be developed further in later chapters, a separate chap­
ter being devoted to each major area. Continuing the same pattern used 
in previous chapters, the opinions of professional writers in the field 
will be used for comparison and clarification.
Several questions were used to lead the people being interviewed 
into a spontaneous discussion that would begin with the problems, continue 
with their approach to a solution, and end with an appraisal. Question
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eight is» "What» in your opinion, is the greatest problem in carrying on 
a program of general education in science?" The next four questions, nine 
through twelve are complementary to this. They are: "Have steps been 
taken to resolve or alleviate this problem?" "What, specifically, arc 
those steps?" "Has the problem been solved successfully?" "If not, do 
you feel that it is something which lends itself to a solution?" Ques­
tion thirteen asks, "If other than the problem above, what is the most 
crucial issue of general education in science?"
These questions were asked of all the persons interviewed in ord^ 
that a broader view might be obtained. As would be expected, the answer;: 
varied with the position of each individual. There was, however, enough 
concurrence between the writers and those interviewed concerning the pro! - 
lems encountered, to group them into a few areas. The discussion of the 
grox^ed problems was then expanded. The most troublesome, areas, seemingly, 
related to the attitudes of teachers and students toward the sciences in
I
jgeneral education, the confusion brought about by the vast array of sub­
ject matter with so little time in xdiich to present it, the methods of
presenting this material, the difficulty in acquiring and keeping quali- !
I
fied teachers, the unpreparedness of the student for science courses, and 
the lack of specific objectives.
I Problems and Crucial Is sixes of General Education in Science
I
I Attitudes
I In this modem age when life is geared to jet speed in search for
the shortest route to the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow, many stu- 
lents are resentful of any course outside their major
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down the acquisition of the coveted sheepskin. Their feelings may vary 
from one of resignation to outright rebellion at the required general sci­
ence courses. Clearly* this indicates a lack of understanding of the im­
portance of some knowledge of science to the layman.
Pointing out several reasons why students fail to see the impor­
tance of science* one writer states* "This instruction may fail to make 
connection with things important to them* . . .  Immediate application 
to their needs and problems is sometimes not explained* and very often 
the vocabulary employed and examples chosen in the instruction are 
unfamiliar."^
Other writers have sensed a student resentment of the sciences.
logers* including all science instruction in his criticism* has written:
Yet a few years of science classes . . . will deaden the enthusi­
asm of almost any student. A few emerge still determined to be sci­
entists— but even they have a strange picture of science as a sort of 
stamp collection of facts* or else a game "of getting the right an­
swer." For the majority* well-meant teaching has built a wall around 
science* a stupidly antagonistic wall of ignorance and prejudice.2
6. Lamar Johnson quotes one junior college adninistrator who poirts
but one of the basic flaws in many general science courses; namely* that
of failing to relate it to life's problems. He says:
During my first year in college I took a course in Zoology* not 
because I wanted to but because the college required a course in sci­
ence. This course to me appeared to be the lesser of evils. . . .  Thle 
closest that this course came to applying science to my life as a lay­
man came at the moment that the instructor e:q>lained that the digestive
^Louis M. Heil* "General Education: Natural Sciences*" Current I;
ues in Higher Education, 1956: Resources for Higher Education* ed. G. 
Kerry Smith (Washington* D.C.: Association for Higher Education* 1956)* 
220.
! ^ric M. Rogers* "Science Courses in General Education*" Science
in General Education, ed. Earl J. McGrath (Dubuque: Tin. C. Brown Lo.$
1 # —------------------------------------------
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system of the frog is quite similar to that of a human being. . * .3 
Another writer describes the method of teaching science by saying 
it requires students to memorize formulas and definitions and "generally 
overload his mind with dogmatic assertions." He adds, "It is no wonder 
that so many of our students, their minds offended by rote learning, come 
to us with an open hostility for, and even a hatred of sciences."^
Oklahoma educators, too, were aware that required science courses 
in general education are seldom looked on with enthusiasm by the student j  
Ihere is a noticeable difference, however, in their opinions concerning 
the reasons for this feeling. The writers blame the method of presenta­
tion, whereas the interviewees agreed that it was the result of our em­
phasis on specialization. One said that "students try to get a degree tcjo
hurriedly," inçlying impatience with a course not in their major field.
1
I
Another, saying much the same thing, felt that "students want to specialijze 
{too early and show little interest in any general education courses."
I




More of those interviewed placed the cause for student apathy to-|
ward the general sciences more on the demand for specialists than on any
ether single factor. A teacher said that "the demand from industry and
I
the business world that the graduates come out as specialists^ was the 
greatest problem he faced in carrying out his part of the general education
3
B. Lamar Johnson, General Education in Action (Washington, D.C.
i)mierican Council on Education, 1952), pp. 203-4.
^1. Bernard Cohen, "The History of Science and the Teaching of 
ience," General Education in Science, eds. I. Bernard Cohen and Flet 
d. Watson (Cambridge; Harvard University Press. 1952). p. 73._________
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program* A chairman, taking another view nearer that of the atudeat who 
opposes the general science courses, said that the greatest problem for 
the college is "to arrange the general education program in such a way aà 
not to interfere with students trying to prepare for a profession.** Froii 
his answer we surmise that he was aware of the resentment of the studentf 
and would like to attempt a solution. Further discussion showed he was 
concerned lest the student be required to take so many hours of general 
education courses that he would not be able to obtain the necessary re­
quirements in particular fields to qualify him for positions under civil
1
jservice or to meet the standards set up by the American Chemical Society.
This section on teacher attitudes has been included because three 
administrators and one teacher expressed concern that teachers in the gen­
eral sciences, who had been in many cases recruited from specialized 
fields, were not able to accept the philosophy of the general education 
program. The writers, on the other hand, had little to say on the matter 
of teacher attitude, stressing, rather, the difficulty in training and ac­
quiring teachers. This phase will be discussed at greater length in
Chapter VIII,
i
At least two references can be used to point out this problem of
{attitude, however. The first of these writers is chairman of a natural
j
science department. He says of research scientists:
I
, , . many of them take the attitude that general courses in science 
are not in their province. Such courses are consequently delegated tjo 
philosophers of science, science educators, historians of science, 
science Ph.D.'s who did not quite make the grade in research, able 
young men who will move out of the general course as soon as they cani, 
reputable scientists in their dotage, and a few queer souls who are 
unaccountably so occi^ied for possible psychiatric reasons or through 
misguided idealism,5
Benson E. Glnsburg, "Articulation of General Education Courses
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Granted that this statement may be extreme, if such an attitude
prevails among q>ecialiats at all, is it any wonder teachers resent giviijg 
time to the general science courses?
Other writers feel that the reason the philosophy of the general 
education program has not infiltrated into the thinking of the specialist, 
is that he has not, like the administrator, had the opportunity to attend 
meetings or to read the literature in order to become familiar with the 
issues. One reference states, **The average faculty member is trained as 
j a  specialist and his affiliation with his own professional society, • • 
jjoumals and books consume any money he may reasonably be esq>ected to as*
I
sign to his professional advancement."^ From this statement it appears 
that he does not place the blame on the teacher, but on the circumstances 
hich deny him participation in the planning phases of the movement.
A coo^aratively stronger emphasis came from the Oklahoma science
teachers on the fact that specialists are either not able or not willing
I
to adapt their teaching to the general education leve.. A dean said, "Orie 
of the greatest problems facing us now is finding a trained staff willing
I ‘
to recognize the concept of the general education program." A chairman j 
;  I
e9q>ressed the same feeling when he said the greatest problem is "convert*^
' . I
I
ing the specialists to accept the philosophy of general education." An­
other administrator spoke of "the difficulty in obtaining a qualified 
faculty for the general science courses." A teacher who used this approaich
with Advanced Science Courses: University of Chicago," College and Univei 
sity Bulletin, IX (February, 1957), 4.
^Paul L. Dressel and Lewis B. Mayhew, Directors, General Educatioln:
E:q)loratioM in Evaluations (Washington, D.C.: American Council on Educa-
^ion, 1954), p. 255.
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termed it a problem In "getting well-rounded personnel»** lying scmeon^ 
other than a specialist.
A possible reason that this aspect loomed so large in the minds 
of (Xclahoma educators is the fact that in the colleges surveyed each spe­
cialist in the science department was required to carry his share of the 
load of the general education science courses. While most of these peopl e 
paid lip service to the general education program, many of them found it 
difficult, if not incessible, to change their entire teaching approach axid 
philosophy when the bell rang, taking them from a technical course to on* 
of general science.
The administrators were aware of this difficulty as, indeed, were 
the teachers themselves. One chairman pointed out the great effort his 
school made to ** indoctrinate** new faculty members with the aims of the gcjn- 
eral education program. He says, **We preach it regularly,** and further 
edded that it was no longer a problem in his school; however, the fact 
chat administrators continued to **preach** on the subject indicates that
i
jthe idea of general education bad not yet been entirely accepted.
Course Content
The curriculum of the general education program and the content o 
the science courses are important enough to merit a complete chapter. How
I
ever, the question of selecting the course content from the vast array of
Icniowledge available to the modem teacher with so little time in which to 
]>resent it has been stated as the greatest problem by seven teachers. For 
i:his reason, this phase of the matter will be discussed here, but only to 
the extent that it was mentioned by those interviewed.
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Almost every writer who attempts to analyze the program of general 
education gives a great deal of attention to the matter of course content;» 
especially those who write concerning the sciences in general education. 
However, two references will serve as a comparison with the statements 
from the interviewees. Heil, in writing on the s^tus of science instruc­
tion in general education, deals with the appropriateness of certain con­
cepts and ideas pertaining to modem science, both physical and biologi­
cal. On this he says:
The present scope of both these fields is so great and so full of 
significance as an aspect of general education that instructors of 
science for general education must find themselves more and more per­
plexed regarding the basis for making a selection of concepts and 
generalizations from these areas of knowledge.7
Looking toward a solution to this, Heil also recognizes that all 
students should acquire some principles and concepts as a background for 
understanding scientific matters, but the content of the course should b< 
aased on the individual school situation. He states that "students with 
different backgrounds and in schools where different e:q>eriences are pos­
sible will profit best from the selection of topics and principles most 
closely related to their experiences."® Thus the problem continues to j




i That it is met with concern by Oklahoma teachers is evident from
replies of seven teachers who classified content as tfie greatest problem.
I ^Heil, op. cit., p. 222,
I ^Louis M. Heil,"The National Sciences in General Education," The
Fifty-first Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education, 
Part I: General Education, ed. Nelson 6. Henry (Chicago: The University c 
Chicago Press. 1952). pr~63.__________________________________________
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k statenenc typifying the problem of selecting subject matter was, **ln 
science tre have about the same reaction to the presentation of oiaterial 
as Fibber McGee has when he opens the closet door and the lAole thing falls 
out.** Expressing the same thing, one replied informally that **it seems
almost impossible to get across enough ideas of general education in the
general physical science to do much more than just muddle a fellow up." 
de questioned the ability of many students to comprehend the material in
the limited hours allotted to the course.
Others, too, cooplained of too little time to present so much ma­
terial. One said, sinply, "There is too much to leam and not enough 
time." Another felt that not enough hours in the general education pro­
gram were given to the general sciences. Two more stressed the limits of 
time and were concerned with "just \diat should be included^* and "selecticn 
of material." Looking at it in terms of the student, a teacher showed his 
perplexity in the evaluation of the contents of his course. He said, "I 
wonder if we really have selected the things in a curriculum that are 
actually the ones we need; if we are able, out of all the masses of ac-I I
cumulated knowledge, to select those particular units that will best servje 
the needs of our students." I
! Although these eoqpressions of uncertainty might point to the in-
Idequacies of the teachers questioned, it is entirely possible that those 
^ho show awareness of the present shortcomings of our teaching program are
^he very ones who will become leaders in any improvement in the future.
!
^t least there was an absence of couplacency as to the effectiveness of 
Ihe general science courses in meeting student needs. If there are weak- 
les in the .existing programs, it is only through the ■discerning few whb
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point out these problems thaC a better curriculum can be effected.
Objectives as a Problem 
This section might bear the title "lack of objectives^ since thi^ 
seemed to be i^permost in the minds of the few teachers who mentioned it 
as a problem. This is an area given much more prominence by the writers 
ithan by those interviewed, possibly because the teachers are so close to 
jthe actual attempts to reach these objectives that their immediate prob­
lems would necessarily be given first place in their minds. As the ear-
i
lier chapter on the role and objectives of science pointed out, the goals
I
were many and varied, depending on the position of the individual. Some
I
jwriters, however, question any awareness on the part of the teacher in
elation to objectives.
After setting forth the place of science in general education, at
jcording to the Report of the President's Commission on Higher Education,
as "to understand the common phenomena of one's physical environment, to
apply habits of scientific thought to both personal and civic problems,
and to appreciate the icplications of scientific discoveries for human
welfare," one writer says:
Much as one would be inclined to subscribe to these most worthy 
objectives, one is immediately confronted with doubt about both their 
real meaning and the means of acccxqplishing them through the sort of 
j educative process which springs from any past teaching of science.
I In fact, the "academic^ question is immediately raised as to whether
j any of these objectives can be attained through any type of course
j in science.9
I
I Another source takes a more optimistic view of the probability of
i  A
I Sidney French and Merrill P. Rassweiler, "The Physical Sciences,'
General Education in Transition— A Look Ahead, ed. H. T. Morse (Minneapo- 
lis: The University of Minnesota Press. 1951), pp. 158-69._____________
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reaching the goals of the general sciences and recognizes the inçorüncê 
of teaching that is aimed toward specific goals* Quoting* **A clear undei| 
standing of these goals and their importance is ic^erative if we are to 
fashion a worth-while science curriculum in the general education pro­
gram."
Another writer points out the fallacy in assuning that stated ob* 
jectives will be used as a guide in teaching* He feels if they are not 
being followed "there is little point in stating thera*"^^ He adds, it ap 
pears from the words of administrators and the results of questionnaires 
that "getting faculty co-operation and support is one of their major con­
cerns in establishing and maintaining programs of general e d u c a t i o n * "  12
From the criticism by the writers, attention is turned to the 
respondents for substantiation or denial of these charges* Each of the 
six colleges surveyed had on record the stated objectives of each field 
of study. These objectives were required as a part of the certification 
program and were drawn up through the joint efforts of administrators and 
teachers as a result of study groups* However, as presented in Chapter 
71, devoted to the role and objectives of science, it is apparent most 
teachers rely on their own judgment concerning the expected outcome of 
the courses*
^^arl J. McGrath et al*. Toward General Education (New York: The 
Macmillan Company, 1948), p* 90*
llHarold B* Kunkel, "Problems of Instruction," The Fifty-first 
yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education, Part I: 
General Education, ed* Nelson B« Henry (Chicago: The University of Chicago 
Press, 1952), pp* 196-7*
IZlbid*
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In answer to this particular question regarding the greatest prol^ 
letn in carrying out a program of general education in science, only one 
interviewee, a teacher, stated that identifying the goals** was a prob­
lem. However, many others were aware of the problem as was pointed out 
in the previous chapter. Some of these voiced the opinion that, in spite 
of their attempts to reach stated goals, they had serious doubts that 
these were being reached.
Student Abilities 
It was surprising to note that as many as ten of those interview^ 
gave as all or part of the greatest problem in the general science pro­
gram the lack of background in science of the students or their inability 
to con^rehend the course content. However, realizing that the general 
science courses are a part of the general education program required of 
almost every student in these colleges, it is only to be expected that 
there will be wide divergence in student capability.
The writers also recognize this problem of divergent abilities.
One says: "Certainly there is nothing reassuring about the heterogeneous 
crowd of freshmen which appears on the typical American college campus 
the opening day of school.**A more optimistic view is taken by anothei 
writer interested in teaching the general sciences. He states, **Whatever 
the student* s background, to some degree he or she is curious about the 
world in which we live.** ^ 4
^McGrath et al., op. cit., p. 54.
^^James B. Conant, Education in a Divided World (Cambridge: Har­
vard University Press, 1948), p. 126.
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It is probable that the whole natter in the minds of the writer* 
reverts to the question, discussed in Chapter IV on objectives as to 
whether education will be for the benefit of all or the gifted few. One 
writer, feeling it a mistake to attençt an equal education for the masse :, 
states:
In this country we tend to perpetuate in the university the atti 
tudes and character of the secondary school. In a large measure I 
believe this is the consequence of our national inclination to average 
down the standards of higher education in order to accommodate all 
those who aspire to a college degree . . . we weaken or destroy inte 
lectual initiative; we forget that the development of intellectual 
self reliance is more vital than the accumulation of factual knowl­
edge; we fail to keep pace with the maturing mind of the student.15
Some of the teachers interviewed felt that the greatest problem 
in teaching the general sciences was getting the ideas across to student! 
who were unable to read with comprehension. One went so far as to say 
that some of his students "can*t read with the understanding of a sixth 
grader.** Another said that ** students do not read widely enou^, being 
content with the text alone." Probably referring to a weakness in ability 
Ito read, along with other things, one teacher stated that "some of the 
students are just not of college caliber."
Lack of background in science was another problem recognized by j
j
the teachers. One said the students* "technical background is inadequate 
for college science classes." Another felt the same way. He said, "If 
jthey had had a background of science in high school they would be more
j
inclined to pursue it here." Stating that "getting students to realize 
jthe importance of education in scienceP* was his greatest problem, one
j
Julius A. Stratton, "Science and the Educated Man," The Wiley 
bulletin. XXIX (Spring, 1956), 5.
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teacher took • dim view of reaching objectives until attitudes and habit^ 
are changed.
Five teachers attributed their problems to the number of students 
enrolled in their classes. Not only did this give them a load too heavy 
to allow for ample preparation, but it interfered with efficient instruc 





Because part of a later chapter is devoted to the methods and ma­
terials of the general science courses, this matter will only receive the 
attention here that is required to develop the problems mentioned by the
{teachers concerning the relation of the sciences to the general education
{program. Here, again, the specialist is discovered atten^ting to adapt
I
this established methods to the general courses. He finds that, while th^ 
|e:q>ected outcomes for the specialized courses are relatively fixed, the 
objectives for the general sciences are more intangible and more difficult 
to evaluate. Also, more integration is needed if science is to contribute 
to broader goals of the general education program. I
I
A study of the writings on this subject yields several suggestions
ias to the methods best adapted to teaching the sciences in general educa
i
ition. The **Block and Gap" method seems to be a stock phrase. Many woulc
I
teach from the point of view of the history of science. Others advocate
laboratory or lecture methods. These and any others that are prevalent
!
will be considered in a later chapter. The purpose here is to establish 
jthe thought that methods of presentation are merely devices designed to
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reach the goals o£ general education. Wynne says:
. . .  the ends o£ general education place the emphasis on qualities 
of experience rather than on subject matter. Therefore, if college 
teachers are to realize the ends of general education that are de­
sirable, they must select their procedures not primarily with a view 
to promoting the learning of subject matter, but with a view to 
fostering certain qualities of experience rather than others.
Another writer, recognizing the fact that methods are devices th^t
!
jmay vary from teacher to teacher or institution to institution, states:
I Although great diversity remains in the teaching methods . . .  of
general science courses, nevertheless the significant questions on 
which disagreement persists are mostly of secondary importance. . .
It is perhaps a sign of maturity in the development of general science 
courses that most arguments now are about this kind of question; but 
it is likewise a sign of continuing vigor that discussions of these 
questions are still frequent and heated.1?
The administrators in the six Oklahoma colleges were most con­
cerned with training the teachers to think in terms of general education 
objectives rather than mere subject matter. A dean pointed this out in
|his statement, ♦’Our greatest problem is getting a trained staff willing
I
jto recognize that the general education program concepts differ from the
i
[straight academic concept of subject matter.** In further discussion he 
{stressed the need for ^cutting across departmental lines” to meet the j 
common goals. A chairman from a different school said his biggest problem
was **to lead the teachers to develop an acceptable philosophy and set of !
! i
objectives.
The teachers, too, recognized the problem. One said, **We must 
Realize it is our duty to teach courses with the idea in mind that we are
I 16john P. Wynne, General Education in Theory and Practice (New
York: Bookman Associates, 1952), p. 105.
j ^ ^Konrad B. Krauskopf, "Science in General Education at the Mid-
Century,** The Journal of Higher Education, XXIX (February, 1951). 60.
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broadening their education and giving them some background in our particu­
lar field,** Another referred to the promotion of analytical thinking as 
one of the broad goals of general education \dien he said, **Anybody can 
spoon feed another person, but to make him think is something different. 
Four more teachers included meeting the general education goals as a part 
of their answer to the query for their greatest problem. One said, "The 
Icourses must be integrated to some extent to contribute to the common 
jends," Three expressed the thought that the sciences must be kept on a 
I level with general education if they are to contribute to the over-all
j
jgoals of the program.
I It is encouraging to find that so many are aware of a need for tlie
{integration of the sciences with the goals of the general education pro- 
jgram. In almost every school there was one person idio believed so 
strongly in the philosophy of general education that he almost served as 
ja champion spreading his beliefs to those around him.
Teachers of Science in General Education 
Many of the problems relating to teacher attitudes toward the
I
general education program have appeared in previous sections. Enough |
I
special problems relating to teachers were mentioned, however, to warrant
I
a sepeirate discussion. The matter of getting and keeping trained person^
!
jnel willing to accept the philosophy of the general education program was:
uppermost in the minds of many of the Oklahoma educators as well as the
writers. B. Lamar Johnson deals with this specifically:
The problem of training teachers in any field is difficult. The 
problem is particularly difficult in the field of general education. 
. . .  Those who effectively contribute to the goals of general educa 
tion must possess wide-ranging vision, a sense of interrelationships
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among materials commonly divided and widely separated in standard 
academic patterns.18
Later in the same chapter he expresses the fear that it will be
many years before enough capable people are recruited and trained to meet
the growing demand for general education teachers. Another writer adds
a comment to this that was repeatedly brought out by the Oklahoma educa-j
I  I
tors. He says, •’One of the most fundamental hindrances to the develop- !I I
jinent of . . . general education is the lack of instructors who believe inI I
ithe program and who are trained to teach it.”l^ ;
! I
Another problem besetting the teachers of science in general edur
i
cation is a lack of time to devote to studying the objectives of the prof
: I
jgram. As one writer puts it: j
j Many science teachers may at once object that they are already !
I badly pressed for time. There is so much ground to cover, and so much 
I is added day by day, that the teacher is engaged in a continuous { 
struggle to encompass the subject matter.20 I
I i
I Closely related to the shortage of time for teachers of general j
jeducation is the problem of handling the increasing enrollment and crowded
class rooms. An article states:
In the face of the postwar rush, some staff members figuratively 
threw up their hands in despair and tried to get through the difficult 
period by cutting comers in the sense of reducing a course to text- | 
books, lectures, and final examinations.^^ !
18Johnson, op. cit.» p. 381.
I 19
I Eleanor F. Dolan, "General Education: Definition and Aims,"
current Problems in Higher Education, 1947, ed. Ralph W. McDonald (Wash-j 
pngton, D.C.: Department of Higher Education, 1947), p. 87. j
j ^ J^araes B. Consnt, General Education in a Free Society (Cambridgé:
Harvard University Press, 194s!), p. 155. }
I T. Morse and Russell M. Cooper, "Problems of Implementing
Programs of General Education." General Education in
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Probably the most discussed aspect of getting and keeping qwali-
fied teachers concerns salaries. One states:
Most of us will agree, I su^ect, that coo^nsation levels in the 
teaching profession are too low. . . .  Because of this, teaching no 
longer attracts its share of the nation's creative young talent. . • 
The "psychic incom^ of teaching for those who really belong in teadi- 
ing is very real. But this "psychic income" is now threatened by the 
inadequate salaries that prevail in the profession t o d a y . ^2
In answering question eight concerning the greatest problem in 
carrying on a program of general education in science, at least four teen j 
of the interviewees mentioned the difficulty in getting qualified teachers 
or in training the present personnel in the philosophy of general educa­
tion. The administrators, especially, were cognizant of the problem. A 
dean said his greatest problem was in the "preparation of faculty member:: 
to accept the responsibilities of leadership in teaching general education 
courses." From another college came almost the same answer, the president 
calling it "training personnel" and the dean saying the problem was to 
^ train the faculty in terms of general education." A president and a dej 
jpartmental chairman from different schools were both attempting to "con­
vert the specialist^" to the objectives of general education.
i
Nor did the teachers, themselves, lack insight. One said, "The | 
problem is to find professors who are convinced of the worth of general 
education." Others mentioned such things as, "finding qualified teach-
j
lers," "getting the proper personnel," apd "getting the teachers to see
khead, ed. H. T. Morse (Minneapolis: The University of Minnesota Press, 
1951), p. 296.
^^Donald H. Morrison, "The Faculty as a Source of Strength," 
Current Issues in Higher Education, 1956: Resources for Higher Education, 
ed. G. Kerry Smith (Washington, D.C.: Association for Higher Education, 
k956), p. 120.________________________________________________________
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the value of integrating the branches of general education.** Another 
showed a definite opinion in discussing teachers w h m  he said, "Quality, 
quality, quality!"
Teachers, like the writers, found the time element a problem in 
facilitating the general education program. Three thought the heavy clab 
loads and the demands on them for "other things" were a definite hindrance 
to their teaching programs. Two mentioned the fact that there was not 
enough time for conferences, either in the departments or between the de 
pertinents, to plan a program or to evaluate existing ones. The other 
recognized the need for more preparation time for his large classes.
Very surprising, in this day of en^hasis on the monetary success 
of the individual, is the fact that only one person mentioned salaries 
being a factor in acquiring qualified teachers. He esqiressed concern 
the best students do not go into teaching. He said, "They laugh at us i^ 
we suggest teaching as a profession. It*s that dollar mark!"
as
that
I Attempts at Solutions 
Following the discussion with the respondents on the problems and
crucial issues in carrying on a program of general education in science, 
iquestions were asked to discover what steps are being taken to alleviate 
these problems. This led to the matter of the success with which these 
ettenqjts were being met, or, in the opinion of the interviewee, if these 
problems actually could be solved.
Because each statement in this area will necessarily pertain to 
Individual institutions or classes, no attenpt will be made to include 
he solutions suggested by the writers. As the separate problem areas
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are developed in later chapters» the references will be used along with 
ideas from the interviewees to point toward any changes that may be needed.
Study Grovps
Indicative o£ the attention being given to the problems of meet­
ing the objectives of general education is the fact that each of the six 
Oklahoma State Colleges at the time of this study had, or did have, a 
study committee appointed for this purpose within the past few years.
These faculty study groups had been leaders in bringing about major 
changes and are looked to with optimism by many of the administrators con­
cerned with establishing and reaching the goals of general education.
There seemed to be a consensus that the study groups will prove 
the vehicle for solving most of the problems of interpreting the goals of 
general education and will point the way toward better cooperation withii. 
the institutions. None said that the problems were completely solved; 
but, as a dean said, **It is in the process.* A president believed the 
committees were "gradually* helping to alleviate the difficulties with 
the cooperation of each department. Another said, "We are doing a bettex 
job each semester."
Though many of the teachers intexrviewed were aware of the work 
being done and some had sexrved on committees, few mentioned it to any ex­
tent. One showed a lack of enthusiasm when he said he "presumed it had 
helped some." Host, however, related their answer to the previous one iti
which they had stated more individual problems.
Individual Attenpts 
The teachers who had difficulties in teaching the sciences becaus
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of the inadequate background of students saw little hope for alleviating 
their problem. One said the only solution was to require entrance exami ­
nations; two would place the burden on the high schools to prepare stu­
dents for college work. Each, however, had doubts that this would be 
possible. One said, **It goes into social, economic, and political in^ lij-
cations beyond our control.** He e>q>ressed the belief that the entire
philosophy of education throughout the nation would have to change before 
improvement in the situât ion could occur.
Working directly toward improving student attitudes on general 
education, one pointed to the freshman orientation classes as an atten^t 
to promote understand ing. Another felt that better guidance was the so­
lution, e:q>ressing the opinion that many advisers were not capable of ac­
complishing their aims because they lacked contact with industry. One 
teacher said it was "merely a matter of time and educating the public to 
the idea of general education."
As was mentioned earlier, most teachers of sciences in the general
i
education program in these Oklahoma Colleges were specialists. Realizing
I I
jthat the goals are different, some teachers were making attempts to change 
: ! 
their own method of presentation to meet the broader objectives in the j
i !
general courses. One teacher expressed this belief and said he was "tak­
ing steps, personally, to alleviate the problem, but it has not been sob’ed 
completely." Another showed less insist when he stated he had done read­
ing on the areas of general education, but believed "it is largely a prob­
lem for administration." Still another stated, "It is an individual prob­
lem, but the study groups have benefited some."
_______ Those who had mentioned lack of time or being overloaded with atti-
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dents saw little hope for sllcvisting their problem. However, one said, 
"We are trying. I think it can be solved." Two did not agree, sayi% 
that "there is just not enough time and no ixamediate solution is apparen t."
A unique suggestion came from one science teacher who believed 
that the only way to reach the objectives of general education is through 
^ore qualified teachers. As a means to recruiting and keeping these peo<> 
jple, he would have industry subsidize the salaries of science teachers.
Le probably reasoned that they could afford to do this because the schools
i '
|would produce more and better scientists.
i
j Administrative Steps
I Besides organizing and encouraging faculty study groups on the
i
jgeneral education program, the administrators seemed to be well aware of 
the problems of the teachers. A dean mentioned attempts to "convert the 
specialist J" Another talked of "in-service training in integration be-
i
tween courses." However, almost without exception, the presidents statec! 
{that they were keeping the general education needs in mind when they hired 
new staff members. One said he always asks each applicant for an opinion 
on general education before hiring him. The others said much the same 
thing. A note of optimism comes from a chairman who said, "We just keep 
pointing the way, and so far so good."
Conclusion
I In this chapter the problems and attempted solutions are stated
clearly enough that no summary is required as a distinct unit. However,
I
urther consideration does need to be given to some of these problems. A 
ew of these situations seem not to lend themwlvAR tn an immediate 5uxlii.
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Cion, yet they may be found on the agenda o£ those vbo look to long-rang^ 
improvement. They concern obtaining qualified teachers, limiting the 
course content to fit the time available for instruction, and the abili­
ties and backgrounds of students who enter college.
A problem which can be in^roved in the immediate future, however, 
is that of orienting present teachers in the objectives and philosophy oi: 
science in general education. Though all of the schools have at one time 
or another attempted institutional self-study, often the only teachers 
benefiting from this program are those who volunteer because they are al­
ready sympathetic with general education. Ironically, it is those teach­
ers who most need enlightenment from study committees that fail to par­
ticipate. Evidently some plan is needed whereby all teachers engaged in 
general education can be induced to work on this self-evaluation.
CHAPTER VIII
APPRAISAL Œ  THE TEACHER IN GENERAL EDUCATIW AND STEPS 
TOWARD IMPROVEMENT OF THE PROCSAM
As evidenced by findings thus far, it is obvious that the problems 
facing the general education program in science relate either directly oi’ 
indirectly to the teacher. Sane are concerned with the student and react 
toward the teacher; others start with administration and reach toward th«: 
teacher. The teacher*s position is that of mediator for administrators, 
selector of books, and coordinator of curriculum; on the other hand his 
knowledge and understanding must be adequate to comprehend the student 
and his needs. In the words of Dunkel:
I
! Buildings, curriculums, administrative organizations, books, labo­
ratories, and gadgets may constitute sources of much potential educa­
tional power, but the transmission belt which brings this power to 
bear on the raw material and turns out the finished product is the 
man with chalk-dust on his sleeves.^ j
I
Because the teacher is indispensably fundamental to the success of
: I
any educational program, this chapter will be an appraisal from the view­
point of the teacher, as well as from the viewpoint of the administrator, 
Concerning the instructional role in the implementation of the general
I Hlarold E. Dunkel, "Problems in Instruction," The Fifty-first
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education, Part I: 
General Education, ed. Nelson B. Henry (Chicago; The University of Chicagjo 
fress, 1952), p. 190,
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education program in science* A total of 38 questions were designed to 
bring about a cooçrehensive discussion in this area. Many of these ques 
tions were directed to the presidents and deans only. Others were de­
signed to elicit teacher opinions.
Discussions evolving out of these questions concerning the ap­
praisal of the teacher in general education and the steps toward improve­
ment of the program may be broken into five broad areas. The first is 
concerned with the acquisition of teachers %dio will participate in gen­
eral education and the plans for reorientation of the existing staff of 
specialists who must teadi general courses. These questions were directed 
to the presidents» deans» and chairmen upon whose shoulders» in the final 
analysis» the responsibility falls. The second major consideration is t< 
determine from administrator and teacher the currently prevalent attitudes 
toward general education. Most of these questions were asked of all tho«e 
on the interview list.
The third and fourth areas seek to discover what is being done t< 
develop a more effective program of general education in science through 
teachers » and the success with which these efforts are being met. The 
fifth division» then» is to analyze the position of the teacher with re­
gard to his teaching load and the time he may have available to inprove 
his instruction in the general education program.
Because of the large number of questions required to obtain covezj- 
age of the information needed for this chapter» the form in lAich they 
are presented will deviate from that of previous chapters. This will 
show itself largely in a tendency to group several questions to be treatejd 
as a unit.
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The Teacher of General Education
Available Teachers 
The problem of the staff in general education courses* especially 
in the sciences, seems to be a crucial issue with the writers and Oklahooja 
interviewees alike.I 
!
In order to discover the status and qualification of the general 
jeducation staff, the presidents and deans were asked question 95, **Has il 
been necessary in the main to enlist the general education staff from the
departmental groups, or have you been able to seek teachers who have been
I
trained as teachers of general education classes?** Question 98 added to 
jthe information by asking, **At the beginning of the program, what kind of|
t
teacher with respect to preparation and philosophy was available?** The 
Last of the questions, number 99, which related to teacher availability, 
was, **In your experience, have teachers qualified both in subject matter 
^ d  attitude favorable to general education been available?** Question 97 
was asked of the presidents, deans, and teachers. It was, **'Hhat kind of 
teacher is desired as a teacher of science in general education with re­
spect to subject matter preparation? With respect to attitude or philos­
ophy of general education?**
There has been much controversy on the relative value of teaching
i
^y the pure scientist versus the individual with special training as a 
Leacher in general education. It has reached such proportions that the 
College and University Bulletin devoted the entire March, 1957, issue to
the matter. Among those who advocated a change to the generally prepared 
teacher was one who would do so in order that the teacher would not be
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’limited to the narrow framework of an academic dlscipline."Z This same 
writer makes a direct attack on the feasibility of using the specialist 
in general courses. He states:
It is my contention that the traditional Ph.D. program nullifies 
the likelihood that the teacher will become flexible and imaginative 
about using the content of his specialized knowledge in many different 
ways. The flexibility and imagination will most likely be trained out 
of him by the program of academic specialism.^
Those who take the opposite view base their arguments on the con 
tention that the specialist will be more ’’scholarly" and more able to 
bridge the gap between general and professional education. Pooley says, 
”The subject-trained candidate will have the benefit of the foundations 
of scholarship in a specific field in order to live, work, and think as 
a scholar."^ Another writer in this same series fears that the non­
specialist will fail to gain the respect of the more intelligent student^,
I
that they will have "a tendency to resist his teaching because he is not 
known as «1 expert."^ He also points out that "the man without the usual 
iPh.D. training may be, or may feel that he is, a kind of ’second class
jcitizen,’ and may find himself cut off to some degree from his faculty 
Colleagues." 6
^Harold Taylor, "Graduate Preparation of Teachers of General EduJ 
cation— A Controversy, I. For Change," College and University Bulletin,
IX (March, 1957), 3.
j ^Ibid., p. 4.
I Robert C. Pooley, "Graduate Preparation of Teachers of General
Education— A Controversy, VI. Against Change," College and University 
Bulletin, IX (March, 1957), 3-4.
! Kenneth B. Murdock, "Graduate Preparation of Teachers of General
Education— A Controversy, V. Against Change," College and University 
Bulletin, IX (March, 1957), 3. --------------
I_______^Ibid.________________________________________________________
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Others take the middle road and say that some specialists are ab 
to adapt to general education courses while others are not. One writer 
points out that:
An instructor who is so preoccupied with his academic specialty 
that he regards it as a vested and inviolable interest will not per­
form well in a general education situation. Instructors are needed, 
on the other hand, who see the possibilities in interdisciplinary ap­
proaches to the solution of common problems of the day, and who recoj;- 
nize opportunities for integration of various kinds of knowledge in 
public service, business and industry, the professions, and vocations: 
outside education can be advantageous to the imaginative teacher of 
general education.?
The answer to the question concerning the source of teachers for 
general education was almost predetermined by circumstances. The admin­
istrators of the six Oklahoma colleges had no choice but to recruit theix 
general education staff for the sciences from the regular faculty of spe­
cialists. As one president put it, **We had to do the best we could with 
jhat we had.*’ All, however, had made some effort toward training their 
teachers in terms of general education. One said, ”We try to orient then 
to general education in small group meetings.” Another, using a strongex 
term, stated, ’’They had to be taken from specialized areas and indoctri
I
hated for general education.** A dean remarked, **It was necessary for us {
;  I
to work toward and gradually evolve a different attitude on the part of j
i  I
the faculty.** An optimistic view was taken by a president who said, **It
I
took some time for the teachers to realize the purpose behind the program 
but, now that they realize it, they are making a good contribution.**
In discussing the qualifications they would seek in employing
I ?Leighton II. Johnson, Fostering General Education in the Community
College, Professional Series Bulletin ïïo. 14 (East Lansing: Michigan Statie 
University, 1956), p. 6. I
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additional staff members, there seemed to be two schools of thought; all, 
however, aimed toward the same thing— a broad background. Two of those 
interviewed would prefer teachers with experience in public schools. On* 
said, "We like to employ teachers who have taught in the elementary or 
high school but they are not always available.** The other replied in mudh 
the same way but added, "We want cooçetency first of all."
Those who looked for a broad background in formal schooling also 
looked for other elements. One said, "We want him to have a deep- seated 
interest in teaching." Another, looking toward integration of courses, 
would employ the person "who is not too narrow, who is tolerant, and who
I
is familiar with other areas of learning." A dean felt that some of the! 
sest people in specialized courses were also the best general education 
teachers. He said, "If he has the time and patience and will try, the 
specialist will be a successful teacher of general courses."
The controversy which prevails among writers concerning the merits
I
j)f specialization compared to general education training did not appear in 
the conversations of the Oklahoma college administrators. The principal 
reason for this omission was, of course, the fact that only those teacheire 
with education in special areas were available at the time of the study. ; 
llieir major problem, then, was to select those having attitudes most favoir
I
able to the philosophy and aims of general education and to continue thei 




Question 96 concerns salaries of teachers of general education.
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Beginning with en explenetion of vitiy it has been included as one of thos^ 
used in the interview, it reads, **Review of data on rating and salary of 
faculty members indicates an ineqiiality between those teaching at the 
lower college level where general education predominates and the upper 
college level. By contrast, literature relating to the general educating 
staff agrees that the person should have a broad preparation and unusual 
teaching ability. Is the general education staff member in your school 
recognized for his preparation even though it may not conform to the 
standard pattern of specialization and degree?**
As been pointed out, the teachers of general education in the 
Oklahoma State Colleges were drawn from the regular faculty; therefore, 
there would be no differences in salaries because of assignments to gen­
eral education courses. However, the writers do deal with this matter 
because, on a nationwide scale, there exists a possibility that the gen­
eral education person with no academic home will fail to receive salary 
increases commensurate with his contemporaries. Or, as one writer pointé
out, **. . . if the program wilts he is in an unenviable position. He is
! .  j
la teacher without portfolio, and one fears, soon without wallet.**° '
I
Wynne, on the other hand, thinks of the general education program 
las a permanent part of the college curriculum. He expresses the opinion 
jthat faculty members should be encouraged to specialize in general educa­
tion by giving them both recognition and compensation. In this connectio|n 
le points out that **administrators can do two things. . . .  they can pay 
setter salaries to capable instructors who are willing to devote their
Cooley, ap, cit., p. 4.
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efforts primarily to general education.** And» **The best teachers • • • 
should be assigned to the lowerclassmen» especially in courses designed 
to provide general education.**^
In further discussion he bases this contention on the fact that 
students in their first two years of college are more difficult to teach 
more so because they are not in their specialized fields.
Another writer points out the unfairness of basing salary increases 
on research and writing» with rewards for teaching ability being slighted. 
Observing that some institutions have already made progress in righting 
this situation» he says» **In these institutions teachers can rise to the 
top brackets of rank and salary as a reward for the excellence of their 
teaching in the general education program.**^®
Among these writers there is no dissension concerning the propri* 
ety of paying an equal» if not more than equal, salary to the general edu­
cation staff. They recognize» rather» that the monetary condensation wi: 
be proportional to the academic status accorded them.
»  ^
Relative Merits of Teacher Traits •
I
In order to pinpoint the desirable qualities a general education 
teacher sould have to be successful» question 101 was directed to all 
{those on the list to be interviewed. It asks» **Which plays the greater 
^art in successful teaching of general education subjects: knowledge of
9
I John P. Wynne» General Education in Theory and Practice (New
York: Bookman Associates» 1952)» p. 217.
I Hugh Stickler» **Stznmary and Persistent Problems,** General
Education: A University Program in Action, eds. W. Hugh Stickler, James 
Paul Stoakes, and Louis Shores (Dubuque: %n. C. Brown Co., 1950), p. 430
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subject matter» methods of teaching used, or enthusiasm and belief in the 
principles of general education?* Teachers and administrators were both 
asked so that a broader view on the two levels could be acquired for com* 
pari son* Many divergent viewpoints were discovered among the interviewees 
as well as among writers in the field.
One writer would dispel the old belief that a good scholar will 
necessarily become a good teacher even though he has had no preparation 
or training as a teacher. He says, **. • . it is certainly time for the 
prospective college teacher to learn his job today is far more than that 
of being a s c h o l a r A l s o ,  pointing out the need for a better command 
of methods, he adds, . . knowledge of subject matter, however erudite, 
is insufficient.**^^ For the student vtio does not see the purpose of gen­
eral education, who may even be hostile to it, something more is needed, 
dawley says:
Here the techniques of teaching becomes as important as the con- 
1 tent of the curriculun. Here the personality and the training and 
I enthusiasm and all of the other attributes of a truly good teacher 
I must come to the fore.^^
I Another study places equal emphasis on the values of methods and
I
1
|contents in teaching general education courses, while still another writer 
jwould select general education teachers from those who have an understanc- 
%ng of the aims and objectives of the program. An inclusive statement he
llsidney J. French (ed.). Accent on Teaching--Experiments in Gen­
eral Education (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1954 
12
— ]q) j 
), p. 4.
Ibid.
^^Claude E. Hawley, Curriculum Problems in General Education, A 
speech to The Conference on Higher Education, The University of Oklahoma, 
(orman, Oklahoma, March 27, 1950, p. 7 (mimeogriphed,personal copy).
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mfkee «n this is, "One of the most important reaulrqnmts is that the 
teacher should be sensitive to the needs of students as human beings.*1* 
Most of the administrators of the six Oklahoma State Colleges 
stressed attitudes toward the general education program more chan knowl­
edge of subject matter. A dean clarified this when be said, **We assume 
that completion of his graduate woric is proof of his background in sub­
ject matter, what we look for in a general education teacher, then, is 
enthusiasm and belief in the program.** A dean from another college 
agreed, placing **enthusiasm as number on^ and adding, **of course, the 
method and subject matter are ioportant too.** Still another dean con­
sidered subject matter, methods, and enthusiasm all important, but said 
that **belief in the principle of general education is the most in^ortant 
Two presidents merely stated that all of these things are inqpor- 
tant, meaning subject matter, methods, and enthusiasm and a clear concept 
of the aims of the program were all isportant. Another, however, took a 
definite view that differs from the others. He said, **Knowledge of sub­
ject matter is the most important,** elaborating on this by adding, **1 
don*t believe one can teach anything if he doesn*t know it.** It is very 
probable that he was thinking in terms of degree requirements while the 
iothers had assumed that all applicants for teaching positions would be 
qualified in terms of majors and minors before being selected for 
teachers.
Of the science teachers in Oklahoma colleges, fourteen of those
. T. Morse and Russell M. Cooper, **Problems of Implementing
Programs of General Education,** General Education in Transition— A Look 
Ahead, ed. H. T. Morse (Minneapolis: The University of Minnesota Press, 
Î95ÎT. p. 297.________________________________________________________
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interviewed thought subject matter is more important than methods or en­
thusiasm and belief In the general education program. Each one» however 
expressed the belief that the other two qualities support a good back­
ground in the subject. One made a typical statement when he said» "One 
could be the most enthusiastic person in the world» but if he did not 
know what to teach, he would not be able to teach.** Such a statement as 
this is based upon the assus^tion that teachers are placed in their posi­
tion without regard to subject matter qualifications— a situation which 
does not exist in our colleges.
I On the other hand» nine teachers thought enthusiasm was the first
I :
prerequisite for a good general education teacher. One made a statement 
almost completely antithetic to the one who put subject matter first. He 
said, **Though we had all the knowledge in the world, if we do not have 
the ability to get it across we are just failures.** Another gave his 
personal philosophy, saying, **If one is enthusiastic he can at least ke^ 
{the students* interest and maybe they would correct him if he said some- 
jthing wrong.** One person first listed **methodsf* as the most inq>ortant, {
I I
then added that belief in the program was necessary before methods could !
: . !
be effective. ■
Though almost every teacher said subject matter, methods, and eh- 
jthusiasm are all necessary, five refused to make any attempt to select 
jthe order of inq>ortance. As one teacher stated, **It is just like asking 
which link in a chain is most inq>ortant.**
i
!
I Efforts toward Inprovement of Instruction
I Question 100, **What is being done to inprove the teaching staff
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as teachers of science in general education?** was asked of the adminis­
trative group and so does not consider thé problem as seen by the entire 
staff or by the individual teacher. These aspects are covered in some 
detail later in this chapter.
Six made no reply to this question, with another saying nothing 
was being done to iaprove the general education staff in science, or as 
another remarked, **Nothing definite.** Five others said their science 
jstaff members were encouraged to attend school. In one instance the use 
of sabbatical leaves for advanced study was mentioned, and another said 
ithat they were encouraged to take a variety of related courses when at­
tending school. Two took the attitude that their staff members for the 
most part held doctor's degrees and therefore needed no improvement.
Six also mentioned that their teachers of science in general edu­
cation were encouraged to attend conferences, workshops, and professional 
meetings as an aid to self-improvement as instructors. In one college 
|the science teachers were asked to rewrite their course of study each year 
dn order that "they might keep the subject matter taught tp-to-date.** j
Attitudes toward General Education
i
I
Opinions of the Teachers I
{ Though this part of the paper is devoted to analyzing the attitude
toward the general education program in the (Xclahoma State Colleges, the
1
position of instructors will become clearer if we first look to the writers
i
in the field for opinions of teachers in other places. One writer begins 
ifith a rather pessimistic view of the situation: I
______Negative attitudes and tactics will he encountered. - - . Some _
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faculty members will not understand; others will have closed minds* 
There will be unenlightened self-interest, prejudice, dogmatism, and 
a preference for the routine* Teachers of specialized subjects will 
have vested interests and there will be efforts at "empire building** 
There will be demands for **recruitingf* courses, production of suitah 
teaching materials in general education will lag, and other difficul­
ties will have to be faced.15
Departmentalization and specialization are repeatedly pointed to
by writers who fear that these concepts will take priority over student
needs as set forth in the objectives and philosophy of general education.
k possibility exists that the department will be so concerned with its
own growth or survival that the education of the student will pale in
conparison. As one writer says of such a department, **lts interests are
centered on subject matter, not on the needs of the students, and it grots
in strength by adding more specialized subject matter calling for more
specialists.**
These cycles, always leading back to the emphasis on socializa­
tion, in all probability form one of the underlying reasons for the seem­
ingly greater prestige being accorded the specialist as coo^ared with tht 
teacher of general education courses. Although no such statement was 
given by any of the science teachers in the Oklahoma colleges who are as-| 
signed to teach in the general education program, there is a strong pos- | 
bibility that this philosophy was behind some of their objections to teach­
ing the general courses.
I Rather than a direct question concerning antagonism toward the
program, the teachers of science in general education were asked question
^^Stickler, op. cit.. p. 423.
^^French, op. cit.» pp. 6-7.
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»-sixteen, "Would you, given a choice, elect as all or a part of your tesc' 
ing load to teach general education subjects?" In this manner it was 
hoped they would feel more freedom to express their views without com­
mitting themselves to an admission of either antagonism or indifference*
Of those interviewed, thirteen said they would not elect to teach a gen­
eral education course, seven answered in the affirmative, while twelve 
others gave qualified statements, showing they would be willing to do 
their share.
Eight of those who would rather not teach a general course gave 
an unqualified, "No*" One showed some indifference when he said, "It 
does not matter too much, but I would rather specialize*" Three others 
based their opposition on the lack of background in all of the fields of 
science covered in a general education course* Only one gave as a reason 
the belief that it was easier to teach in only his special field* He 
said it is easier because "there is no junqping back and forth from a higl^  
level to a low level as there is when you try to teach both kinds of 
courses*" From the pedagogical viewpoint it requires a hi^er level of
i I
instruction to accon^lish the goals of general education in science than
: I
is necessary to teach methods of problem solving as found in many high | 
level courses*
Those taking the opposite view and stating they preferred to teaéh 
some general education courses, for the most part, merely said they "en- 
joyedf teaching the general education students* One added that it gave 
him an opportunity to associate with a larger part of the student body* 
Another expressed the personal opinion that it was a challenge to cover
jgo many field* of arlorv»*».--------------------------------------- :-----------------
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Of the twelve who answered that they were willing to teach some 
general education courses» most took the position of willing cooperative 
ness in accepting the requirement of the school system that specialists 
do some teaching in the general courses. Each of these teachers added 
the qualification that» though they were willing to do their share, they 
would not be willing to teach only the general courses.
The Administrative View of the Staff 
A rather surprising discovery was the fact that the administratiye 
personnel of these schools apparently did not have a clear picture of the 
attitudes of their teachers concerning the general education program if 
those interviewed in science are any indication of the total faculty. 
:)uestions 20» 21» 23» 24» 25» and 26 seek opinions from administrators 
jconceming support of the program by the staff: **Do you feel that you ha>e 
Ithe support of your faculty (or staff) for your program of general educa*
I
jtion?** **To what degree would you estimate your faculty supports the pro-
{gramT** **What percent, if any, of the staff are antagonistic to the pro-
i
gram?*' **%iat percent, if any, are indifferent?** **Do you consider this 
significant opposition?** **Is there any opposition to the general education 
courses from teachers of science?** j
It seems likely that those idio stated they specifically would not
i
&lect to teach a general education course if they had a choice must feel 
some degree of indifference if not outright antagonism. Even those who 
ifere willing to do their share in the program were only showing a tendencjy 
toward cooperation that is far from enthusiasm for their assignment. In 
one college, for instance, both the dean and the president stated there
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was "no antagonism and little indifference." The dean was more specific 
when he said, "About ninety percent of our teachers are in synçathy with 
the program and less than five percent are indifferent." Yet in that saiie 
school, three teachers, out of the five interviewed, said they would 
rather not teach general education courses, while another merely said,
"We all cooperate."
Other Oklahoma colleges showed much the same pattern. One, how­
ever, differed in that even the dean admitted that approximately half the 
faculty was antagonistic and the other half indifferent. A chairman at j 
that school said, "I believe the science teachers, e^ecially, are opposed 
to the general education courses." The percentages given by the dean were 
carried out in the science department, at least, where three said they 
would not elect the general courses and three were willing to teach a paift 
of them.
The Role of the Departmental Chairman
I !
To get a broader view of all those concerned with the general edu
I i
cation program in the Oklahoma colleges, a question was directed to the 
deans and presidents that would indicate the position of the department |
heads in the over-all program. Question 27 asks, "Are the departmental |
heads, or chairmen, lagging or leading the faculty in the conduct of the
I
{general education program?" Because this is an individual matter and pe% 
jtains only to the Oklahoma institutions, no attempt at comparison with tie 
writers will be made here.
I
It needs to be emphasized that this question was not limited to 
the science departments. Since the emphasis of the interview was on
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science» there may be some tendency to think of chairmen of science de­
partments only in making reply to the question; other than that, it does 
not indicate any condition existing in the supervision of science in gen 
eral education alone.
The deans of three schools stated that the departmental chairmen 
were leaders in the general education program. There were, however, vary ­
ing degrees of emphasis. One said his chairmen were "definitely leading," 
another said they were "attempting to lead." Pointing out the diversity 
of attitudes, another said, "Most of them are leading; however, some of 
them are leading the lagging!"
The other three deans interviewed all said that the departmental 
chairmen were lagging. One esq^lained that it was a natural reaction be­
cause the chairman was normally a specialist of the highest order. The 
ether two offered no reasons but stated that many of the faculty members 
were far ahead of the chairmen in developing a favorable philosophy toward 
general education.
I The presidents of the schools were less specific in segregating
I
the chairmen who lead from those less strong. Two said they thought they 
were leading; another said, "Some are more aggressive than othersf ; and 
yet another, "I have certainly not heard about any of them not being re­
ceptive to the program." One gave a more concrete view, stating that they 
were leading because each had served as chairman of the general education
jcommittee, an indication within itself of interest and leader^ip. From
I
their meetings, then, ideas were handed down to the teachers, making the 
department heads actual leaders.
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Outstanding Teachers In the Program ~
In order to discover those teachers who were doing outstanding 
work in planning, organizing, and conducting programs in general educa­
tion, questions numbered 28, 29, and 30 were directed to the administra­
tors. They ask, **How many individual teachers do you estimate are doing 
outstanding work in the planning, organization, and conduct of the pro­
gram?** **In what departments will these persons be found?** **In what way 
is their work outstanding?** Many references have been used in previous 
sections relating to the necessary qualities of general education teach­
ers. But, as others say, **. . . recurring observations . . .  suggest that 
the quality of instruction in general education must receive attention.**^ 
The purpose here was to pinpoint only the few who are doing out­
standing work as teachers of general education, yet many of those inter­
viewed avoided the issue by treating the word **outstanding^ in a much 
proader sense than the interviewer had in mind. A dean listed all of 
jthose teaching general education courses. Two others said **about half** 
were outstanding, and still another would select the entire faculty, **evën
I  I
ithose not teaching general education.** A chairman designated all of the 
science department staff as outstanding in general education work. Such 
all-inclusive statements are a reflection of loyalty to staff rather thar. 
|a considered answer to the question.
j On the other hand, a president and a chairman at different schooljs
^ i d  that relatively few were outstanding. Two other administrators, a
Paul L. Dressel and Lewis B. Mayfaew, Directors, General Educa­
tion: Explorations in Evaluation (Washington, D.C.: American Council on 
Education, 1954), p. 256.
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dean and a chairman, said **None.** One of these ciqplained that there was 
too little time for planning. A dean from another school said, **A major 
ity of the teachers are offering the general education courses as if the^ 
were prerequisites for advanced study in a particular field.** By this 
these teachers showed a lack of sympathy for & e  objectives of general 
education. It follows, then, that the instruction, viewed in the liÿit j 
of general education goals, could not be meeting the aims. |
At least three administrators, however, had given more thought td
I
the matter, designating from three to fifteen teachers as actually out­
standing in the work. One said of these, **They are really proponents of 
general education, even to the extent of trying to win converts to the 
(program.** A president was more specific when he said the three or four 
in his school who were doing outstanding work in general education were 
offering practical ^plication and teaching appreciation of the arts. 
Another president named those who **spend more time with the students, take 
a greater interest in the activities of all departments, and take part ii|
jcommunlty affairs.** j
i I
If any one area received greater recognition by the presidents and
deans than another for doing superior work, it was the humanities. Each | 
jof the administrators who named specific teachers included some one from 
{this area. There is a possibility that this occurred because the humani­
ties courses, by nature, lend themselves to the development of the studert 
along the lines established by the goals of general education. In fact, 
ior some, the mere mention of general education suggests the humanities.
It was the intention that some analysis of why teachers were out- 
: tending could be made from these replies and that a conyarison «f
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having outstanding teachers night develop* Information was insufficient 
however, for making any strong conclusions on this point.
General Education versus Liberal Education 
Because the general education courses in science in the cix Oklap 
home colleges are an outgrowth of the older liberal arts program, the
I teachers were asked for an opinion on the relative value of the two.
i
Question seventeen asks, **As a teacher of your specialty, do you feel 
that standard liberal arts prerequisite and beginning courses would have 
contributed as much to general education as the general science courses
I
which take their place?** Many of the writers have also given thought to
!
ithe matter, most of them being definitely in favor of the general educa-
i
jtion courses. One group points out one of the major reasons for the newr 
{concept:
Liberal arts colleges have been so preoccupied with the training 
of psychologists, chemists, and musicians, that they have neglected i the education of the free man. They have not realized, as Montaigne
! did, "that the object of education is to make not a scholar, but a
man.** It is with the latter that general education is concerned.
For this reason the substitution of the word general for liberal is 
justified if it focuses the attention of educators on the urgent need 
for a restoration of those human values which have been gradually lo::t 
sight of in the planning of the past half century, when specialization 
has been the order of the day.18
Another reason for the transition from the liberal to the genera]
{education, according to Wynne, was the trend toward **the collection of a
patchwork of credits^as a result of the free elective system. He poii ts
out, however, that even though this system was modified somewhat, it still
^®Earl J. McGrath et al.. Toward General Edwation (New York: 
rhe Macmillan Conpany, 1948), p. 11.
______^^Wynne. op. cit.. p. 19.___________________________________
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left only specialized courses. He says, "Few, if any, courses were avail
able in any subject that met the needs of non-special ists." 20 This brinj;s
back, again, the question of a few special courses or the general course!.
Bringing another facet to the problem are those specialists ii.
science who would promote a modified course in their own area to meet ttu;
objectives of general education. One writer says:
All of us know some great teachers who are vigorous defenders of 
the use of a single science discipline as the most suitable means of 
achieving General Education objectives in the sciences.
At best such courses approach the problem backward—  the modification 
of a discipline to make it more palatable to the nontechnically 
minded. It is too often a watered-down course which can be quickly 
shed by our typically we 11-waterproofed students.21
It can be stated neither too often nor too forcefully that a proper
general education course should not be of lower standards than any other.
The science teachers in the Oklahoma colleges were not in agreement on
the relative worth of liberal and general education. It is not surprisii^,
if one keeps in mind the number who would not elect to teach a general
I
education subject, that many prefer the older method of requiring begin­
ning courses in specialized areas to the general courses. A tabulation
I I
of the responses shows that eleven would rate general courses first, nine
; I
place more value on the liberal program, and six are unsure.
I Most of the teachers who favored general education did not elabo
jrate on their answers, merely saying that general education was better. 
Those who did, however, based their answers on two basic points. First,
ZOlbid.. p. 20.
21Sidney J. French, "General Education and Special Education in 
:he Sciences," General Education in Science, eds. I. Bernard Cohen and 
Fletcher G. Watson (Cambridge; Harvard University Press, 1952j, pp. 20-21
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they recognized that more areas could be covered in less time by the gen­
eral courses; and second, they felt the nontechnical student was better 
served in this manner.
Of the nine «dio thought the liberal method was better, only three 
gave reasons for this belief. One said, **A small amount of information 
veil mastered is far superior to a large amount not well mastered.” An­
other answered much the same, saying, **The survey courses give the studeiit 
a very limited knowledge about anything.” His answer immediately shows « 
lack of understanding of the principles of the program, since the aims of 
general education have excluded the survey courses. The third based his 
answer on the fact that the prerequisite courses were more valuable be­
cause of the laboratory work involved, a point on which most biology 
teachers strongly concur. The group of six who made no distinction be­
tween the contribution of liberal and general education apparently failed 
to realize the difference. Of these one made a typical statement when he 
said, ”It is the same thing with a new name.”
Programs Leading to Improvement 
Because most of the teaching personnel of the general education 
program are drawn from departments of specialization, the college must 
often provide the necessary transition by in-service training of faculty 
ijiembers. A writer points out possible methods of accomplishing this: 
TEvery college would profit from close cooperation with neighboring insti 
jutions, from organizations of intercollege committees to work on common 
programs, from the exchange of personnel records, course syllabi, and
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printed forms***^
Another cites the in^ortance of current literature on general 
education. He says, "The growing volume of theoretical and practical 
literature . . .  must be made readily available, and the staff stimulated 
to read, discuss, ad^t, and apply relevant ideas and processes."23 Her 
again, is an atteopt to adapt the specialist to the general program.
The same author also recognizes the value of intervisitation and 
conferences when he states that opportunities should be provided for the 
instructor in general education "to visit other institutions and attend 
local, state, and national conferences in order to see general education
in action." 24
Wynne takes the attitude that a committee for improvement of the 
general education program cannot announce its findings and plans toward 
improvement with any expectation that the individual instructor will ac­
cept and adopt the change. These studies can serve, however, to direct 
the attention of the faculty on the particular practice that needs im-
I
provement. He says:
When every department and every individual is free to attack the 
problem in his own way, and when interconmunication between individ­
uals and groins is established, eventually some general unifying 
undertaking will emerge in which the whole staff will become inter­
ested and participate effectively.23
I  ^alph W. Tyler, Director, Cooperation in General Education; A
Final Report of the Executive Committee of the Cooperative Study in Gén­
éral Education (Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education, 1947), 
t>. 220.
! Lamar Johnson, General Education in Action (Washington, D.C.
American Council on Education, 1952), p. 383.
^*Ibid. 25wynne, op. cit.. p. 168.
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Instruction o£ the ScafF
Several questions were directed to the «idninistrators and faculty 
of the institutions concerning at tenets to better acquaint the teachers 
with the aims and philosophy of general education. Question 57 asks, **14 
there any program in the school to acquaint the faculty as a whole with 
the general education program? Discussion at faculty meetings? Group 
studies? Suggested readings? Others?** Following this, number 58 ques­
tions, **Has there been any such program in the past?**
If such programs were in existence, further questioning sought to 
jdiscover what types were effective and what their contributions had been. 
Questions numbered 59 through 63 were directed to the deans and chairmen 
for this. In order, they ask, **Is any program under way which may lead 
to the improvement of instruction in general education such as: Study 
groups? CocmnitCees? Individual Studies?** **What are the groups so en- 
jgaged?** **What has been their contribution?** **Is there a record of theii' 
|work?** **Is this record available?**
Number 64 questioned the presidents, deans, and chairmen concern­
ing individual studies. It asks, **Have any teachers as a part of their 
personal development pursued individual studies to better equip them as 
{teachers of general education?** The presidents and deans were next asket 
question 66, **Other than means indicated in answer to previous questions, 
is there any organized system for inculcating the attitude of mind neces­
sary for teaching general education subjects to those departmental teach­
ers (specialists) assigned to general education classes?**
The administrators all stated that there were committees or stud; 
feroups for the entire school curriculun with general education being
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included These groups then r^ort their findings to the faculty^ None 
gave a specific program for the study of general education. A chairman 
said their college **tised to have study groups for general education yeari 
ago before it became the popular thing.** A dean of that same school sai<l, 
**We discussed it at a few faculty meetings uhen it was new, but now we 
just take it for granted.**
A president pointed out one means by which some of the teachers 
became better acquainted with general education. He said, **The advisers 
have to know a great deal about it; they cannot advise the students un­
less they understand general education.** A dean of another college said 
much the same thing and added that **the heads of the departments have to 
know something about it, too.**
The question concerning the contribution of any program leading 
to the improvement of instructiœi brought forth only two concrete answer^.
A chairman said they had **a few reports^ on general education from the 
jcurriculum committee. A dean said the work of the curriculum coomittee 
ihad resulted in **plenty of cooperation from the teachers and better inte-
I
igration between subjects.** There were, however, duplicated committee re|
I
ports from most of the schools which, if read by the individual faculty \ 
imembers, should have had instructional value with respect to the aims of 
the program, and two, perhaps three, of these were well enough prepared 
to have inspirational value.
In addition to this, each institution in preparing for inspection 
leading to iq>proval of their teacher training program were required to re­
view the general education phase of teacher certification rather thoroughly 
Lnd objectively._________________________________________________________
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Meetings between Departments 
Interdepartmental meetings of general education teachers are oft^ 
cited by those who have studied the program as a means to insure that th : 
broad goals of general education are being reached. For this reason, thi 
administrators of the six Oklahoma colleges were asked in question 65, 
"Are there interdepartmental meetings of general education teachers?"
Most of those answering said, "No." One, a dean, reluctantly said, "I*m 
afraid not." A president said he had encouraged it, but knew of no fomuil 
meetings for this purpose. A dean from another school said that any such 
meeting was "only incidental."
Personal Attempts for Inçrovement 
Each teacher interviewed was asked in question 67, "Have you as 
a part of your personal development pursued any individual studies to 
better equip yourself as a teacher of general education? Please outline 
the kind and extent of work." Because several writers were quoted pre- 
jviously showing how the individual could achieve a better understanding 
through self-study, no repetition of those references will be made here.
I
Twenty-one of the Oklahoma teachers listed their efforts in read­
ing. The sources from which they read varied from books on general edu-
I
cation, to the newspapers, to periodicals in their specialized field. 
Lther reading matter listed was the National Education Association Jour­
nal. the packets sent out by the North Central Association, and current
r
^sagazines. One showed a lack of enthusiasm when he said, "I've read some
j
books, but they have not done me much good." Another reported reading
I
linany articles in current publication, saying, "We have not been asleep at
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the switch.** Two teachers showed greater efforts. One had "read twenty 
or twenty-five books» compiled a bibliogri^hy» and integrated this mate­
rial into the class work." Another had studied the program thoroughly 
and had written p^ers on general education. One sounded a discouraging 
note for the aims of the program when he stated, "I just read technical 
journals. 1 am not too concerned with classroom techniques and pro­
cedures."
Another means by which the teachers prepared themselves for teaclji 
ing general education was the study in courses outside their major field 
Although all of these teachers were specialists in some area of science, 
one had taken psychology and vocational guidance courses for personal 
inq?rovement. Three had taken extra courses in various areas of science 
to aid their handling of the general courses. Another had taken an audiq
1
visual course. Two had taken graduate work in general education courses 
while one planned to study in this field during the summer.
Two believed that their e:q>erience in high school teaching had
ideveloped a better understanding of general education. Another had stud-'
i  j
|ied methods in his preparation for teaching. One spent his summers work<j
ing at the Biological Station at Lake Texhocna, gaining practical informa-»
tion for use in the classroom. Another showed good intentions when he
said, "I just work hard and do the best I can."
I
Improvement through Intervisitation and Observation 
I Several writers have stressed the need for co<veration in develop
ing the general education program. Questions were therefore designed to 
ascertain the degree of intervisitation within the department, between
189
departments» and with other colleges. A writer points out a definite 
need when he states, "Colleges must learn the possibility and desirability
of collaborating with each other to improve American collegiate educa-
2.6tion." A junior college encourages its teachers to visit other school^:
At times administrators arrange for instructors to visit other 
colleges when particular investigations are being made or are in pros­
pect. . . .  Under this plan individual instructors or groups of them 
may arrange for intervisitation on the basis of their particular in­
terests and c o n c e r n s .27
Relating the benefits from cooperative action within the science 
department, another writer states, "If adequate communication and rapport 
exists between the staffs of general education and departmental science 
courses, a very useful effect may be observed at the faculty level."28 
He recognizes the benefit of this interaction both to general education 
and to the specialized courses in science.
A writer who proposes cooperative effort as a means toward bettei 
education says, "Administrators, supervisors, teachers of different sub­
jects, and laymen, too, will with increasing frequency get together to 
jwork out solutions to educational p r o b l e m s ."29
I
The questions used here were 68 and 69: "Has any provision been 
^ d e  for teacher growth through intervisitation and observation of in­
is truction? Within the department? Within the college? With other col-
^^yler, op. cit.. p. 51.
27B. Lamar Johnson, op. cit.» p. 312.
2®Gerald Holton, "Harvard University," College and University 
Bulletin. IX (February - March, 1957), 2.
^^obert H. Carleton, "Science Teaching and Education Aims Today 
The Phi Delta Kappan.miII (October, 1951), 100.
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leges?** **From the standpoint of the administration (or teacher) would a 
program of intervisitation be desirable?**
In the six Oklahoma colleges surveyed for this study, none had a 
planned program for intervisitation either within the school or between 
schools. There was a sharp division between those who thought such a 
program would be advisable and those who would object. A tabulation of 
presidents, deans, and teachers who discussed the desirability of an 
intervisitation program shows that sixteen were in favor of it, eleven 
were opposed, and six gave a qualified **maybe.** Those who favored the 
proposal varied from an ençhatic, **Yes!** to those who thought it **mightT* 
be a good thing. Three administrators answered favorably but e3q>ressed 
the fear that instructors would not cooperate. Two cited instances when 
the teachers had visited high school science classes as the reason for 
favoring intervisitation. One said, **Our eyes were really opened.**
There was no further comment on this, so we do not know the kind of eye- 
opening experience they had.
Those who opposed intervisitation gave various reasons for this 
opinion. One said, ** It is out of date; I just do not believe in it.** An­
other said, **It would smack of Gestapo tactics, and some would feel abus«id 
by it.** A chairman based his objection on the feeling that **Some teache::s 
can be brutally critical, and others are somewhat sensitive.** He feared 
dissension among faculty members. A teacher epitomized the feeling of 
several when he said, **I surely do not want someone watching me teach!**
The presidents and deans were asked in question 70, **Do you see 
any insurmountable problems in establishing or developing a program of 
teacher-growth through intervi sitation within the srhnol? m t h  other__
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Institutions such as other state colleges?” Question 71 was extended to
the teachers, asking, "Would the benefits probably justify such a pro­
gram?" Most of them gave "lack of time" as the main obstacle. One said^ 
"We have just about reached the saturation point in things that take us 
out of class." Another e3q>lained, "Our people have too much to do al­
ready." The matter of e:q>ense was also mentioned, a president saying 
that it was not included in the budget.
Attitudes of teachers were also given as an obstacle to promoting 
the intervisitation program. A dean said, "We would first have to sell 
{the faculty on the idea so one teacher would not feel the other was snoop­
ing around." Another dean mentioned "lethargy and lack of stimulation." 
k chairman summed up the feeling of several when he said, "We are just 
too busy!" ' At another point the observation was made that the administra­
tion might not have known the attitudes of their teachers and what was 
taking place in the classroom. However, their relies in this particulax 
section indicated that they may have been quite astute while they, for the 
most part, presented their institution and staff in the best light pos­
sible. They are to be commended for this type of loyalty.
Irti
Departmental Planning for the Program 
The stage is set for this discussion by a quotation from Wynne, 
o says:
General education is not only a function of the college as a wholje; 
it is also a function of all divisions, all departments, and all in 
structors. Whether the primary emphasis of a department is general 
education, specialized education, or professional education, it does, 
as a matter of fact, influence general education. The administrators 
of such divisions and departments are under obligation consciously 
and deliberately to provide conditions that are most conducive to the
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realization o£ the ends of desirable general education.30
Another writer, pointing out the need for closer cooperation be­
tween general education teachers and the other inead>ers of the department 
says, **A policy of close liason with the departments tends to give these 
departments and, indeed, the faculty as a whole, a certain stake in the 
general education enterpri se 31
Because of the emphasis by these and other writers on the need 
for departmental and interdepartmental planning in facilitating a general 
education program, a question was formulated to discern the amount of tiiie 
given to such activity in the Oklahoma State Colleges. Question 72 asks. 
"What part of the time of the teaching staff is given to departmental ami 
interdepartmental planning?** The deans, chairmen, and teachers were asked 
for this information.
In one school, the dean hesitated to give an estimate of the time 
spent in planning, but said that it was **enough.** A different view came 
from the chairman of the science division in that same school who felt 
that not enough time was given to planning. Teachers in that college all 
jsaid there were no formal meetings, just informal discussions. In the 
second school there was agreement between the dean and chairman, both es- 
Jtiroating about five percent of each teacher’s time was spent in conferences 
lor planning. Teachers in the same school declined to give exact time, ot^ 
saying, **We plan during our coffee break.**
^^\fynne, op* cit., pp. 215-18.
31David Owen, **General Education at Harvard University,** Organi­
sation and Administration of General Education, ed. W, Hugh Stickler 
(Dubuque: Wm. C. Brown Co., 195l!), p. 294.
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Another college surveyed yielded four answers which said that **n^ t 
enough tine is spent in departmental planning.** Three in that school, 
however, considered their personal preparation for class work as depart­
mental planning. One said, **I ^end all diy time in departmental plan­
ning.** The other two said that it was **a continuous thing of informal 
discussion and consultation to prepare for the general education courses.
Formal departmental meetings were held for one hour each week, ac­
cording to the chairman of the science division in another school. These 
meetings covered any area of the science field, including the general 
courses. Examinations were also planned at these meetings. The other tiK> 
colleges had no formal meetings, either in the department or between de­
partments. All answered that no time at all was given to planning or tluit 
it was incidental **over coffee.**
Coordinator for General Education 
Any sndeavor that justifies the use of the term **progranf must 
have some organization, some link between the parts before it can become 
a whole. Left to their own devices, many faculty members are likely to 
revert to teaching general education courses as an introduction to spe­
cialized areas with little concern for meeting the objectives of general
I
education. As was previously shown by the nunber of Oklahoma teachers 
who preferred not to teach the general courses, many, if not encouraged 
by organization and study, would fail to understand the philosophy of gen­
eral education and soon escape its influence entirely. The questions re­
lating to this were eighteen and nineteen, which ask, **Is there in our 
state colleges a need for a dean or other administrative head of,the
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general education program?** and **Do you feel that our state colleges are 
large enough to justify such a person?**
A writer points out the need for an individual with the enthusi­
asm and authority to conduct such a program:
It is in^ortant that there be such a coordinator; the existence 
of separate, independent courses does not constitute a program. Thei^ e 
must be commonality of interest among these people %dio are involved 
in offering general education courses. They must have some commonal* 
ity of thinking about general education and t h^ must be aware of an< 
concerned about what is being done in all general education courses. 
. . .  The program coordinator must have sufficient power to say who 
is going to teach and ^ rtio is not going to teach, and to reward ap­
propriately those who do an outstanding j o b .32
Another writer recognized the need for delegated responsibility 
to facilitate organization. He says, **When responsibilities are not as­
signed, courses may be outlined as specialized instruction, instructors 
may teach as they were taught in their university specialties. . . .**33 
Ke also expresses the belief that, once the assignments for responsibilitj; 
are made, the administration should hold **accountable those to \diom re­
sponsibility has been assigned.** 3 4
Another writer, realizing the great difference between the spe­
cialized department, general education needs, and the tendency for departj 
ments to focus attention on their specialized area, points out the need 
for a general education division. He says, **The committee believes that 
a division of general studies or a general college or some other form of
^^Paul L. Dressel, **Practices that Indicate a Functioning Progran 
of General Education,** Effective Practices in a Program of General Educa­
tion, ed. Lucy Kangley (Dubuque: Wm. C. Brown Co., 1954), pp. 92-93.
33Leighton H# Johnson, op# cit., p. 7#
^Ibid.
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separate organization should be provided for general education."
In cooçlete opposition to the writers who would make special pro? 
vision for the administration of the general education program are the 
presidents and deans of the Oklahoma colleges. Without exception, the 
twelve top administrators of the six Oklahoma colleges voiced an opinion 
against a coordinator or dean for the state colleges. Eleven of those 
based answers on the belief that the colleges concerned are not large 
enough to justify such a person. Only one said there was possibly a need 
for some organizing body, but that "one person would not be sufficient." 
His point was that a committee of from three to five people from the 
various departments to act as coordinators for a short period would be 
more effective because "it would prevent one field from getting more em­
phasis than any other."
I At the present time, the dean of instruction is in charge of the
entire curriculum in these colleges. And, since the questions designed 
|to elicit an opinion on the possibility of a need for a coordinator were 
asked only of the dean and president of each college, there is a possi­
bility that the position of these administrators could have been reflected 
: I
in their answers. The presidents may have hesitated to suggest a change,
feeling that such an answer would imply that their dean was not able to
I
handle his present duties. The deans were in an awkward position to an­
swer because each probably felt he was doing an acceptable job.
These are merely speculations. However, from the interviews with
! 
i
heachers, there is plainly a need for more understanding, coordination.
35.Tyler, op. cit.. pp. 216-17,
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and integration of the programs in the six Oklahoma State Colleges i£ tb^ 
aims of general education are to be attained. This leaves two conjec­
tures: either the adninistrators are not aware that these needs exist or 
they are not willing to admit that the program of general education is 
important enough to merit the planning and organization required to reach 
its goals. An inconsistency presents itself when these answers are com­
pared to those concerning intervisitation, a specific means of improving 
instruction and understanding. Nearly all were in favor of such a pro­
gram, but were in turn opposed to the coordinator who could be an effec­
tive instrument through which a program of in-service study and inç>rove- 
ment might function.
Position of the Teacher in Relation to the Program 
Previous sections of this chapter have considered the problem of 
finding teachers with a broad training, and having a philosophy acceptable 
to general education or the re-training of those drawn from areas of spe -
jcialization. Suggestions were given whereby the teacher could in^rove
j
Ihis instruction, but the problem of time and facilities for further de- I
I I
ivelopment is yet to be considered. In view of the increasing enrollment j
of today, it is important to know how much the teacher is already doing
i
before he can be asked to accomplish more.
Teaching Load
Johnson points out the need for planning and study toward improve­
ment of the program in general education, but he also recognizes the limi­
tations placed upon the teachers* time:
______Building new courses, planning new procedures, and developing ne^
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materials require a good deal of time and energy. Teachers already 
heavily loaded find it difficult, if not inqpossible, to take the tims 
necessary for developing new courses or for making extensive revisions 
in present ones.36
Students enrolled in general courses are likely to resent the 
over-crowded classrooms. In one survey, **Students indicated that their 
general education classes were usually larger than other classes and feljt 
that this was a source of many of the w e a k n e s s e s  .** 37
All of those on the interview list were asked question 102 which 
reads, **Is the teaching load of the general science teacher (in college 
hours) in line with that of other staff members?** These people, it shou 
be remembered, also teach courses in special areas. With but a single 
exception they felt the loads were comparable to those of other areas.
Four commented that the laboratory hours took a little more time. One 
of these, however, stated that ** laboratory hours take up a lot of time, 
but other teachers have papers to grade, sc it about evens up.** Though 
no wide deviation in teacher load was apparent, one teacher of the gen­
eral courses said, **My load is two and one half times as much as the loaè 
of the average faculty member.** Further questioning left the interviewer
I !
with the opinion that the extra time was self-imposed. This teacher was |
! I
A sincere person and undoubtedly doing a splendid job for general educa­
tion. But, to point out how much work he was putting into one course, tu: 
said, **If I had the energy, I would like for once in my life to teach ju: t 
one four-hour course and teach it right.**
36b , Lamar Johnson, op. cit., p. 394.
37paui L. Dressel, **Educators Confer on General Education,** Col­
lege and University Bulletin. VI (May, 1954), 3-4.
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în rwpôom# co qwstioa 105, **Ar« class sisas, for tha taadwr o 
laasral sducatioa subjacts, In lima with acc^tad standards?**, most of 
tha taachars indicacad that chair class sizas wara largar than the 25 or 
30 studants ganarally accaptad as the optimum sise for such courses. One 
said ha had taught as many as 75 students in one class, another 
often had 60 or more. One person said his classes were **twice too large 
for bast results.** A chaimsn said, **These large classes are a handicap 
to general education.** Others were more moderate in their comments; one 
stated that **they are a little heavy,** and another said, **Some are too 
large for an ideal situation.** All either said or incited that they 
could be more successful in teaching general education courses if they 
had smaller classes.
Available Time for Planning and Evaluating 
Again and again the writers point out the necessity of planning, 
trying out new ideas, and frequent evaluation to improve the general edu­
cation program. The question arises, then, in our present situation of 
increased enrollment, do these teachers actually have the amount of time 
required for adequate planning and evaluation? All interviewees were 
asked, **Is the load of the teacher such that he can give some time to 
planning, to in^rovement of instruction, evaluation and pioneering?**
Ihis is question 103.
A reference which points out the difficulties in a program of 
evaluation says:
. . .  attitude toward evaluation found among teachers recognizes the 
need for it, but feels that the exigencies of teaching make it im­
possible to do much about results. The size of classes, the teaching 
load, and the amount of material to be covered are cited as factors
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which force the teacher into the use of formal and traditional in- 
scructional procedures which they may admit» probably are not partic^i- 
larly conducive to student development other than in factual knowl­
edge.38
Thirteen of the individuals interviewed stated that they had 
enough time for attempts toward inprovement » as indicated in the ques­
tion. Some of these statements were modified, however. A dean said,
"They have enough time if they make teaching an eight-hour-a-day job, but 
some teachers do not think it should be.* Two teachers gave much the sane 
answer, one saying, "There is adequate time if he puts in a full day." 
Another said that he had "to stay a while after school." One teacher 
said, "We have enough time, we just do not do it." A different view was 
taken by the teacher who said, "I just take time."
Twenty-five contrary statements were made by those individuals 
who felt they did not have sufficient time for planning, in^roving their 
courses, pioneering, or evaluating. Some made less positive remarks, 
such as "more time would be desirable." Others found no time for "re­
search or pioneering^ or extensive planning. A chairman says some of his 
teachers "are tun ragged." A teacher said, "There are times when we are 
so rushed we can't think about anything."
The follow-iq> question, nunber 104, asked, "If not, is it antici­
pated that there will be more consideration of these problems in the fu­
ture?" Only one person, a chairman, expressed a definite opinion that 
Loads would eventually be lightened, giving the teacher more time for im­
proving his courses. About half of those interviewed used the word "hope*
^^aul L. Dressel and Lewis B. Mayhew, Directors, General Educa­
tion: Eaqplorations in Evaluation (Washington, D.C.: American Council on 
Education. 1954). p. 26. ~ ~ ~ _______________________________________
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when speaking o£ the future. A chairman made an inclusive statement whet 
tie said» "We hope in the future more funds will be available to hire mor< 
teachers; it is the hope of all educators." Five persons were less opti­
mistic. One stated he "could see no change." Six others believed the 
situation would "get worse."
The general science courses in the Oklahoma colleges were non­
laboratory classes; therefore, those who answered question number 106,
"Are physical facilities adequate?" were concerned with other problems.
Four gave a plain "ncP* answer to the question; fourteen said, "Yes." Th* 
others formed a continuum between the two extremes. One said, "Our fa­
cilities are absolutely inadequate!"
Of those who pointed out q>ecial problems, two mentioned lack of 
space. Another saw the need for more film strips to use in general in­
struction. Still another said, "We have too many students at a time for 
the demonstration facilities to be adequate." A unique complaint was mad< 
by a teacher who said, "The acoustics in the building are not the best 
in the world." This will not seem trivial to those who have attempted td 
teach day after day in a room in which every sound reverberates until al3 
words must be spoken against a continuous roar.
Summary
The teachers available for the general education courses in scierice 
are the specialists in the areas, some of whom have easily made the tran­
sition to general education. The numbers were about evenly divided be­
tween the teachers who would choose to teach some general education courses 
and those who would not, with an equal number being undecided. Adminis­
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trative personnel seem not to be wholly «were of the adverse attitudes 
which do prevail. There has been some effort to acquaint the teachers 
with the ideas and practice of general education through study groups 
which are quite effective for those who participate. Departmental meet­
ings have been ineffective in this respect. Effort has been made on the 
part of some teachers to better acquaint themselves with the needs of thi 
aovement.
All of these point to the need for closer administration and or­
ganization with greater exchange of ideas between the institutions them­




CURRICULUM, TEACHING AIDS, AND INTEGRATION 
Curriculum
Webster defines curriculum as **The «hole body of courses offered 
in an educational institution or by a department thereof.** To offset anjr 
lengthy discussion of the various uses of the term, curriculum in this 
ip^er will mean, singly, a course of st»dy covering the science required 
I in the general education program as a part of the total curriculum.
I Teacher Planning
Wynne is of the opinion that all teachers in a general education 
program should stress the same things. He says, **They should somehow get 
together. The ideal would be for them to es^hasize the same qualities.** 
Another writer, speaking of the general education instructor, would agree 
that specific areas should be emphasized, but adds that **the effective 
teacher selects pertinent methods and materials, combining them into a 
pattern particularly suited to his own talents and objectives.**2
These two writers serve to point out the need for cooperative
I
^John P. Wynne, General Education in Theory and Practice (New 
lYork; Bookman Associates, 1952), pp. 100-101.
I  ^uth E. Eckert, **The Teacher and Teaching Methods in General
Education,** Current Issues in Higher Education. 1952, ed. Francis H. Horn 
{(Washington, D.C.: Association for Higher Education, 1952). p. 128.
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planning in order that the objectives of general education may be met» yèt 
allow for the individuality of the teacher. To determine just what pro­
cedure was used for curriculum planning in the Oklahoma colleges, the 
chairmen and teachers on the list of those to be interviewed were asked 
question 38: "Do teachers of science in general education hold conferences
with each other to plan a curriculum?" In the following question, numbejr 
139, they were asked, "How is the material to be covered in a given course
I !
j determined? By means of or according to: a syllabus? the teacher *s option?
I I
I the Dean of the College? the text book? the departmental chairman? a com-
jmittee? shades and gradations of these?" }
' j
I Eight persons on the list answered affirmatively on the question I
I  ^  I
jconceming conferences of the teachers of science. One of these added,
I
pWe constantly hold conferences in our office on mutual problems and
I
possible solutions." Another said, "There is a good bit of that in the 
{science department." Five others, all from biology departments, held
I
conferences for this purpose. One of these added, "We have weekly confer­
ences in the biology department, but not with the physical science people."
i  I
Another discusses the purpose of such conferences. He said, "The three |
of us in biology get together with the text to decide what to cover and i
■ i
what extra material to use, such as slides, demonstrations, and films."
Only one person mentioned conferences among the physical science people 
in general education. He said, "We get together at least twice a year."
Informal meetings or discussions were listed by six persons as 
the means by which planning for the courses was undertaken. Some chose 
to e:q>lain further. One said, "We decide things in a cooperative mamip-r 
lere instead of the dictatorial way, hut wp hold few formal rnnferenceg."
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Another said, **Ue do our planning in the coffee shop or we m e t  
passing across the csnfus."
Ten persons said they did not hold conferences with each other t^ 
plan curricultn. One said, "The teachers do not, but the d^artmental 
heads do." Another remarked, "There have been no such meetings in the
two years I have been here." Two others seemed doubtful of the purpose ofI I
conferences and answered that they knew nothing of chat sort of thing. |
! ! 
Another says, "Most of that is done by the heads of the d^artment, and I
i ;
ihave very little to do with it." |
; i
In answers to the question regarding the means by which the cour^
I I
material was determined, it was discovered that each school was using
i I
jtexts that had been chosen by the teachers. Many teachers added other ;
{comments relative to the selection and organization of subject matter ma­
terial. Twenty-three persons mentioned some degree of teacher option in |
I !
this decision. "The teacher can decide what order of presentation to usé 
land choose the method that seems the most logical," was the comment of | 
one, while another said, "We stay rather close to the text, but we bring i 
in different sections in which we are more specialized, setting up demon-»
strations for the other sections in these areas." Three teachers men-
: 1 
tioned their opportunity to stress certain areas more than others; anoth^
jsaid he was free to "draw upon his own e3q>eriences."
I
I In one school a syllabus was being used by all members of the bi­
ology department. One said, "The syllabus is approved by the dean and is: 
considered more important than the text." Another mentioned use of the 
syllabus, but added, "It is not rigid." In this same group, a teacher 
said. "The text is used when it will fit the syllabus."_______________
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%Il of theme ansvtrs l#d to th# eoocluslon that focaal pUnaint' 
for a coursa of study in tha gaaeral sciancas did not axist* Thara was 
some axcbanga of Ideas from normal day-by-day contacta» but tha actual 
davelopmant of tha coursa was moat often the ra^onsibility of the 
teacher.
Sectioning and Course Arrangement 
Following the discussion of the means by which course materials i
Î
and methods were selected in the OkWioma schools, an atteopt was made to
I
discover how the courses were arranged, how the students were placed in I 
classes, and the prevailing pinions regarding how these arrangements 
should be made. Question 44 asks, **Should general science courses be or| 
ganized to accommodate different ability levels of students?" Number 45 j
follows with the question, "In your school, is the same course offered to
I
lall ability levels of the students?" j
I  i
Tlie time at which these courses were given was also considered. I
I I
Question 46 asks the teachers, "Are the general science courses being of­
fered at the proper time or sequence in the school program of the student?"
! I
To carry this a step further, question 47 asked, "If no, what do you feel 
the proper time to be?" Question 48 is, "Should there be any specified 
jsequence between general physical science and general biology?"
Sectioning
The matter of sectioning classes according to the ability levels
of the students is a problem that has received widespread attention in 
recent years. In the writings on general education in science there seen 
|to be no definite conclusions which are based on studies of such ovperi-
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Mts'. MCtioning is bsint dons. sspscisUy in
I
jcowunicstions» PooUy says:
lbs foxBiag of ssetions for various lavais of ability is a prac- 
tiea cnswnn to tba communications programs dasling with larga numbar^. 
A of programs provida for throe or four lavais of ability by
this msans.3
Other writers skirt tha actual sectioning idea, yet stress tha 
need for facial attention, both to the gifted student and to those in
i
need of remedial instruction. One says: |
Should there be differential treatment of the gifted? Should 
they be sectioned separately? For less qualified students, there isj 
almost unanimous affirmative agreement. But for the gifted there isj 
not the same unanimity.4 |
He goes on to suggest several solutions to this dilemma, the first of
these being separate sectioning.
When this possibility of handling students of different abilities
vas suggested to the Oklahoma teachers, many of those interviewed thought
i
immediately of the convenience to Che instructor of sectioned classes. | 
Others saw the advantages for the students; but, almost without exception, 
they pointed out the difficulties involved. A  few were definitely against 
the idea. In none of the schools where the teachers were interviewed was 
there such a practice in effect.
i
One of those who saw an advantage for the teacher stated, **It 
would be easier and a lot more efficient if we could put them in sectioné.
Robert C. Pooley, "Communication Courses," Accent on Teaching—  
Experiments in General Education, ed. Sidn^ J. French (New York: Harp^ 
land Brothers, 1954), p. 118.
I ,
The Reverend Charles E. Sheedy, C.S.C., "The Gifted Student," 
Current Issues in Higher Education, 1956: Resources for Higher Education, 
led. G. Kerry Smith (Washington, D.C.: Association for Higher Education, 
M56), p. 70._________________ _______________________________________
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but we don't seen to be able to do that so we just take them as they com^
and do the best we can with what we get." Seven more looked favorably 
toward this change» but mentioned problems. They used such statements 
as, "You can't do it in a small college," "A scheduling problem would 
arise," and "It would be nice, but too difficult to achieve." "Lack of 
man power" was a reason given by one, and another mentioned that it "gets 
too close to individual tutoring and is too expensive." He added, how- i 
ever, "If you can afford it, then go ahead."
Seven others liked the suggestion of sectioning students and made 
no remarks concerning the difficulties involved. One said, "There shoûlè 
either be different levels or at least more flexibility in the course." 
Another said, emphatically, "Any course needs sections for students of 
different ability levels." Yet another stated, "It would be more con- 
jvenient as far as teaching is concerned, and I suppose it would even be
more desirable for the student."
i
I Taking the opposite view, six persons saw no need for sectioning
students according to levels of ability. Some chose to explain their | 
reasons. One replied, "If the course is doing what we want it to, it j 
should do for almost any level of ability." Another talked at length on' 
the necessity of requiring a certain standard for all students. He said,
f I am not sure it is desirable for us to attempt to teach morons how to
!
ass college courses." Much the same thought was expressed by anotherr
who feared that sectioning would lead to "watered-down courses." He con­
cluded, "It is already watered down to the point 'idiere anyone not able to
I
pass it should be excluded from college." Another argument from this same
!
person was based on the belief that "they all live in the same world. an<
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if you soften it up for one» it would deter the average and above averm3."
jvno
Bringing in a different thought, one teacher was concerned with 
the psychological effect of sectioning on the students* He feared that 
jthe students with less ability would feel they were in the "dumb class." 
ther view taken by a teacher was that "anybody can benefit from the
general education courses*" He felt that any special sectioning for abi
j  i
ity levels should come after the general education was finished* A hint I 
jof disgust with the background of his students was shown by one instructor 
Lhen he remarked, "If we have to teach all the materials in college that 
should have been covered in high school or even down in the grades, we
I
Iprobably have as good a scheme as we can devise." Upholding the status
1
jquo, another teacher said, "We handle each class according to the general 
ability of the students in it, and the better they are the faster we canj 
|go."
Time and Sequence 
Concerning the optimum time at which the general science courses 
should be offered, the respondents were almost unanimous in their agree­
ment that the freshman and sophomore years were best suited for these 
classes. Three thought that it made little difference which year the 
courses were taken; only one expressed the opinion that the sophomore year 
was preferred because "the students are more mature." All of the others 
considered the present system of encouraging the students to cooçlete
I
itheir general education courses in the first two years to be the proper 
cne. All schools did, however, allow upperclassmen to enroll if their 
schedules made it necessary.
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Only ciurec tMchcrs, thoM of a bloIocT~daparcmant in on# of c W
institutions visitad» thought that it mad# soma diffaranca as to which 
area o£ general science was taken first by the student. They felt that 
general physical science should come first because the information leam^
I
ithere, especially with respect to chemistry, provided a needed backgroum.
! ! 
for the study of biology.
Relationship of Available Time to Course Content 
In considering the role of science in the general education pro-I
I !
gram, one cooes face to face with the formidable task of meeting the ob- j  
jectives of general education in the hours made available to this area. I
' j
A  writer mentions this same problem. He says, "The task of meeting these
I I
jadditional objectives without exceeding the eight semester hours occt^ied
I
Iby the science surveys seemed to be an incessible a ss i gn m en t ." 3  Actually,
I
many schools require more than the eight hours of science to fulfill the I
! ; 
igeneral education requirements. However, since this was the existing i
I I
system in the six Oklahoma colleges at the time of the study, the teachers 
were asked question 51, "Is it possible to teach a significant portion of
' I
the scientific phenomena in a four-hour course?" Also in this same line ! 
of thinking, question 50 asked of the teachers, "Are the courses attempt^ 
ing to cover too many units?" Still concerned with the matter of time 
allotted to the coverage of the sciences, question 52 was directed to all 
those on the interview list. It reads, "Without reference to the entire 
[general education curriculum, how many hours do you think the student
^Clement L. Henshaw, "Physical Science: A Way of Thinking,"
Accent on Teaching— Eaq>eriments in General Education, ed. Sidney J. French 
|(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1954), p. 1 3 5 . __________________
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r«houU hâva in bloûort la sweral phÿmlcal aeiameal"
A iirlcer petau ta chia Uek of ouffleiaac ciaa to oovar tha mace 
aaaary aacarial. Ma aaya, *Cloarly tha probloa of dolot juatiea to tha 
groolnt body of aobjaet aattar la tha fiald aad alaultaaaoualy aupplyiag 
tha daairad bcaadth of backcrouad» of far# a caal ehallaaga to tha adœa- 
tor*"6 However, ha adda, **Rathar than coaoem for tha liaitad ouaAar of 
houre available to praaeat the edbjact, bactar If we are concemad with 
the "»**«-«—  utilisation of each hour available in moving toward tha stated 
goal.**^
Of the 27 persons who gave an opinion concerning the attempt of 
the existing courses in science in general education to cover too many 
units, thirteen answered in the affirmative, fourteen gave a negative 
r^ly, and one said, *’Yes and no»** A  few chose to expand these statements* 
Among those who thought too many units were being covered was one who 
said, "That is my greatest objection to the general physical science 
courses* They become nothing but survey courses as far as I can see*** 
Another replied, "Yes, we are covering too many units, but to give a uni­
fied presentation we can*t do anything else." Looking at it from the 
viewpoint of the student, one said, "The reaction of the student is that 
we are too generous in our aims*" Another pointed out, "We never quite | 
cover all the areas we would like to*"
Taking the other view that too many units are not being attempted, 
a biology teacher said, "We have cut down the number of our units and we
Duncan E* MacDonald, "On the Education of the Scientist," College 
and University Bulletin, VI (May, 1954), 3-4*
?Ibid.
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jaw doing a battar job." Anochar took tha poaition that "working accord* >
i
ing to tha ability of tha atudanta aliminatas this problem." Three teacli-
jara of general physical acianea ware emphatic when they pointed out that 
the units being covered were at an absolute minimum. Explaining the matted
I
(used in one department, a tcaclter said, "We try to cover adequately tt*e 
portion we have selected and, if we are running short of time, we elimi­
nate some of the less inportant units." Yet another used this same prac­
tice, but in each case it is to be observed ttiat practice seems to deny 
their statements concerning the teaching of too many units.
Growing out of this discussion on the number of units being taugijt 
was the question of vdtether or not a significant portion of the scientific 
phenomena could be taught in the four college hours per course. There | 
were not as many complete answers to this question, probably because sev­
eral considered that they had answered it as a part of the previous dis­
cussion of the number of units that could be covered. A tabulation of
those who did answer, however, shows that twelve teachers gave "yesf as |
I
an answer; five said "no^; while two were evasive.
Of the affirmative view, one said, "We may not cover all of the
material in the biology text, but we do teach the most significant parts | 
for the general education program." Another, speaking of his part in the 
course as a teacher of chemistry, said, "We can*t give much idea of chem­
istry in so short a period, but we can teach him enough for his everyday 
life." Speaking philosophically, another teacher said, "I guess it is 
possible to teach a significant portion, but we are all idealists and want 
them to get more out of it than they actually do." One gives as proof the
I
fact that "the majors we pull into the advanced courses all indicate that
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they have had a good background in the biology area of general education,
K different thought waa expressed by one «ho said, **If the fields are 
carefully chosen, we can do it.**
Some strong opinions «ere found among the five \dio believed it 
was not possible to teach a significant portim of science in the four- 
hour courses. One statement was, "Obviously not* You can just make an 
introduction to it." Another said, "Perhaps a portion of it could be
taught if we would concentrate on one area, such as physics, and give them
a thorough knowledge and the analytical approach." Judging from his an- 
|s%^ it would seem that he leans toward the philosophy of liberal educa- 
(tion rather than the general. A single answer by one was, "We just don’t 
offer enough science in the general courses."
It was hoped that a clear-cut answer to the desired number of
hours for the general courses in science could be gained by asking the 
teachers to consider the matter without reference to the whole program. 
However in two cases, teachers insisted on basing their discussion with 
ian eye toward the total curriculum. One said, "If it were not for the
other general education courses, I would probably give the student a lit^
tie more than four hours, but as it is four hours in each area should j
I i
tsatisfy the requirements." The other relied, "Four hours is enough in
I
view of the total program." Five others were satisfied with the existing 
lumber of hours and made no qualifying statements. Another said, "The 
more a student has, the better, but he needs at least four hours." Five 
persons favored a change to five hours each in general biology and generall 
physical science, four would require six hours in each course, with eight 
iiours in each being advocated by nine persons.------------------------
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~ ~ CÔur## Mat#rialm
Teacher Problems of Selection 
Speaking of science in the general education program, one sourca
says:
Materials for the course must be highly selective* In the limit^ 
time available it is impossible to cover an entire field eadwustively. 
Concern over what is included in the course will produce more résulté 
I than worry over what has been omitted*^
The choice of materials for the general courses in science by thé
{individual teacher has been pin-painted for this section by two questions*
{Number S3 asks, **In what divisions of the biological or physical science 
jis the selection of materials for instruction the least problem for you? 
|Mhy?"
Asking for the ^posite reaction, question nunber 54 is, "Where 1 
do you experience the greatest difficulty in selecting that whidi shall
i
{be included in the course of study? Why?** The answers from the Oklahoma
I
teachers almost defy categorical classification* However, several did I 
follow a pattern, such as being better able to select material for in­
struction from their specialized area. A  chemistry teacher said, **I havé 
the least trouble selecting the material for the chemistry part because X
I
am more familiar with it." A physicist used much the same e:q>lanation for 
{the plysics units, adding, **I have plenty of material for demonstration 
jon hand for the physics area*** Another physics teacher answered the same 
but added astronomy as an area that was the least difficult to handle*
That he lacked confidence in the other sections was Aown by his statemex^t,
I
g
I Earl J* McGrath et al*» Toward General Education (New York: The
Macmillan Company* 1948). p* 98*_______________________________________
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*1 f##l I m  mot quollfiod to #o ioto ehmmlmtry.* Anothor chmimtry 
tooehor o&id, *l «■ projudlood toMurd wj own fiold» and it is tho omoinot 
from which to onioec wntoriml#*"
OtlMT typo# of #nowor# war# giwan oloo. On# liatod plqrsica and 
chaoiatry as both bo ing xolstiwaly assy in tha aalaction of matarial; an* 
ocbar nawad aatromomy, bacauaa tha taxt doas an adaquata Job in this area. 
Ona teacher enjoyed aalecting all of his materials because ouch of it was 
taken from current magazines and journals. He stated that be was trying 
to impress his studants with the importance of reading that sort of thing. 
Piwe thou^t it was neither more nor less difficult to select instruc­
tional materials from one area than from another. Several teachers said 
that the poor background in science of many of their students made the 
selection of course of study content more difficult.
Six of those interviewed recognised their own inadequacies in se­
lecting materials outside their field. Geology was one of the most fre­
quently mentioned trouble spots, one saying, "I am no geologist!** There 
were five who answered the question by saying that they encountered vir­
tually no problems in the selection of materials for the general courses. 
One explained this by commenting, **I have a broad background.** A biologist 
said, **I teach only the general course in biology and have never had any 
problems.** Another teacher followed the text and so had no difficulty in
I • ;
flection. He stated, **The students are pretty well wedded to the text ; 
anyway, so we just go as far as we can and do as much as we can with it.**|
i
Two answers having a different approach came from teachers. A 
hysicist discussed a problem that logically might have appeared more of- 
ien.— He showed a d ^ th of insis t when he said, **I find it most difficult
i
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not to tMdi physics in the cradicional manner from the mathomaCical vic^ 
^int M  I have been doing in the physics courses for years." He went 
on to say, "I probably do a better Job for the general courses in chem­
istry because I do not know it quite so well." The other answer, from a 
biology teacher, also exhibited a great deal of self-analysis on the pari 
of an educator. He commented, "My biggest problem is to present what is 
actually known about human biology without shading off into propaganda 
and speculation."
The Historical Approach to General Education in Science
The next question, number 56, was used in an attempt to find the
reaction to the many recent writings concerning the presentation of the
general courses in science as a history of science. It asks, "Could the
objectives of general science be met through a course in the history of
science?" One of the strongest statements for the historical approach t(
science in general education is that of the Harvard Report which states:
The claim of general education is that the history of science is 
part of science. So are its philosophy, its great literature, and 
its social and intellectual context. The contribution of science 
instruction to the life of the university and to society should in­
clude these elements, since science includes them. A science course 
so constructed as to encoopass these elements makes an inportant con­
tribution to general education. It need not by that token make a 
poorer contribution to an education in science. One can defend the 
view that it is all the better science for being good general educa­
tion.^
Another source indicates two approaches to science, one of which 
is the historical approach explained by the Harvard committee. This
^Harvard Committee, General Education in a Free Society: Report 
of the Harvard Committee (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1945J,
p. 222.
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reference points out that such a course would be vsluable in illustrating 
jthe strategy and tactics of science, but recognizes a weakness in the ap­
proach. It states, "In this approach the problem is studied in retrospect 
and thus tends to lose the value of ’discovery*. . . Krauskopf also
mentions the historical approadi and would include it as a part of the 
general course. He writes:
To present science as a unified, meaningful branch of knowledge 
requires, I believe, these two things: first, that the development of 
science be placed in its proper historical context; and second, that 
some conception be given of the whole broad scope of science.
An overwhelming majority of the Oklahoma teachers of science in 
general education were either definitely against the teaching of science 
from the historical approach or had grave doubts as to its value. Twenty- 
two persons took a stand against the idea; seven gave qualified answers 
that were only partially in favor of such a program. One of these said, | 
"I believe the historical approach could be used if we had an eight-hour| 
course." Another, showing little enthusiasm, said, "I suppose it could ' 
be of value, but I am not too familiar with it." Another said, "I would 
enjoy teaching such a course." Two others thought the historical approach
Could be made to meet the objectives of general education if it were
%
handled correctly.
Five of those who felt the historical approach alone would not 
! I
serve the purpose e:q>ressed the opinion that a knowledge of science should
1   1
! 1
^%idney French and Merrill P. Rassweiler, "The Physical Sci- I 
&nces," General Education in Transition— A Look Ahead, ed. H. T. Morse j  
[Minneapolis: The University of Minnesota Press, 1951), p. 173.
^^Konrad B. Krauskopf, "Science in General Education at tAe-Mid- 
iJentury," The Journal of Higher Education, XKII (February, 1951), 63.
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be a prereqinisite Co such a course. As o d ^ ^ s ,  "The Ihiàtbry 6£ sclenda 
would be interesting to one who has studied science." Another view is,
I :
"You can't look back with understanding until you Imow some science."
Other reasons for opposing a course in the history of science 
were given. A biologist said, "We could not present the important bio­
logical principles that the students need." A chemist remarked, "1 don't 
think the students would get much chemistry out of it." Keeping in mind 
the objective of general education that would teach scientific thinking, 
one said, "If we are trying to teach the students to think and we find 
where someone in history had used false principles and succeeded, there 
go cur efforts." Another teacher was afraid the historical approach 
would develop to mere factual learning of names and dates. He added, 
"That would be the static approach to science rather than the dynamic."
i
i
Ia strong stand against the course was tzaken by one vbo said, "Enphatically 
not! I want my course to be science, not about it!" The others merely
jstatzed that they felt a course in the history of science would not meet
jthe objectives of general education, and declined to elaborate further.
j
None of these seemed to understand fully the approach to the teaching 




Out of a discussion on the problems encountered in planning the
curriculum one might expect to encounter opinions on changes that could |
alleviate some of these difficulties; therefore, question 55 was included 
here. Directed to the deans, chairmen, and teachers, it asks, "What new 
course or major variations in that which we have would you suggest, if
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knyf** Because each adiool across the hatioR will haveli slfÿitlÿ d'if- 
jferent curriculum, thus different changes to suggest, this section will 
deviate from the regular pattern and be written entirely on the statements 
by the interviewees*
A  dean and a chairmen from one school brought out the same sug­
gested change, leading us to surmise that some previous discussion of the 
matter had taken place* They would like to offer a course in science de­
signed specifically to train elementary and secondary teachers in all 
areas* The dean added, however, **I don*t know tdiere we would find a 
■teacher for such a course*** A  teacher proposed to rearrange the general 
physical science course, **starting it with the atomic structure and basing 
all I could on that one fundamental law*** A chemist felt that chemistry 
should be dropped from the general courses, because **students get the 
wrong attitude toward chemistry in chat length of time, and it is practi- 
ically worthless*”
A different suggestion was made by a teacher who would add a ”cap- 
istone course at the junior or senior level*” Here he would integrate the 
sciences with other areas* Another idea was given by a teacher who would 
offer a ”nontechnical discussion coursé for the general education stu­
dent* A biologist suggested that all students be required to take the
igeneral courses* He believed that even those who go on to major in the i
1 i
{field would save time this way* A  course in nature study was another's
«pressed desire* He would have the students study ”che existence of
things as they see them together in the woods or fields*”
The need for more time or smaller class loads was suggested by
three teachers. Six persons would make no
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[these saying, **1 would like to continue onlEhe same basis for three or '
1 ' ’ 
four more years before we make sny drastic changes."
Seeing a need for laboratory work, five teachers suggested this :
I
addition. Two of these pointed out that smaller classes would be neces­
sary for such work, one adding, "He would like a laboratory, but with the 
number of students we have, we i^proach it with fear and trembling." The 
existing situation of laboratories for the general courses will be dis­
cussed at greater length in the section immediately following.
Laboratory and Auxiliary Facilities 
Even though there are many questions included in this section, 
they lend themselves to being grouped together under this one general 
heading because of the dearth of answers. In previous sections of this 
study the teachers of science in general education have eaq>ressed the de­
sire for laboratory work. A thorough study of the six Oklahoma colleges 
revealed that no institution offered a laboratory course, as such, in the 
general education science courses. One school attenpted to use one class 
period a week for laboratory work in biology for a few years, but in- 
Icreased enrollment caused them to discontinue the practice.
I One writer recognizes the necessity and the difficulty in conduct­
ing a laboratory, and suggests a substitution. He states:
I ■ i
I The question of laboratory work is a difficult one. Certainly |
the laboratory offers the <^portuni^ of participation by the student,
and if properly conducted, it can stimulate interest and ^ preciatioh.
Since the strength of modem science lies in checking theory against I 
e:qperiment, it is desirable that the student should experience this I 
process. However, laboratory work is also time consuming, and time is 
limited. It has been shown during the war that good demonstration es:- 
periments can acconplish most, if not all, of the ends of laboratory 
work in an elementary course. We recommend that in lieu of laboratory
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work an adequate number of good deaxmstratloa experiments be given
, with the course.12
I Questions 75 through 80 have proved unnecessary except for enpha*
sizing that now laboratory experience is provided in the general courses.
They ask, "Is there a laboratory associated with any of the general sci-
! ;! I
ence courses? Which?" "How extensive is this laboratory?" "Has it proved 
successful?* "What are its strongest points?" "What are its weakest 
points?" "What has been done to strengthen these weaknesses?"
Question nunber 81, which asks, "Are any additional laboratory 
units being considered?" brought little more response. No actual plans 
yere underway for laboratories, although one said, "We keep thinking about
j
it." These thoughts lead one teacher in the direction of an untried pro­
gram. He proposed to give the student an optional fifth hour of credit 
if or laboratory. This would not be organized on a formal basis but would! 
include home e:q>eriinents as well as those carried on in the school labo-
i
jratory. The eo^hasis in all cases would be i^on individual learning ex-: 
iperience, with originality as the key criterion.
Questions 82, 83, 84, and 85 are also invalid. Referring to ad-
I :
iditional laboratory units being considered they ask, "In what area?"
"Why is this change being considered?" "Are there plans for dropping any 
laboratory?" "Why?"
The next two questions brought about a discussion of actual pracj 
tices again. Number 86 asks, "To what extent is the demonstration used?* 
uid number 87, "Do students follow the demonstration as closely as they 
wuld their own eaçeriments?" Every person interviewed used demonstration
^%cGrath et al., op. cit.. p. 96.
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[at some time. No aziswer was specific as to how they were used; hoMver, 
they varied from very extensive use to very little. Three used them to 
a very limited extent. Another said, "Some." Two others said, "Not as 
much as we should." Three more said a demonstration was given in almost 
every class period. There were six others who responded with various ex 
pressions designating quite extensive use.
Eleven teachers stated that the students followed the demonstra­
tion as closely as they would their own experiments. Fifteen said they 
would not. Most of the reasons given for not finding the demonstrations 
satisfactory as a substitute for laboratory work concerned lack of in­
terest on the part of students. The only one who elaborated on his pref 
erence for the demonstration said he felt it gave him a better chance to 
explain what he was doing.
Making the next discussion more inclusive, question 88 asks, 
"Could a system of audio-visual aids and demonstrations be an adequate 
substitute for the laboratory?" The same teachers who refused to accept 
a substitute for a laboratory in the demonstrations also failed to chang 
their statements when the program included visual-aids. One said, "It
I
is still somebody else doing it." Another said, "Nothing could replace 
actual experience."
Pursuing the use of visual-aids still further, question number 8 
jasks, "To what extent are movies, strip films, and similar visual aids 
used?" Following that question, 90 reads, "How do you rate their effec-
jtiveness?" Each teacher interviewed used such aids some; most said to a 
considerable extent. Only one said he would not use films, stating that
I is students go to sleep. As to the effectiveness of visual many
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merely stated they were **quite effective*** TWO said they were better than 
lectures but not as good as a laboratory* Two others mentioned the need
! I
for briefing students on films before they were used; another said their 
use was only as effective as the quality of the film. One added that 
'films lose their value if used too often. Two others used films as a re­
view or summary after a unit has been completed. One preferred to do 
free-hand drawings for illustrations; another said, **Visual aids are good, 
but not sufficient to replace laboratory work.**
It seems that the full potential of audio-visual aids in its dif­
ferent forms has not been explored. There are many ways in which a 
teacher wishing to develop this aid to instruction might extend and en­
rich the learning experience of the students.
; i
Integration
Integration might be studied from three different points' of view. 
In common use today is social integration that refers to a well organized, 
functioning social unit. Another term, psychological integration, is 
used to designate a well-balanced individual. The one to which the writer 
will more closely adhere is that of a unified learning e:q>erience ^ich 
has meaning for the student, both in relation to his course of study and 
to his everyday life.
Existing Practices in Integration {
Most current writers sooner or later hinge the value of general | 
education on integration. Cunningham says, **Integration is a quality th^t 
ell education should have. If it is not integrated . . .  it is singly |
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noe good . • • general education.**^3 1
Along this same line of thought» Eurich says, **Every program of 
general education designed to date stresses the need for integration." 14 
He would credit this growing emphasis on integration to **a quest for some 
sort of unity now lacking in educational matters."IS
Questions 33 through 36 on the list for this study were designed 
to discover the existing situation in the Oklahoma State Colleges in re­
gard to integration. Number 33 asks of the deans, chairmen, and teachers, 
"Has anything been done toward integrating the science courses with other 
subject matter areas, e.g., philosophy as presented in the humanities or 
geogr^hy in the social studies?" Going further, these same educators 
were next asked in question 34, "Is there any cooperative effort between 
departments such as the science teacher directing the technical reading 
for an essay in English?" The deans were then asked concerning future 
plans. Question 35 asks, "Do you know of any present activity or thought 
on your canpus relative to increased integration of courses or cooperative 
efforts either from groups or by individuals?" And finally, seeking the 
methods by which efforts toward greater integration might be made, ques­
tion number 36 asked of the deans and teachers, "Is there any organized 
method by which teachers of different subjects may become familiar with :
^^illiam F. Cunningham, General Education and the Liberal College 
(St. Louis: B. Herder Book Co., 1953/, p. 12. |
^^Alvin C. Eurich, "A Renewed Emphasis upon General Education," j 
Ihe Thirty-eighth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Edu- j 
cation. Part II; General Education in the American Colâtege. ed. Guy Mont|
rose Whipple (Bloomington: Public School Publiaiking Coepany, 1939), p. 7. 
15'Ibid.
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Che phases of their work which are also cowe:^ by other teachersT**
Answers to the questions regarding practices of integration he- ; 
tween courses were preponderantly negative. Thirty-seven persons gave 
answers varying from **very littlef to **nothing.** Several did, however, 
mention personal efforts to teach for unified learning. A biology teacher 
attenqpted to relate his course to "health problems, heredity, and other 
things that affect society as a whole.** Five teachers referred to the 
relationship of geography and the general physical science course; three 
pointed out the over loping of biology and philosophy.
Two persons gave a clear cut **yesf* to the question concerning the 
practice of integration between courses. One of these, a d^artmental 
chairman, said, **In biology we bring in the implications in the fields of 
social science, economics, and other aspects of society.** The other, a 
1 teacher, placed his efforts toward integration on ** stressing the ispor- : 
tance of being able to read and use good English.** He said, **I am more 
concerned with a student*s ability to read and think clearly than I am 
about any courses he may have had.**
When question number 34 was asked concerning a cooperative effort 
between the English and science departments, thirteen, interviewees related 
some instances of having helped students select reading material for re- 
Isearch papers for an English course. Though the suggestion in most cases
I
came from the English department rather than from the science teachers, j
I
most interviewees seemed glad to assist in such projects. A  chairman | 
gave the only dissenting view when he discussed the style of writing re-| 
quired by the English department. He said, **There is always some diffi-j 
eulty in that because the English people want all tbffir writing to he |
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poetic and up in the clouds while *e"«#Lt shwt^ specific statements of 
facts that lead logically to a conclusion."
! ■ i
Fourteen teachers of science in general education had never at­
tempted to cooperate in any way with the English d^artaient. One of thee
! ' i
said, **I have never heard any talk of intégration^; another stated, ?*e i
just carry on our own particular phase of general education."
Very few concrete answers were given on cooperative efforts by 
groups or individuals to increase integration. One, admitting a need fox 
it, said, "Each teacher has his own way and resents anybody's trying to 
change us." Another said, "If I try to work Integration into my course,
I am accused of getting off the subject." Mentioning that he HaH heard 
some talk of integration, another teacher felt it was "not of major in­
terest^ in his school. A  chairman would ask his physics studentis to "get
i • i
more mathematics^ in an effort toward increased integration. Such a 
statement from a chairman showed little understanding of the philosophy ' 
of general education. A  further check also showed he was the one person 
who resented working with the English students on. term papers.
Looking toward integration as one result of an organized method i 
yhereby teachers might become familiar with the phases of their work whic 
are also covered by other teachers, question 36 sought further discussioc 
with deans and teachers. Only four could point to formal efforts in this 
jdirection, many of these adding that there should be integration. Two 
persons from the same institution named American Association of Univer&il 
professors sis contributing to a better understanding cmd cooperation be- 
departments. One mentioned that general education hfH been dis- 
îussed in a recent meeting, adding that about half the faculty belonged
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to the orsanizetion.
A in one school told of a series of faculty meetings that 
•*cut across departments of related activities*** Whet he termed **bull sea- 
sionaf where teachers aired their problems was not mentioned by any 
teacher in that school as contributing to integration. Two conclusions 
might be drawn* Either the sessions were too new for the faculty to have 
realized their purpose, or they failed to make the association between a 
knowledge of other courses and integration* A fourth person said, *’From 
time to time we have discussions and eaq>lain to teachers in the other 
fields what we are trying to do*** Many who said they knew of no formal 
efforts toward increased integration added that something shoTild be done.
Need for Integration
Throughout the study of the aims and goals of general education
there is repeated allusion to unity in thought or attempts to bring all
area* of learning into a meaningful whole for the individual* Indeed, to
some, integration has become synonymous with general education* Looking
at all aspects of a student's life, Bigelow and Ma clean say:
General education attempts to bring them together in all the pat­
terns necessary to feed the growth of individual students towards ma­
turity, towards the building in him and for him of a personally sat­
isfying and socially useful philosophy of life regarding himself and 
the world* . . * Such evidence as is at present available gives prom­
ise that general education can immediately move fast and far in help4 
ing students toward more effective personal orientation and integra- |
tion.16 j
i l6ggrl W. Bigelow anH Malcolm S* MacLean, "Dominant Trends in Ged- ral Education,” The Thirty-eighth Yearbook of tte National Society for j the Study of Education, Part II: General Education in the American College* 
ed* Guy Montrose Whipple (Bloomington: Public School Publishing Conpany, I 
1939), pp* 366-67*
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Althou^ this writer speaks of personal integration, it is evident 
that only through unity in learning can this feat be accomplished. An­
other writer relates how this has succeeded in a school where integration 
is emphasized. He states, "The conscious attempt to integrate the mate­
rials seems to have increased student ability to think, to organize ma­
terials, and to draw conclusions."^^
One straightforward question was directed to the deans and teach­
ers of the Oklahoma colleges to get an opinion on the desirability of fur­
ther integration. It is number 37, which asks, "Do you feel further in­
tegration to be needed or desired?"
Twenty persons answered in the affirmative with varying degrees 
of enthusiasm. About half were emphatically in favor of further integra­
tion. A dean said, "That is the greatest weakness of our program." Those 
showing less feeling made such statements as, "It's worth trying," or 
"Possibly it could be worked out better."
Taking the other side, five teachers could see no reason for fur­
ther integration. Each chose to defend his view. One said, "I just don't 
see how we could in^rove things." Another said, "If we have any problems 
we get together and discuss them. That is all that is necessary." A 
third feared further integration would make "hash" of his courses, while 
the fourth answered "no" because he thought any college graduate should ; 
|ke expected to be well educated in a general sense according to present I
I  ;
Standards.
I Lamar Johnson (ed.). What About Survey Courses? (New York:
kenry Holt and Co., 1937), p. 344.
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Integration with the Sciences 
Turning from the discussion of integration between courses» many 
writers look toward a synthesis of knowledge into a unified whole within 
the area of science. Pointing out this need, one says, **A student taught 
one or two facts about one or two trees cannot be esq>ected thereby to be 
at home in the forest. Some attempt at integration of learning must be 
made."^®
Another writer demonstrates how the concept of integration has
changed through the years in one school to encooq>ass the entire science
offering in general education:
Holism at first crept into the course in that section dealing with 
the whole animal and the whole plant. . . .  As its significance grew 
on us we made it the concept that supported the whole course. Even­
tually, we even broke our way into the course by stating that our pri­
mary purpose was to discover biological wholes. . Today this has become 
the guiding principle for all four integrated courses; each course in 
turn building toward a larger whole.1^
The teachers of science in general education in the Oklahoma State
Colleges v«re asked question 49, "Have the science courses in biology and
general physical science been successful in synthesizing their areas of
science into a unified ^ ole?**
A significant number failed to answer this question on the grounds
that they had no way of knowing. Others gave such answers as ”not sure,**
PI think so," and *’we try." Eight believed the students were probably not
I  I
jbeing taught as a unified whole. One of these said, "Students feel they j
I ;
kure walking out of one world in biology into an entirely different one iik
^McGrath et al., op. cit.» pp. 94-95.
^^Lucy Kangley (éd.). Effective Practices in a Program of General 
Education (Dubuque: Wan. C. Brown Co., 1954!), p. 69
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physical science.** Another says Ct^e are **vcry definite lines that 
stand out between the departments.**
Four teachers were fairly certain of their success in teaching 
science as a unified whole. Two of these mentioned overlapping units 
within a course. The other two credited any success in this respect to 
having tau^t both physical and biological science.
The administration of the general education program is considered 
at another place in this r^ort, but from the preceding discussion it be­
comes apparent that further integration is desirable and needed; yet this 
is not being accooplished tnder the present organization. A person in 
charge of the program of general education is needed to promote greater 
unity. The first need for this is in the integration of subject matter.
Conclusions
For effective curriculum planning the general education program 
requires extensive and organized effort. This condition exists only at 
a minimum in the schools considered. Conferences for this purpose are 
largely chance meetings or coffee break conversations. Only sporadic im­
provement can come from this conference-over-coffee type of effort.
There is no provision in any of the Oklahoma State Colleges for 
the sectioning of students according to their varying abilities or the 
extent of previously acquired knowledge.
I The selection of content material for the general education
i  !
pourses is by its very nature a major problem. There is so much material
hich might be profitably included and so little time for its presentati<^ 
hat the teacher must constantly guard against reversion to survey cour sels.
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The teachers are aware of this and the need for more time in which to 
properly meet the ends of general education in science.
Not so many suggestions for changes in the existing courses were 
given as one might anticipate. The knowledge that there is little likeli­
hood of being able to effect a change in the present organization of the 
program may account for this. The suggestions for change which were given 
fall into the usual pattern of discussion such as courses designed spe­
cifically for certain groups, need of smaller classes, and the laboratory 
e3q>erience as a part of the course.
The next major step in the improvement of the program of science 
will come through greater unity of course material and objectives both 
horizontally and vertically. The very essence of general education is 
that it shall tie knowledge together into a unified whole to be used by 
man in making critical judgments. In this respect the program is very 
weak, there being no organized effort in that direction and only the most 
tenuous of informal arrangements. These inprovements cannot come about 
until someone in each school has been given the direct responsibility and 
time for organizational and instructional leadership.
CHAPTER X
EVALllATIGM OF THE PROGRAM
That there is a need £or aa evaluation of any program before it 
can Justly be called successful is a fact that few will question. How­
ever, a query concerning the means by whidi sudh an spprâisal can be oude 
in the field of general education will bring as many variations in answers 
as were found when dealing with objectives for the general courses. Many 
have doubts that an accurate measure has been devised. A  writer says,
"In the last analysis, teaching, like prayer, is an act of faith in that 
an empirical test of its ultimate effects is unavailable."^ This'same 
author, however, goes on to point out the necessity for some effort toward 
evaluation without which "one cannot properly Judge whether the whole ex­
pensive educational enterprise is getting anywhere or whether it is Just 
a convenient device for keeping a million teadiers in pocket money."^
The purpose of this cluster, then, is to attempt an evaluation of 
the science courses in the general education program of the six Oklahoma:
I
State Colleges from the viewpoint of the presidents, deans, chairmen, and
, i
teachers. They were asked to appraise the success of the courses, to give
^enry S. Dyer, "Can General Education Courses in the Sciences be 
Evaluated?", General Education in Science, eds. I. Bernard Cohen and 
rietcher G. Watson CCaoibridge: Harvard University Press, 1952), p. 187.
^Ibid.. p. 188._____________ __  ___________________________
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th# eeana by «valuatieo o£ oowr### wm# mad#, and to atata tha eoa-
elualona raachad as a rasolt of thaaa avaluativa procaduraa. la additioa# 
criticlaas of tha axistlng castlag programa daalgpad to afaow tha dagraa of 
daaalopmant of tha individual atudant «ara sou^t. Twenty-ona qaastioos 
vara used to lead the discussion toward the development of this chapter. 
Each of these will be listed and explained in the section in «hid* they 
are used. Following the pattern of the previous chapters» references 
furnish a background for the statements by the Oklahoma educators.
Teacher Appraisal of the Science Courses 
in General Education
Pointing again to the isgxnrtance of science in general education
for all students» Eric Rogers reminds us of matters on which we should
question ourselves in the teadiing of diese courses. He states:
Much of the welfare of civilization» and perb^s even its fate» i 
d^end on science. Do our science courses educate students to under­
stand this dependence? . . .  Do our science courses send their stu­
dents out delisted with that understanding of science» and ready to 
turn it in new directions? Can governors and administrators who have 
taken our science courses confer intelligently with scientists on the 
vital problems of our age?3
Each teadier on the list o£ those to be interviewed was asked for 
an opinion on the success of the courses in aaeeting the needs of the stu­
dents and society. This is question nunber 40 and it asks» "Has the ma- ^
: I
terial now utilized proved generally successful; in other words» do you ; 
{feel the type of program we have now is best suited for students in your i 
school? For society?" Varying judgments concerning success were shown by
j ^ric M. Rogers» "The Good Name of Science»" Accent on Teaching— 1-.
Experiments in General Education» ed. Sidney J. Frendi (New York: H a r ^  
ind Brothers» 1954!)» p. 165.
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«hM« oploieos. S o m  v m n  èn&hümagtlcrôtBM # & ô 6 a r & & t r
In cooneating oa how well th# general course» met the needs of the 
student end society» ten teediets merely geve e "fair" rating to their 
success* They used such phrases as "pretty well»** "fairly successful»*^ 
fto some degree»" and "doing quite a bit of good*" Most of these people 
qualified their answers by adding that there was room for improvement*
Two mentioned that laboratory work would better fit the course to indi­
vidual needs. Another said, **We are doing as well as we can in the number 
of hours we are allotted»"
Seven persons considered their courses very satisfactory in meet­
ing the needs of the student and society* Two of these were quite em­
phatic in their i^raisal* Though the others answered less positively, 
in their opinions their work was quite successful* Five individuals did ; 
not know how much their classes contributed and declined to give an opin­
ion. One said, "I wish I knew*" Another felt that he was "headed in the 
right direction^ but had not studied the problem enough to know*
Some of those interviewed preferred to give explanations as to 
the extent of their success* One said, **Pr6bably, my course works in the
i
same abstract way that all courses do in adding to the student* s total 
personality." Another said, "At least the students seem interested."
Still another pointed out that his courses "give the student a good view 
of science." Five teachers esqpressed the opinion that the getmral coursé
were not meeting the needs of the student or of society. Three thovght 
ihe icexisting science course left much to be desired. One was more specif
I
lAen he said there were not enough instructional hours, jhao&er made a 
4»ore serious charge when he said. "This is ^ust an adnlt^rntian of ggi«>t»rUt
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It is about selaacst not sciaaoo»^
How SclODOS Moats tha Objactiuaa of Ganasal Bdoeatloa 
A ooaprWxaoaiua atatameot concarning tha objactivas of aciamea in 
ganaral aducation comas from tiia Harvard group» which says# "It is not 
anough that coursas in scianea purvey precise information, use mathamati- 
cal methods, maintain laboratories, and avoid doing violence to tha hier­
archical structure of nature and of the sciences*"^ Referring to the 
ionediate problem with which we are concerned here, they add, "Many such 
courses as now constituted have all these characteristics and still fail 
to make the full contribution to general education which is potentially , 
theirs*"^ The teachers in the general courses in science in the Oklahoma 
colleges were given an importunity to cmmaenf on the matter. Question 41 
asks, "Are you satisfied that the content of the course you teach meets
: i
the objectives of general education?"
Variations were found in replies to this question concerning how 
well individual courses meet the objectives of general education. Many, 
however, felt they were meeting them. Sixteen teachers gave an unquali­
fied affirmative answer to this question. Two more showed some assurance 
as they rq»lied, "I am trying," and "I hope so." Four others showed less 
certainty and hesitated to answer. They used such phrases as "in a way,^ 
"not sure," "probably we could do better," and a plain "I don*t know."
Again we find some individualistic statements. One answered "We
^Harvard Committee, General Education, in a Tree Society: Report, 




m##t «bout half of tha ohjaetivaa.* Anothar aaid* "At laaat th#y #at 
thlnga thay would not loaxn fzoa othar couraaaJ* Cuo# apeakieg aa a apom 
cialiat» rapliodt "Aa far aa tha ganaral couraa goaa* it aoata tha oh joe- 
tiwaa. It could do «era la phjaica and chaalatry» though*" The poiatad 
out that thay wara auccaaafol la aaating tha goala aa thay aaw thoou Ona 
addad that hia aima wara to "give the atudeats the haaia of tha funda- 
mental lawa of natura." Another was aatisfied with giving "practical 
hnowladga." Four felt thay were not meeting the objectives of general 
education. Ona stated that no text book lends itself to meeting tha ob­
jectives. Another said, "We are aiming too high."
Evaluation Methods
The dilaame of the racialist id*o is thrust into the position of 
teaching a course in the general education program after being trained in 
a particular field is described by Dunkel as follows:
The introduction of programs of general education raised several 
problcsu for the classroom teacher. There seemed general consensus 
that he was now more directly concerned with certain skills, atti­
tudes, and beliefs than he had been before. To be sure, he had never 
been unconcerned with them. Instruction in any field had usually as- 
iwised that knowledge of that material would lead students to acquire 
certain broader, relevant dcills, attitudes and points of view. But 
other outcoaws were desirable by-products, thought to be onre or less 
inevitable consegtiences. But with the coming of general education, 
emphasis shifted to these other matters. The question was not idiether 
students knew physical science, but rather whether they were critical 
thinkers with proper . . .  attitudes. . . .*
Remembering that the science teachers in the Oklahcwm, schools
I
studied are specialists, one can suppose that many of them have h e w
I
^Harold B. Dunkel, "Problems of Instruction," The Pigty-first j 
earhook of the National Society for à e  StuAr of Education, Part I: Gên­
ai Education, ed. Nelson B. Henry (Chicago: The PniversiSr of Chicago 
css. 1952). pp. 207-208.____________________________________________ 1
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fae#d with j*#t such a pxobl—  as that ^  which Dimkal apaaha. He'foocar 
abla to appralaa tha auccaaa of thair oooraa aad athoda of laatructlaa 
in tha traditional aannar, tha anaaura of achtavaaant In taanaa of tha ob^ 
jactiaaa of panaral adacation baconaa a major iaana for thaaa taaehara.
Couraa A^ralaal
A wrltar atraaaaa tha need for dlacovaring «hat changaa taka plaça
in tha atudant*a mind aa a result of the general courses. He says:
If what he Itha science teacher in general education] finds ac­
cords with what he hopes to find, he can have some aaauranea that 
whan his students lasva him, they are at least headed in the ri^t 
direction.
Hhat has come to be called educational evaluation is nothing more 
or less than the means by which a conscientious teadier can ascertain 
whether that kind of assurance is justified. . . .?
It was to discover the specific means used by the individual
teacher for appraisal that questions nxmtered 42 and 43 were included in
the study. They asked, "Do you have aay way of upraising the success of
your course in meeting the objectives of general education?" and "If the
answer is yes, how is the «^>praisal made?"
Ten teachers admitted they knew of no way to measure the outcomes
of their courses, one of them saying, "That is one of our weakest points."
Seven persons used subjective tests as the best means by which to measure
I the results of instruction of science in general education. One said, "I
i  I
just have my own opinion to go on." Three, using the subjective method ;
in a different way, judged the effectiveness of the courses by conversa-j
I
tions with the student after he had completed the course. One of these I
!
Stated, "So many come by after the course is over and tell me how much
^Dyer. g>. cit.. pp. 187-188.
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they undarstand that thay nevar Imaa b^ear^ 'Aaothar said» ^ aôplë~ cone 
hack aftar thay ara narking aad tall me thay are osiog my aatariala*** Ha 
adda» "laadxara, Sunday School taaehara» and avaa two or thraa ainiatera 
haaa told ma that." Anothar merely relied» "I Juat aort of have a feel­
ing I am maatiog tha objactivaa."
Thraa acianca taaehara partially meaaurad thair auccaaa in meet­
ing tha objectives of general education by the mmsher who decide to go on 
to advanced couraaa. Two used student questionnaires for evaluation.
One designs his exandnations to test the extent of analytical thinking; . 
another judges by the "rate at whidt his students comprehend new informa­
tion." Another concluded» "The proof of the pudding is in the eating and 
maybe in twenty or thirty years we can conduct a study as to the effec­
tiveness of the program."
: t
Evaluation of Instruction 
At first glance» the matter to be studied in this s&;tion may seem 
to r^eat the previous discussion. To some degree it does overliqp» but : 
it should be pointed out that here the purpose was to ascertain the means 
by which appraisal of methods of instruction was made, rather than the 
ends of the course itself. Question number 73 was asked of the Oklahoma 
teachers of science in general education. It was» "Do you have any way j
I .  1
of appraising the success of your methods of instruction in meeting the | 
objectives of general education?" |
A writer brings out the need for continued i^raisal of methods |
i
and the selection of methods based on student needs. He states» "They j 
are selected for trial on the basis of their probable value in contributing
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to the objectives» and they ere retain^ for future use if their tryout 
demonstrates that students have made subatantial progress toward the ob­
jectives of general educatioa***8 The tapcrtance, here* is that methods 
of instruction should be subject to change if they have not proved suc­
cessful. This brings us to the necessity of such an appraisal on which 
to base changes.
Eighteen answered that they had no way to ^praise the success of 
their methods in teaching the general courses in science. Two more merely 
stated that they used a subjective measure with no further explanation. 
Describing the subjective means, five were more informative. One of these 
judged his methods by the things his farmer students told Him "after it 
will not help their grade any." Another said, "I talk to people who have 
been out of my class a few years and they still remend>er certain points 
I brought out." A third used observation of student attitudes in class, 
while another stated, "If my students fail to grasp an idea quickly, I 
Iknow the method of presentation needs to be changed." Looking to the stu­
dent in later years, one teacher attributed the success of a person in 
his chosen vocation to the general courses. He said, "If he is success­
ful, we can presume our methods have helped him to gain a better under­
standing of people, and he will fit better into society." Three re^ond-
ents attenpted to upraise the success of their methods by examinations !
: ; 
land questionnaires. Still another based his judgment on standards set
by his own experience as an undergraduate.
%lalfh W. Tyler, Director, Cooperation in General Educations A 
rinal Report of the Executive Committee of the Cooperative Study in Gén­




WyoM statM» "la tha last aaalysis» tha problaa o£ ganaral aduea- 
tioa is a preblsa o£ asthod»**^ Tha pravious sactioa coaoamiag tha «sans 
by which appraisal of tha aathods was mada lad vp to a diacuaaioa of juat 
what aathoda tha individual taachar had found to be succaaaful or to fail 
in teaching tha general courses in science. These are the topics of con^ 
c a m  in the discussion which follows.
Many writers agree that different methods may prove effective in 
the general courses in science, leighton Johnson eaqplaina soma of &eae 
by showing how tbey differ from the traditional courses:
There may he» for instance, more extensive use of libraries in 
the communities, more careful reading of newspapers and periodicals 
may be required, and students may spend time with local professional 
people and community officials in efforts to understand the workings 
of the community. . . .  Instructors way make considerable use of 
audio-visual aids, and radio and television facilities may be re-. 
quired.10
Question 91 asks of the teacher, "Can you identify any reason 
coming from your teaching methods for the degree of success enjoyed in 
meeting the immediate and long range objectives of the course?" Almost 
every teacher interviewed gave a different reason for the effectiveness 
of his methods in meeting the needs of the student. One said, "Person­
ality and pr^aration will hring success to any class." Another gave 
renthusiasm and love of teaching** as the key. "Being well preparedP* was;
I John P. l^mne. General Education in Theory and Practice (New
Vork: Bookman Associates, 1&52Ï, p. 100.
inini
^aighton H. Johnson, Fostering General Education <v«—
ro ty College. Professional Series Bulletin No. 14 (East Lansing: ~
Kichigan State Oniversityr 1956), p. 9._____________________________
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I present the msteriel."
One teacher attributed his success to "staying on the students* 
Level and associating the material with things t h ^  alreadÿ know.** An­
other attempted **to arouse the curiosity of the students.** **D^arture 
from the lecture method is a big improvement,** was one opinion; another > 
said much the same thing «Aen he pointed to the benefits of informali^
**where the students feel privileged to ask questions and participate in 
the discussion at any time.** Participation was used as a method by still 
another teacher who predicted that **if one can just get them to partici­
pate in the demonstrations, he will succeed.**
Instructional aids such as charts, films, slides, and plastic 
models were given as instructional tools by means of which two science 
teachers atten^ted to attain the objectives of general education. An­
other said, **I am constantly evaluating and dianging toy methods in the 
light of what I feel would be more beneficial to my students.** Still 
another said to ask him again in a year because he was **still in the 
process of testing some new ideas.** Showing that he had given a great 
ideal of thoB^t to the matter, one teacher based his methods on the theory
that **nothing succeeds like success.** He said, **If you give the student
something he can do adequately, it will challenge even the mediocre stu- 
jdent to enthusiasm, even tbou^ he may have had his mind set against the I
I i
jcourse in the beginning.** This same teacher listed the prerequisites to
{good teaching as enthusiasm, knowledge of subject matter, patience, and I
1
a sympathetic attitude. I
Seven individuals would make no attempt to identify any ^ecial 
teaching amthods that had proved successful.— TUo -of these were-coavince4
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ithat their methods were quite successful* but could not attribute it to ' 
jany single device. One said he had not given any thought to the matter* ; 
^ile another took the negative view and said* **I am not a successful 
teacher a«d I have no tricks of the trade!** Answers like this are the 
despair of one who is trying to find a pattern of successful methods* for 
this teacher is judged by her students and contcaq>oraries to be one oE* 
the best.
Causes of Weaknesses or Failure 
According to one published view* there are four weaknesses of the 
methods of instruction used in the program of general education. They 
are: **too much emphasis on textbook memorization* too narrow a range of 
instructional and learning procedures* the failure to provide for* and 
the failure to «vitalize on the student's own motivation.**
In answering question 92* **Can you ascribe any clear-cut cause or 
cavses for the degree of failure experienced in teaching your course?*** 
the interviewees made specific reference to only one of these causes of 
failure. It was that of individual differences among the students.
Student attitude was given by several as die cause for a degree 
of failure. One interviewee commented* **The majority of the students 
come in here with a chip on their shoulders.** Another made the same 
charge when he said* **They have the idea that these courses are just some
|thing they have to do before they can do what they want to do* and the 
{stage is set for resentment.** A third carries out the samie complaint. 
^  said* **They lack interest* they won't study* and many are just here
^^Tyler. op. cit.. pp. 213-14.
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because t h^ have to be." A aiadlar atateawnt «aa made by aoocbÎK, but 
|he placed the reason for failure oa his "inability to find a method or 
trick to get them interestedP* ; «hereas a contrasting view is taken by a 
teacher «ho blamed the student. He said, "The students refuse to apply 
themselves when 1 ask them to leam chemical formulas, even «hen I tell 
them it is just as iaq>ortant as learning their multiplication tables."
Two more mentioned student attitude as a cause of failure, one saying, 
"They just take it for credit," and the other, "Their interest is some 
place else and they just can*t see science."
Three teachers spoke of lack of background of the students for 
the science courses in general education. Two others gave as a reason 
for failure the lack of time to cover the material. The need for a lab­
oratory was pointed out by four more. A logical statement «as made by 
one teacher «hen he said, "If I knew the cause for failure, I would do 
something about it before the end of the semester." This attitude «as 
bypical of those teachers «ho feel that failure of the students to have 
learned to the limits of their ability reflects something wrong with their 
teaching methods. As a part of their answers, two mentioned the large 
classes as contributing in some degree to failure of the student to meet 
the standard the teacher feels he should. Ten teachers could point out 
no causes for failure; yet none claimed cceqplete satisfaction with the
I I
results of their teaching. I
I
Testing Program for the General Courses in Science 
One of the aspects of general education lAich many of the «ri 
In the field have referred to broadly or have ignored completely is the
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kMtt«r of torn log for th# d##ir#d èütcèéülâE th# c6«»## là twm# of stu- 
d#at d#v#lopaa#nt. Th#y writ# #t l#ogth regarding th# evaluation of th# ;
I
entire program, of the general education teacher#, of the oovrsee, and of 
unany other things; but it is almost like running into a blank wall ahen 
an attempt is made to examine the prevailing testing prograats of general 
education or of individual classes in the area. A few, however, do make 
an effort in this direction. One writer states:
Evaluation, like creative scientific work, is an art. Many as­
pects of student behaviour cannot be measured, and some about whidi 
we are concerned are still difficult even to eaq>ress in words. Judg­
ment by a responsible person is involved, but this is true even lAen 
a decision is made to include a given item in an examination. We 
must not be afraid to make these judgments— after all, it is one of 
the things for which teachers are paid— but we Aould constantly at- 
tesq>t to increase the number and variety of situations in which we 
can make judgments and to improve the criteria we use. 12
This statement points up many of the factors which will be covered 
in this section. These include the mediods of test pr^aration, the types 
used, the position of objectives of general education in relation to the 
testing program, the problems encountered in testing, and the development 
^md study of a broad evaluation program.
Methods of Pr^aring and Administering Tests
Several questions have been used in interviewing the Oklahoma edu­
cators to furnish information concerning the methods used in prq>aring
I ;
tests, the types of tests used most frequently, and those preferred by 
the individual teacher. They will be presented as they fit into the
I  Fletcher G. Watson, **Wbst the Instructor Can Do about Evalua­
tion: Techniques and Examples,** General Education in Sci«»«cv. eds. I. 
M m a r d  Cohen and Fletcher G. Watson (Cambridge: Harvard University Preset, 
952), p. 209. I
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«•quaac* of tha diseusaiocu
Ooa diacttsaioo of tha naed for a battar uadaratandlog of üie 
nathoda of tasting in the general education program is:
While satisfactory methods for testing knowledge of the factual 
content are a part of most teachers* repertoire» few teachers are 
skilled in tha construction of instruments which test for understand­
ing of relatively broad concepts» principles» and generalizations for 
abilities to apply principles— particularly in novel situations— and 
for ability to evaluate and interpret new facts and conclusions.
Most instructors fortunately have been more successful in developing 
such abilities in their students than they have in constructing valid 
examinations to measure them. 13
Especially pertinent is the idea that, if we keep in mind the em­
phasis on the various areas of growth purportedly aided by the courses in 
general education» we can no longer rely on the simpler method of testing 
for facts.
Another writer deals with the matter more specifically. He says»
#There are many difficult, technical problems in the creation of satis­
factory tests, examinations, surveys, and other i^raisal instruments, 
and most faculty members need help on these problems.**
The preceding statement leads us directly to the problem at hand 
and the methods by which the teachers in these Oklahoma colleges prepare 
examinations. Five question* used here deal with joint preparation of 
tests, integration of examinations of various teachers, and the use of a
committee or other special help to prepare examinations. Questions 113 i
I I
fmd 114 ask, **Is there a program by which teachers come together to pr^are
I I
^%arl J. McGrath et al.. Toward General Education (New York:
The Macmillan Coo^any, 1948), p. 217.
^^Agnes L. Adams, **^praising Student Achievement and Develop- 
iient,** Current Trends in Higher Education. 1949, ed. Ralph H. McDonald 
' Higher RdMoation, 19491, p__89.-------
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exaninaCions?*' and **ls there an integration of exewinations of various 
teachers?" Question 115 is similar to the first of this growp, but re- ; 
fers to a more formal organization for preparing tests by asking, "Is a 
committee ever used for the preparation of examinations or has there been 
lone in the past?" Question 116 asks, "Is a specialist's help available ' 
or used in the prderation of tests and examinations?" Concluding the 
discussion, question 118 asks, "Do you prepare your own examinations?"
With but two exceptions, the Oklahoma teachers interviewed prepare 
examinations by themselves with no efforts toward integration or coopera­
tive work through committees. Both exceptions were in the biology depart­
ments of different schools. In one of these schools, a biology teacher 
said, "All of us in biology work together on the examination and give the 
same ones or slight modifications to all our classes." The other teachers 
verified the statement. In the o&er school the biology teachers co­
operated to design and administer a coomon final examination for the gen­
eral education courses in biology. A  teacher from another college re­
marked, "For two years we tried an integrated examination and found it 
entirely unsatisfactory."
Because of the difficulties encountered in making a valid and re­
liable examination for the general courses, the question concerning the j
I  I
availability of a specialist's help in the pr^aration of tests exami-
i !
lations was asked of the deans and teachers. No single person on the
interview list indicated that such help was being used; however, several !
I
mentioned that it was available. Most said, "I make my own tests." One j
i
answered, "We could get help from the education d^*@rtment if we wanted j 
ir?" AnnMwr in that aam*» efhnml cairi, "We have never asked for I
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help." A dean from a college idiich had no testing specialist at the time 
of the interview said, "We are trying right now to employ someone in guid­
ance, counseling, and testing who will be available to help our teachers 
on their examinations."
Standardized Tests 
Question 117 asks, "Have any standard tests been used for student 
evaluation in the geperal sciences?" This question brought negative an­
swers from everyone on the list. Negative consensus was also obtained on 
question 120, "Is there any teacher or group of teachers in the process 
of preparing standardized tests for this area?"
Several chose to express an opinion on the use of standardized 
tests for their classes. A dean said, "There are some teachers who might 
teach for the passing of a standardized test." A teacher answered, "I 
haven't seen a standardized test that would fit the material I use well 
enough to justify it." The chairman of a science division expressed an 
opinion against the use of such tests. He said, "Sometimes it leads 
teachers to teaching tests rather than teaching students because they are 
afraid the head of the department is going to be critical of them if their 
Students fall below the grade average of another group." A teacher said^ 
fOur tests are 100 per cent better than the standardized ones because !
I !
those are mostly true-false." Assuming that the statement refers to
I I
standardized tests as being mostly true-false, one questions \diether this 
|>erson is familiar with standardized tests and the principles of their | 
preparation and use. I
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Currtnt TMtlng Practice 
When the Oklahoma science teachers wars asked question 123, "Of 
the types of tests most commonly given, which is most desirable? Which do 
you use most frequently?," almost es many different explanations were 
given for their choices as there are persons on the interview list. Many 
chose to discuss their entire testing program. Some of these would mix 
the objective and subjective tests. One explained, "Each day when the 
students come into class I give them a short objective test, and every 
four or five weeks I give them an essay test." Another, who would mix 
the types, said, "My students give a pretty good discussion, but anything 
that involves mathematical ability or reasoning I would put in an objec­
tive test."
A  similar reason was given by a teacher vAo gives both objective 
and subjective tests to his students. He said, "We give the essay tests 
in vdiich the philosophic attitudes and principles are discussed, as well 
as the objective tests for factual learning." Another teacher gave both 
types "so they will all have a fair trial." The same thought was ex­
pressed in different words by one who said, "I would rather give subjec­
tive tests if I had time to grade them; but 1 mix them vp to help the stu-
I
dents who do better on one or the other." Another teacher explained why 
hB uses both types: "Once a week I give them a ten-or fifteen-minute essay 
jquiz to develop their thinking and logic; dace every six weeks 1 give t h ^  
jthirty-five to forty objective questions, and all objective questions on
i
the final to save time."
!
Eight of those who most frequently used the objective type test | 
Btafcfed that rvatirm frt-r fHis was a matter of their time being liaitid
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by cl### Io#d#* On# g#v# # typical # n w r  làmn h# ##id, *1 hmv# # £##lins 
th#e A #  #%tj#ctlv# t##t is Ch# most dosixsbl# bscsoss it will prsvsat tbs 
studaat from miaimisim# tbs things hs hss eovsrsd in tbs courts; homsusr, 
bocsutt of tbs time invoimsd, w# tend to use tbs objoctiv# tstt."
Mentioning clsss sise» another remarked, **Witb classes of forty 
or fifty students we are held to the objective tests, sltbouÿ* occasion­
ally I let them write a paragraph or two."
Three teadmers gave the essay type examination most frequently.
Two of these wanted to give the student more opportunity to ei^ress him­
self. Another says, **I would never use true-false questions, end the es­
say type test helps the students to improve their English.**
The objective test also has its followers. A teacher said, **I 
give objective tests almost entirely because for many students it is the 
only type they are able to handle effectively.** Five list multiple-choice 
and matching questions as being the most desirable for examinations. Going 
a bit further, one of these ea^lained, **This takes the unrelated material 
outf*; another said, **This gets a lot of answers in the limited time we 
have for tests.** Two more of those interviewed were certain that the ob­
jective tests are the most desirable.
Problems Encountered in the Testing Program 
Because so much that has been written about the problems encoun-
I  !
tered in testing in the science courses in general education concerns thé
I •
evaluation of the courses in terms of objectives, the Oklahoma teachers
I • :
were questioned on the matter. They were asked, first, in 119, **Are the j
j
tandard tests or common tests for all teachers of a subject in conformity
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vith the objectives of science in educetion?** Question 121 asks, "Have 
any means been devised for trying to ersmine the development of the in­
dividual student along the lines set forth in the objectives of general 
education?** The third question of this group* number 122* allows for any 
particular problem in testing by an individual teacher that may be other 
than testing for objectives. It asks* "As a generalisation* what is the 
greatest problem of testing in the general sciences?"
The question concerning the conformity of tests with objectives 
proved to be of little value in interviewing because it included the use 
of standard tests as well as conmon use of teacher-made tests. As was 
pointed out earlier, none of those on the list used the standardized 
examinations* and only two departments used the common tests. Thus for 
most teachers* the question was not applicable and brought no answer.
The teachers in the two departments where common tests were used seemed 
to agree that the problem here lies in the fact that each individual 
teacher stresses some areas of the course more than others* making it 
difficult to measure the effectiveness of teaching in each area.
A writer makes a statement regarding the problem of testing for 
general education objectives. He says, "Measurement of attitudes, beliefs, 
values, appreciations* and similar outcomes is generally regarded as far
less precise and satisfactory than the measureoaent of more tangible out-
1 :
bomes."15 Leighton Johnson in writing on this makes a similar statement^
I ;
asserting* "The evaluation of students* progress in general education must
esploy means which appraise understanding, attitudes* and abilities* as 
j ^^Adams* op. cit.* p. 88.
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opposed to testing of memorized feets«"16
No teecher in the six college science d^ertments felt confident 
of his ability to test for the objectives of general éducation as they 
mere established for his course* Five persons answered that they knew of 
no means by which this outcome could be measured. One of these said, **It 
is a problem for the adninistration*** Three more believed that it could 
not be done* Another showed concern when he said, **1 wish someone would 
tell me how to do it." Pointing out a growing awareness of the problem, 
one said, "I know that the actual problem is under consideration, but as 
far as any successful outcome, I just don't know."
A  teacher in one school suggested a way other than formal exami­
nations to evaluate the outcomes in terms of general education objectives. 
He mentioned that students were asked to comment subjectively on the value 
of the program. "He constantly have conferences with the students and 
ask them for criticism and evaluation." A different method was attempted 
by another teacher. He said, "The only means 1 have is to teach for a 
semester and give them an examination to evaluate what they have accepted 
in the course along the lines of the objectives X have set forth." He 
made no further eaqplanation of the type of testing used to determine the 
effect of his courses.
The questim concerning the problems encountered in testing ac­
tually resulted in more discussion on evaluating the outcomes in terms of
i
i
the objectives than did the previous question. One teacher stated it
t
clearly: "The greatest problem develops if you do not have the objectives
^^Leighton H. Johnson, op. cit.* p. 10*
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of tho eouTM eloarly la alnd.** Ho w at oa to may, "It im a perobUo to 
kaow juat how wueh of this oatarial a studaat Aould hava obtalaad* or 
should carry around with him as a raault of having tafcsa this coursa» or 
how àmp his undarstanding of tha mstarial should ba."
Others found this same problem but stated it differently. One 
said» "The greatest problem is to cover general principles ratiier than 
be too pacific.** He added, "It is often too easy to make out a test 
that would ask for pacific data." A short statement from another pointed 
out much the ssom thing. He said» "The biggest problem is to test for 
things other than subject matter, that is, to test for application." Yet
another answered, "Our greatest problem is to cover tht fields of infor­
mation adequately without stressing si&Ject matter alone."
Several more were aware of the same problem. One relied, "It is 
the same as testing aiqr other subject in general education, and our prob­
lem is to devise a test that will measure all or any integrated portion 
Of the material added to knwledge and to find what the students have 
gained from a particular course." This teacher added, "You can pretty 
well test for knowledge, but for attitudes and any diange in philosophy, 
testing is rather difficult." Another was more specific. He stated,
"The greatest problem in testing is to conscientiously test for the objec­
tives of general education rather than for subject matter." Meaning the i
I '
pame thing but stating it in more informal terms, another said, "I am
trying this semester to make my tests conform with what I am trying to
I :
ko." In an answer that covers much the same philosophy, a teacher states, 
^You know, it is easier to give tests that will actually test knowledge 
of subject matter than to test the ability to read and think problems—
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through» to «valuote auitorials» and to mmko opinions***
The genersl ability of the students to take exaninations was men- 
tiooed by some as their greatest problem* One said» **Thc reading ability 
of some students is our greatest problem» causing us often to test their 
reading ability instead of their knowledge of science.** He added» **He 
are trying to revise the questions and state them where we can get what 
we want» rather than just find out if the students can read.** Aaother*s 
problem is getting the students to understand what he is asking them*
He said, **They seem to be weak in grammar and that sort of thing» making 
the mechanics of the test most difficult.** Speaking of the scoring of 
tests as a problem» one states, **My main problem is in their answers, 
such as their spelling, whidi is deplorable.** Another teacher goes fur­
ther, saying, **My greatest problem is presenting the material and making 
sure the students understand the questions that 1 want them to answer; 
but 1 have to asstne some fault there, myself.**
Other teachers listed problems that were in many ways related to 
testing for objectives, but either went further in their discussion or 
fell short of the concern for the total objectives. One of these said 
his most difficult problem was to **test for analytical development.** An­
other was concerned with **covering all the material that has been covered
lin the last period.** Another brief statement of a problem was **the test- 
! : 
ing for coo^rehensive, big principles.** Again pointing to one of the
difficulties in determining attainment of general education objectives, a
I
teacher said, **My problem is to ke^ the tests general enough to discour?
i
age memorizing a bunch of unrelated material that defeats the purpose of
LhP fTOuvRA.W «a. tnarir4f»fM>d hy , who "naviAiiig
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a qfoastloa that doas not need stral^t repetition of the anmwer and to 
ask for an snswir involving the various factors a student has learned is 
not easy.**
Development of an Evaluation Program 
Although one mould not wish to imply that general education is on 
trial and must be evaluated for such a reason, he cannot, as one group 
states it, **• • . overemphasize the importance of maintaining a running 
check on the effectiveness of the program." They further say that only 
by this appraisal and evaluation "can ve know ubether the individual and 
the society which the educational program is st^posed to create are actu- 
ally coming into being."
Two questions were used in this study of the evaluation that is 
being done in the six Oklahoma State Colleges. The presidents and deans 
were asked in question 109, "Would you in your administrative edacity 
sxpport an extended and strong program of evaluation and appraisal of out­
comes in terms of student learning and benefit?" Concentrating on a more 
specific area, the science teachers and deans were asked, "Is there a 
planned program for the study of the student of science in general educa­
tion in your school? Is this a research project, a committee study, an 
individual study?" This is question 128. These questions, then, would 
lead to the discovery of opinions from the administration and faculty con-
I
ceming evaluation of the individual student as well as for the entire 
program. I
Such a strong reaction against any planned program for evaluation
^^McGrath et al., op. cit.. p. 224. ^^Ibid.
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was mad* by a présidant of ooa of tha oollegea that it will be necessary
to quote his entire answer to explain his views:
Personally» 1 think a lot of these studies are just busy work and 
1 can think of a lot of things, that would be touch more valuable to a 
college than so much time spent on whether or not it is worthwhile 
for a freshman to leam some things* 1 take for granted things like 
physics and chemistry. There would be no need to q»end tmich time on 
evaluating the outcome of a good solid course in general education in 
science, or the humanities, or the arts* I would be willing to assume 
the outcome there and spend what little time we have on things that
need some attention* I think we spend too much time on a tread mill
when we ought to be devoting our time to significant things which are 
not so radical.
In another school, both the president and the dean saw a need for 
a program of evaluation. The president e:q>zessed the belief that such a 
program would be possible "after years or months of e:q>erimenting*" He 
added, "If it were possible to inaugurate it, I would be for it because 
there is a need for some sort of evaluation." The dean said much the 
same. "If anyone knows how or can build such a program, I am for it and 
would help administer it."
The administrators in three other schools looked favorably toward 
an appraisal of general education. Â president said, "I would welcome 
it." A dean went a bit further, saying, "Yes, I certainly would be for 
it if it could be set and organized so that we would be getting the 
things we want from it." The others merely stated that they would give 
isupport to an evaluation program.
I  The question concerning the evaluation of the student in the sci-
1 ■ ence courses of general education could have speared in an earlier sec- I
jtion on the student* However, since it is complementary to the discussion
L  ■  !of a program of appraisal, it has been included here* The answers, for j 
Ihg part, wpra very nrmrnmBBlM-al , showing that there w r a  no formal I
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studies being ceoducted for the purpose of evalusting the student* In 
three schools s few teachers mentioned the oooaittee for the study of the 
. entire program of general education which includes the student in science* 
In one school a teacher pointed out that the general education 
committee was at least thinking along these lines* He said, "They are 
planning to prepare some standardised tests in all subject areas to be 
given over a period of a year or two in order to determine lAat improve­
ments the students in general education have made in all general educa­
tion ea^erience*" No one else in this school mentioned any such program, 
leaving us to suppose that it lacked st^port from other members of the 
science faculty*
Summary
Effective evaluation has, indeed, become one of the weakest points 
in our entire program of general education in the Oklahoma State Colleges. 
Not only is there no common means by which the program is evaluated, but 
the teachers must confess their lack of ability to judge the outcomes of ^ 
their individual courses.
This lack of appraisal comes as no surprise at this point in the 
study. If there is no common understanding of the aims or objectives of
general education, could we eaicpect, then, a successful evaluation with no
1
{Standards by which to judge?
An alleviating consideration, however, is that our primary objec-
I i
jtives are with outcomes in terms of the student rather than knowledge of : 
jpure subject matter. It is admittedly difficult to develop instruments 
to measure what has been acconplished. Studies which have been made on
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the outcoBM of soaoral oducatioa point up this difficulty*
Clsmrly this mmttsr of «valuntion must rocsivs grsster sugAssis 
in the future if the progrsn is to improve* Simple continuation of the 
program without means of measuring the progress or recession can only by 
chance lead to success*
CHAPTER XI
ŒNB8AL EDÜCATIW SCIENCE IN TERMS OF STODENT NEEDS
A coomoaly acc^Ced philosophy in education today is that the 
student is the hub around which our educational wheel turns. This idea 
is especially table to general education. However, the study of the 
student is not a new undertaking, whether it be in general education or 
otherwise. The discussion of a portion of sudi a study was presented in 
Chapter X dealing with evaluation. Chuter XI will treat the student 
largely as an individual and attenpt to determine how be fits into the 
program or bow the program may be made to fit him.
Eckert, of the University of Minnesota, has directed an extensive 
study of the student in general education. As she points out, **He are 
coming to realize more and more that the students themselves are the test 
of any educational system." ^ Furthermore, no full treatment of the pro­
gram of general education is coop le te without consideration of those for 
jwhom the educational endeavor has been established.
Even as the evaluation of the program represents a complete re- 
rch in itself, so the study of the student in the general education 
i^ogram at the Oklahoma State Colleges could r^resent another study.
k
fre
^uth E. Eckert, Outcomes of General Education— An Appraisal of 
General College Proxram* (Minneapolis: The University of Minnesota 
ss, 1943),p; 13:'- '^ '- ________________________________
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However, this dissertation Is limited to a discussion of tha students in 
science courses in the general education program. An attempt will be 
made to cover the placement of the student according to his abilities sad 
educational interests, his participation in the program, and his attitudes 
toward science in general education. Further consideration is given to 
the extent to which the goals of science in general education have been 
reached by these students.
Student Placement 
It is generally scented by many educators that there is a high 
correlation between the martnesn acoou^lishment of the student and his 
placement in the proper courses. There are several ways by which place­
ment may be made. Students may be placed by examinations which reveal 
adequate knowledge of subject matter by virtue of previous courses, by 
tests showing mental abilities, or by advisement because of their planned 
course of study.
According to Abilities 
Writers referring to science in general education, repeatedly 
coonent on the difficulty encountered in teaching students of varying 
abilities and divergent backgrounds. However, a reference coming from a 
school that has since discontinued the plan of placement according to |
i
abilities points out the weaknesses in such a program:
i  I
If the student made a good placement grade on the physical science 
entrance test, be was given the privilege of substituting the intro-j 
due tory course of his science major. The right to exercise this priv­
ilege, although made available only to a minority, had the effect of | 
labeling the comprehensive course as preliminary and of branding it |
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as «nscsssary cxo^t for infsrior minds. 2
Thrss qusstloos msrs dirsctod to ths dssns sod tssehsrs to dis­
cover just «hst was being offered in the Oklahoma colleges in regard to 
the testing and placement of students in science in the gentrel education 
progrsBu Numbers 124 throug)& 126 ask, "Are the results of group tests 
and other placement data made available to the teachers?* **Axe any pro­
visions made for placing students in classes according to test results? 
According to past experiences or classes?" **Wbat, specifically, is the 
program of placement into sections?"
In the Oklahoma State Colleges no program of placement testing 
existed for students entering the general education science courses. In 
each college, freshman examinations included a section on science. How­
ever, no school used the results from such testing for placement. With­
out exertion, those interviewed had access to the test results. Few 
commenced further; -however, one said, "They are available if we take time 
to look at them, but, in general, I do not." Another teacher liked to 
look at the test results "so I can have some idea what to e^ qpect of the 
students." Three teachers and one dean eaqpressed the opinion that some 
placement program would be desirable. Several pointed out the fact that 
students who scored low on the English section of freshman tests were re­
quired to tmroll in remedial courses; and some of the colleges sectioned 
ifresfaman mathematics students according to the results of these tests,
I '
{Showing that a placement program was active in at least two areas.
W. Gaddun, W. W. Ehrmann, and others, "The Cooprdiensive 
Science Courses at the University of Florida," Science in General Educa­
tion, ed. Earl J. McGrath (Dubuque: Wa. C. Brown Co., 1948), p. 223.
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PoMibl* Bxeaptloas from G#o«ral Bducatloa CouraM
O m  of tha moat contromaralal iaauaa in tha aciaaoa diviaion in- 
volvaa tha mattar of lAo ahould taka tha ganaral oonraa in acianca and 
mho ahould ha axanpt* À r^ort from a confaranee on ganaral adueation 
bringa vp thia aama point:
Aaothar hona of contantion in the acianca curriculum haa to do 
with a atudant'a pravioua training in acianca. Mora and more inati- 
tutions parait atodanta to akip thoae areas in whidi they demonstrate 
proficiency through an examination. 3
In order to deal w i &  juat such a problem, question 108 was pre­
sented to the presidents, deans and teachers. It states, **It is the prac­
tice in some schools to exempt from the general education courses those 
who can pass advanced standing examinations. Is this a good idea?** Of 
the Oklahoma educators \ibo expxeaaed an opinion, eleven thought such a 
practice of exenption was a good idea while twenty-three would allow no 
exemptions on this basis. Three admitted it might work out in sonm cases, 
d^>ending on the examination and the individual.
Those who would require the general courses in science for every­
one gave various reasons for this stand. One said, **I think a student 
could take the same general biology course in eadi state college, and 
from the different ^>proach taken by instruction he would get something 
new each time to strengthen his basic concept.** Another said, **I seriously 
doubt if we could trust a standardized examination to justify us in per- i
I  !
mitting someone to skip the general education e^ e^rience.** This same 
i I
jteacher added, **Skipping educational experience is never valid.** One
I “T-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- !
I Claude E. Hawley, Curriculum Problems in General Education. A j
speech to The Conference on Higher Education, The University of Oklahoma^ 
Worman, Oklahoma, March 27, 1930,-p. 16_(mimeographed, personal copyX.— I
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pointed out that wtronômy, at least, would b* lacking in the ^«cialize< 
courses» while smother went further with the ststenent» saying» "Exempt­
ing a student from general education courses implies that it is designed 
for those who do not know subject matter, which is not the basic functioi^  
of general education." A dean gave a similar opinion saying» "I am won­
dering if we don*t stress something in general education that the student: 
will get by * rubbing shoulders* in that class that he didn*t have and 
will not get just because he passed a factual examination?" He would 
exempt no student from the general courses.
Another dean said it would have to be a "very, very, rare case 
in which exeoption from the general courses could be justified for a stu­
dent." Showing concern for individual growth, a teacher said, "There is 
an opportunity in the general courses for the student to grow day by day, 
and just because he can pass an examination from his high school subject 
he should not be exenpt from general education." The others who were 
not in favor of exenpting students from the general courses on the basis 
of examination merely stated that they did not think it was a good idea. 
Those taking the opposite view ranged from the very enphatic to
those who merely thought it might work to exempt or place students accor^
I
ing to test results. Perhaps the strongest statement was made by a presi­
dent. He said, "Yes, sir! 1 think one of the great criticisms of a col­
lege education today is that we put together those who are most able and 
those who cannot, and I say, if a boy can pass an examination, give him 
credit in it and let him go on!" The dean from that same college agreed, 
saying a student who could pass an advanced examination "should be allowed 
to go on to more advanced courses." A teacher reasoned that "the student
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Icould prèbably tak# a oouraa that is mora valuabla than tha ganaral eeari 
ia aci r
janot
Maatloniog tha duplication of tha aatcrial laaraad in hi^ achool, 
thar taachar would axaopt tha studant who could paaa tha axaadnation !
jbaeauaa, "If ha alraadj baa that infoaation, attituda, and appxaciatiou^ 
I  than thara would be no naad for repeating it here." Another aaid, I aaaj 
jno roaaon for raquiring one studant to know mora than another with less 
ior the same credit." He favored exempting tha abler student. Still an­
other stated, "If the tests show that the student has had access in any 
way to similar courses, he should be exeaqpt." A biology teadker said,
"If we had a good test, I am sure we could find some students who could 
by-pass general biology, at least." Another would exempt those "who have 
a good introduction from hi^ school^ from the general courses. Two per­
sons approved exenqption from the general courses providing the student is 
required to take beginning physics or diemistry. The others went no fur­
ther than an approval of the idea.
Advantages of Science Courses in General Education 
Seemingly, almost every writer who deals with science in the gen­
eral education program to any appreciable degree has a definite opinion
on the matter of science majors in the general courses. B. Johnson
1 ! 
is one who believes that "all students need the contributions whidi sci- i
ence can make to their education."^ In a school at which this philosopfayj
Lamar Johnson, General Education in Action (Washington, D.C.: 
ihoerlcan Council on Education, 1952), p. 204.
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prevails th«y take the view that,
• • • if the ^proach to an area of study designed for the general 
student is valid in a general education program, it should also be 
valid as an approach to the studÿ of specific fields incorporated in 
the broad area* In other words that which is good for the general 
student Aould also be good for the special1st.5
The Harvard Committee also takes a stand on the issue. Its re­
port says, **A general education in science needs to be provided for the 
future scientist or technologist as well as for the general student, • . 
One could scarcely insist that all students of history or literature 
should leam some biology, for example, but that the prospective physi­
cist or chemist need not do so.**^
An opposing view is taken by a writer who discusses the wasteful 
duplication when a science teacher in a specialized area must repeat cer­
tain blocks of material because it was treated inadequately in the generajl 
courses. He says this can be prevented **by excusing science concentrators 
from any required science courses in general education, on the plea that 
pbeir specialized requirements are already a burden."^
Two questions to the deans and teachers in the Oklahoma schools 
Led into a discussion of this matter. Number 132 asks, "Would there be 
my benefits accruing to the student \dio is now excused from general sci-
J. Paul Reynolds, "Articulation of General Education Science 
bourses with Advanced Science Courses— Florida State University," College 
and University Bulletin, IX (February-March, 1957), 3.
^Harvard Committee, General Education in a Free Society; Report 
»f the Harvard Committee (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1945),
b. 221.
^Arnold Arons, "Articulation of General Education Science Courses 
»ith Advanced Science Courses— Amherst College," College and University 
bulletin. IX (February"^iarch, 1957), 1.
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matf ôemamB if he ^ tould take geoez^ al education acieace!" NaKjA^Tt*^ ! 
aama thought more ^ecific queation 133 aaka» "Would you reooamead that |
{he take these courses?*' It should be pointed out here that» althou^
t !
practice varied some with the school, the science mejor usually sea tak*'
I I
jing the beginning courses in his field and being exempted from the general
courses in science. Physical education majors were taking anatomy and 
physiology instead of biology, and the home ecoooodcs mejora were taking 
chemistry. The pre-professionals were all taking the begimaiog courses ; 
in the science area required for their field. So muqr students fell into 
one of these categories that an examination of a schedule for the fall 
term of 1957 at one of the Oklahoma State Colleges showed that there were 
more sections of non-geneial science courses scheduled than there are for 
general education science.
Surprisingly, considering the wide-spread practice that allowed 
so many students to omit the general courses in science, fourteen of 
those interviewed favored requiring the general education courses for all 
students while only eleven would t^hold the status quo. The others on 
the interview list either declined to comment or had not given the matter 
enough thought to take a definite stand. One teacher made a statement 
typical of many and showing little syn^atfay with the aims of general edu­
cation. He said, "If a person is going to teach general science in the ;
j  !
grades or junior high school, I recommend be take the general courses;
{but, if he is going into a profession or into industry, the course is
I
practically worthless!" Five more, although using ea^ressions less 
trong, remarked that the science specialist, in particular, could bene-




*wottl4 M C  tte «xisclnt praetle* m#r#ly stated that thay did not
jaaa any baaaflta to a acianca major from tha #anaral adueation oouraaa 
jNona aantionad tha acianca curriculum mat up for tha hena acooomica and
^hyaleal adueation majora* A probabla raaaon for thia ia that tha fachj
1
ara intarviamad hald dagraaa in acianca, and thair primary ooncam natur* 
ally raatad with tha acianca major*
Intagratad bmowladgm of tha aciancaa waa mmantionad by three per- 
aona who would recoanand the general education cotaraaa for all atudents* 
One atatad tha mattar clearly, aaying, **Somatimea our majora who do not 
taka tha ganaral courses come out without having as much integration as ' 
they Aould have*** Another aaid, **I was in graduate school before I be­
gan to look at the integration a^ects of the courses.** A third would 
offer the general courses after the socialised training to give the stu­
dent tha **propar integration.** Looking at the broader assets, another 
teacher remarked, **If we stick with our definition of general education 
and if we are sure these courses are being offered as such, I would recom­
mend them for all students.**
One teacher looked to the general courses in science as ssple- 
menting high school learning. He said, **Even our science majors can bene­
fit a great deal from that re-orientation they get in our general educa- 
cion courses.** He added, **It clears up a lot of hazy concepts from high
i
school.** From another school, a teacher said, **We recommend that our I
i I
biology majors take the general course first.** Another teaAer said, **If
; ![ :
the general course is the kind it should be, then I would not excuse any4
6ne from taking it.** A dean commented, **We let a student go ahead to 
If he wants to, hut I think it may be a mi stake.**— Zbe
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jocbm did'nibt •nlw8«~ ito aiqr dtgr«« on th#ir « ÿ r M M d  opinions that thèI j
jstnaral «dueation courses should be for everyone* |
i I
Role of the Student I — — — — — — —  t
! Having juat studied the placement of students in the general |
I I
courses in science in the Oklahoma State Colleges, a closer look at the I
student himself follows. Because any effective learning must be based
j  I
■oa an acc^tance of the program by the student, it is desirable to know 
his attitude toward the general courses.
Attitudes toward the General Courses 
Questions 129, 130, and 131 which ask of the deans and the teach­
ers: **Hcw do students view the taking of general science courses?** What 
estimated per cent of the students acc^t the program with enthusiasm?
Are passive? Antagonistic?** **Is there resentment because of delay in 
taking specialized courses?** Information for this must, in this study, 
come through the teachers. Participation by the student was also of con­
cern here, both with respect to the opportunity given him by the instruc­
tor, and the extent to which he wished to cooperate in the learning ac­
tivities.
A study that included interviews with 85 students in gro«q>s of 
three to six persons on each of seven different campuses outside Oklaboom 
ishowed a wide-spread favorable attitude toward general education. Dresa^
! I
r ^ o r t s :  I
The value of general education as seen by students included: (I) 
general informational and cultural value, (2) gening up of new in­
terests, (3) a perspective on society. Nupaerous students indicated 
a change in majors resulting from general education course eaperience. 
TmfreaaeH Ability in serious conversation and in ability to think we%%
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often noted as specific values* Even vocationally oriented students 
saw a contribution to the broader aq>ects of their chosen vocation*^
Dressel and Mayhew participated in a similar study in which **stu­
dents indicated by their re^onsiveness an awareness of the nature of 
general education and gave some evidence that it was a topic of interest 
in student *bull sessions* ***^
Three principal values of general education were noted by this
irovp:
(1) The general informational and cultural value; (2) the practical 
value in that general education courses tend to be more closely re­
lated to life problems; and (3) the orientational value including 
(a) the opening of new areas of interests (b) aid in choice of ma­
jor and vocation (c) provision of a perspective on society and on 
one’s chosen vocation*10
A reference which r^orts a favorable opinion from the freshmen 
at one school says, "^parently our students want the broad type of trainj- 
Lng we try to give them through our program of general education.**How­
ever, other studies also pointed some weaknesses of the program. Typi 
sal of these are:
(1) Lack of individualization and adjustment to student backgrounds;
(2) need for more emphasis on principles and thought processes, less 
on sheer coverage; (3) failure to explain adequately to freshmen, who
^aul L* Dressel, **General Education as Viewed by Students,** Col­
lege and University Bulletin* VI (May, 1954), 4.
^aul L. Dressel and Lewis B. Mayhew, Directors, General Educa­
tion; Eoq)lorations in Evaluation (Washington, D.C.: American Council on 
Education, 1954), p* 257*
10Ibid*
^Iw. Hugh Stickler, **The Students We Teach,** General Education:
A University Program in Action, eds* W. Hugh Stickler, James Paul Stoakes 
ind Louis Shores (Dubxxjue: Wh* C* Brown Co., 1950), p* 82.
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frequently resent the requirement, ute nature ot and need tor general 
education; (4) tendency to assign less able teachers to general edu­
cation courses; (5) need for more inter-relationship but less actual 
duplication among courses; (6) need for exenq>tion or credit examina­
tions for able students idio are often not challenged by the courses. 
Students indicated that their general education classes were usually 
larger than other classes and felt that this was the source of many
of the weaknesses.12
The previous evaluations were of the entire general education 
program. The next investigation is of student views concerning the sci­
ence program in the Oklahoma State Colleges. One frequently mentioned 
attitude was a fear of the science courses. A teacher said» "Most people 
dread to get into science and it rather frightens them." He added that 
it is a challenge to the teacher to overcome that fear. Another said 
nuch the same thing. "The students fear science, but after the first 
course their attitudes change, and maiy go on and take more science than 
they had planned." Still another pointed to the same attitude. He said, 
'Too many of the students are scared to death of science, but by the end 
of the term they decide it is not so bad after all." Putting it briefly, 
another teacher said, "Most students dread science, fear it, and avoid 
dt."
Probably the most common attitude reported was from the students 
who took the science courses in general education because they were re- 
:%uired. Two teachers sdid the students regard the course as a "necessary 
svil" ; two more said their students felt it was "a chore." One said, "Tha 
majority take it because they have to." Another said, "They look on it 
IS a requirement." Two believed that if the students had a choice they 
mould not take the courses. One teacher was concerned with student apath
12Dressel. op. cit.. p. 4.
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Hë said7^**Many o£ them sey» *Well, here «e are, «hat have you got?*** He 
added that "acme of then doa*t even care*** Much the same thouÿit was 
brought out by another teacher who said, **1 sometimes wonder whether they 
should even be in there if they just take the course because they have 
to.**
i One person said, **Some of the students question the value of the
course.** Another believed, **They begin with a poor attitude, but end 
jwell.** A similar statement was made by a teacher lAo said, "They have
!  i
some aversion to the course at first, and some ke^ it ri^t up to the
{  I
end; however, others become interested.** A dean said, **There is not too 
jmuch enthusiasm on the part of a large nunher, according to the r^orts ,
j ;
I I  hear.** A teacher remarked on A e  lack of enthusiasm, while another
I
said, **They just take it in stride and go ahead.** Three used the word ! 
Preluctantf* to describe student attitude.
No single person among those interviewed mentioned that the stu­
dents looked with anticipation toward the science courses in general edu- 
ication. Some, however, made milder statements than those previously 
listed. One said, **We have practically no objections.** Another said, 
**They seem to enjoy a part of it.** **We have very few conplaints,** was 
Ian attitude given by a dean. A  teacher said, "Most of them do not take 
it adversely. They make the best of the sit^tion."
It should be pointed out here that for several reasons the sur- i
veys quoted earlier in this section diow a great variation from the attij
I
tudes r^orted by the interviewees. First, the interviewees were all {
science specialists and discussed only those students in the general
in writArn were diseusaing students in the—
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over-all program of general edueatioa* Second, there bad never been a 
complete study of student opinion of general education in the Oklahoma 
State Colleges. Attitudes, then, were through the eyes of the teachers. 
And third, the surveys vhidi the vfiters recorded «ere done by question­
naires idxich allowed the student to choose among values received from 
general education courses rather than being judged by their classroom
I
attitude. I
To get a clearer picture of student attitude from the respondents,
i
the teasers and deans were asked to give an estimate of the percentage i 
i  i
iof students who acc^ted the program with enthusiasm, were passive, or I
antagonistic. Their answers, to a great extent, followed the same pattern
as their previous diagnosis. Most preferred to discuss the matter along
with the estimate. Max^ again pointed out that the students* attitudes I
jwere many and varied, changing during the term, but that the largest per-
■ I
centage were passive.
Several of those interviewed found it difficult to evaluate atti- 
Itudes. One said, "It is pretty hard to evaluate on e3q>ressions when they 
ell sit here with a dead-pan look." He added, "Maybe 10 or 15 per cent 
lappear enthusiastic. The majority don't seem to care much one way or the 
other. Some cooq>lain about the general courses, but few are really an- ' 
jtagonistic." Much the same thought was ea^ressed by another teacher who i
said, "We would be lucky if 20 per cent were enthusiastic, but not many |
I
are really antagonistic, either." One teacher thought no one was particu­
larly antagonistic, about 30 per cent were passive, and the others "accen t 
it pretty well." He went on to ea^lain how he would account for the at- 
titude of some.— He said, "If there is any resentment, it is on the part
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of the ones vho are Looking for snap courses and who resent a course in 
which they have to leam something.** He added* **Ue are old-fashioned ank 
think the students should know something when they have finished.** A | 
dean gave another reason for unfavorable student attitudes to the generajl 
courses. He said* **Unfortunately, the inadequate high school background!
of so many students influences attitudes.** I
I
Some were more optimistic about the attitude of their students. I 
One said that 80 per cent were enthusiastic* 19 per cent were passive* 
and only 1 per cent antagonistic. Another teacher said, **Pr6bably 95 per 
cent accept general science courses with enthusiasm and only about 5 per! 
cent are antagonistic.** Still another stated that 75 per cent of his 
; students were enthusiastic and less than 10 per cent antagonistic. A 
{dean estimated that at least 95 per cent were enthusiastic, with none an-
! I
jtagonistic. **A very minor per cent are actually resentful,** said a
teacher, **but they find that science is not such a *boogieman* \dien they 
come to understand what it is all about.** Giving the percentages as 60 : 
per cent enthusiastic, 35 per cent passive, and 5 per cent antagonistic, 
ja teacher said, **Those who are antagonistic to the program are also an­
tagonistic in any program, because some people just don't want to go to 
school, that's all.” He added that many of the physics and chemistry 
majors wanted to take the general courses in science.
Still another said, **The passive grotqp is pronounced* the enthusi­
astic are in the minority.” One of the least optimistic said, ” 10 per 
cent are passive and at least 70 per cent are antagonistic.” With the 
statement, ”There is a good bit of indifference,” one teacher places 5 
to 10 per cent in the enthusiastic group, the majority in the passive
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«bout TO p«râmt~«8 "rwimtiof the côürsM» Using the word' 
"enjo^ rather than cnthuaiasm, ooa said, "Seme are antagooiatic* but tfa s 
majority enjoy the oouraea." Another pointed to the growth of enthuaiaai 
as the course develops. He said, "Quite a few more leave the course uotk 
enthusiastic than when they entered it; a few may be irritated, but I j 
{would not call them resentful." j
Seeking a reason for any antagonism the student might have against
I  I
the general courses, the interviewees were asked to comment on any stu- I
i  ■
dent resentment due to a delay in taking specialized courses. Their an-|
Iswers brought out the fact that the program of advisement at the time of |
the study allowed, and often encouraged, the students to take one or more
courses in their major field during the freshman and sophomore years.
Only one of those interviewed could see any resentment in this plan. He!
said, "Many students seem to be discouraged because they cannot start on
their specialized courses when they are freshmen and sophomores. He
added, "Good advisement would remedy this." Though seemingly a charge
against the advisers in the school, all other teachers in that institution
were aware that the specialized courses could be worked in with general
education. This would indicate a lack of awareness on the part of this
teacher of the policy of the schools and the practice that goes on around
! I
him. emitting his statement, then, it is reasonable to conclude that 
there is no resentment from sl:odents in the Oklahoma State Colleges be= j
cause of delay in specialization. A  delay, as such, does not exist. j
I
Student Participation !
There is a difference of opinion on the amount of student partici-
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patioa possible in pisnning the educstiooal program and the individual
classroom activities. An educator and writer says:
• • • student participation in program planning is not common. . . .  
The greater part of student participation in planning activities has 
been in extra-curricular fields» with little relationship to educa­
tional outcomes. More effort should be e'aq>ended in directing studenjt 
participatory action towards basic issues of program evaluation and 
modification rather than, as now, to siqperficial questions concerning 
aq)ects of school discipline.13
A study recorded by another writer on student views of general
I
education is that **students . . .  protested the lack of opportunity to j 
contribute to the planning of general education." 14 |
Another statement, made as the result of visits to 64 general 
education classes on six different campuses, is that "students are typi­
cally given little opportunity for participation in planning or even in 
discussion. Teachers talk most of the time." 1^ As to the matter of al­
lowing student interests to guide the program, these same writers charge 
that "a common reply to a student question was chat time simply would 
not permit going into that phase of the subject." 1^ One writer, seeing 
the possibilities for student participation in planning the program, 
nevertheless recognizes the difficulties inherent in such an endeavor:
The rapid turnover in composition of a typical student body poses 
the problem of orienting and assimilating many new participants each 
year. Delegation of responsibility lies with the president or faculty.
r- ■;
I 13oavid R. Dunigan, S.J., "Student Participation in Program Plan­
ning," Current Issues in Higher Education, 1956: Resources for Higher Edn- 
ieation.ed. G. Kerry Smith (Washington. d7c.: Association for Higher Bdu- I 
dation, 1956), p. 77. I
^^Dressel, <x>. cit., p. 4.
^^Dressel and Mayhew, op. cit.» p. 256.
  _____________________
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The stùâÎMt does not have the d % z ^  of technical Mtûr-
ity which faculty have • • • for Idiis reason the validity of the stu* 
dent's participation could rest on his knowledge of canqms conditions 
and needs.17 I
The writer goes on to point out what he considers the criteria 
for success:
The success of student participation will depend in great measure 
on what the other members of the educational community ea^ect of the ' 
student. If they fail to see him as anything more than a prom-hsppy, 
study-dodging stereotype in whij^ bucks, they will merely encourage 
him in patternless irrespoosfbi^ty. If, however, the faculty and 
administration expect him to assume responsibility and to act in an 
adult manner, the student can be generally counted upon to refond
with maturity and eagerness, to contribute to what he recognizes as
a problem he shares with the rest of the educational c o m m u n i t y .  18
The teachers in the Oklahoma colleges were asked question number 
127, **To what extent is the student permitted to assist in the selection, 
[planning, and appraisal of his class activities?" Six persons used the 
phrase "very littltf* in answering. One added, "We use a text bock that
I
covers the field." Another explained that lack of student participation 
was "due to large classes." Eight teachers gave "noneP* in answer to the !
I
question. One of these could see that "things are not as they should be,"
another added, "We generally just hand it down to him."
More comprehensive answers were given by several. E^qplaining why 
the student has little to do with planning, a teacher said, "I am not 
isure the student knows enough about the course to do much planning." An­
other recognized the need for student participation^ but said, "Most of |
"'Ray Farabee, "Program Planning: Student Participation as Re­
vealed in the National Student Association Survey," Current Issues in 
kigher Education. 1956: Resources for Higher Education, ed. G. Kerry




then do not have any idea of f ^ t  they are doing.** He added, "Some have 
ea^reased this semester the desire to go into this or that, but it would 
not fit into the sequence of things and I had to put them off."
Lack of response to the opportunity to participate was given by 
one teacher as the reason for so little being done. He said, "I have no^ 
{noticed any of them wanting to take a particular part." He went on to 
Isay, "1 try to stimulate thinking, to raise questions, and give them all
the opportunity in the world, but college students just do not respond." |
i •  I
Another teacher pointed to this same problem. He said, "They could have
;a good deal of freedom, but I find that students are hesitant to offer
any suggestions." He added, "I try to get them to ask questions and bring
out the things they would like to have discussed, but I get very little
response."
Discussion was thought to provide opportunity for student partici­
pation by five teachers. One said, "We discuss various subject matter 
fields and the student, through his questions, can extend a discussion 
into several class periods where we may have planned only one." He added, 
"That takes care of student interests just as well as permitting him to 
plan something that he might not be familiar enough with to be able to 
intelligently plan the work, as such." A second said, "We do not let 
them say that they would like to have this or that portion— 1 don*t know
i i
jwhether you could get them to do it at this level— but we do throw the
I i
jclass open for discussions." A  third teacher stated, "Student participa?
i ■
tion is sometAiat limited, although occasionally I ask for a class attitude 
about something." The other two teachers said, "We have a question pe-
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Toward Reaching the Goals of Science 
In Ccaeral Bdoestiaa
In evaluating the program of science in general education in terms 
of the student's needs, the focus is once more on the outcomes of some of 
the most-mentioned objectives of the courses. Three questions were de­
signed to elicit this information as far as could be determined from the 
teachers of science in the (Xclaboma State Colleges. Question nwnter 110 
iasfcs "As you view your eaq^erience as a teacher of general education, do I
! .  j
you feel that students leaving your classes will be better able to ap- I 
jproach their problems with critical reasoning?" Communication as an out* 
Iccme questioned in mwiher 111: "Do you think the students after finishing
I  :
the course will have made significant advance toward being able to read : 
and listen intelligently in this area?" The third question of this 
series, number 112, asks, "Do you feel that the students will have de­
veloped the will and the habit of reading for pleasure and self - improve-
i ;
ment materials which relate to your teaching area?"
1
The Acquisition of Critical Reasoning
Pointing out again the importance of analytical reasoning as an
outcome for which we should look, a writer gives his opinion:
Since the beginning of the science in general education movement, 
considerable attention has been given to the contribution of science ' 
instruction for promoting thinking and reasoning as an outcome of Î 
such instruction. Although some disagreement has occurred regarding | 
whether there is such a thing as scientific thinking as a definite I 
and explicit process, agreement does exist that several of the kinds | 
of thinking and methods enqployed by scientists are of sufficient gen4 
eral application that they should be encouraged as an objective of j 
science instruction for general e d u c a t i o n . 19
19Louis M. Beil, "General Education: Natural Sciences," Current 
Cssues in Higher Education. 1956: Resources fpv Rducaticnt^-
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meummlag éhm vmlu# af th# mttitûdâ^f
questions» **0£ «hst valus to the citisen is such sa sttitude; however» 
evsa if it csa be acquired» it stops with scientific phenomena» with 
which he may be little conceraed in his post-college life?"^^
{ Rogers closes his term with blessings to the students of his sci^
I I
jencc courses* fie says in part:
i !
K e ^  an understanding of science itself. If at some future tinte| 
when you are a business head or maÿor of a town» or what you will» 
you are faced by some problem and you weed out prejudice and humbug ; 
and say» "Let's experiment»" or» "Let's review reliable tests»" or 
"Let's consult a qualified expert»" the course will have been worth-1 
while.21
In answer to the question regarding the students leaving the gen­
eral courses in science with greater ability to reason critically» eleven 
teachers believed they had gained in this direction; eleven others used 
the word "hopef as a less positive answer. Of those who answered in the 
affirmative» few made further remarks. However, one said» "Evidence of , 
Critical reasoning has come qp in class several times." Two added that , 
this ability was one of their primary objectives. Another said» "If not» 
then I have made a failure of my class."
From those %dio "hopedf to have instilled the ability to do criti­
cal reasoning» we find one e:q>laining that this "depends on the student's
G. Kerry Smith (Washington, D.C.: Association for Higher Education, 1956), 
pp. 220-21. I
20
Sidney French and Merrill P. Rassweiler, "The Physical Sci­
ences," General Education in Transi tion— A  Look Ahead» ed. H. T. Morse j 
{(Minneapolis: The University of Minnesota Press, 1951} » p. 180.
ZlErlc M. Rogers, "The Good Name of Science," Accent on Teach­
ing— «Experiments in General Education» ed. Sidney J. French (New YoÂ: 
larper and Brothers, 1954}» p. 183.
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attitude andnboïr he oMtsTlfé^ Be added» **Some will profit, oteere wï 
not." One said» "We hope âiat everyday situationa «ill be understood a 
little better by having bad biology." Another said» "They should be in
I
condition to do critical reasoning." Still another said, "You could prob­
ably tell the difference between those Who have bad the course and those}
who have not." Taking a different point of view of the values of criti-l
!
cal reasoning, another biology teacher remarked, "Though we do not teach 
any symptoms of diseases, two or three students after having studied the 
endocrine system, recognised l^per-thyroidi sm and are going to have a 
check xxp to find out." A physics teacher interpreted critical reasoning 
in terms of his own area. He said, "They will have a little better knowl­
edge of physics, itselfand at least they will know what the term physics
One teadier felt very strongly that die development of critical i 
reasoning "is one of the basic problems of all education." He went on 
to say, "Somewhere along the line intellectual curiosity has been killed; 
but when they come to us with a *so what* attitude we try to replace it 
with curiosity— to teach them to actually think and evaluate various 
facts and masses of data." Curiosity was mentioned by another teacher.
He said, "After having the general courses in science, at least they are 
going to be more curious about things around them and will perhaps have i
to reason a little bit." I
1
A few persons doubted the success of the general courses in de- | 
veloping critical reasoning. One said, "To be honest, I doubt if he gets 
the kind of training to make him really discerning in a scientific way." j 
Anftfrhoy Hmubt "that the students have changed very much." "Bui
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ftt iLMSt»** b* *dd#d, "Ch^ hmv# bMB wpo— d to th# nood for analytical 
raaaoning.** Daias tha word **doub^ again, aaothar raaclwr aaid, **I doub^ 
if wa have halpad, maybe a little ia all*" Yet another aaid, "I am not 
ao aura* You have touched a acre ^ t . "  Ha added, "If they are not ablf 
to reaaon any better than they read, they will not be able to do much*"
Development in Communicationa in Science 
for Present and Future Needs
Dreaael and Mayhew point out the importance of the ability to read 
science articles:
The ability to read current science materials is an in^ortant out­
come of a general education science course. Even so, the ability in 
itself is insufficient; unless the ability is used, nothing of perma­
nent value remains. Tte individual who does read and ei%luate science 
materials is constantly enhancing his education, and he is also able 
to function more intelligently as a citizen in the ever-e^^anding 
^here of interaction of science and odier disciplines.^^
This quotation serves to e:q>ress the areas relating to communica­
tion on which the interviewees were asked to comment. It combines the 
ability to read with the development of habits of reading. Carrying the 
idea a little further, French would tell his students, "If in later years 
you occasionally read science, popular or technical, and enjoy reading it 
and discussing it with scientists, if you can enjoy meeting scientists 
eye to eye, then we have indeed done well, you and I."23
The teachers in the (Nclahoma colleges were asked for their views
i  ‘
m  whether their students had learned to read and listen intelligently in
i I
the science areas and if they had developed the habit of reading for
^^Dressel and Mayhew, op. cit.. pp. 104-105. 
^^ogers, op. cit., p. 183.
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pl«amr* and self-laprovement. Consldarlqg tha firat ooodltioa» that of 
davaloplag tha ability, only ooa taachar thought this mod waa not baing 
mat in hia claaa. Ha maid, **Thay do not leam that from ua»** Ha ex­
plained further, "We Hat outside readings but don't emphaaiee it enough
I
and few students take advantage of it." j
Possibly most persons answered in the affirmative because the
}
iqucstion was worded to include any advance in this ability. However,
I
there were varying degrees of thought on the matter. One said, "At least 
they will be able to enjoy their radio and television programs more ef- 
fectively after having this course." Two teachers mentioned the articles 
their students brou^t to class as proof of this reading ability and in­
terest. One said, "The biggest difficulty in our courses is building four 
different vocabularies; in doing so, the student certainly widens his 
reading ability." All others merely answered the questions with a "ÿe^ 
and "I hope so."
As we advanced to the next question for discussion— the possibility 
that students will develop the habit of reading for pleasure and self-im­
provement— many more teachers doubted diis outcome as a result of their 
general education courses in science. One said, "It depends upon the in­
dividual; however, most stnients tend to relax when tests are over." An- 
dther said, "If he didn't have the habit before, he won't have it at the 
end of the course." He added, "If th^ were students by nature we might j 
enhance and arouse interest." Expressing hope that he had accooplished | 
this feat, another teacher said, "This is questionable, but I sincerely I
hope so." I
______Shfiping mnT-o nptimtan, one said, "Early in class, even, they bring
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In clipping#, indlcâtï%%&^ intnrnmc.** Bother said, "On# oi the oHtin things 
they get out o£ the course is that they will read an article in the newsj 
paper that heretofore they would have skipped." Citing interest again as
i
a result of the general courses, another said, "They are not likely to 
do extensive reading, but they will be more interested in news releases 
or short articles on science."
; I
Less positive answers were given by several teachers. "I hope 
they will continue to read, but I don't know whether they will or not," 
was one opinion. Another said, "That is what I hope to accomplish."
Four more felt that some students would continue to read and some would 
not, depending on the individual student and his native ability. Within 
the answers to the specific question, four teachers brought out the fact 
that the general courses stimulate the interest of some students to the 
point of deciding to major in science. One of these said, "At least two 
or three students each semester change over to science."
Summary
In the Oklahoma State Colleges there is no system for sectioning 
students in general education sciences according to ability, knowledge of 
subject matter, or successful completion of high school courses. Indi­
rectly a grouping according to ability and interests does take place be­
cause there are so many exceptions to the requirement for taking general,
1
jeducation courses in science. These exceptions include such groups as 
pre-professional and majors in science.
Even though this practice of substitutions does exist, a major!tj| 
of those interviewed believe that general courses in science do have value
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for Ch# otwdent r«8wdï«si^ cho direction bo will tiko in his pro£«s-~ 
miomal eoroor. Thom# advantages lie largely in obtaining an integrated 
view of science, both as the areas relate to each other and to the prelim 
of society in general.
Students tend to reflect the attitude of the instructor concern-1
i
ing the value and place of science in general education. Resentment be-|
; I
cause of having to take the courses is at a minimum. This includes ad- i 
verse attitudes toward science and the ingression that their ultimate 
goal is placed farther away because of the time required in these courses.
Students as a whole enter into the study of science with fear.
Many believe it belongs to the realm of mystery into which they cannot 
enter. The good instructor is able to dispel this attitude and lead the 
student to participation in a rich and rewarding learning experience. A: 
direct result is the development of enough of the language of science to: 
satisfy the ordinary needs of the citizen. Growing with the ability to 
communicate in the are» of science is the development of critical and 
rational reasoning, which is both one of the greater needs of the student 




This* the last chapter* has four purposes* As a reci^itolation 
it looks briefly to a review of the problee and a sumoarization of the 
results of the study* The tiiird part covers proposals %Aich have de­
veloped throng the analysis of the data gathered* The last paragr^hs 
go beyond the analysis of informatioa obtained to give a few ixqpressions 
or observations of the writer*
A  systematic consideration of organization within the chapter 
seems to indicate a separation of the summery of findings and the analy­
sis of this information* yet throughout the dissertation these have de-
I
velc^ed concurrently* Althou^ they have heen divided to some degree* a 
coiq>lete separation at this point would result in a more disjointed pres­
entation than seems desirable*
Resume of the Problem 
The problem of the dissertation is a study of science in general
jeducation in the six Oklahoma State Colleges as it had progressed in the
I
five years following its official beginning in 1951-52* It considers 
the conditions which existed and the needs for the future* The study is 
based upon opinions expressed by administrators and teachers of science
in the institutions included*__________________________________________
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To r«vîiH~bri«£iy'1âïft~ieope «ad limitation» «stablished» attcn- 
tioa is directed to seoersl conditions. It has not basa tes purpose to 
evaluate the program of science in général education from measurable 
changes in the students completing teese courses.
The problem is further limited by the connotstion of the term 
{"general education." It does not refer to survey courses of subject matj- 
Iter, nor to liberal education in the usual sense, although many of the 
goals estsbliteed for these are common to general education. The most { 
significant distinction is the quality of experience gained by the stu- i 
|dent. To ascertain this it is inçortant to know how he is being tau^t | 
as well as to know teat he is learning.
The study, within its limitations, becomes a careful survey of 
the opinions and attitudes of those directly concerned with the program. 
The instrument used to gather information for this is in the form of 
questions, which were asked of the interviewees. Their oral responses 
were recorded by means of a magnetic t^e recorder. The answers were re­
duced to the essential thoughts contained and arranged according to the 
ideas presented. These organized answers to the questions, as they com­
pared to those found in published articles on general education, became 




j •  i
I Fundamental Understanding of General Education |
Î (i
I An over-all consideration of the answers given by tee interviewees
Concerning tee definition and objectives of general education yields lit- 
Ic indication of depth with respect to-a philos^hy.— a mail M'vrify
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had attempted to establish a statCMBt o£~ belief a concarnlng gmaral edu 
cation against which they might evaluate their practices relative to tha 
movement, but acme stated they had no philosophy at had not given the mal 
ter enough thought to permit the atatemant of a clear answer.
Although a critical consideration of definitions and objectives 
stated by the interviewees revealed lack of understanding of the program 
on the part of some individuals, the relies were such that a sound and 
conq>rehensive d&ini tion and statement of aims sought could be coopiled 
from them. To a lesser degree the same may be said of a statement of be­
liefs concerning the movement. Few had as yet established a set of con­
victions having the strength and depth to serve as firm guides for the 
conduct of the program.
The teachers of science had a clearer idea of the role of science 
in general education than they did of the \diole program, yet most of Ae 
answers concerning the role did not indicate an awareness of the distinc­
tion between role and objectives. There were so many ideas concerning 
the place of science in general education and so many different versions 
of the means of establishing it in its place that no single purpose stooc 
significantly at the front.
Problems Connected with the Program 
The problems found in a program of liberal education also find 
some roots in general education in ^ite of the assun^tion that the new 
program began as an attenq>t to overcome some of the weaknesses of liberal 
education. The newness of the program accentuated the pr<*lem of wise 
choice of course content. A part of this was the result of the inabiliQ
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of various groups and individuals to r«ach «k m  than a ##%##'
■me on eh# #oml# of tha ■ovHwat.
Tta« obtaining of taaehara vho ara praparad to taach acianca c o o r ^  
in ganaral aducation and who ara in agraamant with tha principlaa of tha 
novanent r^rescntad tha graataat aingle problan of carrying on a awccaai - 
ful program. It la algnlf leant that with only two axcaptiona tha taachei a 
aval labia wara apacialists in aome ralatively limitad araa of acianca.
Other problcnu wara common to all aducation.
Curriculum
For the moat part, text hooka which wara aalectad by the teacher* 
guided the development of the couraea. Biology dm*rtnmnta, to aome ex­
tent, uaad a ayllabua to guide study. Each school required four college 
hours of credit in both general physical science and general biology.
They also provided for exemptions from these courses for those majoring 
in science, physical education, home economics, and engineering. More 
than half of those interviewed were not favorable toward these exception^; 
however, the practice continues.
It was also discovered that none of the selected Oklahoma colleg^ 
included a laboratory e3q>erience in connection with the general courses. 
Large classes and heavy teaching loads seemed to be the principal reason* 
for this omission. A few felt that visual aids, to an extent, had re­
placed the laboratory; however, most did not. They would prefer to use 
visual aids and deaionstrations as a simplement to the laboratory, not as 
a replacement.
Also of concern in this area was the need for more hours in
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mcimmc* to cov«r odaquatoly the rapidly incraasing knowlodga ia the fiel4« 
Few, however, would require more acience at the espenae of other areas. 
They could especially see a need for humanities. A dean «dm rtiowed great 
enthusiasm for general education throu^wut the interview would like to 
see an increase in the number of hours required for a degree in order thit 
more general education might be offered. Taking the other view were thote 
who would eliminate the general courses to facilitate earlier specializa­
tion. Among these were administrative persons in two different institu­
tions who saw the program as a stumbling block.
Evaluation of the Program and its Outcomes 
Evaluation of the program of science in general education and of 
the outcomes with respect to the student had not been handled as an or­
ganized project by any institution included in the study. Most of the 
opinions were subjective and tended to reflect the attitude of the indi­
vidual interviewee toward the program. The general opinion was that the 
program, as it is considered here, was still too new to permit a signifi­
cant evaluation, especially as it benefited the student.
Concluding Questions and Follow-t^
The last eight questions were included in the interview to bring 
out any additional information needed for the summary and analysis. Nottj 
ing new was discovered from the replies to them; however, th^ did serve 
to confirm and strengthen previous answers. There was a consistency on 
the part of the interviewees with respect to responses given to the con­
cluding questions and those of the rest of the interview.
Tw »r> fhece qHeefiona a fnllow-up of the interviews, was
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made bylEëtter to représentâtIWB wpctkmmasa. at eW% of the institnCioas 
visited. This survey was eade near the completion o£ the initial writing 
in the late fall of 1957. The purpose was to discover any significant 
changes that had occurred since the interview. In only one college was 
there a definite change. Except for education majors, this school now 
required only 36 college hours from the general education areas as com­
pared to the previous 50 hours.
Analysis
It would make for simplicity if, as a sunmary and analysis, it 
could be said that the data are conclusive and that definite recoomenda- 
tions might be based on them. Such a statement could take either of two 
roads. One of these would be that the science program in general educa­
tion as developed in the Oklahoma State Colleges is of unquestionable 
value and is growing with time and experience. To such a conclusion verj 
little could be added. The other avenue is the diametric opposite; name 
the program has no value and should be discontinued. The situation is 
much more complex than either of these two positions. To consider the 
full inplications of the answers of the interviewees, one must keep in 
mind the philosophy and objectives of the program. The purpose of this 
study can only be achieved by an analysis of the existing situation £ls it. 
compares to that which has some general acceptance.
Inplications of the Teachers* Concepts of the Program 
As observed by way of summary, there is within the collective 
statements of definitions, objectives, and philosophies of the group the 
materials from which to build sound stzatementzs concerning these. The
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student» however, does not face instructors as a group for his two courx s 
of science in general education. Instead his knowledge of subject mattex 
and of the purposes of general courses must come from one or two teachers• 
One must, it seems, recognise that for some students their course of sci­
ence in general education will fall fsur short of its goals because of th« 
shortcomings of instruction.
If it could be assumed that a lack of a philosophy concerning 
general education indicates open-mindedness on the part of the Instructox 
there is much hope for re-education leading to an understanding and en­
thusiasm for the program on the part of those who have not yet accepted 
the premise of a need for a form of general education not to be found in 
introductory liberal arts courses. Since these teachers who are not yet 
well founded in the principles of general education are also science ^ e  
cialists, one can only presume that their philosophy of science is being 
twisted to serve the general courses.
The bright side of the picture came from those who had developed 
an attitude favorable to general education or were concerned because of 
their lack of understanding. From this evidence it is possible to con­
clude that the specialist, if he is properly oriented, can maintain a 
philosophy favorable to the program without forfeiting any of his beliefs 
in the science disciplines.
Suggestions for the Future 
Â study of this type is of value only as it calls attention to 
needs and contributes to some workable answers, solutions, or changes in 
thinking. Most of the present attenqits at general education are evidentl
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worthuhilft* Studsatfi ar# laaraiag to ccaBuaieato botter with on» «nôtbar» 
to read and listen and understand matters that oooeera science* Seme are, 
no do(At, because of the way of thinking encouraged in the general sci­
ences, and the acquisiton of basic lonowledge as a background, adopting a 
more critical and rational attitude toward politics, foreign policy, qua^ 
doctors, and falae advertising* Others are certainly growing in cultural 
background and appreciation of the place of science in the modern world*
All of the suggestions for the future grow from the problems observed 
and have as their foundation the bringing of more meaningful experiences 
into the life of the individual, especially in the area of science.
Studies within the Schools 
Almost every school included in this study once had a study group 
for the purpose of reviewing and improving their general education pro­
gram. At least one of these was organized on a continuing basis, (hie 
would not question that much good can come from these; however, within 
schools one or two teachers of science in education may have participated 
while many showed no knowledge that such studies existed. Clearly, as 
indicated by the greater understanding and synpathy of those who partici­
pated, the study groups are most valuable for those who are active. Groups 
or committees on general education were formed from volunteers. These 
pere probably couposed of individuals already quite well informed concern-
{ I
ling general education. Findings from this study would indicate the need >
L  !for wider participation in study groups by all of those teaching in the |
general education area. There should be small divisional or d^artnental
>s and a larger committee rq>resenting all of general education lAosc^ro*p:
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fcunetloa «euid b# larg^ly that intégrasio» oC kno*l#d## and «tfort
■noog tbm *r#*m»
IntcrcollcgiaC* Efforts 
At this time there is oc coopérâtivs program enoog these college! 
for improving instruction in general education. Since the institutions 
concerned are functioning under the seme general directive there should 
be some direct means by which those concerned might exchange ideas. An 
intervisitation plan would be helpful, and some means of bringing genera 
education teachers together for at least an annual conference seems a 
necessity if the program as now organized is to iiq>rove on a statewide 
basis.
More Direct Administratis 
The strongest suggestion for the program of general education in 
the institutions considered is that they establish a system of more direct 
administratis and sc^ervisis. The exact method by which this is done 
or the title of the person is not of first iinportance.
At present the deans of instructis have as s e  of their duties 
the administratis of the general education program. In consideratis oi 
their many responsibilities they are doing a splendid job, but time does 
not permit any one of &em to acconplish the more direct si^ervisory 
leadership needed. With not less than two-fifths of the studst body en­
rolled in gseral edustion courses, it merits someone as coordinator whc 
c s  make the promotis of the program, improvement of instruction, and 
integratis of efforts his major re^onsibility.______________ _______
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Evaluation of Outcome* in T«xns of the Student 
The program of general education in tha Oklahoma State Collegea 
las not been in effect long enough to make an evaluation in terme of last 
Ing benefits to the student; however, sud% a study is needed for the fu­
ture. If the results of general education are not seen in the student 
md recognized by him after he has assumed his place in society, the logi 
zal assumption would be that general education is not effective in attain­
ing its goals. Methods of correcting this condition would then need to 
>e established.
Impressions and Observations of the Writer 
The program of general education had an auspicious start in the 
Oklahoma State Colleges, and the movement progressed to a place idtere it 
appeared to have gained a firm footing. There are indications that prog­
ress was arrested for a time. This is unfortunate because, placed under 
static conditions, a movement of this kind will almost surely retrogress.
There are some identifiable reasons for this slowing down of ef­
fort toward inqprovement. Accreditation is a part of the system of highez 
education which places an added burden on the teaching staff, for they 
must participate in self-studies, evaluations, and the writing of reports 
rhis is not to discredit this practice but to point out that efforts in 
all of the institutions have at various times been concentrated vpon prepj- 
uration for the visit of an examining board idiich had little interest in 
the general education phase of the curriculum. This takes so much of the 
Instructors* time that other studies and major efforts toward improvement 
oust be set aside for a time.
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AdBlaistrmelea
le al#o m m »  «#lf-#vid#ae chmc tiw prcgns oC «ducatlon
caanoc reach Its fullest «ad richest growth uatil scswoae at each last!- 
tutioa becomes active ia promotiag the best iaterests of the progrès aad 
has the authority to require meetiags of the geaeral educatioa staff* A 
part of the duties would be to carry on some indoctriaatloa of the teach* 
era of general education subjects ia the policies of the school relative 
to this area* Another responsibility would be to bring about a vertical 
and lateral integration of planning* study* and instruction.
Status of Science ia General Education 
The stated and implied second-rate status given to science in 
general education must be improved* The greatest factor which contribute 
to this down grading lies in the fact that it cannot be acc^ted either 
as a part of the science requirements toward certification or as a part 
of the required hours on a science major.
The science area in the colleges concerned is the only one Wiich 
in substance disowns and disavows its own* The English courses in gen­
eral education and the social studies courses are not so limited.
The reason for the second-rate status of the general education 
courses is not too difficult to determine* They do not fit into the con­
ventional pattern of major and minor areas of concentration* The direct 
argument is that there are already too few hours required for a major; 
therefore* general science courses cannot become a part of those selected*
A second reason* lAich is often obvious to all exc^t those pre­
senting the issue* lies in the caqpetition for enrollment* This still
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kiolds tzut «v«n as ecmÿl&iats oi h#m*y and undsrstaCflns *xm
voiced* Teacher# of first coureee in science dleciplines strive to in­
crease enrollments often in disregard of needs and ability of the studentj. 
rhese see the general sciences as trespassing on their prerogatives*
This leads to another observation nhich cannot at this time he 
folly substantiated* The science areas probably get a higher percentage 
of their strong majors from those who have through their general courses 
found an interest and ability than from any other single source* By con* 
trast the rigid discipline ot pure science can eliminate immature studentjs 
who, with the broadening and integrating ea^erience of general sciences, 
night not only have found greater success in their beginning courses, but 
also have developed more of the qualities which lead to tihe kind of effoit 
demanded by the sciences*
Laboratories in General Education 
The program of science is penalized by not making possible a lab* 
oratory-demonstration eaq>erience for students. This needs to be différé: t 
from the conventional laboratory and can with a little ingenuity be more 
neaningful and valuable to the student than that which often passes as a 
laboratory ea^erience* The problems are many, but the results are surel; 
worth the time, money, and effort needed to reduce them*
Conclusion
The writer is so near to the subject and so greatly concerned witjh 
its problems that it would require many pages to state the convictions 
which have grown with this study and to outline ideas for improving the 
pvmgfam of gfmerAl in aelenee.__Two convictions do dominate the
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thought# coacTnlng th» mov#m«nt. It is worthwhile «ad» b#eouM of ^ iï# 
it deocrvos every reasooable effort on the pert of those working in the 
progren to improve it and strengthen its position es a pert of the rysteii 
of higher education in the Oklahotse State Colleges.
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APPENDIX I
INTERVIEW GUIDE FORM
The "introductory discussion" to the "Interview Guide" sets fortik 
for those interviewed the purpose and method of study, the questions to 
be asked, and the attitude of the questioner. The interviewee, having
1
had this guide available for consideration a few days before the inter­
view, was given the opportunity to prepare for the actual conference.
Guide for Interview
Introductory discussion. The Oklahoma State Colleges are com­
pleting five years of the program of General Education as recommended by 
the Intercollege Curriculum Committee and approved by the State Board of 
Regents of Oklahoma Colleges. The writer proposes to examine carefully 
the program of science in general education established by the committee, 
both as it has functioned and as it looks to the future.
There is in these questions which are to be asked no intent towaxfd 
jinpertinent inquisitiveness relative to the conduct of your business. All 
{answers will be held in confidence, all references being made in terms o^ 
characteristics of the situation, and no quotations being made without | 
your permission. Feel free to refuse an answer to any question which you 
bay believe has no part in the understanding and analysis of the program 
lof general education in Oklahoma, as it applies to science. Please, also 
understand that only through free and open response can the strength and 
weaknesses of our program be revealed.
These questions, which I shall ask, may omit some of the things 
you think most significant. You are encouraged to make any additional 
bonments at any time you see fit. Such cocments may be of greater value 
than the direct answers to questions.
j The questions of the interview are placed in your hands to give
you preliminary insight into the information desired from your answers. 
yhe interview itself will be electronically recorded.__________________
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Th« questions are to be directed to the Presidents end Scans of ' 
the College» Science Department Chairmen, and Teachers of general physical 
or biological science. (The letters ?» D» C, and T preceding the question 
will indicate to whom it is to be directed.)
Definitions, Philosophy, Attitudes
I
PDCT - In your own words, how do you define general education? (i)
I
PDCT - Will you state the objectives which you consider most sig­
nificant? (2)
PDCT - Going further than definitions, will you attenpt to give ,
a brief statement concerning your philosophy of general education? (3) {
PDCT - Has your school or any department therein established andj 
put into record a philosophy of general education other than that indi- I 
cated in the catalog of the school? (4) i
DCT - What is this philosophy, or where may a copy be obtained? (5)
i
PDCT - Is this considered a fixed guide, or is it emergent and j
conditioned by the practical aspects of establishing a curriculum? (6) I
i
PDCT - If such a change in stated philosophy developed, how did j 
it come about? (7) |
PDCT - What in your opinion is the greatest problem in carrying j 
ion a program of general science education? (&)
I  i
PDCT - Have steps been taken to resolve or alleviate this prob- '
1cm? (9)
!
PDCT - What specifically are these steps? (10)
PDCT - Has the problem been solved successfully? (11)
PDCT - If no, do you feel that it is something which lends itself 
|to solution? (12) j
PDCT - If other tlian the problem above, what is the most crucial 
issue of general education? (13)
DCT - What do you see the role of science in general education to 
be? Is it more important than other subject matter areas? Because of j 
our technological age, does it have greater significance than other | 
branches of learning? (14)
T - What do you consider the most significant object of general 
bci.ence education? (15)_______________________________________________
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I T - Would you, given a choice, elect as a part or all of your
teaching load, to teach general education subjectaT (16)
I T - Aa a teacher of your specialty, do you feel that standard
{liberal arts prerequisites and beginning courses uould have contributed 
as ouch CO general education aa the general science courses which take 
their placet (17)
General Problems of Administration and Supervision
I
I PD - I* there in our state colleges a need for a dean or other
{administrative head of the general education program? (18)
I
I PD - Do you feci that our state colleges are large enough to jus*
jtify such a person? (19)
PDC - Do you feel that you have the support of your faculty (or 
staff) for your program of general education? (20) !
I
PDC - To what degree would you estimate your faculty supports thé 
{program? (21)
 ^ PDC - What estimated percent of the staff have a philosophy of
education which is compatible with the movement of general education? (2%)
I
I PDC - What percent, if any, of the staff are antagonistic to the
{program? (23)
i
PDC - What percent, if any, are indifferent? (24)
PDC - Do you consider this significant opposition? (25)
DC - Is there any opposition to the general education courses 
from teachers of science? (26)
PD - Are the departmental heads or chairmen lagging or leading 
the faculty in the conduct of the general education program? (27)
PDC - How many individual teachers do you estimate are doing out­
standing work in the planning, organization, and conduct of the program? 
(23)
I
PD - In what departments will these persons be found? (29)
PD-- In what way is their work outstanding? (30)
DC - Have you found the four-hour course for one semester to be 
satisfactory so far as scheduling the general science courses is con- 
icemed? (31)
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DC - What do you think of the idea of offering a two-hour course 
in both general biology and physical science for thirty-six weeks, so 




I DCT - Has anything been done toward integrating the science courses
Ivith other subject matter areas; e.g., philosophy as presented in the 
Ihumanities or geography in the social studies? (33)
DCT - Is there any cooperative effort between departments, such 
as the science teacher directing the technical reading for an essay in I
iEnglish? (34) I
i i
I DT - Co you know of any present activity or thought on your cam- I
pus relative to increased integration of courses or cooperative efforts 
either from groups or by individuals? (35) j
: !
i  DT - Is there any organized method by which teachers of different
{subjects may become familiar with the phases of their work which are also 
{covered by other teachers? (36)
DT - Do you feel further integration to be needed or desired? (31 )
j CT - Do teachers of science in general education hold conferencesi
{with each other to plan curriculum? (38)
{ I - How is the material to be covered in a given course deter­
mined? Ey means of or according to: (39)
I  A syllabus?___________ The teacher's option?
The Dean of the College? The text book?________
The Departmental Chairman? A committee?_________
Shades and gradations of these?
T - Has the material now utilized proved generally successful? In 
other words, do you feel the type of program we have now is best suited
{for students in your school? For our society? (40)
I  T - Are you satisfied that the content of the course you teach
meets the objectives of general education? (41)
T - Do you have any way of appraising the success of your course
in meeting the objectives of general education? (42)
I T - If the answer is yes, how is the appraisal made? (43)I
T - Should general science courses be organized to accommodate 
{différent ability levels of students? (44)
L__________________________________________________________ • --------- - -----------------------------------------------
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T - In your school» is Che sao^course offered to all ability 
levels? (45)
T - Are the general science courses being offered at the proper 
time or sequence in the school program of the student? (46)
T - If no, what do you feel the proper time to be? (47)
T - Should there be any specified sequence Between general physi^ 
cal science and general biology? (48)
T - Have the science courses in biology and general physical 
science been successful in synthesizing their areas of science into a 
unified whole? (49)
T - Are the courses attençting to cover too many units? (50)
j  T - Is it possible to teach a significant portion of the scien-
jtific phenomenon in a four-hour course? (51)
1
I PDCT - Without reference to the entire general education curric-
lula, how many hours do you think the student should have in biology? In 
general physical science? (52)
T - In what divisions of the biological or physical sciences are 
the selection of materials for instruction the least problem for you?
Why? (53)
I X - Where do you experience the greatest difficulty in selecting!
[that which shall be included in the course of study? Why? (54) |
I !
DCT - What new course, or major variation in that which we have, !
would you suggest, if any? (55) !
! i
T - Could the objectives of general science be met through a
course in the history of science? (56) I
Improvement of Instruction, In Service Training,
and Intervisitation
PD - Is there any program in the school to acquaint the faculty i 
as a whole with the general education program? What form does this take? 
Discussion at faculty meetings? Group studies?
Suggested readings?___________ Others? (57)
PD - Has there been any such program in the past? (58)
DC - Is any program under way which may lead to the isçrcvement
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Study Rroups? Committees? Individual
stud i es? C5^)
DC - What are the groups so engaged? (60)
DC - What has been their contribution? (61)
DC - Is there a record of their work? (62)
DC - Is this record available? (63)
PDC - Have any teachers as a part of their personal development 
pursued individual studies to better equip them as teachers of general j 
education? (64)
PD - Are there interdepartmental meetings of general education 
teachers? (65)
PD - Other than means indicated in answer to previous questions,
is there any organized system for inculcating the attitude of mind neces>
Isary for teaching general education subjects to those departmental teach­
ers (specialists) assigned to general education classes? (66)
I - Have you as a part of your personal development pursued any 
individual studies to better equip yourself as a teacher of general edu­
cation? Please outline the kind and extent of work. (67)
PDCT - Has any provision been made for teacher growth through 
intervisitation and observation of instruction?
Within the department? W ithin the college?
With other colleges? (68)
PDT - From the standpoint of the administration (or teacher) would 
a program of intervisitation be desirable? (69)
j
PD - Do you see any insurmountable problems in establishing or I 
developing a program of teacher growth through Intervisitation within the 
school? With other institutions such as other state colleges? (70) j
PDT - Would the benefits probably justify such a program? (71)
DCT - What part of the time of the teaching staff is given to 
departmental and interdepartmental planning? (72)
T - Do you have any way of appraising the success of your methods 
of instruction in meeting the objectives of general education? (73)
I
I T - If the teaching of principles is thorough, will there be time
left to attempt to direct the development of other qualities in the indi­
vidual which the principles of general education hold desirable? (74) I
!
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T- Is there a laboratory associated with any oi the general science 
courses? Which? (75)
T - How extensive is this laboratory? (76)
T - Has it proved successful? (77)
T - What are its strongest points? (78)
T - Wtiat are its weakest points? (79)
T - What has been done to strengthen these weaknesses? (80)
T - Are any additional laboratory units being considered? (SI)
T - In what area? (82)
T - Why is this change being considered? (83)
T - Are there plans for dropping any laboratory? (84)
I - Why? (85)
T - To what extent is the demonstration used? (86)
T - Do students follow the demonstration as closely as they would 
their own experiments? (87)
I T - Could a system of audio-visual aids and demonstrations be an
{adequate substitute for the laboratory? (88)
i T - To what extent are movies, strip films, and similar visual
isids used? (39)
T - How do you rate their effectiveness? (90)
T - Can you identify any reasons coming from your teaching methods 
for the degree of success enjoyed in meeting the immediate and long range 
Objectives of the course? (91)
i T - Can you ascribe any clear-cut cause or causes for the degree
Of failure e3q>erienced in teaching your course? (92)
i CT - Do teachers of science in general education hold conferences
with each other to discuss methods of instruction? (93)
I CT - Would such a practice contribute to the improvement of in­
struction? (94)
I
i_________ Teacher Availability, Recruitment, and Qualifications_______
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' PD - Hais it been necessârÿ^itî tbië m A n  to^ïlist'lLbë" general êdu^
cation staff from the departmental groups, or have you been able to seek, 
iteachers who have been trained as teachers of general education classes? 
|(95)
PD - Review of data on rating and salary of faculty members indi­
cates an inequality between those teaching at the lower college level 
where general education predominates and the upper college level. By 
contrast, literature relating to the general education ât.u££ agrees that 
the person should have a broad preparation and unusual teaching ability.
Is the general education staff member in your school recognized for his 
preparation even though it may not conform to the standard pattern of 
specialization and degree? (96)
PDT - What kind of teacher is desired as a teacher of science in 
general education with respect to subject matter preparation? With respect 
to attitude or philosophy of general education? (97)
PD - At the beginning of the program, what kind of teacher with 
respect to preparation and philosophy was available? (98)
?D - In your experience, have teachers qualified both in subject 
matter and attitude favorable to general education been available? (99)
! PDC - What is being done to inprove the teaching staff as teachers
iof science in general education? (100)
I i
PDT - Which plays the greater part in successful teaching of gen­
eral education subjects: (101)
Knowledge of subject matter?______________ Methods of teaching
used? Enthusiasm and belief in the principles of
general education?
The Teacher and His Load
PDCT - Is the teaching load of the general science teacher (in
college hours) in line with that of other staff members? (102)
PDCT - Is the load of the teacher such that they can give some
time to planning, to improvement of instruction, evaluation and pioneer- :
|ing? (103)
j PDT - If not, is it anticipated that there will be more considera­
tion of these problems in the future? (104) I
PDT - Are class sizes, for the teacher of general education sub-| 
jects, in line with accepted standards? (105)
PDT - Are physical facilities adequate? (106)
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Evaluation, Appraisal of Outcomes, Tests and Testing"
PDC - flow well in your estimation are the objectives and phi lose 
phy of general education being carried out by the individual teacher of 
general science? Has there been improvement in this respect since the 
inception of the program? (107)
PDT - It is the practice in some schools to exenpt from the gen­
eral education courses those who can pass advanced standing examinations 
Is this a good idea? (108)
PD - Would you in your administrative capacity support an extended 
and strong program of evaluation and appraisal of outcomes in terms of {
student learning and benefits? (109) |
T - As you view your experience as a teacher of general education, 
do you feel that students leaving your classes will be better able to ;
approach their problems with critical reasoning? (Analytical) (110) |
T - Do you thinlc the students after finishing the course will ha^e 
made significant advance toward being able to read and listen intelli­
gently in this area? (Ill)
T - Do you feel that the students will have developed the will 
and the habit of reading for pleasure and self-itq>rovement the materials 
which relate to your teaching area? (112) I
DT - Is there a program by which teachers come together to prepare 
I examinâtions? (113) j
I DT - Is there an integration of the examinations of various teach-
iers? (114) !
: !
DT - Is a committee ever used for the preparation of examinations, 
or has there been one in the past? (115) ;
DT - Is a specialist's help available or used in the preparation!
of tests and examinations? (116) ■
DT - Have any standard tests been used for student evaluation in
the general sciences? (117)
T - Do you prepare your own examinations? (118)
I
T - Are the standard tests or common tests for all teachers of a 
jsubject in conformity with the objectives of science in education? (119)
I  T - Is there any teacher or group in the process of preparing




(ievëlôpiment of the individual student along the lines set forth In the 
objectives of general education? (121)
T - As a generalization, what is the greatest problem of testing 
in the general sciences? (122)
T - Of the types of tests commonly given, which is most desirable? 
Which do you use most frequently? (123)
DT - Are the results of group tests and other placement data madf 
available to the teachers? (124)
DT - Are any provisions made for placing students in classes ac­
cording to test results? According to past experiences or classes? (125)
DT - What, specifically, is the program of placement into sec­
tions? (126)
Questions about the Student
T - To what extent is the student permitted to assist in the se­
lection, planning and appraisal of his class activities? (127)
DT - Is there a planned program for the study of the student of
science in general education in your school? (128)
Is this a research project? A coomittee study?
An individual study?__________
! DT - Row do students view the taking of general science courses?
(129)
DT - What estimated percent of the students accept the program
jwith enthusiasm? Are passive? Antagonistic? (130) !
II i
DT - Is there resentment because of delay in taking specialized I
courses? (131) j
DT - Would there be any benefits accruing to the student who is 
bow excused from general science courses if he should take general edu­
cation science? (132)
I DT - Would you recommend that he take these courses? (133)
I
Miscellaneous Questions and Summary
!
I PDCT - Do you feel that the program of general education in your
college has been successful? (134)
1_______PDCT - To what degree? (135)____________________________________
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PD - Coriaidarins the entire general education program, which area 
of learning has probably been most successful with its program? (136)
PDCT - What is the outstanding accoog) 1ishment of the general edu­
cation program for the last five years, if any? (137)
PDCT - Failures or weaknesses, if any? (138)
PDCT - What do you feel the future has in store for the program?
(139)
PDCT - Wliat suggestions have you for immediate and future change 
in the program? (140)
Locally? State Wide?
PDCT - Row has your attitude toward the program changed, if at 
all? (141)
APPENDIX II
OBJECTIVES AS STATED IN OKIAHŒIA STATE COLLEGE BULLETINS
The objectives of general education and liberal arts as found in
the recent Central State College Bulletin are;^
In its educational objectives» Central State College aims to wort 
for the development of the desirable capacities of the whole individ­
ual. This necessitates the cultivation of social, moral, intellec­
tual, vocational, and physical capacities for successful and useful 
living.
College e^erience should develop a capacity for international 
understanding and cooperation and for a fuller realization of democ­
racy in every phase of living. It should enable students to apply 
trained intelligence to the solution of individual and social prob­
lems and to exercise leadership through adequate and acceptable com­
munications.
General Education:
1. To promote democratic ideals in the local, national and 
world community.
2. To aid the student to think critically in order to adopt 
proper standards and solve the problems of life.
3. To develop the ability to speak and write effectively
and to listen and read with critical intelligence.
4. To prepare the student for happy and successful living
as an individual, as a member of his family, and of
society.
Liberal Arts:
1. To develop individual appreciation of moral standards, 
spiritual values, and integrity of character.
2. To foster an appreciation of the dignity of the individ­
ual and the value of wholesome and fruitful self­
development.
C^entral State College Bulletin, 1955-57, Vol. XLIV, No. 3 
Frfmftnrf: Central State College, 1956)~p^ 1.----------------------
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3. To train for informed, responsible citizenship and 
leadership in a democratic society by developing initia­
tive, judgment, imagination, critical thinking, and the 
basic skills of communication and cooperation for suc­
cess in social and family relationships.
4. To acquaint the student with, and help him evaluate, 
man's heritage of institutions, ideas, aspirations, and 
values.
The objectives of general education and liberal arts as found in 
the recent Southwestern State College Bulletin are:^
1. To provide, through general education, a broad back­
ground for a fuller life and a sounder foundation for 
specialized education.
2. To offer courses of study in the arts and sciences that 
will provide certain students with the pre-professional 
sequence they need and other students with a liberal 
arts education.
3. To provide a pharmacy curriculum for individuals wishing 
to make a career of pharmacy.
4. To provide a vocational or terminal course in the field 
of commercial art and secretarial work.
5. To provide an advanced professional course of study for 
students who already have acquired a bachelor's degree 
in education and wish to iaqprove their proficiency 
skill as classroom teachers.
6. To serve as an nducational center and cooomunity agency 
for citizens of Southwestern Oklahoma.
General Education; The purpose of General Education is to pro­
vide a group of ezqperiences coomon to all educated persons that will 
enable each to function more effectively as an individual, as a par­
ent, as a worker, as a citizen in a denocracy, and as a member of a 
world community. More specifically. General Education at Southwestern 
seeks to accomplish the following objectives:
1. To develop in students more effective communicative 
skills.
2. To foster a greater aqppreciation of our political, so­
cial, and cultural heritage.
I 3. To stimulate a greater appreciation for literature and
the fine arts.
4. To develop in students an awareness of re^Kmsible citi­
zenship.
Southwestern State College Bulletin. 1956-58, Vol. XLII, No. 1 ! 
[Weatherford: Southwestern State College, 1956),p. 16. i
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5. To create understanding and a desirable attitude toward 
matters of personal hygiene and public health.
6. To develop a deeper understanding of physical and bio­
logical phenomena, particularly as they apply to every 
day living.
The objectives of general education and liberal arts as found in 
the recent Northwestern State College Bulletin are:3
A. In the widest sense
1. To assist the individual in developing such perspective^ 
that the precepts growing out of education, religion, 
and morality shall be embraced for the benefit of good 
citizenship and the improvement of mankind.
2. To develop a respectful attitude toward the accumulated 
traditions and heritage from the past, and to inspire 
confidence in sound, orderly evolution for the future.
5. For all students, regardless of the course pursued, the col­
lege aims
1. To provide a rich background of our heritage in order
a. To develop the personality to the fullest degree of 
individual growth.
b. To enable the individual to approach with broader 
understanding the situations that may arise for him 
as a member of society.
2. To promote sound mental and physical health, orderly 
habits of clear, critical thinking, and sound judgments
3. To cultivate the sense of beauty and aesthetic apprécia 
tion.
4. To prepare the student for responsible citizenship in 
the commun!ty, the nation, and the world.
5. To assist in formulating a guiding philosophy that will 
provide right direction to life.
6. To acquaint the student with major areas of knowledge 
which are the common denominator of educated persons 
funct'oning as enlightened persons in a free society.
The objectives of general education and liberal arts as found in 
the recent Southeastern State College Bulletin are:4
Southeastern State College aims to help each person within its
I
Northwestern State College Bulletin, 1956-57 (Alva: Northwestern 
State College, 1956), p. 15.
Southeastern State College Bulletin, 1955-56, Vol. XLVXl, No. 1 
(Durant: Southeastern State College, 1955),p. 14.
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influence Co attain a full rich, and satisfactory individual life, 
to perform with competence a socially useful vocation, and to assume 
the privileges and responsibilities of a free man and good citizen 
in our American democracy. Its major objective is to train teachers 
for the public schools of the state. In addition, it provides a 
program of general education and liberal arts, pre-professional trai^ 
ing, and vocational education.
General Education and Liberal Arts: All candidates for degrees
are required to complete a prescribed plan of general educati on dur 
ing the first two years. Students who do not expect to teach may 
pursue a program covering the major areas of knowledge and leading t<^ 
a liberal arts degree.
The objectives of general education and liberal arts as found in
the recent Bulletin of East Central State College are:^
1. A program of general education designed to extend and enrich 
the common basic educational experiences of all students. This pro­
gram is at the college level a continuation of the kind of education 
predominant in the secondary school, being concerned principally 
with fundamental learning in the areas of social science, natural 
science, and the humanities, and receives chief emphasis in the first 
two years of the four-year college course. The studies are essenti­
ally nonspecialized and nonvocational, although they provide back­
ground for advanced and specialized work. General education aims 
primarily at a balanced development of the individual's knowledge, 
understanding, attitude, and behavior for responsible and intelli­
gent maturity, successful and satisfactory adulthood, and civic com­
petence in contemporary democratic society.
The objectives of general education and liberal arts as found in
the recent Northeastern State College Bulletin are:^
As a result of continuing study the faculty at Northeastern State: 
College believes that all students should participate in certain com­
mon experiences during the first two years of college work and that 
such a program of common experiences is best designated as General 
Education. It is believed that a program of General Education must 
make available to the student extensive experiences, which are both 
rich and important, in preparation for the major aspects of living 
in a democratic society; and that these experiences should provide 
for the development of personal talents and abilities, and for a
^Bulletin of East Central State College, 1955-56, Vol. XLVII,
No. 1 (Ada: East Central State College, 1955), p. 13.
^Northeastern State College Bulletin, 1955-56 (Tahlequah: North­
eastern State College, 1955), pp. 18-19.
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satisfying participation in activities involving democratic proce­
dures.
With this general philosophy* the entire pattern of General Edu­
cation has these objectives:
1. the development of skill in commun! cat ion* by which is meant 
the development of a degree of skill in oral or written com­
position together with the development of skill in reading 
and listening;
2. in the realm of scientific training* the student should ac­
quire knowledge and understanding of the natural phenomena* 
both physical and biological* in his environment* not from 
the point of view of the specialist or professional* but front 
the point of view of understanding the natural phenomena in 
his environment in their implications for human society and 
human welfare;
3. to train the student to do his part (on the basis of knowl­
edge and thinking) as an active and intelligent citizen in 
dealing with interrelated social* economic* and political 
problems;
4. acquaintance with a core of knowledge of history sufficient 
to enable the student to see clearly that the present is a 
product of the past— that it represents "the lengthened 
shadow of the past." This core should be limited to knowl­
edge of periods and epochs in history that can be shewn to 
have genuine significance in relation to the world of today. 
It is the man and world of today to be understood;
5. to give the student knowledge of and to lead him to an apprer 
ciation of old as well as new culture in western civilizatioiji 
as these cultures find expression in philosophy* literature* 
art and music.
APPENDIX III
RESOLUTION ESTABLISHING THE PROGRAM 
OF GENERAL EDUCATION
Included in Che resolution to the Board of Regents for Higher 
Education and approved by them in broad form is this extraction from the
i
kntercollege Curriculum Committee's resolution.^
General education requirements for curricula in Arts and Sciences 
(BA and ES Degrees) and in Education (BA Ed and BS Ed Degrees)
Section 2. The minimum general education requirements (or cur­
ricula in Arts and Sciences (£A and BS Degrees) and in Education (BA 
Ed and BS Ed Degrees) in the six state colleges, shall be as follows: 
A. Freshman Orientation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1  hour
5. English: Grammar and composition 6 hours and elective literature
or speech . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2  hours
Elective not required if Humanities 223 or 203-213 completed,
C. Science and Mathematics . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 or 8 hours
8 hours science to be required of every student, to include both 
biological and physical science, except that student having had 
either kind (other than general science) in high school may electj 
to take all college science in the other field, or student having 
had physical science in high school may fulfill the requirement 
by taking at least four hours science and three hours mathematics
D. Social Studies...................   9 hours
American history and government six hours, and other social sci­
ence three hours.
E. Health 2 hours and Physical Education 4 hours . . . . .  6 hours 
Requirement and exemptions in physical education: Freshmen and
sophomores are required to take physical education during these 
two years, or until four hours credit has been earned, except ttu^ 
the following students are exempt: (1) married women irrespective
of age, (2) all students not less than twenty-five years of age
] ^Intercollege Curriculum Committee, A Resolution Regulating the
Curricula of the Six State Colleges (Ada, Oklahoma: East Central State 
Çollege, 1952), pp. 2-3. (Lithographed).______________________________
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at the beginning of the semester or term in question, (3) any 
student whose physical condition makes it inadvisable or impos­
sible that he take the work, as attested by designated authority^ 
Executions other than physical disability do not apply in any 
case in which the student has failed to take physical education 
as required prior to that time. Likewise a student who reaches 
junior or senior standing without having fulfilled the requirement, 
is required to take sufficient physical education to cooplete 
same, unless his physical condition will not permit.
A student entering from another college as freshman or sopho­
more is required to take physical education at the rate of a one* 
hour course each semester or term until he reaches junior rank, 
or earns four hours credit. Â student entering as junior or sen­
ior is not required to take additional physical education.
F. Humanities ........  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 or 6 hours
General Humanities 203-213, or 5-6 hours in two of: (a) Humani­
ties 223 Introduction to Literature, (b) Humanities 232 Art in j 
Life, (c) Humanities 242 Music in Life, (d) one of: Humanities |
252 Philosophy in Life, Psychology 203 General Psychology, Psy- \ 
chology 213 Mental Hygiene, Sociology 223 Social Psychology. j
G. Five hours in a foreign language or in two or more of the follow^ 
ing: mathematics, psychology, fine arts (art, music, speech | 
arts), practical arts (agriculture, business, home economics, j 
industrial arts) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5  hours
H. Additional work in areas B-G above, to make total SO hours. In 
accord with state teacher certification requirements, in the 
Education curriculum ten hours work in general education may 
apply on the major also, and vice versa.
